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PART ONE

PRESUPPOSITIONS AND MOTIFS

OF

NEW TESTAMENT THEOLOGY





CHAPTER I

The Message of Jesus

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

1, The message of Jesus is a presupposition for the theology of

the New Testament rather than a part of that theology itself. For

New Testament theology consists in the unfolding of those ideas by

means of which Christian faith makes sure of its own object, basis,

and consequences. But Christian faith did not exist until there was a

Christian kerygma; i.e., a kerygma proclaiming Jesus Christ—specifi-

cally Jesus Christ the Crucified and Risen One—to be God's eschato-

logical act of salvation. He was first so proclaimed in the kerygma

of the earliest Church, not in the message of the historical Jesus,

even though that Church frequently introduced into its account of

Jesus' message, motifs of its own proclamation. Thus, theological

thinking—the theology of the New Tpgfampnt—bpgjj]«^ y/itb thp

keri^^mu of the earliest Church and not before. But the fact that

Jesus had appeared and the message which he had proclaimed were,

of course, among its historical presuppositions; and for this reason

Jesus' message cannot be omitted from the delineation of New
Testament theology.

2. The synoptic gospels are the source for Jesus' message. Their

use as history is governed by the so-called two source theory: i.e.

Mark (which we know, however, only in a later redaction) is one

source of Matthew and Luke; the other is a collection of Jesus' say-

ings
( Q ) . Furthermore, throughout the synoptics three strands must

be distinguished: ^Id tradition, jdeas produced in and by the Church,

and editorial work of the evangelists. The critical analysis of these

strands cannot be presented here; it is available in my book. Die

Geschichte der synoptischen Tradition, 2nd ed. (1931). Through-

out this book, passages from Mark are cited without the addition of

"par." wherever the Matthew and Luke parallels offer no independ-
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THE MESSAGE OF JESUS § 1

ent tradition; "par." is added to a passage from Matthew or Luke

wherever a tradition taken from Q is involved. That is what "par."

is intended to indicate.*

§ 1. The Eschatological Message

1. The dominant concept of Jesus' message is the Reign of God.

Jesus proclaims its immediately impending irruption, now already

making itself felt. Reign of God is an eschatological concept. It

means the regime of God which will destroy the present course of the

world, wipe out all the contra-divine, Satanic power under which the

present world groans—and thereby, terminating all pain and sorrow,

bring in salvation for the People of God which awaits the fulfilment

of the prophets' promises. The coming of God's Reign is a miraculous

event, which will be brought about by God alone without the help

of men.

With such a message, Jesus stands in the historical context of

Jewish expectations about the end of the world and God's new future.

And it is clear that his thought is not determingd by the national

hope then still alive in certain circles of the Jewish people, in which

the time of salvation to be brought in by God was thought of as the

restitution of the idealized ancient kingdom of David. No saying of

Jesus mentions the Messiah-king who is to crush the enemies of the

People, nor the lordship of Israel over the earth, nor the gathering of

the twelve tribes, nor the joy that will be in the bounteous peace-

blessed Land. Rather, Jesus' message is connected with the hope of

other circles which is primarily documented by the apocalyptic litera-

ture, a hope which awaits salvation not from a miraculous change in

historical (i.e. political and social) conditions, but frqni_a_cQsiruc

cata^ophe which will do away with all conditions of the present

world as it is. The presupposition of this hope is the pessjmistic-

* Quotations from the New Testament are given according to the Revised

Standard Version ( 1946 ) , with the land permission of the copyright owner.

Division of Christian Education, National Council of the Churches of Christ in

the U.S.A., unless there is an indication to the contrary. "Bit." ( = Bultmann's
version) means that the author himself translated the passage into German, for

which an English equivalent is here offered; "tr." ( = translator's version ) means
that the author quoted only the Greek text, which the translator of this book
felt compelled to translate anew in the sense implied by the author's context.

Rarely King James or a modern private translation is quoted, and always by
name.
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§ 1 THE ESCHATOLOGICAL MESSAGE

dualistic-view of the Satanic corruption of the total world-complex,

which is expressed in the special doctrine of the two aeons into

which the world's career is divided: The old aeon is approaching its

end, and the new aeon will dawn with terror and tribulation. The
old world with its periods has an end determined by God, and when
the day He has determined is here, the judgment of the world will

be held by Him or by His representative, the Son of Man, who will

come on the clouds of heaven; the dead will arise, and men's deeds,

good or bad, will receive their reward. But the salvation of the

faithful will consist not in national prosperity and splendor, but

in the glory of paradise. In the context of these expectations stands

the message of Jesus. However, it is free from all the learned and

fanciful speculatioji_Df the apocalyptic writers. Jesus does not look

back as they did upon past periods, casting up calculations when the

end is coming; he does not bid men to peer after signs in nature

and the affairs of nations by which they might recognize the near-

ness of the end. And he completely refrains from painting in the

details of the judgment, the resurrection, and the glory to come.

Everything is swallowed up in the single thought that then God will

rule; and only very few details of the apocalyptic picture of the

future recur in his words.

The contrast between this aeon and that is barely mentioned.

The passages which speak of the "sons of this age" (Lk. 16:8;

20:34f. ) and of the reward in the age to come for having fol-

lowed him (Mk. 10:30) are secondary. The expression "close

of the age" (Mt. 13:49) may be genuine tradition, though it is

secondary in the parable interpretations (Mt. 13:39f. and 24:3).

"The present time," KaiQog o^tog, meaning the remnant of

time before the eschatological end, at Lk. 12:56 is probably

original, but at Mk. 10:30, as the opposite of "the age to come,"
is secondary.

But it is evident that Jesus has this conviction: This age has

run out. The summary of his preaching in the saying, "The time is

fulfilled, and the Reign of God is at hand" (Mk. 1:15), is appro-

priate. Jesus is convinced that the world's present course is under

the sway of Satan and his demons, whose time is now expired (Lk.

10:18). He expects the coming of the "Son of Man" as judge and
savior (Mk. 8:38; Mt. 24:27 par. 37 par. 44 par.; [Mt. 10:23; 19:28];
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THE MESSAGE OF JESUS § 1

Lk. 12:8f.; [Mt. 10:32f.]; Lk. 17:30).* He expects the resurrection

of the dead (Mk. 12:18-27) and the judgment (Lk. ll:31f. par.,

etc. ) . He shares the idea of a fiery Hell into which the damned are to

be cast (Mk. 9:43-48; Mt. 10:28). For the blessedness of the right-

eous he uses the simple term "Life" Zcori (Mk. 9:43, 45, etc.). While

he can indeed speak of the heavenly banquet at which they will

recline at table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Mt. 8:11) and also

of his hope of drinking wine anew in the Reign of God (Mk. 14:25),

he nevertheless also says, "When they rise from the dead, they

neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are like angels in

heaven" (Mk. 12:25).

2. Thus Jesus does take over the apocalyptic picture of the future,

but he does so with significant reduction of djetail. What is new
and really his own about it all is the certainty with which he says,

"Now the time is come! God's Reign is breaking in! The end is

here!" That is what the following words mean:

"Blessed are the eyes which see what you see!

For I tell you:

Many prophets and kings desired to see what you see and did

not see it.

And to hear what you hear, and did not hear it!"

(Lk. 10:23f. par.)

Now is no time to mourn and fast; this is a time of joy like that

of a wedding (Mk. 2:18f. ). So he now cries his "Blessed are you!"

to the waiting, expectant ones:

"Blessed are you poor, for yours is the Reign of God!

Blessed are you that hunger now, for you shall be satisfied!

Blessed are you that weep now, for you shall laugh!" (Lk. 6:20f.

Bit.)

Satan's reign is now collapsing, for "I saw Satan fall like light-

ning from heaven" (Lk. 10:18).

Signs of the time there are, indeed; but not such as those after

which apocalyptic fantasy peers. For "God's Reign comes not so

that it can be calculated; and none can say, 'Lo here or there!' For

lo, God's Reign is (all at once) in your midst!" (Lk. 17:21 Bit.).

* Formulations presumably due to the Church, or words edited by the evan-

gelists are placed in brackets. Lk. 17:30 is perhaps original.
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§ 1 THE ESCHATOLOGICAL MESSAGE

"And if you are told: lo here! lo there! do not go, do not follow

them. For as the lightning flashes and lights up the sky from one

side to the other, so will it be with the Son of Man in his day" ( Lk.

17:23f. Bit).

The people, it is true, are blind to the true signs of the time;

they can well enough interpret the signs of the heavens ( clouds and

wind ) and know when it is going to rain or be hot—why can they not

discern the signs of the present? (Lk. 12:54-56). When the fig tree

sprouts and gets green men know summer is near; so from the signs

of the time they should know that the End is at hand (Mk. 13:28f.).

But what are the signs of the time? He himself! His presence,

his deeds, his message!

"The blind see, and the lame walk.

Lepers are cleansed and the deaf hear,

The dead arise and the poor have the message of salvation pro-

claimed to them" (Mt. 11:5 par. Bit.).

It can be asked whether these words only express the certainty

that the prophetic predictions of salvation (Is. 35:5f.; 29:18f.; 61:1)

will presently be fulfilled, or whether Jesus means that their fulfil-

ment is already beginning in his own miracles. Probably the latter.

For though he refuses the demand made of him to legitimate him-

self by a "sign from heaven" (Mk. 8:llf. ), he nevertheless sees God's

Reign already breaking in in the fact that by the divine power that

fills him he is already beginning to drive out the demons, to whom
he, like his contemporaries, attributes many diseases: "If I by the

finger of God drive out demons, then God's Reign has come upon
you!" (Lk. 11:20 par. Bit.). "No one can enter a strong man's house

and plunder his goods, unless he first binds the strong man" (Mk.

3:27), hence, since he is robbing Satan of his plunder, it is apparent

that Satan has been attacked by one stronger than himself.

All that does not mean that God's Reign is already here; hut it

does mean that it is dawning . Man cannot hasten the divinely de-

termined course of events, either by strict observance of the com-
mandments and by penance—as the Pharisees supposed—or by
driving out the Romans by force of arms—as the Zealots fancied.

For "with the Reign of God it is as if a man should scatter seed

upon the ground and should sleep and rise night and day, and the

seed should sprout and grow, he knows not how. The earth produces
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THE MESSAGE OF JESUS § 1

of itself, first the blade, then the ear, then the full grain in the ear.

But when the grain is ripe, at once he sends the harvesters, because

the harvest has come" (Mk. 4:20-29 Bit.).

From this parable of the seed growing of itself, in which "of

itself" is the point, one must not draw the conclusion that God's

Reign (or Kingdom) is an entity growing in history; rather it

assumes that its coming is a miracle independgnt of every

human act—as miraculous as the growth and ripening of seed,

which proceeds without human help or comprehension. It is far

from Jesus and the world he moved in to regard the growth of

seed as a natural process of development. The meaning of the

parable can be clarified by placing beside it a similar one,

handed down to us in I Clem. 23, which is intended to picture

how certainly the judgment of God will come: "O fools, compare
yourselves with a tree, for instance a grapevine! First it casts

off its old leaves, then young shoots arise, then leaves, then

blossoms, then the tiny clusters, then the full bunch is there. You
see how quickly fruit gets ripe. Verily, quickly and suddenly

shall God's decree be accomplished. . .
."

Neither do the parables of the mustard-seed and of the

leaven (Mk. 4:30-32 or Mt. 13:31f. par.) tell of a gradual devel-

opment of the "Kingdom of God" in history. Their point is the

contrast between the minuteness of its beginning and the mag-
nitude of its completion; they do not intend to give instruction

about the process which leads from beginning to completion.

Both beginning and completion of God's Reign are miraculous,

and miraculous is the happening which brings its fulfilment.

Then Jesus' presence and activity are understood to be its be-

ginning—that is, if these parables really have for their subject

the beginning and completion of God's Reign. That is admit-

tedly uncertain; the related parables in the Shepherd of Hermas
(Mand. V 1, 5f.; XI 20f.) about the drop of wormwood which
makes a whole jug of honey bitter, and about the hailstone

which can cause great pain, have an entirely different meaning.

The former intends to illustrate how practice in patience is

brought to nought by an attack of wrath; the latter illustrates

the power of the Holy Spirit. So it might be that the parables of

the mustard-seed and of the leaven originally dealt with the in-

dividual and were intended to instruct him, either as a warning
or as a consolation, how great a result may grow out of small

beginnings.

The introductory formula, "The Kingdom is like" (ofxoia
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§ 1 THE ESCHATOLOGICAL MESSAGE

EGTiv) or "is likened" (ofioicb^ri) in these parables and in Mat-

thew's so-called Kingdom-of-Heaven parables (Mt. 13:44, 45;

18:23; 20:1; 22:2; 25:1) does not mean that what is named in

the parable is to be directly compared with the Reign of God,

but does mean that the parable teaches a truth that in some way
applies to the Reign of God—for example, that God's Reign re-

quires sacrifice of men; for when it is said (Mt. 13:45), "The
Reign of God is like a merchant," it is clear that the merchant is

not a portrait of God's Reign, but that his conduct portrays the

attitude required by it. Besides, the introductory formula, fre-

quently at least, is due to the editing of the evangelist; it is

missing in the Lucan parallel (14:16) to Mt. 22:2 as well as in

all the parables peculiar to Luke. On the interpretation of the

parables in general of. Ad. Jiilicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesus I

2nd ed. (1899), II 2nd ed. (1910); R. Bultmann, Gesch. d.

synopt. Trad., 2nd ed. (1931), 179-222 (where further refer-

ences are given).

3. All that man can do in the face of the Reign of God now break-

ing in is this : Keep ready or get ready for it. Now is the time of de-

cision, and Jesus' call is the call to decision. The "Queen of the

South" once came to hear the wisdom of Solomon; the Ninevites

repented at the preaching of Jonah—"behold, something greater

than Solomon is here! behold, something greater than Jonah is

here!" (Lk. ll:31f. par.). "Blessed is he who takes no oflFense at

me!" (Mt. 11:6 par.).

Basically, therefore, he in his own person is the "sign of the time."

Yet the historical Jesus of the synoptics does not, like the Johannine

Jesus, summon men to acknowledge or "believe in" his person. He
does not proclaim himself as the Messiah, i.e. the king of the time

of salvation, but he points ahead to the Son of Man as another than

himself. He in his own person signifies the demand for decision,

insofar as his cry, as God's last word before the End, calls men to

decision. Now is the last hour; now it can be only: either—or! Now
the question is whether a man really desires God and His Reign or

the world and its goods; and the decision must be drastically made.

"No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the

Reign of God!" (Lk. 9:62 Bit.). "Follow me, and leave the dead to

bury their own dead!" (Mt. 8:22 par.). "Whoever comes to me and

does not hate his father and mother, wife and children, brothers and

sisters, yes, and even himself, he cannot be my disciple" (Lk. 14:26

[ 9]



THE MESSAGE OF JESUS § 1

par. Bit.). "Whoever does not bear his own cross and follow me, he

cannot be my disciple" (Lk. 14:27 par. Bit. or Mk. 8:34).

He himself renounced his relatives; "whoever does God's will, he

is brother and sister and mother to me" (Mk. 3:35 Bit.). And evi-

dently he also uprooted by his word a band of men out of their

homes and occupations to accompany him in his wandering life as

his "disciples"-i.e. his pupils (Mk. 1:16-20; 2:14). Still he did not

found an order or a sect, far less a "Church," nor did he expect that

everyone should or could forsake house and family.

The saying about the building of the "Church" (ExxArjoia)

Mt. 16:18 is, like the whole of Mt. 16:17-19, a later product of

the Church; cf. Gesch. d. synopt. Trad., 2nd ed., 147-150, 277f.;

Theol Bl. 20 (1941), 265-279. An excellent account of the dis-

cussion of this problem is given by O. Linton, Das Problem der

Urkirche in der neueren Forschung (1932). For more recent

literature, cf. R. N. Flew, Jesus and his Church (1938). J.
B.

Bernardin, "The Church in the N.T." [An,glican Theol. Rev. 21

(1939), 153-170]. F. C. Grant, "The Nature of the Church"
(ibid. 190-204). B. S. Easton, "The Church in the N.T." [ibid.

22 (1940), 157-168]. F.
J.

Leenhardt, Etudes sur TEglise dans

le N.T. (1940). Especially: N. A. Dahl, Das Yolk Gottes

( 1941 ) ; W. G. Kiimmel, Kirchenbegriff und Geschichtsbewusst-

sein in der Urgemeinde und bei Jesus {Symb. Bibl. Upsal. I)

(1943); E. Fascher in the article, "Petrus" in Pauly-Wissowa-

KroU: Realenzykl. der Klass. Altertumswiss. XIX, 1353-1361.

But everyone is confronted with deciding what he will set his

heart upon—on God or on worldly goods. "Do not lay up for your-

selves treasures on earth. . . . For where your treasure is, there will

your heart be also!" (Mt. 6:19-21 par.). "No one can serve two

masters!" (Mt. 6:24 par.). How dangerous wealth is! "It is easier

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to

enter the Reign of God!" (Mk. 10:25 Bit). Most men chng to

earthly goods and cares; and when the time for decision comes, they

fail—as the parable of the banquet shows (Lk. 14:15-24 par.). A
man must make up his mind what he wants, what degree of effort

he is capable of, just as the means for building a tower or waging a

war must first be estimated (Lk. 14:28-32). But for the Reign of

God one must be ready for any sacrifice—like the farmer who finds

a treasure and gives all he has to get possession of it, or like the
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§ 2 JESUS AND THE DEMAND OF GOD

merchant who sells everything in order to acquire the one precious

pearl (Mt. 13:44-46).

"If your hand causes you to sin, cut it off! It is better for you to

enter life maimed than with two hands to go to hell. ..."

"If your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out! It is better for you to

enter the Reign of God with one eye, than with two eyes to be

thrown into hell" (Mk. 9:43, 47 Bit. or Mt. 5:29f.).

But this renunciation toward the world, this "unworldliness," is

not to be thought of as asceticism, but as simple readiness for God's

demand. For the positive thing that corresponds to this renunciation,

the thing, that is, which constitutes readiness for God's Reign, is

the fulfilment of God's will, as Jesus makes evident in combatting

Jewish legalism.

§ 2. Jesus^ Interpretation of the Demand of God

1. As interpretation of the will, the demand, of God, Jesus' mes-

sage is a great protest against Jetvish legalism—i.e. against a form

of piety which regards the will of God as expressed in the written

Law and in the Tradition which interprets it, a piety which en-

deavors to win God's favor by the toil of minutely fulfilhng the

Law's stipulations. Here there is no diflFerentiation between religion

and morality, nor are laws about worship and ethics separated from
statutes of everyday law. This state of affairs is typified by the fact

that the "scribes" are theologians, teachers, and lawyers all at the

same time. What religion and morality require is prescribed by the

Law, but civil and criminal law are also regarded as divine Law.
The result is not merely that a mass of ordinances which have lost

the meaning they once had under earlier conditions remain in force

and so have to be twisted by artificial interpretation into relevance

for today; not merely that regulations appropriate to the present

have to be wrung out of the ancient Law by artificial deduction to

meet new conditions of life. Nor is the result merely that a plethora

of cultic and ritual laws are regarded as God's demand, or as ethical

demand, and thus frequently overshadow the really ethical demands.

The real result is that motivation to ethical conduct is vitiated. That

is the result not only in the wide extent to which the idea of reward

and punishment becomes the motivation, but also—and this is the

characteristic thing for Judaism—that the obedience man owes to

God and to His demand for good is understood as a purely formal

r 11 ]



THE MESSAGE OF JESUS §2

one; i.e. as an obedience which fulfills the letter of the law, obeying

a law simply because it is commanded without asking the reason,

the meaning, of its demand. And though many a scribe protests

against the prevalence of reward and punishment as the motive for

obedience, demanding instead an obedience from the heart which

would fulfill the commandment not out of fear but out of love to

God, nevertheless obedience cannot be radical, genuine obedience

so long as man obeys only because it is commanded—so long, that is,

as he would do something else if something else were commanded,

or, rather, would not do the thing in question if it did not stand in

the commandment. Radical obedience is only possible where a man
understands the demand and affirms it from within himself. And
only of such obedience is it meaningful to say that in fulfilling the

ethical demand it fulfills God's demand, for God requires radical

obedience. The error of Jewish legalism reveals itself finally in the

following. A statute, unlike an ethical demand, can never embrace

every specific situation of life; instead there inevitably remain many
cases unprovided for, cases for which there is no command or pro-

hibition; that leaves room not only for every desire and passion

that may arise but also—and that again is characteristic of Judaism—
for works of supererogation. In principle, when a man's duties are

conceived of as the committing or omitting of specific acts under

legal requirement, he can completely discharge them and have room
left over for extra deeds of merit. So there developed in Judaism the

notion of "good works" that go beyond the required fulfilment of the

Law (such as almsgiving, various acts of charity, voluntary fasting,

and the like), establishing literal merits and hence also capable of

atoning for transgressions of the Law. This indicates that here the

idea of obedience is not taken radically.

2. Seen against this background Jesus proclamation of the will

of God appears as a great protest. In it the protest of the great

prophets of the Old Testament against the cultic worship of God in

their time is renewed under altered circumstances. Whereas they

had upheld justice and uprightness as God's demand in opposition

to the cultic piety of the people, Jesus demanded radical obedience

in opposition to that merely formal obedience which to a large

extent regarded the fulfilment of the ritual prescriptions as the

essential thing. He does not, as the prophets did, raise the demand
for justice and right; for the preaching of these things, once decisive
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§ 2 JESUS AND THE DEMAND OF GOD

for Israelitic national life, has lost its meaning now that there is

scarcely any national life left. What Judaism has left as the product

of the prophets' work is codified law, which now, however, no longer

serves primarily to regulate national life but governs the relation of

the individual to God. And that is just what Jesus protests against—

that man's relation to God is regarded as a legal one. God requires

radical obedience. He claims man whole—and wholly. Within this

insight Jesus takes for granted that God requires of man the doing

of the good and that ethical demands are the demands of God; to

that extent religion and ethics constitute a unity for him, too. But

excluded from the demands of God are all cultic and ritual regula-

tions, so that along with ethics Jesus sets free the purely religious

relation to God in which man stands only as one who asks and

receives, hopes and trusts.

The antitheses (Mt. 5:21-48) in the Sermon on the Mount throw

legalism and the will of God into sharp contrast: "You have heard

that it was said to the men of old . . ., But I say to you . .
.!" The

meaning is this: God does not lay claim to man only so far as con-

duct can be determined by formulated laws ( the only way open to

legalism), leaving man's own will free from that point on. What
God forbids is not simply the overt acts of murder, adultery, and

perjury, with which law can deal, but their antecedents: anger and

name-calling, evil desire and insincerity (Mt. 5:21f., 27f., 33-37).

What counts before God is not simply the substantial, verifiable

deed that is done, but how a man is disposed, what his intent is.

As the laws concerning murder, adultery and perjury are thus radi-

calized, so others which were once meant to restrict arbitrary action

but now are conceived as concessions defining an area of leeway for

permissive acts, are from the point of view of God's intention alto-

gether abolished: the provision for divorce, the law of retaliation,

the limitation of the duty of love to one's neighbor alone ( Mt. 5:31f.,

38-41, 43-48). God demands the whole will of man and knows no

abatement in His demand.

Are grapes gathered from thorns,

or figs from thistles?

Each tree is known by its own fruit;

a good tree cannot bear evil fruit.

(Mt. 7:16, 18 combined with Lk. 6:43f. Bit.)
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The eye is the lamp of the body.

So, if your eye is sound,

Your whole body will be full of light.

But if your eye is not sound.

Your whole body will be full of darkness.

(Mt. 6:22f. par.)

Man, upon whose whole self God's demand is made, has no free-

dom toward God; he is accountable for his life as a whole—as the

parable of the talents teaches (Mt. 25:14-30 par.). He may not,

must not, cannot raise any claim before God, but is like the slave

who only has his duty to do and can do no more (Lk. 17:7-10).

This parable is paralleled in the saying of a pre-Christian

rabbi, Antigonus of Socho : "Be not like servants who serve their

lord on condition of receiving reward; but rather be like serv-

ants who serve their lord under no condition of receiving re-

ward" (Pirqe Aboth 1, 3). In demanding unconditional obe-

dience Jesus and the rabbi agree. That the idea of obedience is

taken radically by Jesus follows from the whole context of his

ethical utterances.

Man must become like a child, who, knowing no such thing as

appeal to any rights or merits of his own, is willing simply to be

given a gift (Mk. 10:15). Those who proudly brag of their merits

are an abomination to God (Lk. 16:15), and the virtue-proud Phari-

see has to take a lower place than the guilt-conscious publican ( Lk.

18:9-14). So Jesus rejects all this counting up of merit and reward:

The worker who went to work in the last hour of the day is rewarded

just as much as the one who had worked all day long (Mt. 20:1-15).

And Jesus also refuses to regard the misfortune that befalls indi-

viduals as punishment for their special sins; no man is better than

another (Lk. 13:1-5).

One must, of course, admit that for Jesus it is certain that God
does reward faithful obedience; back of the demand stands the

promise; and in view of his battle against the motive of retribution

his position must be so described: He promises reward precisely to

those who obey not for the sake of reward. Even so, his words are

not without self-contradiction, since he does occasionally use the

idea of recompense as motivation for a demand—either by referring

to heavenly reward (Mt. 6:19f. par. Mk. 10:21 and elsewhere) or
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by threatening with hell-fiie (Mt. 10:28 par. Mk. 9:43, 47 and else-

where). Still the contradiction can probably be resolved in this

way: The motive of reward is only a primitive expression for the idea

that in what a man does his own real being is at stake—that self

which he not already is, but is to become. To achieve that self is the

legitimate motive of his ethical dealing and of his true obedience, in

which he becomes aware of the paradoxical truth that in order to

arrive at himself he must surrender to the demand of God—or, in

other words, that in such surrender he wins himself. This paradoxi-

cal truth is taught in the following saying:

"Whoever seeks to gain his life will lose it.

But whoever loses his life will preserve it." (Lk. 17:33)

Both Mark and Q hand down this saying. At Mk. 8:35

"whoever loses it" has the addition: "for my sake and the gos-

pel's." The parallels to this passage, Mt. 16:25 and Lk. 9:24,

read only "for my sake," and that is probably all they had found

in their Marcan text. To accord with it Mt. 10:39 also added
"for my sake" in the Q-parallel to Lk. 17:33. John also knew the

saying, and knew it without the addition, so that he corrobo-

rates the form of Lk. 17:33 as the original one when he says,

"He who loves his life loses it, and he who hates his life in this

world will keep it for eternal life" (12:25), though he, on his

part, has added "in this world" and "for eternal life."

3. From the standpoint of this radical attitude of Jesus toward

the will of God, what is to be said of his position toward the Old

Testament? Without contesting its authority he makes critical dis-

tinctions among the demands of the Old Testament. Yes, Moses did

permit divorce, but only "in consideration of your hard-heartedness."

By no nieans is that the actual intention of God; rather He intends

marriage to be inseparable (Mk. 10:2-9).

"Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you tithe

mint and dill and cummin, and have neglected the weightiest in the

Law: justice and mercy and good faith; these things ought to be

done and the others not neglected. You blind guides, straining out

a gnat and swallowing a camel!" (Mt. 23:23f. Bit.). If the words

"These things ought to be done and the others not neglected" are

really an original component of this "woe" ( they are missing in the

Luke-parallel 11:42 in Codex D), they indicate that a reformer's

polemic against the Old Testament legislation is far from Jesus'
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intention. In any case these verses indicate a sovereign attitude

assumed by Jesus toward the Old Testament, an attitude which

critically distinguishes the important from the unimportant, the

essential from the indifferent. This is in harmony with the rest of

Jesus' words concerning the Old Testament.

God did indeed declare His will in the Old Testament. Whoever
inquires about the will of God is referred to the ethical demands of

the Old Testament—for instance, the rich man with his question:

"What must I do to inherit eternal life?" or the "lawyer"-scribe with

his query about the highest commandment (Mk. 10:17-19, 12:28-

34 ) . But the rich man straightway has to accept the accusation that

his previous fulfilment of the commandments has been an illusion,

since he is incapable of giving up everything—he cannot radically

obey.

That Jesus did not polemically contest the authority of the Old

Testament is proven by the course later taken by his Church; it clung

faithfully to the Old Testament Law and thereby came into con-

flict with Paul. The Church formulated its standpoint—no matter

whether against Paul or against other Hellenistic missionaries—in the

words placed on Jesus' lips about the imperishability of even the

tiniest letter in the Law and expressly declaring that Jesus did not

come to abolish the Law, but to fulfill it (Mt. 5:17-19)—a saying

that in view of other sayings of Jesus and of his actual practice can-

not possibly be genuine; rather it is a product of the Church coming

out of the later period of conflict over the Law. Yet clearly this con-

servative attitude of the Church would not have been possible if

Jesus had called into question the validity of the Old Testament. Its

authority stands just as fast for him as for the scribes, and he feels

himself in opposition to them only in the way he understands and

applies the Old Testament. Neither did he oppose the pious prac-

tices of Judaism—sdmsgiving, prayer, and fasting—though he did

protest against their being put into the service of personal vanity

and so becoming a lie (Mt. 6:1-4, 5-8, 16-18),

His answer to the question about fasting, Mk. 2:19, does not

reject fasting on principle, but means that in the dawning of

messianic joy the mourning custom of fasting (which in itself is

not opposed ) does not make sense. The original meaning of the

sayings about the new patch on an old garment and new wine
in old skins (Mk. 2:21f.) is no longer clearly discernible. It
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may have intended some such meaning as this, that in the mes-

sianic period the old mourning customs have become meaning-

less.

Polemic against the temple cult is completely absent from

the words of Jesus. As a matter of fact it, too, had essentially

lost its original meaning in his time; for Judaism was no longer

a cultic religion, but had become a religion of observance. The
temple cult was faithfully carried out, and at the great festivals

really cultic piety probably revived. But in general the temple

cult with its sacrifices was carried out as an act of obedience—
for was it not commanded in the Law? The synagogue with its

interpretation of the regulation of daily life by the Law had
pushed the temple service into the background; for the people,

the scribes had replaced the priests as the seat of authority. So

Judaism, borne up by the synagogue and the scribes, survived

the fall of the temple without disaster. In Mt. 5:23f. participa-

tion in the temple cult is taken for granted without misgiving.

It may well be a genuine saying of Jesus, whereas Mt. 17:24-27

is a later legend, but one that proves, nevertheless, that the

Christian Church paid the temple tax. In the same way ac-

counts contained in Acts also show that the Church held gath-

erings within the temple area.

Actually the Old Testament legislation, so far as it consists of

cultic and ritual prescriptions, has been lifted off its hinges by Jesus.

As he rises above the Sabbath law, so he attacks legalistic ritualism

which strives for an external correctness which can go hand in hand

with an impure will. Thus he quotes the prophet (Is. 29:13)

:

"This people honors me with their lips

But their heart is far from me.

In vain do they worship me.

Teaching as doctrines the precepts of men." (Mk. 7:6f.)

"Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!

For you cleanse the outside of the cup and of the plate.

But inside you (c/. Lk. 11:39) are full of extortion and rapac-

ity!" . . .

"Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!

For you are like whitewashed tombs, which outwardly appear

beautiful,

But within they are full of dead men's bones and all unclean-

ness.
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So you also outwardly appear righteous to men,

But within you are full of hypocrisy and iniquity." (Mt. 23:25-

28 par. Bit.

)

How alms, prayer, and fasting can be misused to impress others

(Mt. 6:1-4, 5f., 16-18)! Unless fasting expresses real grief, it has no

meaning (Mk. 2:18f. ). How God's command to honor one's parents

can be set aside by declaring a cultic command to be more impor-

tant (Mk. 7:9-13)! The laws of cleanliness are meaningless, for

"there is nothing outside a man which by going into him can defile

him; but the things which come out of a man are what defile him"

(Mk. 7:15). "The sabbath was made for man, not man for the

sabbath" (Mk. 2:27). And though it is true that the same insight

flashes up now and then among the scribes, still Jesus is the first to

draw the consequence of it with his question:

"Is it lawful on the sabbath to do good or to do harm.

To save a life or to kill?" (Mk. 3:4 Bit.)

that is, there is no third choice, no holy indolence. To do nothing

where an act of love is required would be to do evil. So Jesus is

"a friend of publicans and sinners" (Mt. 11:19 par., Mk. 2:15-17);

he cannot avoid being slandered as "glutton and drunkard" (Mt.

11:19), and he can actually use a Samaritan as a good example (Lk.

10:30-36).

4. What, positively, is the will of God? The demand for love.

"You shall love your neighbor as yourself!" as the second greatest

commandment belongs together with the first: "You shall love the

Lord your God with all your heart and with aU your soul and with

all your mind and with all your strength" (Mk. 12:28-34). There

is no obedience to God which does not have to prove itself in the

concrete situation of meeting one's neighbor, as Luke (10:29-37),

probably unhistorically but with the right of correct understanding

of the subject-matter, makes clear by combining the illustrative nar-

rative of the Good Samaritan with Jesus' discussion of the greatest

commandment.
The demand for love surpasses every legal demand; it knows no

boundary or limit; it holds even in regard to one's enemy (Mt. 5:43-

48 ) . The question, "How often must I forgive my brother when he
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sins against me? Is seven times enough?" is answered: "I tell you:

not seven times, but seventy times seven" (Mt. 18:21f. par. Bit.).

The demand for love needs no formulated stipulations; the ex-

ample of the merciful Samaritan shows that a man can know and

must know what he has to do when he sees his neighbor in need of

his help. The little words "as yourself" in the love-commandment

pre-indicate both the boundlessness and the direction of loving

conduct.

Jesus completely refrained from making the love-commandment

concrete in specific prescriptions. That fact shows that his procla-

mation of the will of God is not an ethic of world-reform. Rather, it

must be described as an eschatological ethic. For it does not en-

visage a future to be molded within this world by plans and

sketches for the ordering of human life. It only directs man into the

Now of his meeting with his neighbor. It is an ethic that, by de-

manding more than the law that regulates human society does and

requiring of the individual the waiver of his own rights, makes the

individual immediately responsible to God.

5. At this point it begins to be clear how Jesus' eschatological

message and his ethical message constitute a unity—in other words,

how the same Jesus can be both the prophet who proclaims the

irruption of God's Reign and the rabbi who expounds God's Law.

There is such a unity, but it is a false unity if it is reached by
conceiving God's Reign as the triumph of the Demand for Good
either in the human mind or in historical human affairs. This mis-

conception may say: God's Reign is a reigning of God in the mind
which occurs when the divine Demand prevails there and takes

shape in ethical character. Or it may say: It is a reigning of God in

human affairs which occurs when the divine Demand prevails there

and takes shape in an ethical social order. Both forms not only dis-

tort the concept Reign of God but also misunderstand the intent of

God's demand—it aims neither at the formation of "character" nor

at the molding of human society.

Neither is it feasible, recognizing the rivalry between the escha-

tological and the ethical message of Jesus, to deny one of the two to

belong to the historical Jesus and pronounce it a later product of the

Church. It cannot be maintained that Jesus was only a teacher of

ethics who taught a "superior righteousness" and that it was the

Church that first put into his mouth the eschatological message of
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the irruption of God's Reign. For we can readily see that the origin

of the Church lies in the certainty of that imminent End, but not

that that certainty itself could have been a later community product.

The tradition shows, on the contrary, that alarmed anxiety arose in

the Church at the delay of the expected Reign of God. This alarm

is expressed in words put into the mouth of Jesus (Lk. 12:35-38, Mk.

13:31, 33-37). But above all, the movement which Jesus evoked

among the people and his crucifixion by the Roman procurator show

that it was in the role of a messianic prophet that he appeared. On
the other hand, it is just as impossible to regard only his eschatologi-

cal message as historically genuine and his ethical preaching as a

secondary product of the Church. For, aside from the fact that it

would not be intelligible how the Church should have come to make
a rabbi of him whom they regarded as Messiah, the scrupulous

observance of the Law by the earliest Church indicates that the

radical sayings about the Law and its observance cannot have

originated in it.

The unity of the eschatological and the ethical message of Jesus

may be so stated: Fulfilment of God's will is the condition for par-

ticipation in the salvation of His Reign. Only "condition" in that

statement must not be taken in the external sense of an arbitrarily

set task, in place of which some other could have been set—a condi-

tion, that is, witliout inner relation to the gift for whose receipt it

constitutes the presupposition—as it is taken to mean, for instance,

when Jesus' interpretation of the divine demand is held to be no

more than an "interim ethic" and its imperatives are therefore re-

garded as exceptional commands which only held for the last short

interval until the end of the world. Rather, these imperatives are

clearly meant radically as absolute demand with a validity inde-

pendent of the temporal situation. Neither the demands of the Ser-

mon on the Mount nor Jesus' attacks against legalistic morality are

motivated by reference to the impending end of the world. But

precisely Jesus' knowledge of the absolute validity of the divine

demand is the basis of his radical verdict over "this evil and adul-

terous generation" ripe for divine judgment (Mt. 12:39 par., Mk.

8:38)—the same verdict, that is, that comes to expression in the

eschatological proclamation. Then this is clear: The fulfilment of

God's will is the condition for participation in the salvation of God's

Reign in this sense, that it means nothing else but true readiness for
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it, genuine and earnest desire for it. The Reign of God, demanding

of man decision for God against every earthly tie, is the salvation to

come. Hence, only he is ready for this salvation who in the concrete

moment decides for that demand of God which confronts him in the

person of his neighbor. They who, conscious of their poverty, wait

weeping and hungering for salvation, are identical with those who
are merciful, pure of heart, and peace-makers (Mt. 5:3-9). Who-
ever has his will set upon God's Reign also wills to fulfill the com-

mandment of love. It is not that he fulfills the commandment of

love as an irksome requirement while his real will is directed at

something else (viz. God's Reign), for the sake of which alone he

obeys the commandment of God. Rather there is an inner connec-

tion: Both things, the eschatological proclamation and the ethical

demand, direct man to the fact that he is thereby brought before

God, that God stands before him; both direct him into his Now as

the hour of decision for God.

6. Thus it happens that at the sight of the actual state of the

leaders of the people and of the great mass of the people itself—at

the sight of religion frozen into ritualism, at the sight of superficial-

ity and love of self and the world—Jesus' message becomes a cry of

woe and repentance.

"Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees! . .
."

(Mt. 23: Iff. par.; Mk. 12:38ff.)

"Woe to you that are rich, for you have received your conso-

lation!

Woe to you that are full now, for you shall hunger!

Woe to you that laugh now, for you shall mourn and weep!"

(Lk. 6:24-26)

"The time is fulfilled, the Reign of God is at hand! Repent!" ( Mk.

1:15)—this is the condensed summary of Jesus' cry. But this con-

temporary "generation" is "adulterous and sinful" (Mk. 8:38; Mt.

12:39). Men say "yes" to God's demand and then do not do what

He requires (Mt. 21:28-31). They refuse to "repent," to turn about

from their perverted way (Lk. ll:31f. par.), and so the judgment

will break in upon sinners (Lk. 13:1-5), and all predictions of woe
will come to pass (Mt. 23:34-36 par.), especially upon Jerusalem

(Mt. 23:37-39 par.) and its temple: not a stone that will not be

thrown down! (Mk. 13:2). Only in the despised—the publicans,
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sinners, and harlots—is there readiness to repent; to them and not

to the "righteous," Jesus considers himself sent (Mk. 2:17); these

who first said "no" repent (Mt, 21:28-31), and God has more joy

over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine "righteous" (Lk.

15:1-10). They who await God's Reign aright, hungering and sor-

rowing, knowing how poor they are—to them pertains the promise

of salvation (Lk. 6:20f. or Mt. 5:3-6).

§ 3. Jesus' Idea of God

1. Once one has understood the unity of the eschatological and

the ethical preaching of Jesus, one also has the answer to the real

meaning of the eschatological message, namely: the answer to the

question, what idea of God is at work in it. For, in view of the fact

that the proclamation of the irruption of God's Reign was not ful-

filled—that is, that Jesus' expectation of the near end of the world

turned out to be an illusion—the question arises whether his idea of

God was not also illusory. This question is frequently avoided, it is

true, by the escape-reasoning that Jesus saw the presence of God's

Reign in his own person and in the followers who gathered about

him. But such a view cannot be substantiated by a single saying of

Jesus,* and it contradicts the meaning of "God's Reign." On the

contrary, Jesus clearly expected the irruption of God's Reign as a

miraculous, world-transforming event—as Judaism, and later also

his own Church, did. Nowhere to be found in his words is there

polemic against this view, so taken for granted by his time, or any

correction of it.

But it is a fact that prophetic consciousness always expects the

judgment of God, and likewise the time of salvation to be brought

in by God, in the immediate future, as may be clearly seen in the

great prophets of the Old Testament. And the reason this is so is

that to the prophetic consciousness the sovereignty of God, the abso-

luteness of His will, is so overpowering that before it the world

sinks away and seems to be at its end. The consciousness that man's

relation toward God decides his fate and that the hour of decision

is of limited duration clothes itself in the consciousness that the hour

of decision is here for the world, too. The word which the prophet

* Not by Lk. 17:21 either. On the meaning of this saying, see p. 6 above.
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is conscious of having to speak by God's commission takes the form

of the final word by which God summons men to definitive decision.

So also with Jesus. He is certain that he is acquainted with the

unswerving will of God, who sternly demands the good from man
and, through the message by which He is preached, thrusts man
into the alternative of salvation or condemnation. It is this certainty

which gives Jesus the consciousness of standing at the end of time.

His message grows neither out of weariness with the world and

longing for the world beyond nor out of fanciful speculation, but

out of knowing the world's futility and man's corruption in God's

eyes and out of knowing the will of God. The essential thing about

the eschatological message is the idea of God that operates in it and

the idea of human existence that it contains—not the belief tliat the

end of the world is just ahead.

2. God, in keeping with Old Testament tradition, is, for Jesus,

the Creator who governs the world with His care, feeds the beasts

and adorns the flowers, without whose will not a sparrow falls dead

to earth, and who has counted every hair of our heads (Mt. 6:25-34

par., 10:29f. par.). All anxious care, all haste to get goods to insure

Hfe, is therefore senseless—yes, wicked. Man is at the mercy of the

Creator's will; he can neither add a cubit to his height nor make a

single hair of his head white or black (Mt. 6:27 par., 5:36). If he

imagines himself self-insured by the wealth he has amassed and able

now to take his ease, he has forgotten that he still can die this very

night (Lk. 12:16-20). Trust in God and consciousness of depend-

ence are both alike demanded of man.

In the above, Jesus' idea of God does not essentially differ from

that of the Old Testament and of Judaism, though it is true that in

the common piety of Judaism faith in God the Creator had weak-

ened even while it was strictly preserved in its official theology and

confession. God had retreated far off into the distance as the trans-

cendent heavenly King, and His sway over the present could barely

still be made out. For Jesus, God again became a God at hand. He
is the power, here and now, who as Lord and Father enfolds every

man—limiting and commanding him. This contrast finds expression

in the respective forms of address used in prayer. Compare the

ornate, emotional, often liturgically beautiful, but often over-loaded,

forms of address in Jewish prayer with the stark simplicity of

"Father"! The "Prayer of Eighteen Petitions," for instance, which
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the devout Jew is expected to say three times daily, begins, "Lord

God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob! God Most High,

Creator of heaven and earth! Our Shield and the Shield of our

fathers!" *
f The "Lord's Prayer" stands out above Jewish prayers

not only in its simple address but in its direct simplicity throughout

(Mt. 6:9-13, or Lk. 11:2-4). God is near; He hears and understands

the requests which come thronging to Him, as a father understands

the requests of his own child (Mt. 7:7-11 par.; cf. Lk. 11:5-8;

18:1-5).

But God has also come near as the "Demand-er" whose will need

not wait to be found in the letter of the Law or its scribal exegesis.

The remoteness interposed by Law and Tradition between God and

man is closed up, and man's uncertain searching for what is forbid-

den and what allowed is over. A man learns what God wants of him

immediately out of his own situation in the encounter with his

neighbor. And so God also stands before every man as the Judge

to whom he owes accounting. "I tell you, on the day of judgment

men will render account for every careless word they utter" (Mt.

12:36). "Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the

soul! Rather fear him who can destroy both soul and body in hell!"

(Mt. 10:28 par.).

But the demanding God of judgment is also the merciful God of

forgiveness; and whoever turns back to Him in repentance can be

certain of His forgiving kindness. The scribes shut the Kingdom of

Heaven in men's faces with their legalism (Mt. 23:13 par.); Jesus'

very call to repentance opens the way to it and they have no need

of the long penitential prayers that are characteristic of Judaism.

The publican who dares not raise his eyes to Heaven, but strikes his

breast and says, "God be merciful to me, a sinner!" is accounted

righteous (Lk. 18:9-14). The "prodigal son" says only, "Father, I

have sinned against Heaven and before you,* I am no longer worthy

to be called your son"—and then fatherly kindness embraces him

(Lk. 15:11-32). The proud and self-righteous are an abomination

to God (Lk. 16:15; 18:9-14); but over the sinner who contritely

repents, God rejoices (Lk. 15:1-10). But forgiveness has been truly

received only when it makes the heart forgiving, as the parable of

the wicked servant teaches (Mt, 18:23-35; cf. Lk. 7:47), and only

* Palestinian recension, Dalman's emendations. Die Worte Jesu, appendix.

t Cf. espec. IV Esdras 8:20fF.
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he who is willing to forgive can honestly ask for God's forgiveness

(Mt. 6:12, 14f.). God's forgiveness makes a man new; and whoever

is willing to become new receives it.

3. Jesus no longer speaks, as the ancient prophets did, of the

revelations of God in the history of the Nation and the nations. And
when he refers to the coming judgment of God, unlike them he is no

more thinking of catastrophes in the affairs of nations than he ex-

pects God's Reign to be fulfilled in the erection of a mighty and

glorious Israelitic kingdom. Unlike the prophets' preaching, his

preaching is directed not primarily to the people as a whole, but

to individuals. The judgment is coming not on nations but on indi-

viduals who must give account of themselves before God; and it is

individuals whom coming salvation will bless. Judgment and salva-

tion are eschatological events in the strict sense; i.e. events in which
the present world and all history cease to be.

Thus, Jesus in his thought of God—and of man in the light of this

thought—"de-historized" God and man; that is, released the relation

between God and man from its previous ties to history (history con-

sidered as the affairs of nations). While this was already more or

less the case in Judaism (but not in the religion of the Old Testa-

ment prophets), Jesus' thought, in contrast to that of Judaism, also

radicaUy "historized" God in a different sense of "history." In Juda-

ism God is de-historized by having become a distant God enthroned

in heaven; His governance of the world is carried out by angels, and
His relation to man is mediated by the book of the Law. And man
in Judaism is de-historized by being marked off from the world by
ritual and by finding his security within the ritually pure congrega-

tion. The Jewish congregation artificially accomplishes its de-secu-

larization (Entweltlichung) by means of its legalism. For Jesus,

however, man is de-secularized by God's direct pronouncement to

him, which tears him out of all security of any kind and places him
at the brink of the End. And God is "de-secularized" by understand-

ing His dealing eschatologically: He lifts man out of his worldly ties

and places him directly before His own eyes. Hence, the "de-histori-

zation" or "desecularization" both of God and of man is to be under-

stood as a paradox (dialektisch): precisely that God, who stands

aloof from the history of nations, meets each man in his own little

history, his everyday life with its daily gift and demand; de-histor-

ized man (i.e. naked of his supposed security within his historical
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group) is guided into his concrete encounter with his neighbor, in

which he finds his true history.

§ 4. The Question of the Messianic Consciousness of Jesus

1. The Church of Jesus' disciples understood his claim that men's

destiny is determined by their attitude to him in such a way that

they regarded Jesus himself as the Messiah they had been expect-

ing, or else still awaited Jesus himself as the coming Son of Man.

The common opinion is that this belief of the earliest Church rests

upon the self-consciousness of Jesus; i.e. that he actually did con-

sider himself to be the Messiah, or the Son of Man. But this opinion

is burdened with serious difficulties. It does agree with the evan-

gelists' point of view, but the question is whether they themselves

have not superimposed upon the traditional material their own be-

lief in the messiahship of Jesus. In discussing this question it is

important to bear in mind that if the fact should be established that

Jesus was conscious of being the Messiah, or the Son of Man, that

would only establish a historical fact, not prove an article of faith.

Rather, the acknowledgment of Jesus as the one in whom God's

word decisively encounters man, whatever title be given him—
"Messiah (Christ)," "Son of Man," "Lord"—is a pure act of faith

independent of the answer to the historical question whether or not

Jesus considered himself the Messiah. Only the historian can answer

this question—as far as it can be answered at all—and 'faith, being

personal decision, cannot be dependent upon a historian's labor.

Some advance the following reasoning as an argument from his-

tory: The Church's belief in the messiahship of Jesus * is compre-

hensible only if Jesus was conscious of being the Messiah and actu-

ally represents himself as such—at least to the "disciples." But is this

argument valid? For it is just as possible that belief in the messiah-

ship of Jesus arose with and out of belief in his resurrection. The
scene of Peters Confession (Mk. 8:27-30) is no counter-evidence—

on the contrary! For it is an Easter-story projected backward into

Jesus' life-time, just like the story of the Transfiguration ( Mk. 9:2-8).

The account of Jesus' baptism (Mk. 1:9-11) is legend, certain

though it is that the legend started from the historical fact of Jesus'

baptism by John. It is told in the interest not of biography but of

* Disregarding the distinction between Messiah and Son of Man; after all,

both mean the eschatological bringer of salvation.
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faith, and it reports Jesus' consecration as Messiah. It originated in

the time when Jesus' life was already regarded as having been mes-

sianic, whereas the transfiguration story, originally a resurrection-

account, dates his messiahship from the resurrection onward. The

Temptation story (Mk. l:12f. or Mt. 4:1-11 par.), which involves

reflection about what kind of messiah Jesus was or what kind of

messiah the Christian believes in, is legend. The story of Jesus'

entry into Jerusalem has been colored by legend, and the passion-

narrative is also to a considerable degree overspread with legend;

for to the Church that venerated the Crucified as the Messiah it was

soon perfectly certain that it was as Messiah that he had been cru-

cified.

Moreover the synoptic tradition leaves no doubt about it that

Jesus' life and work measured by traditional messianic ideas was not

messianic. And Paul, like others, also did not understand it as mes-

sianic, as the Christ-hymn quoted by him at Phil. 2:6-11 indicates.

It conceives Jesus' life as that of a mere man, without messianic

glory. Likewise Acts 2:36 and Rom. 1:4, where Paul is evidently

using a traditional formulation, show that in the earliest Church,

Jesus' messiahship was dated from the resurrection. Actually, "Mes-

siah" was the term for the eschatological ruler; the word means "the

Anointed" and came to mean simply "king."* But it was not as a

king, but as a prophet and a rabbi that Jesus appeared—and, one

may add, as an exorcist. Nothing of the might and glory, which

according to Jewish supposition would characterize the Messiah,

was realized in Jesus' life—not in his exorcisms, for example, nor in

his other mighty works. For though miracles were indeed a charac-

teristic of the messianic period in Jewish belief, still the Messiah

himself was not tliought of as a miracle-worker. And even if it be

said, in view of Jesus' words about the Son of Man, that Jesus

thought of the Messiah not so much, or not at all, as the Davidic

king, but rather as that other figure, the heavenly judge and salva-

tion-bringer (viz. the apocalyptic Son of Man), that does not change

the situation, for it was not as judge of the world and supernatural

bringer of salvation that Jesus appeared.

* Cf. the substitution of the word "king" Baodeu? Mk. 15: 2, 9, 18, 26, 32;

Jn. 1:49; Ps. Sol. 17:23, etc. See P. Volz, Die Eschatologie der judischen

Gemeinde im neutestamentl. Zeitalter (1934), 173f.; W. Staerk, Soter I (1933),
481f.
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2. Well, then, it has often been asked, did Jesus reinterpret the

traditional Messiah-concept? Did he "spiritualize" it by exercising

his sovereign office through the effect of his word? Only the tradi-

tion could inform us as to that. But where in it is such a thing indi-

cated? Where, in the words of Jesus, is there polemic against the

conventional Messiah-concept? It is no more to be found than is

any criticism of the Jewish conception of the Reign of God!

At the most, the question about the Son of David (Mk.
12:35-37) might be cited; it seems to contain a criticism of the

conception of the Messiah as the Son of David: The Messiah is

not a descendant of David since David himself called him his

lord. In any case, that does not constitute a re-interpretation of

the Messiah-concept of such sort that a prophet-and-teacher's

life and activity are to be regarded as messianic, and there is no
thought here of "spiritualization." What it does say is that when
the Messiah is called Son of David, his rank and dignity are

given too humble a name. What, then, is the implied but unex-

pressed Messiah-concept out of which the title "Son of David"
is criticized? It could be the apocalyptic concept of the heav-

enly Son of Man, and it is not impossible that criticism of this

sort might go back to Jesus or to the Church, In that case, how-
ever, it would be hard to understand how the view came to pre-

vail in the Church that Jesus was a Son of David
( cf. the line-

ages of Jesus—Mt. l:lff.; Lk. 3:23ff.; Rom. 1:3, and the unre-

touched report that Jesus was addressed as Son of David—Mk.
10:47; Mt. 9:27, etc.). Or is the title "Son of God" imphed as

the counter-concept? * If so, this could only be meant as Hel-

lenistic Christianity meant it: as a term for supernatural origin;

for in Jewish-Christian use, this term, like Messiah, is only a

designation of the king (cf. W. Staerk, Soter 1:89 and e.g. Mk.
14:61; Lk. 1:32, 4:41, etc.). But in that case the passage had its

origin in the Hellenistic Church. But if the meaning of Mk.
12:35-37 is held to be that the Messiah is both Son of David
and Son of Man ( Schniewind's view), then this passage is all

the more meaningless for deciding whether Jesus' life had mes-
sianic character.

3. Since alleged re-interpretation and spiritualization of the Mes-

siah-concept to mean anything but the king of the time of salvation

* So understood by Barn. 12:10f.; see W. Wrede, Vortrage und Studien

(1907), 171ff.
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has now been ruled out, there remains only the frequently chosen

escape of saying that Jesus was conscious of being the one destined

to be the future Messiah, that his idea of the Messiah was "futuris-

tic." Nothing could be cited in favor of this idea except those words

of Jesus in which he speaks of the coming Son of Man (Mk. 8:38 or

Lk. 12:8f. par.; Mt. 24:27, 37, 44 par.; Lk. 11:30). But it must be

admitted that in them he speaks of the Son of Man in the third

person without identifying himself with him. There is no question

but that the evangelists—and likewise the Church which had handed

down these sayings—make this identification; but can that be as-

serted of Jesus himself?

At any rate, the synoptic tradition contains no sayings in which

Jesus says he will sometime (or soon) return. (Neither was the

word naQovoia, which denotes the "coming" of the Son of Man, ever

understood in the earliest period of Christianity as "return," but cor-

rectly as "arrival, advent." The apologete Justin in the second cen-

tury was the first to speak of the "first" jcqcott] and "second coming"

bEvxega nagovaia (Dial. 14:8, 40:4) and of the "coming back jtoAiv

izaQovaia (Dial. 118:2). And how would Jesus have conceived the

relation of his return as Son of Man to his present historical activity?

He would have had to count upon being removed from the earth

and raised to heaven before the final End, the irruption of God's

Reign, in order to come from there on the clouds of heaven to per-

form his real office. But how would he have conceived his removal

from the earth? As a miraculous translation? Among his sayings

there is no trace of any such fantastic idea. As departure by natural

death, then? Of that, too, his words say nothing. By a violent death,

then? But if so, could he count on that as an absolute certainty—

as the consciousness of being raised to the dignity of the coming

Son of Man would presuppose? To be sure, the predictions of the

passion (Mk. 8:31, 9:31, 10:33f.; cf. Mk. 10:45, 14:21, 41) foretell

his execution as divinely foreordained. But can there be any doubt

that they are all vaticinia ex eventu? Besides, they do not speak of

his parousia! And the predictions of the parousia (Mk. 8:38, 13:26f.,

14:62; Mt. 24:27, 37, 39, 44 par.) on their part, do not speak of the

death and resurrection of the Son of Man. Clearly the predictions

of the parousia originally had nothing to do with the predictions of

death and resurrection; i.e. in the sayings that speak of the coming

of the Son of Man there is no idea that this Son of Man is already
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here in person and must first be removed by death before he can

return from heaven.

Observe in what unassimilated fashion the prediction of the

parousia Mk. 8:38 follows upon the prediction of the passion

and resurrection 8:31. In Mk. 9:1, 11-13 only the parousia is

assumed (v 12b is an interpolation modeled after Mt. 17:12b),

while the transfiguration 9:2-10, which the evangehst inserted

between these originally connected verses, contains only the

idea of resurrection. Later Mt. 17:12b connects the motif of the

sufi^ering Son of Man with the sayings that involve reflection

about the parousia, and Lk. 17:23-25 likewise combines the

passion-motif with prediction of the parousia {cf. Lk. 17:23-25

with Mt. 24:26-27)—an altogether secondary combination.

Furthermore, it is not to be doubted that the predictions of the

parousia are older than those of the passion and resurrection; Q
knows only the former and not yet the latter. The latter are prob-

ably later products of the Hellenistic Church, in which the title

"Son of Man" was no longer understood in its original sense, while

the predictions of the parousia are old and are probably original

words of Jesus.

The synoptic Son-of-Man sayings fall into three groups,

which speak of the Son of Man (1) as coming, (2) as suffering

death and rising again, and (3) as now at work. This third

group (Mk. 2:10, 28; Mt. 8:20 par., 11:19 par., 12:32 par.) owes
its origin to a mere misunderstanding of the translation into

Greek. In Aramaic, the son of man in these sayings was not a

messianic title at all, but meant "man" or "I." So this group
drops out of the present discussion. The second group con-

tains the vaticinia ex eventu which are not yet present in Q; the

first group alone contains very old tradition. The sayings be-

longing to it speak of the Son of Man in the third person. —The
secondary material peculiar to Matthew or Luke does not need
to be taken into account here; it is significant that for these later

evangehsts the original meaning of the title is lost and Son of

Man has become so completely a self-designation of Jesus that

Matthew can substitute either "I" for a traditional Son of Man
(Mt. 10:32f. against Lk. 12:8f; cf. Mk. 8:38; cf. Mt. 16:21 with

Mk. 9:31; Mt. 5:11 with Lk. 6:22), or, vice versa, Son of Man
for an "I" (Mt. 16:13 against Mk. 8:27).
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Now it is true that in the predictions of the passion the Jewish

concept Messiah-Son-of-Man is re-interpreted—or better, singularly

enriched—insofar as the idea of a suffering, dying, rising Messiah or

Son of Man was unknown to Judaism. But this re-interpretation of

the concept was done not by Jesus himself but by the Church ex

eventu. Of course, the attempt is made to carry the idea of the suf-

fering Son of Man back into Jesus' own outlook by assuming that

Jesus regarded himself as Deutero-Isaiah's Servant of God who suf-

fers and dies for the sinner, and fused together the two ideas Son of

Man and Servant of God into the single figure of the suffering, dying,

and rising Son of Man. At the very outset, the misgivings which

must be raised as to the historicity of the predictions of the passion

speak against this attempt. In addition, the tradition of Jesus' say-

ings reveals no trace of a consciousness on his part of being the

Servant of God of Is. 53.*

The messianic interpretation of Is. 53 was discovered in the

Christian Church, and even in it evidently not immediately.

The passion story, whose telling is colored by proof of predic-

tions, reveals the influence especially of Ps. 21 (22) and 68

(69), but not before Lk. 22:37 is there any influence from Is.

53; and in Mt. 8:17, even Is. 53:4, so easily applied to vicarious

suffering, serves as a prediction not of the suffering, but of the

healing Messiah. The earliest passages in which the Suffering

Servant of God of Is. 53 clearly and certainly appears in the

interpretatio Christiana are: Acts 8:32f., I Pet. 2:22-25, Heb.
9:28; such interpretation may be older than Paul and perhaps is

behind Rom. 4:25, probably a saying quoted by Paul. Whether
Is. 53 is thought of in "according to the scriptures," I Cor. 15:3,

cannot be said. It is significant that Paul himself nowhere ad-

duces the figure of the Servant of God. The synoptic predic-

tions of the passion obviously do not have Is. 53 in mind; other-

wise why is it nowhere referred to? Only later do such specific

references as I Clem. 16:3-14 and Barn. 5:2 come along. So far

as it understood Is. 53 messianically, the synagogue applied pre-

cisely the suffering and death of the Servant not to the Mes-
siah, but to the People (or to something else); cf. Str.-B. II

284; P. Seidelin, ZNW 35 (1936), 194-231.

* Hans Walter WolfF attempts to prove the opposite in his Halle dissertation:

Jesaja 53 im Urchristentum ( 1942 ) . The attempt is scarcely successful.
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4, It was soon no longer conceivable that Jesus' life was unmes-

sianic—at least in the circles of Hellenistic Christianity in which the

synoptics took form. That Jesus Christ, the Son of God, should have

legitimated himself as such even in his earthly activity seemed self-

evident, and so the gospel account of his ministry was cast in the

light of messianic faith. The contradiction between this point of

view and the traditional material finds expression in the theory of

the Messiah-secret, which gives the Gospel of Mark its peculiar

character: Jesus functioned as the Messiah, but his messiah-ship

was to remain hidden until the resurrection (Mk. 9:9). The demons,

who recognize him, are commanded to be quiet; silence is also

commanded after Peter's Confession (8:30), after the Transfigura-

tion (9:9), and after some of the miracles. The motif of the dis-

ciples' incomprehension likewise serves the secrecy-theory: Though
the disciples receive secret revelation, they fail to understand it. Of

course, this secrecy-theory, whose existence and importance W.
Wrede pointed out, was incapable of being consistently carried

through; hence the Gospel of Mark has been rightly characterized

by the paradoxical term, book of "secret epiphanies" (Dibelius).

The attempt to understand the Messiah-secret not as a theory of

the evangelist but as historical fact (Schniewind), falls to pieces

against the fact that its literary location is in the editorial sentences

of the evangelist, not in the body of the traditional units. This

understanding would further assume that Jesus had on the one hand

spiritualized the conception of the Messiah's activity (for this was

the case if his activity on earth was to be regarded as already

secretly messianic) and on the other hand that Jesus regarded him-

self as the Son of Man whose secret would someday come out at his

return. But against this assumption arise the already named diflB-

culties of attributing to Jesus the supposition that he was himself the

future Son of Man.
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CHAPTER II

The Kerygma of the Earliest Church

PRELIMINARY REMARK

Since Acts offers only an incomplptp anri Ipgpnrl-tintpri piV±nrf>

of the earliest Church, an historical picture of it, so far as one is pos-

sible at all, can be won only by the route of reconstruction. The fol-

lowing serve as sources: 1. The tradition utilized by the author of

Acts, so far as it can be ascertained by critical analysis; 2^ data occur-

ring in the Pauline letters; 3. the synoptic tradition; its collection,

first of all, and its selection, too, of course^ and, in part, its shaping

all took place in the earliest Church, and hence the tendencies that

were operative in the earliest Church cannot but appear in that

tradition.

§ 5. The Problem of Relationship between the Message of the

Earliest Church and the Message of Jesus

1. As the synoptic tradition shows, the earliest Church resumed

the message of Jesus and through its preaching passed it on. So far

as it did only that, Jesus was to it a teacher and prophet. But Jesus

was more than that to the Church: He was also the Messiah; hence

that Church also proclaimed him, himself—and that is the essential

thing to see. He who formerly had been the hearer of the message
was drawn into it and became its essential content. The prgclairn^r-jk^

became the proclaimed—hnt the central question is: In what sense?

It is clear m the first place that when Jesus was proclaimed as

Messiah it was as the coming Messiah, in other words as Son of Man.

Not his return .as Messiah, bu t his_coming as Messiah was expected.

That is, hjs then past_agtivity on earth was not yet considered messi-

anic by the earliest Church (see § 4, 3 and 4).

But that means that in itself the proclamation of Jesus as Mes-
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siah or Son of Man keeps quite within the frame of Jewish eschata-

logical expectation. Of course, if God has raised from the dead Jesus

of Nazareth, the teacher and prophet crucified by the Romans, and

made him Messiah, exalted him to be the Son of Man who is to come

on the clouds of heaven to hold judgment and to bring in the salva-

tion of God's Reign, then the indefinite mythical figure, Messiah, has

become concrete"^ and visible. The myth has been transferred to a

concrete historicaLnaan, and the consequence will be that trust in it'

will have been immeasurably strengthened. But neither the picture

of the future is thereby basically remolded as yet, nor is man's rela-

tion to God understood anew. For the latter is obviously not yet

founded upon one's relation to the person of Jesus, but is merely

externally mediated, if he is nothing more than the Judge and Sal-

vation-bringer whom Judaism also expected. If he were only that,

he would be merely the guarantor, so to speak, that the ancient

dreams would shortly be fulfilled.

2. But a limit was set to these dreams by the fact that Jesus had

been, and in the Church's preaching continued to he. the proclaimer

of the radical demand of God. For grasping what kind of Messiah

he was it could not be immaterial that the Messiah was he who, as

prophet and teacher, had also expounded the will of God with ines-

capable clarity. And inasmuch as the proclamation of salvation can

also be called "gospel," the bearing of that gospel upon the Law is

well founded in the fact that the prophet and teacher is also the

Messiah—a bearing which only gradually came to clear recognition.

But Jesus' meS-Siah-ship does not rest upon the fact that he was

prophet and teacher. For, however much his preaching in its radi-

cality is directed against Jewish legalism, still its content is nothing

else than tn^e Qld Testament-Jewish faith in God radicalized in the

direction of the great^rophets' preaching. And though it surpasses

the latter in its individualization of man's relation to God, because it

places not the People but first of all the individual into the immedi-

ate presence of God, and because it views not the People's future

but G^4's Reign as eschatological salvation, still even in that it is

only the consummation of tendencies that underlie the preaching

of the great prophets. The concepts of God, world, and man, of Law
and grace, of repentance and forgiveness in the teaching of Jesus

are not iiew in comparison with those of the Old Testament and

Juoaism, however radically they may be understood. And his criti-
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cal interpretation of the Law, in spite of its radicality, likewise stands

within the scribal discussion about it, just as his eschatological

preaching does within Jewish apocalyptic. This is also the only way
of understanding why the teaching of the historical Jesus plays no

role, or practically none, in Paul and John, while, on the other hand,

modern liberal Judaism can very well esteem Jesus as teacher.*

3. Neither does the messianic significance of Jesus rest in the

eyes of the earliest Church upon regarding him as a great "person-

ality" standing as impressive power behind his teaching. It was not

as the one who was the living embodiment of the religion, the obe-

dience, which he demanded nor as the one who filled those open to

his influence with fascination and enthusiasm, kindling them to

"imitation" of himself that he was esteemed. And so the earliest

Church was also far from understanding his way to the cross as the

deed of one who heroically sacrifices himself for his cause. Not the

power of his "personality," however great it may factually have

been, was what the Church beheld—nor was it the mystery of his

nature as if the "numinous" had there taken form. True though it

may be that as miracle-worker or exorcist he made an awesome,

"numinous" impression—although the sentences that say or hint the

like belong to the editorial work of the evangelists and are not old

tradition—that plays no role in the kerygma of the Church. The

Church proclaimed him as prophet and teacher and beyond that as

the coming Son of Man, but not as the "divine man" deiog avr\Q of

the Hellenistic worl'd, who was a numinous figure. Not before the

growth of legend on Hellenistic soil was the figure of Jesus assimi-

lated to that of the "diyiQgjnan." The Old Testament-Jewish world

knew neither "heroes" in the Greek sense nor homines religiosi in

the Hellenistic sense. And so it comes about that the personality of

Jesus has no importance for the kerygma either of Paul or of John or

for the New Testament in general. Indeed the tradition of the

earliest Church did not even unconsciously preserve a picture of his

personality. Every attempt to reconstruct one remains a play of sub-

jective imagination.

4. It can be taken for granted that the earliest Church did not

ponder over the uniqueness of the place in history and the historical

influence of him whose "advent" as Son of Man would presently end

all world history. Nor did their faith in him as Messiah rest upon

• Cf. Gosta Lindeskog, Die Jesusfrage im neuzeitlichen Judentum, 1938.
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understanding the historical phenomenon of Jesus in the way the

Old Testament and Judaism spoke of historical persons and events,

calling them "mercies of God." His^ministry was not understood as

fl (^Rpisive event fnr T«;rapriLiM story like the call of Moses, the exodus

from Egypt, the giving of the Law on Sinai, or God's raising up of

kings and prophets.

It might appear that beginnings in this direction are present

where, in keeping with the Jewish Messiah-theology, the Mes-
siah Jesus and the "first redeemer" Moses are placed in parallel

(
Jn. 6:31f., 49f.; Acts 3:22), or where the situation of the Chris-

tian Church is compared with that of Israel in the desert ( I Cor.

10:1-11; Heb. 3:7—4:11); also, for that matter, wherever the

Messiah-Son-of-Man is regarded as the Son of David. But ex-

cept for the last idea, these are theological reflections which
scarcely go back to the earliest Church and are, at any rate,

only later attested. But note, above all, that what is involved

here is not a paralleling of historical persons and events, but an

interpretation o£_DldJestament history as a foreshadowing of

what would happen in the eschatological period.

These events and persons are important for their influence upon

the history of the People; and they become meaningful—as acts of

revelation or as mercies of God—to the individual through his mem-
bership in the People. Each thing that God did to the fathers, the

People as a whole, He did to each individual, as it is expressly said

in the Jewish Passover liturgy. But neither in the earliest Church

nor anywhere in the New Testament is Jesus looked back upon as a

deed of God by which—as by Abraham, Moses or David—He showed
"
mercy" upoQ^he People. Of course not! For Jesu s' importgrLP^ag

Messiah-Son-of-Man lies not at all in what he did in the past, but

entirely in what is expected of him for thgJFuture. And once this

expectation is fulfilled by the escKatological drama, that event will

never become, like the crossing of the Red Sea, a past to which one

could look back thankfully, drawing confidence from it, but it will

be God's last deed of all, by which he puts history to an end.

5. Now it is clear that Jesus—that is to say, his coming, his cross,

and his resurrection or exaltation—has for Paul, and still more radi-

cally for John, ^g meaning of eschatological occurrence. But how
is it for the earliest Church, to which the meaning of messiah-ship

is of course also eschatological, but to which the messiah-ship itself
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is a thing still to come? If Jesus' significance to the earliest Church

were exhausted in its expecting him as the coming Son of Man, it

would still be only a Jewish sect and would not properly be called

Christian Church. Nor would the additional fact that it proclaimed

the Crucified as the Risen One, change matters. For so long, at

least, as the resurrection means no more than proof of the exalta-

tion of the Crucified to Son of Man, it is not yet understood as an

event that breaks the frame of Jewish eschatology. And that the

earliest Church was in danger of remaining a Jewish sect is shown

by Paul's battle against its understanding of the situation created by

Jesus' coming, dying, and rising. Nevertheless, however little the

earliest Church explicitly developed an understanding of Jesus'

person and fate as the eschatological occurrence in Paul's sense, it

did implicitly understand him in this sense through the fact that it

conceived of itself as the eschatological Congregation.

§ 6. The Earliest Church as the Eschatological Congregation

1. That the earliest Church regarded itself a^ the Congregation

of the end of days, is attested both by Paul and the synoptic tradi-

tion. In the saying Mt. 16:18f. placed upon the lips of Jesus by the

Church, Jesus' band of disciples is called the "Church" ( Congrega-

tion) whose leader possesses the keys^f the Kingdom of Heaven.

This Congregation, therefore, is the vestibule, so to say, of God's

Reign that is shortly to appear. Nor can it be overwhelmed by the

powers of the underworld whose attack upon the Congregation of

God is one of the predicted "woes" of the end of days. It is the

"little flock" to whom God will give His Reign (Lk. 12:32). It is rep-

resented by "the Twelve," who, when God's Reign has appeared,

will sit upon twelve thrones to rule the tribes of Israel (Mt. 19:28 or

Lk. 22:29f.). The less likely it is that the twelve were called by

Jesus himself, the more characteristic they are for the eschatological

consciousness of the Church; for they areJIiJje Twelve" not as

apostles but as the eschatological regents.

2. Further testimony for eschatological consciousness is the fact

that Jesus' disciples after the Easter experiences in Galilee soon

betook themselves to Jerusalem as the focus of the coming Reign of

God. Here the Congregation awaited the fulfilment of the promises.

Further evidence is furnished especially by the designations of the
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Church and its members that are attested by Paul. In understand-

ing themselves as Congregation or Church the disciples appropriate

to themselves the title of the Old Testament Congregation of God,

the nin^"7nj? . On the one hand, this title designates Israel as the

People of God, and on the other hand, it had already become an

eschatological term; for Judaism expected of the end of days that it

would bring the gathering together of now scattered Israel and the

reveahng of the now hidden Congregation. By designating itself

Congregation—more exactly, Congregation of God—the earliest

Church declared that it itself was the fulfilment of the hopes of the

apocalyptists. Its members accordingly bear the eschatological

titles "the chosen" or "the elect" and "the saints."

On the discussion about what Aramaic word lies behind the

word "Church" ey.y.h]o'ia of the Greek New Testament, cf. the

literature given at § 1, 3; in addition especially Leonh. Rost,

Die Vorstufen von Kirche und Synagoge im AT ( 1938 ) . K. L.

Schmidt, especially, has concerned himself with the lexico-

graphic problem [Festgabe fiir Ad. Deissrnann (1927), 258-

319]; he would like to estabhsh not xbnp' (Heb. ^^p),), "Con-

gregation, Gathering," but Nri^"'?3 (Heb. ^??3) "Gather-

ing, Synagogue," as the Aramaic word—hardly rightly. In con-

tent "Church (of God)" £X)dr|oia (xoij 0£oij) corresponds at any

rate with (mn"') bnp. For bnp, t/.yly\o'ia usually is found in

the LXX ( but significantly not where it would mean a heathen

Vnp.'), and especially in Deut. (which was important because

of the parallelism of the Christian Congregation with the Sinai-

congregation) and in the Psalms which were so important for the

self-consciousness of the Christian Congregation. In the LXX
•Tl??, "assembly of people" is never rendered exxAi^aia; instead

mS7 in the great majority of cases, though not exclusively, is

rendered ovvayo^yx], "Gathering, Synagogue," which occasion-

ally also is the translation of Vnp. In Ecclesiasticus, too,

exxXtjoia seems to stand only for bnp, never for rns?-

In the Psalms of Solomon, Exy.h]oia as a term for Israel (as

the People of God) and oirvaycoyi'i as a term for individual con-

gregations (hence in the plural, while ExxArioia occurs only in

the singular) are clearly distinguished. Philo uses only ExxArioia

for the Sinai-assembly and for the T^^T\'^'~bT^p Deut. 23: Iff., and
uses owaycoY^l only for the synagogue-building. On the titles
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"saints" ayioi and "elect" IxXextoi, see especially Kiimmel,

Kirchenbegriff, etc.
( § 1, 3 ) , 16ff . It is not impossible that the

members of the earliest Church called themselves "the poor," a

term which even in the Psalms is already synonymous with

"pious, religious." In the Psalms of Solomon the pious who
constitute the true Israel are also called "the poor." According

to Origen c. Gels. 2:1 (I 126, 19) and Epiphanius 30, 17, 2

(I 356, 2), the Jewish Christians were likewise called Q''?i"'3N

(the poor). This title would also characterize the earliest

Church as "Israel of God," and to that extent would also be
eschatological. But it is uncertain whether this title was
already in use in the earliest Church; anyway that cannot (as

K. Holl, H. Lietzmann, E. Lohmeyer and others think it can)

be deduced from Gal. 2:10: "only they would have us remem-
ber the poor"; for Rom. 15:26 speaks of "the poor among the

saints" jitcoxoi toov dyicav indicating that the "poor" jtTCOxoi are

only a part of the Congregation and hence that jitcoxog here is

used in the sociological sense and not as a religious term.

3. Without doubt Jbaptism is *r> b*^ nrr^^rfft^'^'^ ^'m this 'jpEj"" It

can be regarded as certain that from the very beginning it was prac-

ticed in the earliest Church as the rite of initiation , for Paul assumes

that all Christians are baptized (Rom. 6:3, I Cor. 12:13). But the

meaning of baptism can hardly have been different from that of

John's baptism, which Jesus and his first "disciples" had themselves

received. That is, baptism in conjunction with repentance was a

bath of purification (closely connected with repentance) for the

coming Reign of God—in other words, an initiation rite of the escha-

tological Congrpgatinp similar tn the Jewish proselyte baptism,

which was a purifying bath that ( in conjunction with circumcision

)

made the baptized a member of the Congregation of Israel. A dif-

ference between these baptisms is admittedly present in the fact

that Christian baptism made the baptized a member of the eschato-

logical Congregation; but probably the greatest difference is that

proselyte baptism was considered to free a man from ritual defile-

ment, whereas Christian baptism, like that of John—corresponding

to the fact that both presuppose confession of sin and repentance—

evidently promised purity from sin. For the phrase "for the forgive-

ness of sins," a characteristic of John's baptism according to~Mk.

1:4, was likely true of Christian baptism from the very beginning
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(of. Acts 2:38). Inasmuch as such purification was regarded as

brought about by an immersion, baptism in the earhest Church ( hke

John's baptism) already had sacramental character and hence com-
pletely deserves to be described as an eschatological sacrament

which made one a member of the holy Coiigr.egation nf the end of

days. How early the additional view arose that baptism brings the

baptized into sacramental relation with the person of Jesus as Son

of Man, making him the property of the latter and putting him
under the protection of his "Name," can no longer be made out.

When Paul presupposes that baptism was done "into (or in) the

name of Christ" el; to ovo|.ia Toi5 Xqiotou (I Cor. 1:13), that probably

goes back to the usage of the Hellenistic-Christian congregations.

But perhaps very early exorcistic effect (by means of naming "the

name of Jesus Christ" ovo^a 'lr\Gov Xqiotoij?) was already attributed

to baptism. Since when the positive effect of endowment with the

"Spirit" was also attributed to it, is uncertain. It probably arose as a

HellenisticzGhristian conception.

The analogy which exists between early Christian baptism

and the Jewish baptism of proselytes does not signify that the

former originated oujLilf the latter; for if that were the case, one

would expect it to have been performed on Gentiles only. Cer-

tain testimony to the practice of proselyte baptism is not found
before the end of the first century a.d. It may have been older,

but that cannot be proved. At any rate, Christian baptism did

not originate in it, but in the baptism of j^ohn. The best orien-

tation concerning these questions is given by Jos. Thomas, Le
mouvement baptiste en Palestine et Syrie (1935), 356-391.

4. Likewise, the_common meals (the ^leaking ofjbjead") re-

ceive their character from the eschatological consciousness of the

Congregation. According to the obviously retouched tradition in

Acts 2:42-47 there prevailed at these meals dyakXiaGiQ, "gladness,"

which probably means the mood of eschatological joy.* And it is

permissible to form an idea of these celebrations from the table-

prayers of which Did. 9 and 10 offer a tradition even though we
have no way of knowing whether or to what extent these prayers go

back to the earliest Church, f Since these are Jewish table-prayers

with Christian editing and they therefore derive from Jewish-Chris-

* See Th. WB I 19f.

tSee M. Dibelius, ZNW 37 (1938) 32-41.
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tian tradition, they may be taken as characteristic of the prayers

jrooaevxai mentioned at Acts 2:42. They show that an eschatological

mood filled the Congregation at these meals. Besides thanks for the

gifts given in Jesus ( in the formulation of these, specifically Hellen-

istic phraseology occurs), their chief content is the petition for

eschatological fulfilment: "Remember, Lord, thy Church, to deliver

it from all evil and to make it perfect in thy love, and gather it

together in its holiness from the four winds to thy kingdom which

thou hast prepared for it! . . . Let [the Lord *] come, and let this

world pass away!" (Did. 10:5f., Lake's tr. ).

5. As Jesus scented the irruption of the end of days in the flight

of the demons before the spirit that worked in him (Mk. 3:28f.; Mt
12:28f.; cf. Lk. 11:20), and as for Paul, the Spiril Jtv6ij|ia at work in

the Church was the firstfruit aKagxr] (Rom. 8:23) or the guarantee

dooajSwv (II Cor. 1:22; 5:5) of the imminent fulfilment, so the

earliest Church knew that it had been given the fipint, that gift of

the end of days which, according to the Jewish view, had departed

from Israel with the last of the prophets, but whose impartation

was promised for the end of days. Driven by this Spirit, prophets

arise once more, as Acts 11:28; 21:9, lOff. testify; and Paul as well

as the Didache takes the presence of prophets in the Church for

granted. In the power of this Spirit miracles occur (Mt. 10:8; Mk.

6:13; Acts 11:28; 21:10f.), as Paul also takes for granted (I Cor.

12:9, 28f. ). In times of persecution the Spirit gives the right word

in court (Mt. 10:19f. or Mk. 13:11). Whether the manifestations of

the Spirit in ecstasy and speaking in tongues (I Cor. 14), which

later played so great a role in Hellenistic congregations, had already

appeared in the earliest Church, is uncertain. An account of one

such event appears to underlie the legendary pentecost story (Acts

2:1-13), as the last verse betrays.

f

6. There is no doubt that in the earliest Church the proving^ of

Old' Testament prediction&j:^a.s practiced, sometimes for edification,

sometimes for missionary purposes, but especially for apologetic

reasons^ However, the Old Testament prophecies were regarded as

" This, following the Coptic text, is probably the correct reading and not

fi xotQi?; "grace."

tit is not hard to conjecture that the last sentence, 4:31, of the account

worked into the fourth chapter of Acts by its author originally ran in the source:

xal £7i).r]ni\r\aav ujtavTeg xov ayiov nv?x^\xaxoq, xal e?vd?^oi)v yX())aaa\c,—"and they

were all filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke with tongues"; cf. 10:45f.
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predictions of the time of the End; hence, the Church's certainty that

they had been and were still being fulfilled presupposes once more
its eschatological consciousness. In I Cor. 10:11 the principle that

proof of prophecy is to be sought in "us," the Church, is clearly for-

mulated (cf. "for our sake" 6l' fmdg, I Cor. 9:10 and Rom. 15:4).

Which statements out of the ever-increasing body of predictions

regarded as fulfilled go clear back to the earliest Church, naturally

can no longer be ascertained. The tradition jtoQcxSooig cited at I Cor.

15:3£F. with its "according to the scriptures" xatd xac, yQacpdg—

a

phrase not otherwise occurring in Paul—establishes the Christian

use of such proofs before Paul's time; and the synoptic tradition

shows us that Christians early began to understand Jesus' person

and his work, especially the passion, in the light of realized pre-

diction.

7. Behef in the immediately impending End also governs the

missionart^activity of the earliest Church; that is reHectecTby the

"chargeto^ the apostles" placed into the mouth of Jesus. They must

hasten through the land to call Israel to repentance (Mt. 10, espe-

cially verses 7 and 9ff. ); they will not have finished with all the

towns of Israel before the Son of Man comes (Mt. 10:23).

8. Q, finally, the collection of Jesus' sayings that goes back to the

earliest Church, testifies to the same belief. It is prefaced by the

eschatological preaching of John the Baptist; the beatitudes, fuU of

eschatological consciousness, follow; the close is constituted by say-

ings dealing with the parousia.

§ 7. Jesus' Meaning to the Faith of the Earliest Church

1. Thus, when regarded from the history-of-religions point of

view, the earliest Church presents itself as an ggcliatnlngigal sect

within-Judaism, distinguished from other sects and trends not only

by the fact that it awg»i|g t|ie crucifi ^'^ JfiS"'' i^f Nn/nr^th as the Son

of Man, but especially by the fact that it is conscious of being

already the called and chosenjCongregation of the end of days .

When the Church proclaims Jesus as Messiah-Son-of-Man, that does

not mean that it has thereby added an item to Old Testament tradi-

tion and Jesus' message. Rather, the kerygma of Jesus as Messiah

is the basic and primary thing which gives everything else—the

ancient tradition and Jesus' message—its special character. All that
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went before appears in a new light—new since the Easter faith in

Jesus' resurrection and founded upon this faith. But if Jesus' person

and work appear to them in the hght of Easter faith, that means

that his significance lay neither in the content of what he had taught

nor in some modification of the Messiah idea. It does mean, though,

that J/^.'iiJ-^' halving come was itself the decisive event through which

God called His Congregation (Church). It means that Jesus' com:i^

ing itself was already eschatological occurrence. Indeed, that is the

real content of the Easter faith: God has m^dp thp prnphp.t and

teacher Jesus of Nazareth Messiah !

''

^2. Tn what extent the earliest Church itself already explicitly

rec&gfiized that the fact that Jesus had come was the decisive escha-

tological occurrence is another question. Statements like those of

Paul that when the fulness of time was come, God sent his son ( Gal.

4:4) or that by virtue of Jesus' death the "old" had passed away and

(all) had become new (II Cor. 5:17) are still foreign to the earliest

Church along with their consequences—that now the epoch of the

Law is past and the Law is abolished. And that the earliest Church

was distinctly conscious that the new age had dawned (Kiimmel's

opinion), is probably an exaggeration. As the synoptic tradition

shows, the expectation of the imminent dramatic End, the paroagja

of Jesus as Son 0|f Man, controlled the consciousness of the Church,

and Jesus' advent and ministry was not yet clearly recognized as

eschatological occurrence. Only implicitly in the Church's eschato-

logical understanding of itself was this recognition present, and only

beginnings toward its development are manifest—beginnings that

lay under certain restraints.

That this recognition was implicitly present is shown in the first

place by the fact that for the Church, as for Jesus himself, the con-

tent of his mejr\ni^r wan not the -dpoisivR thing. In his lifetime he had

demanded decision for his person as the bearer of the Word; the

Church has now made this decision. Tesus' call to decision implies

achristology. That call does not justify speculation about him as a

heavenly being. Nor does it support the Messiah-consciousness

attributed to him. But it does imply a christology which will unfold

the implications of the positive answer to his demand for the deci-

sion, the obedient response which acknowledges God's revelation in

Jesus. Such christology became explicit in the earliest Church to the

extent that they understood Jesus as the one whom God by the resur-
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rection has made Messiah, and that they awaited him as the coming

Son of Man. For it is apparent that in that very fact they understood

his sending as God's decisive act. In expecting him as the Coming
One they understood themselves as the Congregation of the end of

days called by him. For them factually—no matter to what degree

it may have been clearly conscious—the old had passed away and

the world had become new.

In the synoptic tradition a series of sayings shows that Jesus'

work was conceived as decisive happening, especially such as speak

of him as having come or luwing been sent. They are scarcely (at

least in the majority of cases) original words of Jesus^, Imt mostly

products of the Church. And so far as they had already arisen in

the earliest (i.e. the Palestinian) Church (which cannot in every

case be clearly made out), they testify that this Church in retro-

spect conceived the phenomenon of Jesus together with its meaning

as a unity: It was a divine "sending" by which the Church was

called, its destiny determined, its problems decided. He "came" not

to call the righteous, but sinners (Mk. 2:17). He "was sent" to the

lost sheep of the house of Israel (Mt. 15:24). He "came" to cast

fire on the earth (Lk. 12:49). His "coming" means not peace, but a

sword (Mt. 10:34-36 par.), i.e. it means the eschatglagical hour of

decision and division. Whoever receives him, receives Him who
"sent" him (Mk. 9:37 or Mt. 10:40); whoever rejects him, rejects

Him who "sent" him (Lk. 10:16). Other related sayings will be

discussed in another context.* That his sending meant doom for

Jerusalem is expressed by the saying Lk. 13:34f. par., probably in

origin a Jewish prophecy concerning "Wisdom," perhaps once

quoted by Jesus, but as we now have it, re-interpreted by the

Church and put back into his mouth: It was he who had desired in

vain to gather Jerusalem's "children" together, so that it now was

forsaken, t

3. The decision which Jesus' disciples had once made to aflSrm

and accept his sending by_ "following" him, had to be made anew
and radically in consequence of his crucifixioh. The cross, so to say,

raised the question of decision once more. Little as it could throw

into question the content of his message, all the more it could and

did render questionable his legitimation, his claim to be God's mes-

* Cf. on the "I-sayings," Gesch. d. synopt. Trad., 2nd edition, 161-176.

t Cf. Gesch. d. synopt. Trad., 2nd edition, 120f.
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senger bringing the last, decisive word. The Church had to sur-

mount the scandal of the cross and did it in the Easter faith.

How this act of decision took place in detail, how the Easter

faith arose in individual disciples, has been obscured in the tra-

dition by legend and is not of basic importance. Mk. 14:28 and
16:7 indicate that after Jesus' arrest the disciples fled to Galilee

and that there Peter was the first to behold the Risen One, as

I Cor. 15:5 corroborates. A trace of this fact is also preserved

in Lk. 24:34, and Lk. 22:31f. probably goes back to the same
event (see Gesch. d. synopt. Trad., 2nd edition, 387f. ). This

basic event is reflected in the narratives of Peter's confession

[Mk. 8:27-29], the transfiguration [Mk. 9:2-8 (§4, 1)], and

Peter's miraculous catch of fish [Lk. 5:1-11], as well as in the

words about Petej^^e Rock [Mt. 16:17-19 (§1, 3)]. The
accounts of the empty grave, of which Paul still knows nothing,

are legends^ According to 1 Cor. 15:5-8, where Paul enumerates

the~appearances of the risen Lord as tradition offered them, the

resurrection of Jesus meant simultaneously his exaltation; not

until later was the resurrection interpreted as a temporary re-

turn to life on earth, and this idea then gave rise to the ascen-

sion story (Lk. 24:50-53, Acts 1:3-11). The appearances of the

risen Lord probably were not confined to Galilee but also oc-

curred at Jerusalem after the disciples had return there ( Luke
reports only such ) . How the appearances enumerated in I Cor.

15:5-8 are to be distributed between Galilee and Jerusalem

cannot be known, and it is a mere supposition that the appear-

ance to the five hundred brethren (I Cor. 15:6) is identical

with the event of Pentecost. Concerning these matters see in

recent literature: Lyder Brun, Die Auferstehung Christi in der

urchristl. Vherlieferung (1925); Selby Vernon McCasland, The
Resurrection of Jesus (1932); Maurice Goguel, La foi a la Re-

surrection de Jesus dans le Christianisme primitif ( 1933 ) ; Kir-

sopp Lake in The Reginnings of Christianity V (1933), 7-16;

Em. Hirsch, Die Auferstehungsgeschichten und der christliche

Glauhe (1940); W. Grundmann, ZNW 39 (1940), 110-121;

Paul Althaus, Die Wahrheit des kirchlichen Osterglaubens 2

(1941).

The riseof the Easter faith made necessary a way of understand-

ing the cross that would surmount, yes, transform, the scandal of

the curse which in Jewish opinion had befallen the crucified Jesus

(cf. Gal. 3:13); the cross had to make sense in the context of the
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salvation-process. How far such an understanding was worked out

in the earhest Church cannot clearly be seen. Scripture proof ex-

plaining Jesus' suflFering and death as divinely decreed in the man-

ner of Lk. 24:26f. can be taken as characteristic of one stage of the

earliest Church's reflection on the subject: " 'Was it not necessary

that the Christ shnyjd suffer these tilings and enter into his glorv?'

And beginning with Moses and all the prophets, he interpreted to

them in all the scriptm^es the things concerning himself." If that

was their understanding, one would have to admit that as yet the

stumblin p'^-block nf thn rrn^^ had only been negatively removed so

so long as it was only placed under the divine "must" (Sei), and

that its positive meaning had not yet become clear. Yet even so in

this surmounting of the oyAvbaXov
(
stupibling-block. scandal) it

would have come to light that in the cross of Christ Jewish stand-

ards of judgment and human notions of the splendor of the Messiah

are shattered. Thus, the acknowledgment of the Crucified as Mes-

siah implicitly contains a new understanding of man-before-God.

But probably something more may be said. In the tradition that

had come down to Paul, do not both "according to the scriptures"

xatct Tct; Ypacpdi; and "for our sins" vtceq twv djia^Ticov f||ia3v go back

to the earliest Church? Then Jesus' death would aheady have been

conceived as an expiaiory-saerifice in the earliest Church! In favor

of this view speak two other passages from Paul; in them he is vis-

ibly leaning on traditional formulations, perhaps even quoting them

—at least in part. One of these sentences is Rom. 3:24f., in which

one only needs to set off the specifically Pauline expressions with

parentheses as his additions: ".
. . justified (by his grace as a gift)

through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God put

forward as an expiation by his blood ( to be received by faith ) ; this

was to show God's righteousness, because in his divine forbearance

he had passed over former sins" ( Bit. ) . The designation of Christ as

the UaoTTiQiov ( expiation, mercy-seat) rtppnrs nnly hprp in Paul; nor is

it Paul's habit elsewhere (except Rom. 5:9 and, again following tra-

dition, in reference to the Lord's Supper, I Cor, 10:16; 11:25, 27) to

speak of "the blood" of Christ, but of "the cross." Finally the idea

found here of the divine righteousness demanding expiation for for-

mer sins is otherwiseLiacfiign to him. Hence, what we are here deal-

ing with is evidently a traditional statement, which perhaps can be

traced back to the earliest Church. It is the same with Rom. 4:25—

a
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sentence which in form (synthetic parallehsm of members) makes

the impression of a quotation. Perhaps this statement was formu-

lated in reminiscence of Is. 53; if so, that would make it probable

that in Is. 53, too, a prophecy of Jesus' passion had already been

found by the earliest Church, though this discovery did not take

place in its very earliest period ( see § 4, 3 )

.

The interpretation of Jesus' death as an expiatory sacrifice

for sins was, in itself, not unnatural to Jewish thinking. For in

it the idea of the expiating power of the suffering of the right-

eous, especially of the martyr, had been developed. Cf. Str.-B.

II 275-282; W. Bousset, Die Religion des Judent., 3rd edition,

198f.; G. F. Moore, Judaism I 547-549; E. Sjoberg, Gott und die

Sunder im paldst. Judentum (1939), 174f., 222. However, to the

Judaism of Jesus' time the idea of a messiah suffering for sin-

ners is entirely foreign; cf. G. Dalman, Der leidende und der
sterhende Messias der Synagoge (1888); W. Staerk, Soter I

(1933), 78-84; Str.-B. I 273-299; G. F. Moore, I.e. 551f. A dif-

ferent opinion in Joach. Jeremias, Jesus ah Weltvollender

(1930).

4. Through the fact that the Church awaits the prophet and
teacher as Son of Man and in the light of Easter faith understands

Jesus' earthly ministry anew, a power to determine the present is

also attributed to the figure of Jesus. The future ruler and bringer

of salvation already exercises his royal sway in a certain manner
now from heaven, into which he has been exalted. When his words

are collected that is done not simply because of their didactic con-

tent, but because they are his, the coming king's, words. According

to rabbinic ideas the Messiah, when he comes, will also act as a

teacher Qf^Tprah**—the Church already possesses Jesus' exegesis of

the Law and in his "But I say unto you!" hears him speak as Mes-

siah. In his words they already have the wisdom and knowledge

which according to the belief of the apocalvptic writers the Mes-

siah will someday bestow, f Out of such conviction new "words of

the Lord" arise whose purpose is to decide moot questions; such are:

"Think not that I have come to abolish the Law and the prophets!

I have come not to abolish them but to fulfill them . .
." (Mt. 5:17,

" Cf. P. Seidelin, ZNW 35 (1936), 194ff.; P. Volz, Die Eschatologie der

jud. Gemeinde (1934), 218.

t Cf. P. Volz, I.e.
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cf. 18-19 ) . "I was sent only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel"

(Mt. 15:24). There also arise sayings that testify that whatever fate

one now experiences is understood as sent from him and whatever

one conceives to be his task as commanded by him: "Do not believe

that I have come to bring peace to the earth—but rather the sword!

. .
." (Mt. 10:34 par. Bit., cf. 35-36 par.; see above, 2). "Fear not

little flock, for the Father has decided to give you the Reign" (Lk.

12:32 Bit.). It is he who sends the messengers who are to carry the

cry of the approach nf Hnd's Reign through the land (Mk. 6:7ff. or

Mt. 9:37fiF. par.). In his name the prophets speak: "Lo, I send you

out as sheep into the midst of wolves" (Mt, 10:16 par. Bit.). "Be-

hold, I have given you authority to tread upon serpents and scor-

pions; . . . and nothing shall hurt you" (Lk. 10:19);—just as we also

find in Revelation examples of Christian prophets speaking in the

name of the exalted Christ (cf. Rev. 3:20; 16:15). The invitation

"come unto me," promising rest to those "tliat labor and are heavy

laden" (Mt. ll:28f.) probably comes from some old "Wisdom"
book; perhaps the earliest Church already put this saying into the

mouth of Jesus. Certainly out of the earliest Church come the words

in which the risen Lord, with royal bearing, delegates to Peter the

direction of the Congregation—which he even calls "my Congrega-

tion" (Mt. 16:17-19); likewise his promise to the twelve that they

shall someday be theregrnt^ nf thn tribo n nf T 'lrnrl (Mt. 19:28 or

Lk. 22:28-30). It is easily understandable that rules of Church dis-

cipline, which become necessary in the course of time, are regarded

as his orders (Mt. 18:15-18). Indeed the earliest Church seems to

have transformed a saying already current among the Jews which

spoke of the presence of God with two men occupied with inter-

preting the Torah, into the saying: "Where two or three are gath-

ered in my name, there am I in the midst of them" (Mt. 18:20).

And it is not impossible that the name of Jesus in reminiscence of

his own banning of demons was used as an effective means for exor-

cisms and other miraculous deeds. If Mk. 9:38-40 (though it prob-

ably was lacking in Mark as it originally was) should have come out

of the tradition of the earliest Church, it would be a witness to such

practice; likewise Acts 3:6.

5. The titlesjh£j^hurch eonfeiied U[jun Tcaus lo Indicate his sig-

nificance and dignity were borrowed from the tradition of Jewish

messianic faith, in which motifs of diverse origin were admittedly
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united. All these titles, though their original meanings may have

been various, ggree m being designations for the eschatological sal-

vatioBrbringer. Naturally Jesus was given the ancient title
"
Mes-

siah" i.e. anointed king, as the synoptic tradition testifies and Paul,

too, clearly implies. This is the only reason that the double name

Jesus Christ could then arise, as it did, in Hellenistic Christianity.

However, the predominant title in the earliest Church, by the

testimony of the synoptic tradition, was "Son of Man," which comes

out of the ajDOcalyptic hope and mpQng a snpra-mTindfinp. pre-exist-

ent being \v^ nt the end nf time will ^MTmedown from heaven to

hoIH^ judgmerrt~and bring salvation
(
§ 1, 1 ) ; whereas the Messiah-

title, coming out of the national hope, designates the king (of

David's line ) , who is thought of as a mere man, no matter how much
his arrival and his deeds may be guided and determined by God's

supranatural intervention.

The title Son of David also comes out of the national tra_ditlon

and is synonymous with Messiah. This title seems not to have played

any great role in the earliest Church, since its occurrence is rela-

tively rare in the synoptic tradition ( not found in Q at all ) . On the

other hand, Paul must have found it in current use before him. For

though the title is of no importance to him, he refers to it in Rom.

1:3, a sentence which is evidently due to a handed-down formula;

he desires thereby to accredit himself to the unknown Roman
Church as an apostle who advocates right doctrine. Released from

its Pauline syntax and freed of Pauline additions, the formula may
be regarded as having nm as follows:

"(Jesus Christ) the Son of God,

Come from the seed of David,

Designated Son of God in power by his resurrection from the

dead." (Bit.) *

Whether or not the mutually divergent lineages (Mt. 1:1-17 and

Lk. 3:23-38), which were intended to demonstrate the Davidic de-

scent of Jesus, go back to the earliest Church, or to what extent they

may do so, cannot be said. If Mk. 12:35-37 originated in the earliest

Church, then criticism against transfciTing this title to Jesus had

** II Tim. 2:8 is also to be regarded as going back to an old formula; of.

H. Windisch, ZNW 34 (1935), 213-216.
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possibly arisen in it
(
§ 4, 2 ) . At any rate the title promptly estab-

lished itself.

The messianic king is also meant by the title Son of God, \yhich

Rom. 1:3 likewise attests as already traditional before Paul. Whether
Son of God was already current as a messianic title in Judaism, is

uncertain and debated; it has not been proved to have been so used.

Still it must be regarded as perfectly possible, since Ps. 2, in which

by the use of the ancient oriental formula of adoption, the king is

called Son of God ŵas already interpreted messianically irijudaislh

as it was in the Christian Church. But it is clear that neither in

Judaism nor in the Christian Church could this title have the mytho-

logical meaning it later had in Hellenistic Christianity; that is, it did

not designate the Messiah as a supernatural being begotten by God,

but was simply ^ ygya] titl e. Though the synoptic passages in which

Jesus is called Son of God are mostly either secondary and of Hel-

lenistic-Christian origin, or else were formulated by the respective

evangelist, still the transfiguration with "this is my beloved son"

(Mk. 9:7) goes back to early tradition. If it was originally an Easter

story (§4, 1), then it may be regarded along with Rom. 1, 3 as

proving that the earliest Church called Jesus Son of God (messi-

anic) because that was what the resurrection made him. However,

unlike the later Hellenisti^zChurch it did not regard the earthly

Jesus as a Son of G63. ( mythological ) ; and the legend of Jesus' birth

from the virgin is unknown to it as also to Paul.

In the apocalypses, IV Ezra and II Baruch, occurs the messianic

ti^̂ "Servant of God" which means nothing else than Messiah or

Son of God. It comes from the Old Testament, in which favored

men of piety, found worthy of a special mission by God, such as

Abraham, Moses, and the prophets, are so called, and also kings,

and the title clings especially to David of whom it became tradi-

tional; in this last sense it also occurs at Lk. 1:69, Acts 4:25, Did. 9:2

(in the last case used both of David and of Jesus). Hence, it is

easily understandable that the Messiah as Son of David also was

given this title. In the more detailed description of the messianic

Servant of God Deutero-Isaiah may occasionally have played a part

—though not the Servant of God of Is. 53 suffering vicariously for

sinners, for this servant was interpreted by Jewish exegesis as the

people of Israel; and the apocalyptic writers' Servant of God is not

a suffering figure, but the messianic ruler and judge. Still influence
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from Is. 42:1£F. or 49:1£F. is possible; for the dignity of being the

"Light of the Gentiles" conferred upon the Servant of God in Is.

42:6; 49:6 is transferred to the Son of Man in I Enoch 48:4; i.e. it

has become a messianic attribute. Early Christianity took over the

title "Serv^n^" Whether the earliest Church had already done so,

we, of course, do not know, since it does not occur in the synoptic

tradition; only Matthew introduced it (12:18flF.) in one of his reflec-

tive quotations (Is. 42: Iff.). It occurs later at Acts 3:13, 26; 4:27,

30, in the last two cases in a prayer of the Church, then in the table-

prayers (Did. 9:2f.; 10:2f. ) and in the prayer of the Roman congre-

gation (I Clem. 59:2ff. ); so it appears to have been early, at any

rate, that it was taken into the liturgical vocabulary of the Church.*

The Pauline letters indicate that in the Hellenistic Church Jesus

was called "Lord" Kijpi q̂ and was cultically worshiped.—Since-4V.

Bousset's'book, Kijrios Christos (1913, 2nd edition, 1921), there has

been debate whether this implies that the earliest Church had

already entitled Jesus "Lord" and invoked him as such in prayer.

Bousset, who vigorously denied it, is probably right. In any case, the

earliest Church did not cultically worship Jesus, even if it should

have called him Lord; the Kyrios-cult originaied-Dn Hellenistjg soil.

Judaism, at any rate, never entitled the Me<;<;iah "T prd " At
the very outset the un-modilied expression "the Lord" is un-

thinkable in Jewish usage. "Lord" used of God is always given

some modifier; we read: "the Lord of heaven and earth," "our

Lord" and similar expressions. Used of Jesus, therefore, at least

"our Lord" or something similar would be required. The oldest

stratum of the synoptic tradition does not speak of Jesus as

Lord; in Q the title never appears, in Mark only in the legend-

ary story 11:3, while Luke, and he alone, frequently uses an
absolute 6 Kvoio; (the Lord) in narrative. The vocative "Lord"
KvQie, which also occurs in the old tradition, proves nothing,

tor tTIs only a translation of the Aramaic title of address used by
a_^upil ("disciple") to his teacher ( ''master" ) : "my (or our)

lord".f-and Lord KvoL£.and Rabbi oa^/Si ( = my great one) alter-

nate in Mark and Matthew as titles of address to Jesus. The
eschatological prayer "Maranatha!" [xaQotv dda (xri xno = "Our

' Cf. besides Bousset, Kyrios Chr., 2nd edition, 56f., and W. Staerk, Soter I

24ff., 77ff.: Ad. v. Hamack, Die Bezeichnung Jesu als "Knecht Gottes" und
ihre Geschichte in der alten Kirche [Sitzungsber. d. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss., Phil.-

hist. Kl. (1926), 28]; P. SeideUn, ZNW 35 (1936), 230f.
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Lord, come!") found at I Cor. 16:22 certainly comes out of the

earliest Church, ^ut it likewise is no proof that the earliest

ChnrrhjnynlcpH Jesim n fij-^frrd; for it ran onginally have meant
"GodTeven if it was later taken to refer to Jesus (c/. Rev. 22:20).

And though the phrase "those who call on the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 1:2; cf. Acts 9:14, 21; 22:16; II Tim. 2:22)

became a current designation for Christians in the Hellenistic

Church, that proves nothing for the earliest Church. On this

point, besides Bousset's Kijrios Christos, cf.: P. Wernle, ]esus

und Paulus NKZ ( 1915 ), 439-457, 513-545; W. Heitmiiller, Jesus

und Paulus ZThK 25 ( 1915), 156-179; W. Bousset, Jesus der Herr

(1916); Werner Foerster, Herr ist Jesus (1924); E. Lohmeyer,
Kyrios Christos ( 1928 ) ( in which foreign literature is also tab-

ulated); Wolf W. Graf Baudissin, Kyrios als Gottesbezeich-

nung im Judentum und seine Stellung in der Religionsge-

schichte I-IV (1929); E. V. Dobschiitz, KvQwg 'h]oovg ZNW 30

(1931), 97-123.

In his book Galilda und Jerusalem (1936), E. Lohmeyer de-

veloped the thesis, since carried out in other investigations and
especially in his commentary on Mark, that there were really

two "earliest Churches" on Palestinian soil, or at least two char-

acteristically differing parties: the Galilean and that of Jerusa-

lem. For the Galilean Church, or party, according to him, Jesus

as Son of Man was characteristic; for Jerusalenv Jesus as Mes-
siah—buFtKe title "Lord" also comes from the Galilean Church.

It is probably correct that there were various parties in the Pal-

estinian Church—but scarcely from the very beginning; they

probably developed only gradually. It is perhaps also right that

Jesus'whole following in Gahlee did not move from there to Jeru-

salem after the Easter experiences, and that a Galilean Church
existed side by side with that at Jerusalem, though it scarcely

had the importance that Lohmeyer attributes to it. Paul, at any
rate, takes only the Jerusalem Church into account, where at

first the twelve were at the head until James, the Lord's brother,

won the leadership—all Galileans in origin and hence represent-

atives of Galilean tradition. At any rate, it is evidentlv impos-
sible to conceive the titles "Messiah" and "Son of Mgn" ./jsry-

pressions of two di£Fering theological views about Jesus and
hence as distinguishing marks of two differing Churches or par-

ties. Both alike denote the eschatological salvation-bringer. The
ancient title "Messiah," once expressing Israelitic national hope,

was no longer confined to this narrower meaning but could just

as well be transferred to the heavenly salvation-bringer awaited
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by the apocalyptists, as the salvation to be brought by the latter

could, vice versa, take on nationalistic traits. In the parables of

I Enoch, "Son of Man" and "Messiah" alternate as titles of the

same figure; likewise in IV Ezra. In the latter the messianic title

"Servant of God" also appears, and it is expressly given to the

Son of Man (13:32, 37, 52), while'in II Bar. 70:9 it is the Mes-

siah who is designated Servant of God. Furthermore in II

Baruch the Messiah is pictured in every respect as the supernat-

ural salvation -hringer of apocalyptic expectation except that he

does not bear the title "Son of Man." Neither does anything in

the synoptic tradition indicate that the varying titles "Messiah"

and "Son of Man" express varying conceptions of Jesus' person;

moreover, Paul, who does not use the apocalyptic title "Son of

Man," clearly does not use the term Christ (so far as that is a

title for him, and not a personal name) in the sense of the

nationalistic hope, but in that of apocalypticism.

§ 8. Beginnings toward Development of Ecclesiastical Forms

1. What consequences did the earliest Church draw from its

eschatological consciousness for its practical everyday attitudes, par-

ticularly its conduct toward Judaism and its institutions and adher-

ents? How far did it see the total reality of its life in the light of

eschatological occurrence?

Naturally the eschatological Congregation does not regard itself

as a new_religion—i.e. a new historical phenomenon—and does not

tjrnin a Jjoundary betweenJt^If, ns: n nQmj[f^\i^xYix^n{\. Judaism. It

remains loyal to the temple and the temple cult. According to Acts

2:46 it customarily gathers within the temple area; according to Mt.

5:23f. it did not give up the sacrificial practices of Judaism, as Jesus

also had not polemized against the temple cult (§ 2, 3). And just as

the legend (Mt. 17:24-27) testifies that the Christian Congregation

paid the temple tax in spite of knowing its inner separation from the

old Jewish congregation, so Mk. 13:9 or Mt. 10:17 testifies that it

felt itself subject to synagogal jurisdiction. As the Congregation of

the end of days it conceives of itself as that true Israel, which is the

goal of Israel's salvation-history, and for which the promises of the

Old Testament are now being fulfilled (§6, 6).

That is where the problem lies: how far is "true Israel" under-

stood as a really eschatological thing and how far as only a selection

out of the historical People? How far is "Israel"—the subject to
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whom salvation happens—understood as meaning an absolutely

eschatological entity, as it is by Paul, and how far as just the empi-

rical People of history? Will the earliest Church eliminate from the

idea of the Chosen People whatever applies only to the historical

People? In what sense will the Old Testament's consciousness of

history be adopted?

2. The qne.sh'n" ^^'"om r rr nrutn i"fTr the vn lirliftj nf thp. T.aw. Is

the Old Testament Law binding upon the members of the eschato-

logical Congregation? And is obedience to the Law, therefore, the

condition for participation in eschatological salvation? At first, this

question does not seem to have been clearly answered; in fact, it

does not seem even to have been clearly asked at first. In practice,

however, a jrelative liberty toward the cultic-ritual demands of the

Law must have existed. For could men preserve Jesus' critical and

polemic words against Jewish legalism without orienting themselves

by them? Could a man pass on Jesus' words against counting up
reward and against the pride of the legally correct and at the same

time impose the condition of legal merit upon the sharing of salva-

tion? It is freely granted that the antinomy uncovered by Paul-

faith, or works of the Law—did not become explicit in the earliest

Church. On the contrary, its attitude toward Hellenistic Chris-

tianity, especially toward Paul, indicates that it did not achieve free-

dom from the Law. Presumably a retrogression had taken place so

that the old scruples and fidelity to the Law had gradually gained

ground; such was completely the case later with Jewish-Christian

sects. This is partly attributable to the personal influence of James,

the Lord's brother, and is partly a reaction against the criticism of

the Law and the temple-cult on the part of the Hellenistic Church.

The conclusions drawn by the Hellenists were terrifying and thus

originated the famous saying placed into Jesus' mouth, "Think not

that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets; I have come

not to abolish them but to fulfill them. For truly, I say to you, till

heaven and earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot will pass from the

law . .
." (Mt. 5:17f. ). And if he who relaxes one of the least of the

commandments is to be counted as least in God's Reign (Mt. 5:19),

that is said with regard to the Hellenists, perhaps to Paul himself.

But this lack of certainty and clarity was probably heightened by

the fact^hat another question mingled with the question of tibe Law
as the way^to salvation. ForTK^Law was not merely the way to sal-
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vation, and its fulfilment had not merely the character of meritori-

ous accomplishment. It was also the gift of God which gave the

Chosen People its rank and dignity. The history of salvation was the

history of the People of Israel, the eschatological Congregation was

the true Israel. Hence, fulfilment of the Law was the condition for

participation in salvation insofar as it was the condition for mem-
bership in the People of Israel. And it is now clear that the earliest

Church clung to this condition. However much (at least in the

beginning) it may (under the influence of Jesus' words) have had a

critical attitude toward Jewish legalism, and however much it may
have broken with the Jewish idea of merit, it clung to the Law as a

characteristic of the Chosen People which it was conscious of em-

bodying.

This is indicated, in the first place, by the fact that the missioruto-^

the heathen was not regarded _,as an obligat4efl-by the Jerusalem

Church. Rather, the saying placed into Jesus' mouth, "Go nowhere

among the Gentiles, and enter no town of the Samaritans, but go

rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (Mt. 10:5f. ), shows

that in the earliest Church there was at least a party which alto-

gether rejected the mission to the Gentiles; the saying ( Mt. 10:23) also

assumes a message for Jews only. Perhaps there were various opin-

ions on this subject; perhaps a development took place from one

opinion to another. At any rate the legendary stories of the Cen-

turion at Capernaum (Mt. 8:5-10 par.) and the Syrophoenician

woman (Mk. 7:24-30), both variations on the same motif, inform

us on the one hand that before long Gentiles, too, were received

into the Congregation of salvation and on the other hand that that

was only exceptionally and hesitantly done. And the tradition

worked into Acts 10: Iff. about Cornelius the Centurion at Caesarea

permits the same insight. But especially Galatians and the tradition

on which Acts 15 is based indicate that it was required of Gentiles

who wished to join the eschatological Congregation of salvation that

they adopt the Law, especially circumcision. But that means: the

condition for sharing in salvation is belonging to the Jewish People

—the empirical People of history. This, then, is the point where the ^f^f%^ "f-

conflict breaks out, first within the Chnrrh in Jpn i palem b^twrf^n the

old followers of Jesus and the Hellenistic JewjsJMIiixis±iajis, then

between the Jerusalem Church_and Paul.

Hellenistic Jews who had returned to Jerusalem and had their
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own synagogues there (Acts 6:9) as a matter of course took a more

liberal stand toward the Law. It is understandable that when such

men joined the Christian Congregation, criticism of the Law and the

temple cult made itself heard from their midst; such is testified

(Acts 6:11, 13f. ) of Stephen, one of their number. The conflict that

had broken out in the Jerusalem Church apparently lurks behind the

choice of the "seven men" (Acts 6:lff. ). For those seven were not

"deacons," but were, as their Greek names (6:5) show, representa-

tives of the Hellenisf.ic nartu^JWhat is told of Stephen, and later of

Philip, also indicates that their oflBce was by no means serving table,

but that they were proclaimersjof the word. These Hellenistic Chris-

tians occasioned among the Jews an uproar that evidently was not

directed against the old Jewish-Christian Congregation, but against

the Hellenists. Stephen was stoned and his fellow-partisans were

driven out, and thereby the problem was for the time being beaten

down both for the Jews and for the Jewish-Christian Church. But it

soon arose again—and partly in direct consequence of the missionary

activity of those driven out (Acts 8:4ff.; ll:19ff. )—when Gentile-

Christian congregations arose for which adoption of the Law and

especially circumcision no longer held as the condition for admis-

sion to the Congregation and for participation in messianic salvation.

In the dispute with Paul and Barnabas at |:he "apostolic council"

reported in Gal. 2:1-10,* the Jerusalem Church acknowledged the

right of Gentile Christianity to exist free from the Law. But Gentile

Christians were evidently not regarded as having fully equal rights,

as appears from the fact that in Antioch, and presumably elsewhere,

new conflicts broke out over the question of table-fellowship in

mixed congregations (Gal. 2:llff. ). To settle the dispute, regula-

tions were released in Jerusalem which demanded certain conces-

sions from Gentile Christians. These constitute the so-called "aposto-

lic decree" (Acts 21:25).f

In his monograph Apostel und Jiinger (1921), Rol. Schiitz

attempted to prove that Torah-free Hellenistic Christianity was
the earlier stage, i.e. that it consisted of the congregations which
grew up in Galilee, Samaria and the Decapolis out of Jesus'

' A parallel account is found in Acts 15; but the source on which it rests

told about another meeting and decision—wz., the one which resulted in the

so-called "apostohc decree."

t See the foregoing note.
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preaching, and that the Torah-loyal Chyrch in Jerusalem was a

later formation. This view, based ufion a questionable~Titerary

analysis- -o£ Acts, cannot be maintained. On the basis of an
unsuccessful source-analysis, W. Grundmann unconvincingly

discusses "das Problem des hellenist. Christentwns innerhalb

der Jerusalemer Urgemeinde" ZNW 38 (1939), 45-73. Con-
cerning the various parties and the position of Peter, James, and
Paul within the conflict, cj. H. Lietzmann, Zwei Notizen zu

Paulus, Sitzungsber. d. Preuss. Ak. d. Wiss., Phil.-Hist. Kl.

(1930), VIII; Em. Hirsch, Paulus und Petrus, ZNW 29 (1930),

63-76; Gerh. Kittel, Die Stellung des Jakobus zu Judentum und
Heidenchristentum, ZNW 30 (1931), 145-157; W. Grundmann,
Die Apostel zwischen Jerusalem und Antiochia, ZNW 39

(1940), 110-137.

3. The development of the Church concept in the earliest Church

was of course also hindered in other wayS-by its ties t̂ tiia-J£aa.sh

congregation. The Church as eschatological Congregation had not

yet found appropriate expression in a cult of its own, since it had

not cut itself loose^ from the temple cult. Only beginnings in that

direction are present in the fact that the Church met not only in the

temple area, but also in private houses (Acts 2:46)—whether as a

whole or in separate groups (cf. Acts 12:12), information is lacking.

But with the increase of the Church, especially after the acceptance

of Hellenistic members, they can probably only have been group

meetings. It can be taken for granted that they here sought edifica-

tion together by interpretation of Scripture and that they called to

mind words of Jesus. Nor is it impossible that the earliest Church

set up its own synagogue service, since a number of synagogues are

known to have existed in Jerusalem for the various groups of Juda-

ism; but about that we know nothing.

Baptism
(
§ 6, 3 ) , of course, was also a poin^of departure for the

development of cultic forms of their ownTand even more so the

common meals
(
§ 6, 4 ) , but they were no more than points of

departurenPor though these meals can indeed be called celebra-

tions of the Congregation, s till they are not actual cultic ceiebra-

tigns, much less the sacramenLof the "Lord's Supper" as celebrated

in the Pauline or Hellenistic congregations, whose liturgy we know

from Mark and Paul. Rather, they are the main meal of the day , for

nourishment, made into a solemn occasion. When this meal is called
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"the breaking of bread" (Acts 2:42, 46), that impHes that they out-

wardly resembled Jewish meals which began with the act of bread-

breaking and the accompanying blessing. That bread-breaking and

blessing belong together, the Christian accounts also show (Mk.

6:41, 14:22; Lk. 24:30; Did. 9:3, 14:1). Wine might, of course, be

drunk at such a meal, too, when it was available, but it had no cultic

significance; otherwise the meal could not have been called simply

"the breaking of bread." The origin of these meal-celebrations lies

without doubt in the table-fellowship which once had united Jesus

and his "disciples." No special reference to Jesus' last meal is in

them. That comes only in the "Lord's Supper" of the Hellenistic

congregations.

On the differentiation of the two forms of the Meal, the

Palestinian form of the earliest Church and the Hellenistic-

Pauline form, cf. H. Lietzmann, Messe und Herrenmahl

(1926); O. Cullmann, La signification de la Sainte-Cene dans

le Christianisnie primitif (1936). E. Lohmeyer has dealt exten-

sively and instructively with the questions involving the Lord's

Supper and with the discussion of them in recent literature in

ThR, NF 9 (1937), 16S-227, 273-312; 10 (1938), 81-99. He also

distinguishes the two types but believes he has found both in

the earliest Church and thinks he can attribute them to the

respective parties that he thought he had distinguished in it

(§7, 5): the "breaking of bread," he thinks, was the "Galilean"

tradition, while the Lord's Supper was characteristic of the

"Jerusalem" party; the latter, he maintains, was regarded as

instituted in Jesus' last meal, and its center was the memorial of

Jesus' death. He also developed this idea in JBL LVI (1937),
217-252.

4. The direction^fjhEjChxirch was at first in the hands of "the

twelve." YeTtHiswas not really an office of the Church. Borne along

by the expectation of the approaehittg-End, they at first naturally

did not think of setting up any such thing. "The twelve," as the

future princes of the twelve tribes of Israel ( § 7, 4 ) , are not so much
an institution as a symbol of the eschatological Congregation as the

true Israel. Their practical work was evidently as proclaimers of

the word both within the Congregation and outside, and on mis-

sionary journeys they seem to have left Jerusalem either temporarily

or (like Peter) permanently. The dominant authority was at first
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Peter, as is testified by Mt. 16:17-19, Lk. 22:31f. and by the role that

Peter played both in the synoptic tradition as a whole and in Paul.

Besides him, John, the son of Zebedee, and James, the Lord's

brother, must soon have won a leading position; Paul speaks of those

three as the "pillars" (Gal. 2:9, cf. l:18f. ). Then, when Peter had

left Jerusalem and John (
presumably about 44 a.d. ) had been exe-

cuted with his brother James, the Lord's brother James remained

the recognized authority (Acts 12:17, 21:18).

The "elders" constitute a real office of the Congregation. In

accordance with Jewish precedent elders were evidently chosen at

a relatively early period—when, we do not know. They are first

encountered in the source behind Acts 11:30; and in 21:18, another

passage with a source behind it, they are named with James. It may
be due to editing by the author that in Acts 15 (as in 16:4) "the

apostles and elders" appear as leaders of the Congregation. Pre-

sumably James was chairman of the council of elders.

The question that really matters is: What office can be appropri-

atehj instituted fpr the direction of the eschatological Congregation?

Undoubtedly it can only be one founded upon the prnrlnm/itinn qf fh p.

word:_ It was clear to Paul that at the same time that God instituted

"reconciliation" he thereby instituted "the ministry of reconciliation"

6iaxovia xx\- yMxak'kayr\c„ "the message nf rpcnncilj^ h'nn" Xoyoc, xr\c,

'iiaxa)JMyr\c, (II Cor. 5:18f. ). This "service," this "message," was at

first and above all the concern of "the twelve" in the earliest Church

—not, of course, as the future twelve princes of the salvation time,

but because they were proclaimers of the word and guardians of the

tradition. For since the Congregation is not founded by the persons

it includes, as if it were a club or an association, but is conscious of

having been founded by God's deed, it, like the Old Testament-

Jewish congregation, needs tradition, in which the history which

founded it is preserved and made present. Secondarily this tradi-

tion is the passing on of Jesus' message, but primarily it is the pass-

ing on of the specifically Christian kervgma—and is the former only

within the frame of the latter. The Tegehdary story of the election

to re-complete the number of the twelve quite correctly expresses

the substance of the matter: "So one of the men who have accom-

panied us during all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out

among us, beginning from the baptism of John until the day when
he was taken up from us—one of these men must become with us a
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witness to his resurrection" (Acts l:21f. ). And I Cor. 15:3-7 as well

as 11:23 shows that a kerygma is developing in which the tradition

about the occurrence of salvation was fixed. The significant ques-

tion for the future is whether the traditional message will be con-

ceived as the factor which constitutes the Church—and if so, how.

Tradition requires continuity, ip- ftiiccpaaign^ which need not be

one mediated by an institution or sacraments. In Paul, too {cf.

I Cor. 12:28), and even as late as Eph. 4:llf., the succession is a

fre^onaL^i.e. not institutionally regulated but left to the free sway

of the Spirit. The apostle is called in the first place by having seen

the Lord—i.e. the Risen One (I Cor. 9:1); then he is legitimated by

his missionary labor gpyov (I Cor. 9:1); and that also means he is

accredited by "all patience, with signs and wonders and mighty

works" (II Cor. 12:12. Cf. I Thess. 1:5, I Cor. 2:4f., Rom. 15:19,

Heb. 2:4). The idea of apostolic succession as an institution, the

custom of ordination by the laying on of hands, appears for the first

time in the pastoral epistles. The restriction of the concept "apos-

tle" to the "twelve," which is an incipient tendency in this direction,

can scarcely have taken place in the earliest Church. It is true that

the apostle-concept is determined by the idea of tradition and hence

also by that of divine commission and legitimation. But it is not yet

narrowed down to a closed number; for Paul calls all missionaries

"apostl^" (I Cor. 9:5; Rom. 16:7; II Cor. 11:5, 13; 12:llf.) and the

same usage is still found in Acts 14:4, 14 and Did. 11:4-6.

Karl Holl in his article, "Der Kirchenbegriff des Paulus in

seinem Verhaltnis zur Urgemeinde," * asserts that in the earliest

Church the apostolate was a legal institution and restricted to

the twelve. The opposite view is convincingly maintained by
Wilh. Mundle, ZNW 22 (1923), 20-42, and W. G. Kiimmel,

Kirchenbegriff, etc., 6f. Cf. also Ferd. Kattenbusch, Die Vor-

zugstellung des Petrus und der CJiarakter der Urgemeinde in

Jerusalem, Festgabe fiir Karl Muller (1922), 322-351.

However, thejdea of tradition and s.uccession finds characteristic

expression in the fact thatjerusalem is res.arded as the center of the

whole Church^and obviously is so regarded not merely in the con-

*"Sitzungsb. d. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss., Phil.-hist. Kl." (1921), 920-947;
reprinted in HoU's collected essays: Gesammelte Aufsdtze zur Kirchenge-

schichte.
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sciousness of the Jerusalem Church. JEaul_and the author of Acts

also bear witness to that fact. Paul finds it very important that the

Gentile Congregations, to whom this idea in itself was necessarily

strange, shall preserve connection with Jerusalem. Under this point

of view the decision of the "apostolic council" that the Gentile con-

gregations shall raise funds for the poor in Jerusalem (Gal. 2:10) is

of special significance. I Cor. 16:1-4, II Cor. 8-9, Rom. 15:25-28

show how much Paul was concerned with this collection, for the

collection has not just the meaning of a simple act of charity, but

that of an act of faith, inasmuch as it documents their connection

with the history of salvation. It is neither "a pious work toward the

circle of charismatics and ascetics at Jerusalem" ( Er. Peterson RGG,
2nd ed.. Ill 464) nor a church tax (K. Holl, I.e.). When in Acts the

legal right of supervision over all Christian congregations is ascribed

to the Jerusalem congregation, that is certainly legendary. Barnabas,

who according to Acts 11:22 was dispatched from Jerusalem to the

Antioch congregation, was in the source-account underlying 11:19-

26 evidently not a Jem galpm in-sj^f^rfor but belonged himself_(as a

HHjpaistir Jp\vi,sl> Christian, cf. Acts 4:36) to those Hellenistic

exiles from Jerusalem who had founded the congregation in Antioch.

Against Roll's assertion that the Jerusalem Congregation

claimed a legal right of supervision and direction over the

vounger congregations, see Kiimmel, I.e., 9, 25, 53f. (footnote

85).

5. As time went on and membership increased, life within th§

rnnarpgnfinn nafiirally nRpdpd a rprf.nir{ reglll/lfAnn which COuld

not be left to the council of elders to decide from case to case; but

the sources barely permit us a glimpse of that. Mt. 16:19 and 18:18

testify that the authority "to bind and to loose," i.e. a disciplinary

power, lay first in the hands of Peter, then in those of the Congre-

gation—and that probably means, in the hands of the elders; and

Mt. 18:15-17 gives rules for settling quarrels in the congregation.

The passage on Jesus' authority to forgive sins, Mk. 2:5b-10, which

is inserted into the old miracle-story, 2:1-12, is to be regarded as

having originated in the earliest Church, which proved its right to

forgive sins by referring it back to Jesus; the Church's legitimation

to forgive sins is its power of miraculous healing.*

• See Gesch. d. synopt. Trad., 2nd edition, 12f.
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The right of apostle-missionaries to support by the congregations

(I Cor. 9:lff. ), which is expressly referred to in a saying of the Lord

(I Cor. 9:14; Mt. 10:10 par.) cannot be regarded as a regulation of

church law; it corresponds to Jewish custom and is not limited to

apostles, as Gal. 6:6 shows.

It is self-evident that in an eschatological congregation awaiting

the near end of this world no special economic system was set up.

What is often called the community of property in the earliest

Church on the basis of Acts 2:45; 4:34ff. is in reality a practical

sharing of property on the basis of love. To call this actual com-

munism is out of the question, for it lacks both a social program and

organized production.

As there are only tendencies and beginnings in the direction of

institutional forms that would give the eschatological Congregation

a shape appropriate to its own nature in the historical world, so also

the danger is still avoided of regarding the Church as an institution

of salvation which mediates salvation by virtue of its offices and

sacraments. As the eschatological Congregation, it is the fulfilment

of the promises, that is true, but it is also the Congregation that

awaits the future.

The questions which arise for the future are: How will the escha-

tological-transcendent character of the Congregation assert itself

against its ties widi the Jewish people without tearing its ties with
the'history of salvation? How will the idea of tradition and succes-

sion take form? Wilfthe Word remain the constitutive factor? And
what institutions will be created to give order to tradition and the

life of the Congregation? How in all of this will the relation of the

Congregation to the person of Jesus be conceived?

The first answer will be given by Paul's viewpointsi._irefidom

f^om the Law, the ministry Qr-the-jaessage-of-reconcihation, the

body of Christ, and being in Christ, evXgioTw.
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CHAPTER III

The Kerygma of the Hellenistic Church

Aside from Paul

PKEXIMINARY REMARKS

1. The historical presupposition for Paul's theology is not the

kerygma of the oldest Church but that of the Hellenistic Church; it

was the latter that mediated the former to Paul. His theology pre-

supposes a certain development of primitive Christianity which it

had undergone after the Christian message had crossed the bound-

aries of Palestinian Judaism, and congregations of Hellenistic Chris-

tians, both Jewish and Gentile, had arisen. Our next task must,

therefore, be to sketch a picture of this pre-Pauline Hellenistic

Christianity.

But pre-Pauline Hellenistic Christianitt/ was by no means a unity.

It soon branched out according to whether influences of the synagogue

were operative or those of Gentile religions ( especially those of the

Gnostic stream ) . Therefore, it is not in every one of its forms that it

is pertinent as a presupposition for Paul's theology, and, therefore,

also, its significance is not exhausted in its being a pre-stage for Paul.

Side by side with Paul it lived on and developed partly along paths

of its own, partly under Pauline influence. Its various types unfold

and some are represented in such important developments as the

Johannine theology—without Pauline influence—or Ignatius of Anti-

och—under the influence of Paul.

As complete a picture as possible is here to be given of Chris-

tianity before and during the time of Paul. At the same time the

post-Pauline period will be taken into account wherever it is a

matter of indicating theological tendencies which may be recorded

only in sources of later date (this could be purely accidental) or

which perhaps did not even take effect until after Paul's time, but
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which were potentially present in the situation itself: the entrance

of Christianity into the Hellenistic world and the problems arising

therefrom. We must make visible the whole field of conditions and

possibilities in which independent and significant theological phe-

nomena arise and out of which the theological and ecclesiastical

forms of the early Church gradually grow.

2. For the delineation of Hellenistic Christianity before and con-

temporary with Paul there are scarcely any direct witnesses avail-

able. The so-called catholic epistles all come from a later time.

Hence, it is essentially by reconstruction that the picture must be

derived. What means can this task employ? At its disposal stand

( 1 ) some few data in Acts which are contained in the ( Antiochene?

)

source used in chapters 6-8 and in 11:19-30. Next (2) it must de-

pend upon inferences from the Pauline letters. Primary material, of

course, is offered by what Paul himself designates as tradition, like

I Cor. ll:23ff. and 15: Iff., of which it must be asked in each case

how far back such tradition may go. But beyond that, such propo-

sitions and terms may be claimed to be tradition as Paul treats as

self-evident—generally accepted—matters which he does not intro-

duce as new and neither proves nor defends; this refers to such

things as honorific titles of Christ, eschatological propositions, his

use of the Old Testament and his method of exegesis, statements

about the sacraments, and the like. Finally (3) inferences from

other sources of later date are both permissible and necessary, espe-

cially sources which represent a non-Pauline type of Hellenistic

Christianity, such as Hebrews, Barnabas, I Clement, James, and the

Kerygma Petri. Here, too, formula-like expressions, statements of a

generally accepted character, are the material to be considered.

Where these agree with corresponding expressions and statements

in Paul, they bear witness not only to other primitive Christian

types existing before and by the side of Paul but also to a general

Christian kerygma in which aU forms agree. Additional corrobora-

tion is lent at times by the agreement of such statements with motifs

of the Hellenistic-Jewish missionary propaganda; for the Christian

mission not only competed with it but also to a large extent inher-

ited it. To this I Clement and the Shepherd of Hermas, and also

the Epistle of James, bear witness.
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^
9. The Preaching of God and His Judgment, of Jesus Christ, the

Judge and Savior, and the Demand for Faith

1. Christian missionary preaching in the Gentile world could

not be simply the christological kerygma; rather, it had to begin

with the proclamation of the one God. For it was not just a preva-

lent Jewish and Jewish-Christian opinion that the one true God was

unknown to the Gentile world and that Gentile religion was po-

lytheism and idolatry, but it was actually true that the Christian

mission first reached those classes in which polytheism was still a

living force.

The Jewish mission had anticipated the Christian in the ^reach;:^

ing^ of monotheism. In the later literature of the Old Testament

polemic against heathen religions is aheady beginning, with criti-

cism of the worship of many gods and the manner of that worship,

especially of their representation in tangible form. This is shown

by the redaction of the second half of Isaiah, by the book of Daniel,

and by the story of Bel and the Dragon appended to it in the LXX,
also by the apocryphal Epistle of Jeremiah and especially by the

Wisdom of Solomon. This last document shows at the same time

that Hellenistic Judaism in its criticism of paganism took over both

the criticism of naive polytheism and its cults that had developed

within the Hellenistic enlightenment itself and also positive ideas of

Hellenistic philosophic religiosity: God's rule over the world through

Wisdom is conceived in analogy to the Stoic view of the administra-

tion bioixTjaig of the world by the spirit. When IV Mace, places its

story of martyrdom under the theme: "whether the Reason is su-

preme over the passions," el auToxQatwQ eotiv toov na^oov 6 }.oyia\i6<i

(1:13), it is using a Stoic theme. Especially in Philo is the whole

tradition of Greek philosophy pressed into the service of Jewish

propaganda.

In this process the Old Testament-Jewish concept of God is fre-

quently modified or obscured by the concept of God from the Greek

philosophical tradition, a concept determined by the idea of the law

and order of the cosmos. The "natural theology" of the Stoa is taken

over with its proofs of the existence of God, and along with it its

demonstration of God's providence JiQovoia in nature, and its proof

of theodicy. God's demand is presented as rational moral law; the

concept of virtue (dQ8Tr|), foreign to the Old Testament, and the
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notion of a system of virtues take root and along with them the idea

of education and methods of education.

All these tendencies are taken along by Christian-Hellenistic

missionary preaching, though at first only in individual motifs and

with characteristically Christian modifications.

2. In its basic features Hellenistic-Christian missionary preach-

ing and its language, which gave the faith of the Church its stamp,

can be characterized as follows:

The pagan world is held to be sunk in ignorance ayvoia and error

jtXdvT].

Paul, who takes up (I Thess. 4:5) the Old Testament de-

scription of the Gentiles as "heathen who do not know God"
(td Edvr\) xd [ii] Eiboxa toy Qeov (Jer. 10:25, Ps. 78:6 LXX),
says to the Galatian Gentile-Christians (Gal. 4:8f.): "Formerly

when you did not know God (ot)x EiSote 0e6v) you were in

bondage to beings that by nature are no gods; but now that you
have come to know God (yvovTec; ©gov) . .

." Acts 17:30 speaks

of the pre-Christian period as the "times of ignorance" XQOvoi

TTJi; dyvoiag; and the Areopagus discourse takes the altar in-

scription "to an unknown god" ayvwoxw ©ew (17:23) for its

point of contact. Eph. 4:18 describes the Gentiles g'dvT] as "dark-

ened in their understanding, alienated from the life of God be-

cause of the ignorance dyvoia that is in them"; and I Pt. 1:14

exhorts believers to conduct "not conformed to the passions of

your former ignorance." The "Greeks" are described by Ke-

rygma Petri 2 as "driven by ignorance and not knowing God"
dyvoia (pEQOjievoi xai yii] e:n[iOTd|i,evoi xov ©eov, and of their for-

mer sins it is said further on (3): "whatsoever sins one of you
has done in ignorance not clearly knowing God" ooa ev dyvoia

Tig v\i(bv 8:rtou]osv |it] elSojg oaqpoog xov ©eov. (Such utterances

are not peculiar but typical and are handed down to later

writers; for the apologetes, cf. Justin, Apol. I 12:11; Aristides

17:3, p. 27, 15 Geffcken; Athenagoras 28, p. 147, lOf. Geffcken;

see also M. Dibelius on I Tim. 1:13 in Lietzmann's Handbuch
zum N.T. ) Similarly the "error" nkdvr\ of the Gentiles is spoken
of in Rom. 1:27; II Pet. 2:18; II Clem. 1:7; Gentile Christians

were once "led astray" jtAavcojiEvoi Tit. 3:3 or "straying like

sheep" (bg UQo^axa :n:^ava)[.ievoi I Pet. 2:25. Cf. Heb. 5:2—though
perhaps the "ignorant and wayward" dyvo\5vx£g xai JtAavoojigvoi

here named are not specifically the Gentiles but sinners of any
kind.
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Hence to accept the Christian faith is called "to know God" or

"the truth."

"To know God" yivwoxeiv (tov) ©eov is used for conversion

to the Christian faith by Paul (Gal. 4:9) and also, e.g., by I

Clem. 59:3; II Clem. 17:1 (cf. 3:1) Herm. sim. IX 18, If. The
compounds emyvwoig (full knowledge) and e:n:iYiv(oox£Lv (fully

know) are especially popular in this meaning; in such cases the

object may be God (as in Herm. sim. IX 18, 1 and elsewhere),

but more frequently is truth dAri^eia. To become a Christian

means "to come to the knowledge of the truth" elg eirtiyvcooiv

d>.riOeiag eAOeiv (I Tim. 2:4) or "to receive the knowledge of the

truth" 'ka^elv tt]v eTtiyvcooiv tfjg dAi^'Oeiai; (Heb. 10:26) or to

"know the truth" kniyivojoy-Eiv xr\v aky\^Eiav. With this meaning

EJiiYivwoxeiv or its noun also occurs at Col. 1:6; Tit. 1:1; II Pet.

1:3, 2:20f.; II Clem. 3:1; Kerygma Petri 3; Herm. sim. IX 18, 1.

According to I Clem. 59:2, God called the Church "from igno-

rance to the full knowledge of the glory of His name" d:t6

dyvcoaiag Eig ETtiyvooaiv So^ri? 6v6[iaxog ai)Toi5. That corresponds

to the use of language in Hellenistic Judaism; cf. ThWB I 706,

22ff.

"Truth" dXriOEia in this context is right doctrine, right belief,

in contrast to "ignorance" ayvoia and "error" iikdvy], so that Paul

can characterize his apostolic activity as a "manifestation of the

truth" (pavEQcoaig xr\(; dAiqOEiag (II Cor. 4:2) which is substan-

tially synonymous with saying that God through him spreads

"the fragrance of the knowledge of Him" 6o[ir{ xr\q yvwoECOi;

ai)Toij (II Cor. 2:14). Christian faith is called "obedience to the

truth" (I Pet. 1:22; cf. Gal. 5:7). The gospel itself can be called

the "word of truth" Aoyog xr\g db^dEiag (II Cor. 6:7; Col. 1:5;

Eph. 1:13 and often). This, too, corresponds to Hellenistic-

Jewish language; cf. ThWB 244, 32ff.

I Thess. 1:9, where Paul reminds the Thessalonians "how you

turned from idols to serve a living and true God," indicates that he

began his missionary preaching with the proclamation of the one

God; so does the reminder of having formerly worshiped "dumb
idols" aqjcova Ei6(o}.a (I Cor. 12:2) or "beings that by nature are no

gods" qjiioEL \ir\ ovTEg Oeoi (Gal. 4:8). I Cor. 8:4^6 shows how char-

acteristic and rich in consequences monotheistic faith was for the

whole congregation; the consciousness "that an idol has no real

existence and that there is no God but one," leads the "strong" to a

thoughtless attitude toward heathen cult-meals.
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Such preaching of monotheism is of course not specifically char-

acteristic of Paul. In it he is continuing the propaganda of Hellenis-

tic Judaism, and from its writings some idea of primitive Christian

missionary preaching, for which we have no direct sources, can be

formed.

Cf. Ps. Aristeas 132ff.: "For he (our Law-giver) proved first

of all that there is only one God and that his power is manifested

throughout the universe." It goes on to say that God, as the

Judge, views all that happens on earth, and no one is hidden

from Him. (Then follows a polemic against polytheism and a

defense of the Law.) Philo closes his commentary on the

creation-story with this summary: "Five things Moses teaches

through the creation-story: 1. that the Deity is and has been
from eternity. ... 2. that God is one. ... 3. that the world
came into being. ... 4. that the world is one. ... 5. that God
also exercises forethought on the world's behalf." (

On the Cre-

ation [Opifex mundi] 170-172 Whitaker tr.)

The other Christian missionaries contemporary with Paul and

later speak in the same way. Examples of this are the discourses

which the author of Acts has Paul deliver in Lystra and Athens

(Acts 14:15-17; 17:23-30). Among the basic elements of Christian-

ity is "belief in God" Jiiotig km ©eov according to Heb. 6:1 (cf. I Pet.

1:21).

Correspondingly Herm. mand. 1 (where Jewish tradition

has been re-worked ) : "First of all believe that God is one, who
made all things and perfected them, and made all things to be
out of that which was not and contains all things, and is him-

self uncontained. Believe then in him and fear him . .
." ( Lake).

According to Kerygma Petri 3, Jesus sends out the apostles

"to preach the gospel to men throughout the world that they

should know that there is one God," and so the cry rings out

(2) : "Know ye then that there is one God who made the begin-

ning of all things and hath power over the end." Further ex-

amples are II Clem. l:4ff.; Aristides Apol. 15, 3 p. 23, 20flF.

Geffcken; Ps. Clem. hom. 15, 11 p. 150, lOff. Lagarde. Texts on
the doctrine of God are compiled in Alfr. Seeberg, Die Didache
des Judentums, 11-23.

Formula-like expressions, established locutions, are taken

out of Old Testament-Jewish theology or out of the Hellenistic
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enlightenment-theology, enter new combinations, or, in some
cases, arise for the first time. Philo's teaching "that God is one"
(see above) occurs, as in Herm. mand. 1 and Kerygma Petri 2f.

(see above), also at Jas. 2:19, Ign. Mag. 8:2 and similarly at

Rom. 3:30; I Cor. 8:6; Eph. 4:6; I Tim. 2:5; I Clem. 46:6. Cf.
also Er. Peterson, Elg Oeog (1926); H. Lietzmann, ZNW 21
(1922), 6f. A standing attribute of God is "only" ^lovog, already
current in the Old Testament and Judaism, but also found in

Greek antiquity (see Bultmann, Das Johannes-Ev. 204, 2); cf.

1 Tim. 1:17, 6:15f. and the doxologies Rom. 16:27, Jude 25.

Combining it with "true" dXr]div6g is especially popular: Joh.
17:3; I Clem. 43:6 and elsewhere (see Bultmann, Joh.-Ev. 378,

2 and H. Lietzmann ZNW 21 [1922], 6f.). The latter term,
which likewise comes from the Old Testament tradition on^X

DQX or ]aK: 'K) also occurs alone, of course, or in other combi-

nations; cf. I Jn. 5:20, Rev. 6:10, etc. (see ThWB I 250, 14ff.).

In I Thess. 1:9 it is combined with "living," which is likewise
an Old Testament-Jewish attribute for God (^n bvO and one also

used by Paul, II Cor. 3:3, Rom. 9:26 (quoted); cf. further [II

Cor. 6:16] I Tim. 3:15; Acts 14:15; Heb. 3:12, 9:14, 10:31,
12:22; Ign. Philad. 1:2, II Clem. 20:1, Herm. vis. II 3, 2; III

7, 2; Sim. VI 2, 2; heathen gods, by contrast, are dead vexooi,

II Clem. 3:1; cf. Sap. 15:17.

God is described as essentially the Creator, often in expressions
of the Old Testament or Judaism. The prayer in Acts 4:24 says in

broad liturgical style "Sovereign Lord, who didst make the heaven
and the earth and the sea and everything in them"; likewise in the
speech Acts 14:15 after which v. 17 further describes God's creating.

Rev. 10:6 and 14:7 are similar; still more ornate is Herm. vis. I 3, 4.

Briefer: Rev. 4:11, Did. 10:3 and Eph. 3:9 (3rd person) "thou didst
create all things" or "God who gives life to all things" I Tim. 6:13,
Or God may be described with a stronger expression: "who gives
life to the dead and calls into existence the things that do not exist"

Rom. 4:17 (cf. Herm. mand. 1, quoted above and Herm. sim. V 5,

2; VI 4). This creation out of nothing which is in accord with Hel-
lenistic-Jewish tradition is emphasized also in Herm. vis. I 1, 6;

mand. I 1; II Clem. I, 8.

Cf. further the lengthy description of God's sway as creator
in I Clem. 20, 59:3, 60:1. To the designation "creator," "father"
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is often joined: I Clem. 19:2, 62:2 and "father" of course also

occurs alone or in other combinations: I Cor. 8:6; Eph. 3:14f.,

4:6; Did. 1:5; I Clem. 23:1, 29:1; II Clem. 14:1; Ign. Rom. pr.,

combined with 6r]^LouQY05> "Creator," I Clem. 35:3 (the latter

without "father" also found I Clem. 20:11, 26:1, 33:2, 59:2).

"Almighty" JtavToxQcxTOOQ is added to "Father," Mart. Pol. 19:2

(as later in the Roman and the Jerusalem creeds) or also to

"God" (I Clem, pr., 2:3, 32:4, 62:2; Pol. Phil, pr.) or to "Sov-

ereign" (680Jt6Ti]5) (Did. 10:3); it occurs as an attribute of the

"Will" of God, I Clem. 8:5, of His "Name," I Clem. 60:4; Herm.
vis. Ill 3, 5 and it stands by itself or in apposition to "God" at

Rev. 1:8, 4:8, 11:17, etc. (9 times). Participial characteriza-

tions are also common, such as: 6 xTioag (the maker, see above),

6 Jiou'ioag (the maker. Did. 1:2; I Clem. 7:3, 14:3; Barn. 16:1),

6 Kkdoag (the molder, I Clem. 38:3; Barn, 19:2). Since the Cre-

ator of the world is also the Ruler of the world, God is often

called "Sovereign" 6 beojioTi^g in such contexts (Acts 4:24; Rev.

6:10), "Sovereign of all" (I Clem. 8:2; 33:2, 52:1; joined with

"Demiurge" SrimoDpyo; I Clem. 20:11, 33:2). In addition, other

terms occur, e.g. "Sovereign" buvdoTTii; (I Tim. 6:15) "king of

ages" I Tim. 1:17, "King of kings and Lord of lords" (I Tim.

6:15), "who rules (xvQieiJCjov) over all the world" Barn. 21:5,

Concerning these and other terms for God as Creator, see W.
Bousset, Kyrios Chr., 2nd edition, 291f.; H. Lietzmann ZNW
21 (1922), 6f. On the equivalent Jewish terms for God: W.
Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums, 2nd edition, 1926, 359f.,

375ff.

In addition to these terms, certain Hellenistic (Stoic) formula-

tions serve to describe God's creatorhood and rulership of the

world. God is praised because "from him and through him and to

him are all things" (Rom. 11:36); it is He "from whom are all things

and through whom we exist" (I Cor. 8:6), "for whom and by whom
all things exist" (Heb. 2:10), "who is above all and through all and

in all" (Eph. 4:6. Here, however, the originally cosmological for-

mulation is probably intended to be understood of the Church).

Another formulation intended to express both God's immanence and

transcendence at the same time is that of Herm. mand. I, 1 (see

above): "(He) contains all things, and is himself alone uncon-

tained" or, Kerygma Petri 2: "the . . . Uncontained, who contains

all things"; this expression with variations also occurs in Hellenistic

Judaism.
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The Hellenistic parallels may be found in Lietzmann's com-

mentary on Rom. 11:36 and Dibelius' on Col. l:16f., both in the

Handbuch zum N.T., and in Ed. Norden's Agnostos Theos

( 1914), 240-250; see fm-ther Dibelius on Herm. mand. 1, 1 in the

supplement to the same Handbuch.

The Stoa's "natural theology" with its proofs of the existence of

God—human intelligence divines the invisible creator from the vis-

ible world, the master-workman from his works—is taken over by

Paul Rom. l:19f. and to a still greater extent by the author of Acts

in the Areopagus-address which he places in Paul's mouth, Acts

17:22flF.: The order of the allotted periods and boundaries of the

earth proves God's governance of the world. Still more according to

Stoic pattern is the description (I Clem. 20) of God's government

(5ioixi]ois) of the universe manifested in the law and order of nat-

ural phenomena. In a proof of the resurrection of the dead, I Clem.

24:5, occurs the concept of divine "providence" (jiQovoia) in nature

which is still absent from the New Testament because its thought is

not concerned with nature, but with history, and because, conse-

quently, it is governed by the concept of divine pre-determination

(foreknow TtQcyivoboxEiv, pre-destine ^qooqiI^eiv, etc.; cf. Rom. 8:29,

etc.), rather than that of "providence." But as Hellenistic Judaism

had taken over the concept of providence in nature, so Christianity

also soon took it over, and we have no way of knowing whether it

had already been taken over before or during Paul's time. The first

witness after 1 Clement is Herm. vis. I 3, 4 where "providence" is

coupled with Old Testament concepts descriptive of God's rule over

nature. At any rate, Paul himself already took over the concept

"nature" along with the phrases "according to" or "contrary to"

nature (Rom. 1:26, 11:24); these phrases document the Stoic under-

standing of man as a being fitted into the totality of the cosmos.

That others besides Paul did this is shown by Jas. 3:7, Ign. Eph.

1:1, Tr. 1:1 (with the antithesis "by habit"—"by nature"), Barn. 10:7,

II Pet. 1:4 actually uses the expression "that . . . you may become par-

takers of divine nature" (^eiag xoivcovol qpvaeco?). Other anthropologi-

cal concepts from the tradition of popular philosophy, which were still

foreign to the Old Testament, were also already taken over by Paul:

"conscience" (Rom. 2:15, I Cor. 8:7, etc.), "what is proper" (Rom.

1:28 tr. ), and aoExr\ in the sense of "virtue" (Phil. 4:8); they also

have Christian attestation outside of Paul. ( "Conscience" in the rest
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of the New Testament: Pastorals, Heb., I Pet., Acts; outside of New
Testament: I Clem., Ign., Did. 4:14, Barn. 19:12. "Virtue": II Clem.

10:1, Herm. mand. 1:2 VI 2, 3 and frequently. "The proper" or "the

improper": I Clem. 3:4, 41:3; "properly" I Clem. 1:3; likewise "what

is fitting": Did. 16:2, I Clem. 35:5, 45:1, 62:1, Barn. 17:1). The Hel-

lenistic manner of describing the nature of God by the via negationis

(the way of negation) is quickly appropriated by Christian lan-

guage in its use of adjectives formed with the alpha-privative prefix.

Such are: "invisible" (Rom. 1:20, Col. l:15f., I Tim. 1:17, Heb.

11:27, Ign. Mg. 3:2, Herm. vis. I 3, 4; III 3, 5, II Clem. 20:5 and

"incorruptible" (dqpx}aQTog, Rom. 1:23, I Tim. 1:17). Ign. Pol. 3, 2

piles up the negatives: "timeless, invisible, iynpalpable, impassive"

(all a-privatives ) and in Kerygma Petri 2 occurs this detailed de-

scription of God's nature: "the Unseen who sees all things, the Un-

contained who contains all things, the Un-needy whom all things

need and by whom they exist—incomprehensible, unending, incor-

ruptible, unmade, who made all things by his word of power." Its

"uncontained" occurs in Herm. mand. 1:1, while un-needy takes up

a characteristic Greek-Hellenistic motif which appears with varia-

tions in Acts 17:25, 1 Clem. 52:1, and later in the works of the apolo-

getes. In all of this, of course, Hellenistic Judaism had already gone

before.

Finally, let it be recalled that the Hellenistic idea of man's

relatedness to God is already taken up in the Areopagus-discourse,

Acts 17:28f., where it is expressed by nothing less than a quotation

from the Stoic poet Aratus; also that "blessed" (^Aaxapiog), a Greek

attribute for the divine, already occurs in I Tim. 1:11 and 6:15.

3. According to Jewish opinion, there is a causal connection

between heathen polytheism and idolatry and the heathen world's

degradation in sin and vice. Paul took over this idea, too; in Rom.
l:24r-32 the vices of the Gentiles appear as the consequence of—or

as divine penalty for—the basic sin of idolatry. Thus, early Chris-

tian opinion takes for granted that heathen living is sinful living.

Christians described that way of life in vice-catalogues such as Hel-

lenistic Judaism had already taken over from the ethical parenesis

of general Hellenism (Rom. 1:29-31, I Cor. 6:9f., Gal. 5:19-21, Col.

3:5, 8, Eph. 4:31, 5:3f., I Tim. l:9f., I Clem. 35:5, Pol. Phil. 2:2,

4:3, etc.). Just as Paul (Rom. 6:17f., I Cor. 6:9-11) contrasts the

former and the present states of Gentile Christians as their time of
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sin and of righteousness, respectively, there soon develops a stereo-

typed scheme of primitive Christian preaching, in which this con-

trast of then and now is presented in variations (Col. l:21f., 3:5ff.,

Eph. 2:lff., llff., Tit. 3:3flF., I Pet. l:14ff., 2:25, II Clem. l:6ff.).

Hence, the call to believe in the one true God is simultaneously a

call to repentance. According to Heb. 6:1, "repentance from dead
works" in conjunction with "belief in God" ( see above, 2 ) stands at

the threshold of Christianity—i.e. repentance from or turning back

from sinful deeds. Accordingly, the author of Acts lets Paul before

Agrippa say, "I declared . . . that they should repent and turn to

God . .
." (26:20). Rev. 9:20f. also shows that "conversion" to God

and repentance constitute a unity (cf. 16:9, 11). The specifically

Christian close of the Areopagus discourse begins, "The times of

ignorance God overlooked, but now he commands all men every-

where to repent" (Acts 17:30) and the Paul of Acts, looking back

upon his missionary labors, describes himself as "testifying ... of

repentance to God" (20:21). In Paul's own writing, the idea of'

"repentance" plays only a negligible role (Rom. 2:4, II Cor. 12:21;

II Cor. 7:9f. means the repentance of men who are already Chris-

tian) for which an explanation will be given later. But otherwise

"repentance" is represented as the basic requirement for conver-

sion. In addition to the passages already named, Ign. Eph. 10:1 and

especially Kerygma Petri 3 illustrate this: "Whatsoever sins one of

you has done in ignorance, not clearly knowing God, when he has

come to know (God) and has repented, shall be forgiven him" (tr.).

Finally two other facts support this assertion. First, that the re-

pentance which opens the way to salvation can be called a gift of

God, as at Acts 11:18, "Then to the Gentiles also God has granted

(8'5a)XEv) repentance unto life" (cf. 5:31), or I Clem. 7:4, where of

the blood of Christ it is said, "it brought the grace of repentance to

all the world" (c/. 8:5) or Barn. 16:9, where it is said of God, "giving

repentance to us" (cf. Pol. Phil. 11:4, Herm. sim. VIII 6, If.). Sec-

ond, the fact that very early the possibility of a second repentance

was already being discussed. Whereas this is declared impossible

by Heb. 6:4-6, the author of Hermas feels himself called by a revela-

tion to preach repentance to the Christian Congregation once more
for the last time (Herm. mand. IV 3).

But the call to repentance has its basis in the fact that God the

Creator is also the Judge; moreover His judgment takes place not in
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the private fate of the sinner ( or at least not only and not primarily

there)—an idea which is both current in Judaism and not unknown
to the Gentile world—but will soon be held over the entire world.

Hence, Christian preaching of the one true God is at the same time

eschatological proclamation, preaching of the impending judgment

of the world. While Christian preaching thus agrees with Jewish

apocalyptic (this motif had receded in Hellenistic Judaism), its

peculiarity consists first in the fact that it proclaims the judgment of

the world as close at hand and then in the fact that it binds the

accomphshment of the judgment, or deliverance from its damning

verdict, to the person of Jesus.

Acts 17:31 shows that the preaching of monotheism, the call to

repentance, and the proclamation of the eschatological judgment

form a unity; here the reason given for the call to repentance (see

above) following upon the proclamation of the one God, is: "be-

cause he has fixed a day on which he will judge the world in right-

eousness by a man whom he has appointed." Likewise I Thess.

l:9f. attests the inter-relatedness of monotheistic and eschatological

preaching: ".
. . how you turned to God from idols, to serve a living

and true God, and to wait for his Son from heaven, whom he raised

from the dead, Jesus who delivers us from the wrath to come."

According to Heb. 6:2, "the elementary doctrines" of Christianity

include in addition to "repentance" and "belief in God" (also bap-

tism and the laying on of hands), the doctrines of "resurrection of

the dead" and "eternal judgment." Heb. 11:6 also characteristically

says, "whoever would draw near to God must believe that he exists

and that he rewards those who seek him." And in Herm. mand. I

when "first of all believe that God is one" ( see above, 2 ) is followed

by: "Believe then in him, and fear him, and in your fear be conti-

nent," that also contains reference to God as Judge.

It is unnecessary to itemize how the proclamation of the im-

pending judgment pervades all the writings of the New Testament.

Only in the Gospel and Epistles of John is there a peculiar situation

in regard to it; but though the idea of the judgment has found a

peculiar new interpretation in them, that only proves how solidly

the idea belonged to the structure of Christian thought. Understood

in the traditional way, i.e., as the tremendous eschatological drama
of the imminent world-judgment, it occurs both in Paul and in the

deutero-Pauline literature, both in Acts and in Hebrews and James,
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and appears dressed in powerful pictures in Revelation; it is de-

fended against doubt in II Pet. It is noteworthy and indicative of

the extent to which Paul keeps within the frame of general Chris-

tian preaching, that he does not hesitate, in at least seeming contra-

diction to his doctrine of justification by faith alone, to speak of

judgment according to one's works (I Cor. 3:13-15, 5:4, II Cor.

5:10, Rom. 2:5ff., 14:10-Rom. 2:16, however, is a gloss). So, also,

the exhortation to be ready, the warning not to become negligent,

runs through the whole New Testament. For "the appointed time

has grown very short" (I Cor. 7:29); i.e. there is only a little time

left until the End. "The night is far spent, the day is at hand" ( Rom,
13:12 KJ; cf. Heb. 10:25, Jas. 5:8). "The end of all things is at

hand" (I Pet. 4:7). "The moment is near" (Rev. 1:3, 22:10; cf. Ign.

Eph. 11:1). Everything depends upon being kept "to the end" ewg

xilovq (I Cor. 1:8), to be faithful "until the end" ([leXQ^ or axQi

xeXovg -Heb. 3:6 X D, etc., 3:14, 6:11, Rev. 2:26)-"for the whole
time of your faith shall not profit you except ye be found perfect at

the last time" (Did. 16:2).

The same terminology in all strata, even in details, shows
that these are general-Christian ideas. God is called "the

Judge" (Jas. 4:12, 5:9), "the Judge, God of all" (nQix^g ©sog
jtdvTcov Heb. 12:23), "the righteous Judge" (Herm. sim. VI,

3, 6). (On Christ as judge, see below.) His "judging" (xqiveiv)

is spoken of (Rom. 2:16, 3:6, Acts 17:31, Heb. 10:30, Barn.

4:12) or "being judged" (xpiveodai) by Him (II Thess. 2:12,

Jas. 2:12, 5:9, I Clem. 13:2, II Clem. 18:1); or the noun xQiaig

(judgment) is used (II Thess. 1:5, I Tim. 5:24, Heb. 9:27,

10:27, Jas. 2:13, 5:12, Jd. 6, H Pet. 2:4, 9; 3:7, Rev. 14:7, 18:10,

Ig. Sm. 6:1, Pol. Phil. 7:1, Barn. 1:6); or the participle "coming"
{\iEU.ovoa or 8oxo[X8vt]) is added to the preceding (II Clem.
18:2, Herm. vis. Ill 9, 5); the eschatological judgment is called

xQijia (Pet. 4:17) or "xQi'fxa of God" (Rom. 2:2f.) or "coming"
(heUov) or "eternal" xQijia (Acts 24:25, Heb. 6:2). K^i^ia is also

used as the eschatological verdict or condemnation (Gal. 5:10,

Jas. 3:1, Jd. 2, II Pet. 2:3, Rev. 17:1, 18:20, I Clem. 21:1, Ign.

Eph. 11:1); the same meaning is in "the judgments to come"
(niklovxa XQifxata I Clem. 28:1).

Adapting the Old Testament phrase, "Day of Jahweh," vari-

ous expressions speak of the "Day" of judgment: It is "the day
of wrath when God's righteous judgment will be revealed"
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(Rom. 2:2; "of wrath" also Rev. 6:17) or the "day of judg-

ment" fijiEea uQioecog (II Pet. 2:9, 3:7, Barn. 19:10, 21:6, II

Clem. 16:3, 17:6) or "the day in which God will judge" i]^x8Qa

8v
f)

xoivei 6 ©Eo;; (Rom. 2:16), or, after Joel 3:4, simply "the

day of^God" (Acts 2:20, II Pet. 3:10, 12; or "the day of the Lord

Jesus Christ," see below) or "the great day of God the Al-

mighty" (Rev. 16:14) or "that day" exeivt] f] f^EQa (II Thess.

1:10, II Tim. 1:12, 18; 4:8), "the great day" f) \ieyalY\ f[\ieQa
(
Jd.

6; cf. Rev. 6:17, Barn, 6:4) and, altogether abbreviated, "the

day" (I Cor. 3:13, I Thess. 5:4, Heb. 10:25, Barn. 7:9). Instead

of "day," "hour of judgment" (Rev. 14:7), or "the hour to

reap" (Rev. 14:7), or "the last hour" (I Jn. 2:18).

As the eschatological judgment can be called "day of wrath"

fifAEQa OQyfig, it can also be called simply "wrath" OQyi] (Rom.
5:9, cf. 12:19), or "coming ( eqxoixevti and [liXkovoa) wrath" (I

Thess. 1:10, Ign. Eph. 11:1) or "the wrath of God" (Col. 3:6,

Eph. 5:6, Rev. 19:15; cf. Rev. 11:18, 14:10, 16:19).

In the exhortations to be ready, the following figurative ex-

pressions occur again and again: "keep awake"
( YQr]YOQ£iv),

I Thess. 5:6, I Cor. 16:13, Col. 4:2, I Pet. 5:8, Acts 20:31, Rev.

3:2f., 16:15, Did. 16:1, Ign. Pol. 1:3; cf. Barn. 4:13; "arise (from

sleep)" EyEQ^fivai (Rom. 13:11) or EyEiQEiv intransitive (Eph.

5:14); "be sober" (vrjcpeiv I Thess. 5:6, 8, I Pet. 1:13, 4:7, 5:8,

Ign. Pol. 2:3, Pol. Phil. 7:2, II Clem. 13:1); also the figure of the

"thief" '}ikEKxr\c, which pictures the unexpected coming of "the

Day" (I Thess. 5:2, 4, Rev. 3:3, 16:15, II Pet. 3:10). In addi-

tion many a traditional expression out of the Old Testament
hope or Jewish apocalyptic occurs. It is noteworthy that among
them the expression "Reign of God" is only seldom used. Paul

has it only at Rom. 14:17, I Cor. 4:20, 6:9f., 15:50, Gal. 5:21

(I Thess. 2:12); of these I Cor. 6:9f., 15:20, Gal. 5:21 are cer-

tainly traditional, more or less crystallized statements which
Paul either quotes or paraphrases—perhaps also Rom. 14:17,

I Cor. 4:20. Add to these the following cases from deutero-

Pauline literature: II Thess. 1:5, Col. 4:11, Eph. 5:5; from the

rest of the New Testament: Acts 1:3, 8:12, 14:22, 19:8, 20:25,

28:23, 31 (Jas. 2:5). On the reign of Christ which Eph. 5:5

combines with that of God, see below. Beyond the New Tes-

tament, cf. Did. 9:4, 10:5 (in table-prayers); also (frequently

in quotations): I Clem. 42:3, II Clem. (5:5, 6:9), 9:6, 11:7,

12: Iff., Barn. 21:1, Ign. Eph. 16:1, Phld. 3:3, Pol. Phil. 2:3, 5:3,

Herm. sim. IX 12, 3 ff.; 13, 2; 15, 2f.; 16, 2ff.; 20, 2f.; 29, 2. In

the Hellenistic sphere this concept is pushed into the back-
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ground by that of "life (eternal)" ^wt'i (mcoviog), alongside of
which "incorruption" dcp^ago'ia is used: Rom. 2:7, I Cor. 15:42,
50, 53f., Eph. 6:24, 11 Tim. 1:10, Ign. Eph. 17:1, Mg. 6:2, Phld'
9:2, Pol. 2:3, II Clem. 14:5, 20:5.

The preaching of resurrection from the dead is inseparable from
that of God's judgment, for the dead, too, are to be brought to

account for their former deeds. Closely connected with "eternal

judgment" is "resurrection from the dead" among the elementary
doctrines of Christian faith according to Heb. 6:2. To deny the
resurrection is to deny the judgment (Pol. Phil. 7:1, II Clem. 9:1).
The author of Acts distinctly feels the shocking novelty of such
preaching to Gentile ears when he relates that Paul's preaching at

Athens occasioned the misunderstanding: "He seems to be a
preacher of foreign divinities"-and specifically: "because he
preached Jesus and Anastasis" ( Resurrection, mistaken for a proper
name, Acts 17:18). He feels it again when he later has the audi-
ence interrupt Paul's speech where it comes to the resurrection
theme: "hearing 'resurrection of the dead,' some mocked; but
others said, 'We will hear you again about this' " (17:32). The same
conclusion can be reached from Paul's own writings. He takes for
granted that "the resurrection of the dead" belongs to the very core
of Christian faith-if there is no such thing, then kerygma and faith

are null and void (I Cor. 15:12-34). But this message is so incred-
ible to his Corinthian audience that he has to prove its right to be
heard. But in the Thessalonian Church, also, this portion of his

preaching, which he surely cannot have skipped in his mission at

Thessalonica, has died away without effect, so that he has to reas-
sure that Church of the resurrection (I Thess. 4:13-18). I Clem.
24-26 is a detailed proof of the reality of the resurrection, and the
resurrection is presupposed wherever the judgment is dealt with,
whether expressly mentioned or not.

4. Inasmuch as He is the Creator, God is the Judge of the world.
This inner connection, which also is emphasized in Judaism ( IV Ez.
5:56-6:6, etc.) is occasionally made explicit, as at Kerygma Petri 2:

"Know therefore that there is one God who made the beginning of
all things and has power over the End."

Cf. also Kerygma Petri 3: the apostles are to preach "that there
is one God," proclaiming at the same time "the things that are
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to come so that they who have heard and behaved may be saved,

and that they who do not beHeve though they have heard must
bear witness thereto without the excuse of saying, 'We have not

heard'" (tr. ). The Creator is at the same time the Judge, I

Clem. 20-23 declares; and to this theme of the divine govern-

ance of the world and its accompanying exhortation is joined

the eschatological theme of the resurrection of the dead fol-

lowed by its appropriate exhortation, 24-28.

Accordingly, Paul names God as the Judge of the world at I

Thess. 3:13, Rom. 3:5, 14:10; cf. outside of Paul: I Pet. 1:17, Jas.

4:12, 5:4, Rev. ll:17f., 20:llflF., etc. (cf. the passages indicated on

p. 75). But at this point the christological motif enters the kerygma:

At God's side or in place of God Je^us Christ appears as Judge of the

world; he represents God, so to say, as His plenipotentiary. Acts

17:31 phrases it: "He has fixed a day on which he will judge the

world in righteousness by a man whom he has appointed." In gen-

eral, no thought is taken to reconcile the ideas. In Paul, statements

about God's judgeship stand unreconciled beside others about Christ

as Judge of the world (I Thess. 2:19, I Cor. 4:5); Paul can speak

both of the "judgment seat of God" (Rom. 14:10) and of Christ

(II Cor. 5:10). Christ, too, is called "the righteous judge" (II Tim.

4:8); Christ will judge (Barn. 5:7, 15:5) and instead of "God's

Reign" "Christ's Reign" is spoken of (Col. 1:13, II Tim. 4:1, 18,

II Pet. 1:11, I Clem. 50:3, Bam. 4:13, 7:11, 8:5f.; implied by Paul

I Cor. 15:24). Here, also, there is no reflection about reconciling the

ideas; Eph. 5:5 presents a simple combination of the two: "in the

kingdom of Christ and of God." Gradually the idea of Christ's office

as Judge of the world comes to predominate. Rom. 14:9 already

says: "For to this end Christ died and lived again, that he might be

Lord both of the dead and of the living"; out of this a formula

develops: Christ is he "who is to judge the living and the dead"

(II Tim. 4:1, Barn. 7:2), "who is ready to judge the living and the

dead" (I Pet. 4:5), "the one ordained by God to be judge of the

living and the dead" (Acts 10:42), "the judge of the living and the

dead" (Pol. Phil. 2:1, II Clem. 1:1)—down to the sentence in the

Symbolum Romanum: "whence he comes to judge the living and

the dead" (oOev zgyzxai xQivai XJuivxac, xai vexQoijg).

Thus, Christ belongs in the eschatological kerygma—nevertheless
not only as the Judge but in that very fact also as the Savior for those
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who belong to the Congregation of the faithful. According to I
Thess. l:9f., the preaching of this fact belongs intimately with the
proclamation of the one God; the Thessalonians "turned to . . . the
living and true God" "to serve" Him (see above 2) "and to wait for
his son from heaven, whom he raised from the dead, Jesus who
delivers us from the wrath to come." And when Paul says (Phil.

3:20), "But our citizenship is in heaven from which also we eagerly
await a Savior (ocottiq), our Lord Jesus Christ," that is all the more
certainly an appeal to a common-Christian statement the more
clearly we recognize how singular a phraseology this is to find in
Paul, who does not otherwise use the title "Savior" for Christ. And
Paul expressly appeals to the tradition when he describes the escha-
tological appearing of Christ to save the faithful (I Thess. 4:15-18).
The expectation of the parousia or the manifestation (ejtKpdvEia) of
the Savior Christ Jesus was so taken for granted as an item of the
Christian hope (Tit. 2:13) that "Savior" became a title for Christ
used in a formula-like manner.

Of course, other influences are also at work in the use of the
title "Savior." They are: first, the Old Testament tradition, in
which God is called Savior (still so used in the New Testament:
the pastoral epistles, Lk. 1:47, Jd. 25) and second, the Hellen-
istic usage in which both mystery and salvation deities and
divinely worshiped rulers bear the title. See W. Bousset, Kyrios
Christos, 2nd ed., 240-246, where the abundant literature on this
subject is also cited, and M. Dibelius, Excursus on II Tim. 1:10
(Lietzmann's Handbuch zum NT 13, 2nd ed. (1931), 60-63).
In a meaning clearly or probably eschatological the title occurs
at Phil. 3:20, Tit. 2:13, Acts 5:31, 13:23. The hope of the parou-
sia of Christ is attested by I Cor. 15:23, I Thess. 2:19, 3:13, 4:15,
5:23; then II Thess. 2:1, 8, Jas. 5:7f. (where, however, originally
the parousia of God was meant), II Pet. 1:16, 3:4. In the same
sense his "manifestation" ( e^Kpcxveia ) is mentioned at II Thess.
2:8 (here tautologically combined: "the manifestation of his
parousia"), I Tim. 6:14, II Tim. 4:1, 8, Tit. 2:13, II Clem. 12:1,
17:4; but the appearing of the historical Jesus is meant by the
"manifestation of the Savior" at II Tim. 1:10 and by his parou-
sia in Ign. Phld. 9:2. Cf. also the designation of Christ as "our
hope," I Tim. 1:1, on which see Dibelius, op. cit.

Though the figure of Christ as the eschatological Judge and
Savior corresponds to the Son of Man figure in Jewish apocalyptic
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and in the earliest Palestinian Church ( § 5, 1 ) , nevertheless the

title "Son of Man" drops out of Hellenistic Christianity, and—except
in John, where it has a special meaning—is found in the rest of the

New Testament only in Acts 7:56 (it is not as a title that Rev. 1:13

and 14:14 use it). Thus it comes about that Son of Man (Barn.

12:10, Ign. Eph. 20:2) can be contrasted with the title "Son of God"

to indicate the mere humanity of Jesus. The title "the Christ" (6

Xqiotos) also gradually is lost and "Christ" becomes a proper name;

later, accordingly, in Latin-speaking Christendom, Xqioto? is no

longer translated, but simply transliterated Christus. As a title, "the

Christ" was not understandable to the Hellenistic world and any

such paraphrase as "the King" (6 ^aoikevq), which would have

corresponded in content, was out of the question, in the first place

because "King" had no soteriological meaning; and also because it

would have exposed the Christian message to the misconception

that it was a political program.

The favorite combination in which the proper name Christ

is used is "Jesus Christ." "Christ" as a title is still relatively fre-

quent in Acts (side by side with "Jesus Christ"), likewise in

Rev., Jn., and I, II Jn.; also in Eph. (and Col.), where, however,

it is often hard to decide whether "Christ" is really meant as a

title. Only rarely does Paul use it as a title. Peculiar to him is

"Christ Jesus," in addition to which he less frequently uses "Jesus

Christ." But in either order, "Christ" is a proper name, as his

frequent expression "our Lord Jesus Christ" shows. For Paul,

"Lord" and not "Christ" is Jesus' title. The Pauline "Christ

Jesus" persists in the literature dependent upon Paul along with

the usual "Jesus Christ" down to the Symbolum Romanum,
which exhibits it.

But in contrast to the Son of Man of the apocalypses and in

agreement with the Son of Man of the earliest Church, the eschato-

logical Judge and Savior Jesus Christ is none other than the cruci-

fied Jesus of Nazareth whom God raised from the dead and ap-

pointed to his eschatological role. Hence, the message of the raising

or the resurrection of Jesus is a basic constituent of the Hellenistic

kerygma, as the "tradition" of I Cor. 15: Iff. expressly attests, no

matter whether any or all of its formulation goes back to the earliest

Church or not. Accordingly, when Paul speaks (I Thess. l:9f., see

above ) of the expectation of Christ as the coming Savior he expressly
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describes him as him "whom [God] raised from the dead." Accord-

ing to Acts 17:31 God gave proof that He had appointed Christ

Judge of the world by raising him from the dead (cf. I Clem. 42:3,

where it is said of the apostles: "being fully assured by the resurrec-

tion of our Lord Jesus Christ" ) . That God raised him from the dead

is a statement that, obviously quite early, was a constituent of more
or less crystallized creedal statements, for without doubt Paul is

alluding to a creedal formula in Rom. 10:9.

"If you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord and believe

in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be

saved."

II Tim. 2:8 similarly exhorts: "Remember Jesus Christ risen from the

dead, descended from David, as preached in my gospel." Likewise

in Pol. Phil. 12:2 the object of faith is "our Lord Jesus Christ and

his Father, who raised him from the dead." Christian faith is "faith

in the working of God who raised him (Christ) from the dead"

(Col. 2:12, Eph. 1:20), and "who raised him from the dead" becomes

a formula-like attribute of God (Col. 2:12, Eph. 1:20, Gal. 1:1, I Pet.

1:21; cf. Rom. 8:11, I Cor. 6:14, II Cor. 4:14; also Ign. Tr. 9:2, Sm.

7:1, Pol. Phil. 1:2, 2:2f.).

An inner causal connection between Jesus' resurrection and
the general resurrection of the dead becomes a subject for re-

flection only in a different thought context which is of funda-

mental importance in Paul and Ignatius (see § 15, 4c). In many
cases, for instance in the speeches of Acts, there is no mention
of such a connection, and Christ's resurrection is regarded only

as his legitimation (17:31, see above). Nevertheless, we prob-

ably should everywhere assume the implied thought that our

hope is founded on the resurrection of Christ, as formulated,

for instance, in I Pet. 1:3, 21—that the risen Christ has the keys

of Death and Hades (thus Rev. 1:18)—that he has destroyed

death by his own death or by his resurrection (Heb. 2:14f.,

Barn. 5:6f. ). According to I Clem. 24:1, God made "the begin-

ning" of the resurrection of the dead by raising Christ; but the

idea of I Cor. 15:20ff. is not present here. On occasion, even

Paul can confine himself to a simple "as . . . so" without stopping

to demonstrate the inner connection: as God raised Christ, so

He wiU also raise us (see I Cor. 6:14, II Cor. 4:14).
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According to the oldest view, Christ's resurrection coincides with

his exaltation to heavenly glory
( § 7, 3 ) ; this remains the dominant

view in Paul and others of his time. But whether the exaltation was

thought to be identical with the resurrection or whether it was

thought to be a little later than the latter (as, for example, in Lk.

24:36fiF., Bam. 15:9, Ign. Sm. 3)—in either case the two belonged

most intimately together. And just as belief in his resurrection

crystallized in formula-like statements, so did the conviction of his

exaltation. God "exalted" Jesus Christ (Phil. 2:9f, Acts. 2:33, 5:30f.;

cf. Jn. 3:14, 12:32, 34) and so he "sits at the right hand of God"
(Rom. 8:34, Col. 3:1, Eph. 1:20, I Pet. 3:22, Acts 2:33, 7:55f., Heb.

1:3, 13; 8:1, 10:12, 12:2; cf. I Clem. 36:5, Barn. 12:10, Pol. Phil. 2:1),

and the Symbolum Romanum summarizing this conviction calls him

"he who sitteth at the right hand of the Father" (xa^vi|X8vov ev Sg^ia

xov TiaxQog).

Two proofs of the resurrection of Jesus were current: testi-

mony of eye-witnesses (I Cor. 15:5ff., Acts 1:22, 2:32, 3:15,

10:40ff. ) and discovered agreements with the Old Testament—
"according to the scriptures" (I Cor. 15:4, Lk. 24:27 and 44f.;

Acts2:30ff., 13:34ff.).

It is self-evident that the preaching which proclaimed the risen

Lord had also to speak in some way of the earthly Jesus and his

death. Rom. l:3f. and II Tim. 2:8—both formula-like traditional

statements (§7, 5)—indicate that the risen and exalted Lord was

called Son of David in reminiscence of his preliminary humanity.

To the Gentile world this term could be neither significant nor im-

pressive; it is indeed still current in Ignatius (Ign. Eph. 18:2, 20:2,

Tr. 9:1; Rom. 7:3; Smyr. 1:1), but otherwise it has dropped out of

use. Barn. 12:10 even protests against Jesus' sonship to David (§ 7,

5). But to them it was all the more significant and impressive that

the risen Lord was he who had previously died on the cross. Here,

too, formula-like expressions promptly form, as the tradition of

I Cor. 15:3f. again indicates, and also the description at Rom. 4:25:

"who was put to death for our trespasses

and raised for our justification."

—a statement that had evidently existed before Paul and had been

handed down to him ( § 7, 3 )

.
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Especially in Ignatius, the inter-relation between Christ's

passion (jtcc^o;) and resurrection is often emphasized. Both
together belong to the oixovoj-ua, the divine dispensation of sal-

vation, according to Ign. Eph. 20:1. Faith regards both of them
together-Phld. intr., 8:2, Sm. 7:2, 12:2 (see also Pol. Phil. 9:2).

These two data are supplemented, according to Mg. 11:1, by
Christ's preceding birth or, according to Phld. 9:2, by his

"parousia" (here = into earthly life).

The same thing is shown by the predictions put into Jesus'

mouth in Mk. (and also in Mt. and Lk.) caiTying back the Hellen-

istic kerygma into the preaching of Jesus. These "predictions"

speak in schematic form of Jesus' death (or of his being "delivered

up"—JiaoaSo^vai—as in I Cor. 11:23) and of his resurrection "after

three days" (Mk. 8:31, 9:31, 10:33f.). In them we have, so to speak,

a pattern of the christological kerygma, and we can see in the some-

what fuller third form how the pattern could be worked out in

preaching. From the likewise highly schematic sermons of Acts we
can then form a somewhat more graphic notion of concrete preach-

ing (Acts 2:14-36, 3:12-26, 5:30-32, 10:34-43, 13:16^1). In them

the focal point is the kerygma of Christ's death and resurrection

(and exaltation), which, supported by scripture proofs, furnishes

the basis for the call to repentance. Reference is made to the escha-

tological role of Jesus—in 3:20f. as a promise, in 10:42 in the descrip-

tion of him as "the one ordained by God to be judge of the living

and the dead."

In the sermons of Acts we also see how the pattern in particular

instances could be expanded by taking up this or that detail from

the tradition of Jesus' life for illustrative purposes. Acts 10:37f.,

13:23-25 say that Jesus' ministry attached itself to that of John the

Baptist. Reference is made to Jesus' miracles in 2:22, 10:38f. The
expression "that the Lord Jesus on the night when he was betrayed

..." (I Cor. 11:23) permits us to recognize that the telling of the

passion story was clothed with some details, for does that expression

not imply that the reader was oriented about the events of that

night? The same thing is indicated by the mention of Pilate, Acts

3:13, 13:28, and is corroborated by the description of Christ Jesus

in I Tim. 6:13: "who in his testimony before Pontius Pilate made
the good confession . .

." Ignatius also mentions Pilate in connec-

tion with the passion (and resurrection) of Jesus (Tr. 9:1, Sm. 1:2,
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Mg. 11:1) and this tradition flows on down to "crucified under

Pontius Pilate and buried" (tov ejiI IIovtiou IlddTOD OTavQooQevTa

zal xaqpEvxa) in the Symbolum Romanum.*
In the case of the Hellenistic mission and its churches, as in that

of the earliest Church (
§ 7, 3), it is hard to say to what extent there

was theological reflection on the death of Christ; i.e. to what extent

positive significance for salvation was ascribed to it. In the begin-

ning Christian missionary preaching was built upon motifs and con-

cepts from the Old Testament-Jewish tradition; yet very soon views

and concepts out of Hellenistic syncretism, especially the mystery

religions, also show their influence. These are to be treated later

(§§13 and 15). First, we will proceed to sketch the conceptualiza-

tion of Jesus' death which was determined by the Old Testament-

Jewish tradition so far as it can be grasped.

The interpretation of Jesus' death as an expiatory sacrifice for

sins, which we found attributable to the earliest Church
( § 7, 3 )

,

was without doubt also presented in the Hellenistic-Christian mis-

sion. It finds expression in the numerous statements and formulas

which describe the death of Christ as having taken place "for you"

(vnEQ v^idJv; or "for us," "for many," or "for sins," etc.). Such sen-

tences and formulas are scattered throughout the New Testament

and the immediately succeeding literature (lacking only in Acts,

James, Jude, II Peter, Didache, II Clement, and Hermas), a fact

which indicates that we are here dealing with a by no means specifi-

cally Pauline, but a general-Christian idea—this vizeq ("for . . ."),

as everyone knows, has its solid place in the liturgy of the Lord's

Supper. To this train of ideas belong those statements which ex-

pressly speak of Jesus' death as a sacrifice, or of his blood poured

out for us, or where Jesus' death is described as the means of for-

giveness or dehverance from sin, or of sanctification or purification,

and the like. From the same tradition come the interpretations of

Jesus' death as a covenant-sacrifice or passover-sacrifice. In the

latter, it is still clearer than in the other cases that Jesus' death is

regarded as primarily significant not for the individual, but for

the Congregation, the "People" of God—a view characteristic

of the Old Testament-Jewish tradition which is here determina-

tive.

* On the reconstruction of the christological kerygma, see M. Dibelius, Die
Formgeschichte des Evangeliums, 2nd ed. (1933), 14-25.
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For descriptions of Christ's death as sacrifice (^voia,

jTQoo^oQd, etc.), see Eph. 5:2, Heb. 7:27, 9:26, 28; 10:10, 12,

Barn. 7:3 among otJiers; as passover-sacrifice I Cor. 5:7; as

covenant-sacrifice, the texts of the Lord's Supper and Heb.
13:10. Besides the words of the Lord's Supper and texts refer-

ring to them, the following passages deal with the blood of

Christ: Rom. 3:25, 5:9, Col. 1:20, Eph. 1:7, 2:13, I Pet. 1:2, 19,

Acts 20:28, Heb. 9:llff., 10:19ff., 29; 13:12, 20, Rev. 1:5, 5:9,

7:14, 12:11, 19:13, I Jn. 1:7, 5:6-8, I Clem. 7:4, 12:7, 21:6, 49:6;

specialized mention of "sprinkling" (oavTio^iog) with Christ's

blood: I Pet. 1:2, Heb. 9:13, 10:22, 12:24, Barn. 5:1, of. 8:1-3.

( The Ignatian passages are of a different character. ) The idea

of expiation is expressed in the terms Uaoxt'iQiov (Rom. 3:25),

ilaG[i6g (I Jn. 2:2, 4:10) and lldoxeodai (Heb. 2:17). That
Christ's death provides forgiveness of sin is said in these pas-

sages among others: Rom. 3:25f., Eph. 1:7, the Matthean say-

ing accompanying the sacramental cup (Mt. 26:28) and Heb.
9:llff., Barn. 5:1, 8:3. The idea of release or deliverance

(a.noXvxoooiZ, XvxQoyaiq or phrases employing verbs) is found:

Rom. 3:24, 1 Cor. 1:30, Col. 1:14, Eph. 1:7, Heb. 9:12, 15, 1 Clem.

12:7, Mk. 10:45, I Tim. 2:6, Rev. 1:5, Tit. 2:14, I Pet. l:18f.,

Barn. 14:5f. Similar is the idea of ransom: I Cor. 6:20, 7:23,

Gal. 3:13, 4:5, Rev. 5:9, 14:3f., II Pet. 2:1. From among the

many statements about justification, Rom. 3:24f. and I Cor.

6:11 (cf. 1:30!) and Herm. vis. Ill 9, 1 belong in this context.

More characteristic for the sacrificial outlook which dominates
this cluster of ideas are the statements about sanctification, I

Cor. 6:11 {cf. 1:30), Eph. 5:25f., Heb. 2:11, 9:13f., 10:10, 29;

13:12, I Clem. 59:3, Barn. 5:1, 8:1, Herm. vis. Ill 9, 1. Likewise

those on purification: Heb. 1:3, 9:13f., 22; Tit. 2:14, Eph. 5:25f.,

I Jn. 1:7, 9, Herm. sim. V 6, 2. The idea of reconciliation seems
to be peculiar to Paul (Rom. 5:10f., II Cor. 5:18ff.); Col. l:20f.

and Eph. 2:16 vary the expression, each in its own way. That
it is the Congregation that is founded by Christ's sacrifice

comes to the fore—aside from its interpretation as a covenant-

sacrifice—explicitly in Tit. 2:14, I Pet. 2:9, I Clem. 64, where
"God's own ( = peculiar

)
people" is mentioned and in Heb.

2:17, 7:27, 13:12, Barn. 7:5, 14:6, where simply "the People" is

used in breviloquence for the same idea; Eph. 5:25ff., Acts

20:28 use Congregation, Church in the same sense. With still

other expressions the same idea occurs: Rev. l:5f., 5:9f., {cf.

I Pet. 2:9).
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As more and more exact and stable formulas grow out of the

kerygma and gradually crystallize into creeds, so there develops

out of the kerygma the literary form: Gospel. Its oldest exem-
plification is for us the Gospel of Mark. The following probable

stages in the development of "the gospel" can be named: 1. The
germ-cell is the kerygma of the death and resurrection of Jesus,

so that the gospels have been rightly called "passion-narratives

with an extensive introduction." * 2. The brief kerygma of

the passion and Easter required fuller visualization, as I

Cor. 11:23-26 and 15:3-7 show, and also assignment of a

place in the divine plan of salvation; to fill this need, both
the account of the Baptist and the proofs of fulfilled pre-

diction were taken in. 3. The Christian "sacraments" (on
which see § 13) had to be accounted for in the life of Jesus,

the cultically worshiped Lord. 4. A visualization of what Jesus

had done was also indispensable, since his life, considered

divine, served as proof of his authority, as Acts 2:22, 10:38f.

show. Hence the collecting of miracle-stories and their incor-

poration into "the gospel" are readily understandable. 5. Prob-

ably the apophthegms (i.e. short stories whose point is a say-

ing of Jesus and which in part also report miracles, like Mk.
3:1-6, 22-30, etc.) also stood in the service of this visualization.

These draw others after them, and the apophthegms occasion

the inclusion of still other sayings of the Lord. 6. The reason

that sayings of the Lord, which at first were handed down sep-

arately from the christological kerygma, came more and more
to be taken up into "the gospel" (in Mark still sparingly,

whereas Matthew and Luke combine the kerygma and the tra-

dition of Jesus' sayings into a unity) is that, while missionary

preaching continued, preaching to Christian congregations took

on ever-increasing importance and for these aheady beheving

congregations, Jesus in the role of "teacher" had become more
important again. 7. Finally both the moral exhortation and the

regulations of the Congregation had to be accounted for in the

life and words of Jesus (cf., for example, I Cor. 7:10, 9:14).

Hence, current exhortations and congregational regulations cur-

rently in force were also taken into "the gospel." Example: Mt.

18:15ff.

* M. Kahler, Der sogenannte historische Jesus und der geschichtliche bibli-

sche Chri^tus, 2nd ed. (1896), 80, 1. Cf. Ad. Schlatter, Der Glaube im NT,
4th ed. (1927), 477: "For each evangelist the gospel was the account of Jesus'

way to the Cross": see also Jul. Schniewind, Th. R., NF., 2nd ed. (1930), 179-

188, and cf. Gesch. d. synopt. Trad., 2nd ed., 395-400.
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5. The substantive "evangel" (to EviaYye^iov) soon appears in

Hellenistic Christianity as the technical term for the Christian proc-

lamation, and for the act of proclaiming the verb EvayyzkVl,Eo^ai

was used, usually in the middle voice, sometimes also in the passive

and with either a personal or a non-personal object. However, the

substantive can also be used for the act of proclaiming. The mean-

ing of noun and verb is simply "message," "news" and "proclaim,"

"preach." The etymological meaning "good news" or "to proclaim

good news" had already worn ofiF in the LXX ( and in Philo ) , even

though it does occasionally reappear. If the intention is to empha-

size that good news is meant, a complementary object such as dya^d

(good things) is added to the verb (e.g. HI Kingdoms 1:42, Is. 52:7,

and, quoting the latter, Rom. 10:15). Hence, this verb can be used

even where it does not mean "good" news at all (Lk. 3:18, Acts

]4:15, Rev. 10:7, 14:6). Certain objects of content that are added

to the verb (or objective genitives to the noun) also indicate that

only the meaning "proclaim" is implied ( e.g. to proclaim "the word"

or "the word of the Lord," Acts 8:4, 15:35); and note especially that

"preach the gospel" 8t)aYYEA.i^8o{)ai to siiayYE^iov is, in use, com-

pletely synonymous with "to herald . .
." y.r]QvaoEiv, "to announce

. .
." y.axayyiX'kEiv, "to speak . .

." or "to testify to" the gospel and,

correspondingly, "gospel" is synonymous with "the message,"

"kerygma" (xrioDY^a), and "the word," 6 Aoyog.

"Evangel" ( or its verb ) is strictly a technical term only when it is

absolute—that is, used without any object of content to designate

the Christian message, but simply implying its clearly defined con-

tent. This usage of Paul, which in his footsteps became widely cur-

rent, has no analogy either in the Old Testament and Judaism or in

Gentile Hellenism, and the wide-spread view that "evangel" is a

sacral term of the emperor-cult cannot be maintained. This abso-

lute use of the word seems to have developed in Hellenistic Chris-

tianity gradually, but relatively quickly. In many cases "evangel" is

limited by an objective genitive (e.g. "of the Kingdom," Mt. 4:23,

9:35 or "of Christ," Rom. 15:19, I Cor. 9:12, etc.) or the verb is sup-

plemented by an object of content (e.g. the "Reign of God," Lk.

4:43, "Jesus" or an equivalent expression, Acts 5:42, 8:35, Gal. 1:15,

etc.; or "faith," Gal. 1:23, etc.).

Whether the absolute use is earlier than Paul cannot be said

with certainty. Evidently it does not go back as far as the
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earliest Church; for the substantive EvayyiXiov, lacking entirely

in Q, is found in Mark only in secondary formations (in Mat-
thew partly following Mark, partly in phrases peculiar to Mat-
thew). It is absent from Luke but occurs twice in Acts. Among
these occurrences it is used technically, i.e. absolutely, in these

cases: Mk. 1:15, 8:35, 10:29, 13:10, 14:9, Mt. 26:13, Acts 15:7.

The verb, in the passive voice, is used once in Q (Mt. 11:5 =
Lk. 7:22) quoting Is. 61:1, is lacking in Mark and Matthew, but

frequent in Luke and Acts, though technical only in the fol-

lowing cases: Lk. 9:6 (20:1), Acts 8:25, 40; 14:7, 21; 16:10. In

the New Testament, outside of the synoptics, Acts, and Paul,

the noun occurs in the technical use only in the deutero-Pauline

writings (II Thess., Col., Eph., Past.); the verb occurs techni-

cally I Pet. 1:12, 4:6, Heb. 4:2, 6. Not infrequently (especially

in Paul) "of God" as a subjective genitive or genitive of the

author is added. Not only from Luke but also from the follow-

ing the noun is completely absent: Jn., I-III Jn., Heb., Jas., Jd.,

II Pet., Rev, (here the word occurs only in a different sense,

14:6). The verb is absent from Mark and Matthew and the

following: Jn., I-III Jn., Past., Jas., Jd., II Pet., Rev. In the hter-

ature of the succeeding period neither noun nor verb is found
in Hermas; the noun occurs absolutely in Did. 8:2, 11:3, 15:3f.,

I Clem. 47:2, II Clem. 8:5, Barn. 5:9, Ign. Phld. 5:lf., 8:2 (uncer-

tain text), 9:2, Sm. 5:1, 7:2; the verb with complementary infini-

tive I Clem. 42:3, with object Barn. 8:3; absolute: I Clem. 42:1

(passive) middle voice: Barn. 14:9 (quotation of Is. 61:1), Pol.

Phil. 6:3.

The technical use of yi'Y\Qvyyia, "the message" and -/.riQvooeiv,

"to herald," developed quite analogously. The verb, which can
also take objects: "the Reign" (Lk. 9:2, Acts 20:25, 28:31) or

"Christ" or equivalents (Acts 8:5, 9:20, I Cor. 1:23, II Cor. 4:5,

etc.) is used absolutely in the technical sense: Mk. 3:14, Acts

10:42, Rom. 10:14f., I Cor. 9:27, I Clem. 42:4, Barn. 8:3, Herm.
sim. IX 16, 5; 25, 2. In the spurious close of Romans (16:25)

the noun has the objective genitive "of Jesus Christ"; similarly,

with "of the Son of God" Herm. sim. IX 15, 4; it is used abso-

lutely I Cor. 1:21, 2:4, 15:4, II Tim. 4:17, Tit. 1:3, Herm. sim.

VIII 3, 2, IX 16, 5. "The word" (6 loyoq) goes through the same
development. It is often qualified by an objective genitive,

such as: "of the Reign" (Mt. 13:19), "of salvation" (Acts 13:26),

"of grace" (Acts 20:32), "of the cross" (I Cor. 1:18), "of recon-

cihation" (II Cor. 5:19), "of truth" (Col. 1:5, Eph. 1:13, II Tim.

2:15); of. Pol. Phil. 3:2; "truth" and "life," without the article, are
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probably qualitative genitives (Jas. 1:18 and Phil. 2:16). But
"the word," absolute, also denotes the Christian message: I

Thess. 1:6, Gal. 6:6, Phil. 1:14 (variant), Col. 4:3, I Pet. 2:8,

3:1, Acts 6:4, 8:4, 10:36, 11:19, 14:25, 16:6, 32; 17:11, Barn. 9:3,

14:5, 19:10, Pol. Phil. 7:2, Uegm. vis. Ill 7, 3; usually, it is true,

"of God" is added as a subjective genitive or genitive of the

author.

Acceptance of the Message is called Kiaxig ("faith" and "belief")

or jtioTEiJEiv ("believing" or "having faith"). "Faith" as the accept-

ance of the kerygma is described at length in Rom. 10:14-17. The
object of faith is "the kerygma" (I Cor. 1:21, Herm. sim. VIII 3, 2,

etc.), "the gospel" (Mk. 1:15, Acts 15:7, I Cor. 15:2, etc.), "the

testimony" (II Thess. 1:10, I Jn. 5:10), "the word" (Acts 4:4, Eph.

1:13, Barn. 9:3, cf. 16:9), the axor) (lit. "the hearing"—i.e. "what is

heard," "the preaching," Rom. 10:16, Jn. 12:38). The importance of

this act of believing acceptance of the message, the act which makes

the believing one a member of the Congregation, had the result that

the concept "faith" took on a meaning which it had not had either

in the Old Testament or in other ancient religions. In Christianity,

for the first time, "faith" became the prevailing term for man's rela-

tion to the divine; in Christianity, but not before it, "faith" came to

be understood as the attitude which through and through governs

the life of the religious man. The way for this semantic develop-

ment was prepared by the missionary activity of Judaism and of

Gentile religions that were spreading their propaganda in the Hel-

lenistic world. For it is only in missionary activity that "faith" comes

to be conceived as conversion to a new religion that is being

preached, whereas in the Old Testament, as in all folk-religions of

antiquity, the worship of a people's own divinity (or divinities) is

taken for granted.

In accord with the specific content of the primitive-Christian

message, "faith" or "believing" means in Hellenistic Christianity:

1. belief in the one God (I Thess. l:8f., Heb. 6:1, 11:6, Herm. mand.
I 1; see above, 2, p. 67f.); 2. belief in God's saving deed in Christ

(I Cor. 15:11, Rom. 4:24). The content of such belief may be given

in a subordinate clause (oti-clause, Rom. 10:9, I Thess. 4:14, Jn.

20:31, etc.), or it may be intimated by abbreviated expressions like

"believing in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 2:16), or "in the Lord" (Acts

14:23, Herm. mand. IV 3, 3), "in the name of the son of God" (I Jn.
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5:13), or others. The development of just this abbreviated ex-

pression to "beheve (or beHef) in" (or "beheve" alone, and "belief"

plus an objective genitive), foreign both to Greek diction and to the

Old Testament (LXX), is significant. It is likewise significant that

soon "believe" and "belief" (= "faith") are used technically, with-

out any qualifying phrase. "Pistis," with or without a qualifying

phrase, besides meaning faith-belief, can mean the act of becoming

a believer (Gldubigwerden: I Thess. 1:8, Acts 20:21, etc.), or the

state of being a believer (Gldubigsein: I Cor. 2:5, Did. 16:2, Barn.

4:9, etc.), or the attitude of having faith (Gldubigkeit: Rom. 14:1,

I Thess, 1:3, etc.). "To believe" likewise sometimes means to become
a believer (Rom. 10:14, Acts 18:8, etc.) and sometimes, especially

in the participle, to be a believer, so that "the believing" (oi

niaxBvovxeq or oi moxEvoavxeg) can be substituted for "Christians"

(II Thess. 1:10, Herm. sim. IX 19, If., etc.). Finally, pistis, whose
first meaning, of course, is "faith" (fides qua creditur), comes to

mean also "belief" (fides quae creditur—that which is believed: Rom,

10:8, Acts 6:7); then n'loxiq means simply "Chi-istianity" (I Tim. 4:1,

6)—and "after the common faith" (Tit. 1:4 KJ) means "Christian."

Except for this last stage all these possibilities of usage had devel-

oped before Paul's time and continued to be worked out by his con-

temporaries. Only against this background of missionary terminology

does Paul's distinctive understanding of faith stand out.

Nevertheless, even aside from Paul the concept of faith under-

went an expansion and enrichment in earliest Christianity. That is

readily explained in the first place by the fact that jrioteijeiv (have

faith) can mean "to trust" and that this meaning easily combines

with that of the missionary terminology. As "faith" and "confidence"

are combined in Eph. 3:12, I Clem. 26:1, 35:2, so "trust" Jtejioi^Tjoig

takes the place of "believe" (I Clem. 58:1, 60:1, Herm. sim. IX 18, 5),

and I Cor. 2:9, Phil. 3:4ff. also show the affinity of the two verbs. In

the second place, this kinship of meaning made it inevitable that an

Old Testament-Jewish conception of man's relation to God should

influence the Christian relation to God called pistis. The concep-

tion referred to is expressed by the verbs 'j^'^^'!^ (feel safe, trust,

believe), n^3 (trust), nbn (find refuge in), n?.i? (wait for, hope

in)—i.e. an understanding of man's relation to God as one charac-

terized both by trust and hope and by fidelity and obedience. The
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influence of this conception on the meaning of Christian "faith" was

all the more inevitable because the regular LXX rendering of ]''??xn

is precisely Jiioteijeiv (have faith, trust); the other verbs, especially

nB3, are frequently rendered Jtejtoi^evai ("to trust").

Heb. 11 shows with special clarity the richness of nuance that

the concept "faith" has under these influences. While in verse 3,

and especially verse 6, the technical sense of missionary terminology

emerges, in general the meaning "trust" and "hope" prevails (espe-

cially vss. 9f., 11, 13, 17), yet in such a way that in addition the

meaning "obedience" and "fidelity" again and again asserts itself

(vss. 5, 7, 8, 24ff., 30f., 33). Elsewhere, also, the meaning "trust"

breaks through: (e.g. Rom. 4:17-20; I Clem. 26:1, 35:2, II Clem.

11:1), or that of "hope" (esp. in I Pet.; cf. 1:5-9, 21; elsewhere:

I Clem. 12:7, Barn. 4:8), or that of "fidelity" (II Tim. 4:7, I Pet. 5:9,

Rev. 2:13, 13:10) or that of "obedience," which is especially marked

in Paul but also appears elsewhere—for instance, in the use of

jtEi-i)eodai ("obey," "be persuaded" as synonymous with kiot8V8lv

(believe, trust) in Acts 17:4, 28:24, and in the designation of unbe-

lief as djtei^elv ("disobeying" in Acts 14:2, 19:9, I Pet. 2:8, 3:1, Joh.

3:36, etc.).

Does "faith" (or "to believe") also indicate a personal relation

to the person of Christ, or does it mean only a relation to God on

the basis of God's deed in Christ? The expression "believe in him"

(eig avTov), at any rate, does not in itself assert a personal relation to

Christ, since this expression is only an abbreviation for the fuller

one "believe that . .
." followed by a clause (e.g. "that God raised

him from the dead," Rom. 10:9). The LXX never describes man's

relation to God as "believing in" ( elg ) , and the expressions the LXX
does use for this purpose occur almost nowhere in the New Testa-

ment to designate a relation to Christ. The LXX-phrases are:

nioxEVEiv with the dative and no preposition, and jtiotevEiv em
("believe upon") with the dative. (The verb with dative alone is

used of Jesus in the New Testament really only in John, with the

meaning: believe him (his words); with em and the dative, I Tim.

1:16.) Rarely moxeveiv en'i with the accusative, which elsewhere is

also used of God, is used of Christ (Acts 9:42, 11:17, 16:31, 22:19);

the use of JtQog toy v.vqiov 'Iy]aovv, Phm. 5 ("faith toward the Lord

Jesus"), is unique. So the answer that must be given to the initial
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question is that faith as a personal relation to the person of Christ

is an idea that was at first foreign to the earliest Christian message;

for such an idea to arise there must have been other factors at work.

From this survey of the message of the one God and His judg-

ment and of Jesus Christ as Judge and Savior the questions that

arise are: Will faith in the one God take on the character of an

"enlightened" Weltanschauung or will God be understood as the

Power who determines human existence and demands the whole

will of man? Though the question seems to have been decided in

the second of these two ways by the eschatological message, the

question remains: To what extent will eschatological faith outgrow

mythological imagination? Will it confine itself to simply waiting

for a coming event, or will it understand the present in the light of

an already happened eschatological occurrence? In what manner

will eschatology be retained when the expectation of the imminent

End pales and dies out? Further: Will the significance of Christ

remain confined to the role of the future Judge and Savior? How will

theological reflection understand his death and resurrection? Will

theological propositions take on the character of theoretical specu-

lation, and will "faith in him" thereby become mere belief in dogmas?

How will the idea of "faith" develop and how will theological think-

ing be guided by it?

§ 10. Church Consciousness and the Christian's Relation to the

World

1. The eschatological missionary preaching of Christians was a

startling thing to at least a large part of Gentile hearers in the Greek-

speaking world-especially the message of the resurrection of the

dead. The account in Acts indicates this in 17:18, 32 when it lets

the Athenian audience pay special attention and take offense when

the theme of "resurrection" is touched (see above p. 77). Likewise

I Thess. 4:13ff. and I Cor. 15 show the novelty and the offensive-

ness of such preaching. And yet, on the other hand, the proclaim-

ing of an imminent eschatological drama, a cosmic revolution, was

for many hearers nothing basically new or unheard of. Eschatologi-

cal ideas of this sort had long since penetrated the Hellenistic world

from the orient. It must be recognized, of course, that they had been

largely divested of their originally mythological character either by
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taking on the character of a theory of natural science, as in the Stoic

teaching of the world-periods with a "conflagration" ( EXJtvQtoaig

)

at the end of each, or by becoming a poetic figure for a turning-point

in pohtical history, as in the Carmen saeculare of Horace or in

Vergil's Eclogue IV, which sings the birth of a coming savior of the

world.

As the announcement of a cosmic turning-point the eschatologi-

cal preaching of earliest Christianity could therefore count upon

being rather generally understood. But so far as it was the earliest

Christian view th4Jt the imminent eschatological event was to be the

closing act of a history of salvation, the history of the Chosen People,

"true Israel"—so far as it meant fulfilment of the promise for the

benefit of the Chosen People—the presuppositions for understanding

it were not present. How could the consciousness of the earliest

Church of being the eschatological "Congregation" of the end of

days, for whom the promises were now being fulfilled—how could

the consciousness of being "true Israel" find a footing in Hellenistic

congregations?

This is a decisive question, the question of the Church concept.

Does the salvation proclaimed by the Christian message mean only

the salvation of the individual, the release of the individual soul

from the contamination of sin and from suffering and death? Or
does it mean salvation for the fellowship of God's people into which

the individual is incorporated? The fact that the earliest Church in

its mission simply took the latter for granted essentially differenti-

ates it from the propaganda of other oriental religions of redemp-

tion; and, viewed historically, therein lies a basic reason for Chris-

tianity's triumph over them. In Christianity, the individual believer

stands within the Congregation, and the individual congregations

are joined together into one Congregation—the Church. Nor is the

primary motive of this joining together the practical need of organi-

zation. Rather, churchly organization arose primarily out of the

consciousness that the total Church exists before local churches do.

An indication of this is the terminology: "ecclesia" denotes at first

not the individual church at all, but the "people of God," the fellow-

j

ship of the chosen at the end of days. This was the usage not only in|

the earliest Church (§6) but also in Hellenistic Christianity. And!

though in the latter the individual Church before long is called

"ecclesia," and "church" can then be used in the plural, the idea is,
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nevertheless, that the individual church is the manifestation of the

one Church.

Paul is evidently following the common Hellenistic termi-

nology when he uses "ecclesia" sometimes of the total Church,

sometimes of the local congregation. Following Old Testament
and earliest Christian usage he calls the total Church "Church
of God": I Cor. 10:32, 11:22, 15:9, Gal. 1 :

13.̂ Church" by itself

can also mean the total Church: I Cor. 12:28, Phil. 3:6. In Acts,

the singular occurs only once where it certainly means the total

Church: 9:31; perhaps also 20:28 ("the Lord's Church"); this

use is frequent in Col. and Eph. and occurs also I Tim. 3:5, 16,

in the Didache (in prayer to God: "thy Church," 9:4, 10:5; also

11:11), in Hermas ("thy = God's holy Church" vis. I 1, 6;

3, 4-also, Sim. VIII 6, 4, IX 13, 1; 18 2f. ("of God"), and hypo-
statized to a mythical figure in vis. II 4, 1; III 3, 3 IV 1, 3; 2, 2;

sim. IX 1, If.). It occurs, further, in Barn. 7:11, II Clem. 2:1,

14:1-4, and in Ignatius, who calls the Church sometimes "holy"

(Tr. ), sometimes "God's" (Tr. 2:3) or "Jesus Christ's" (Eph.

5:1) or "God's and Christ's" (Phld. pr., Sm. pr. ) but also speaks

of "the Church" without qualification, meaning the total Church
(Eph. 17:1, Phld. 9:1); in his writings also occurs for the first

time "the universal (catholic) Church" (f) xadoXixT] £xx?iT]oia,

Sm. 8:2).

That the local church is a manifestation of the total Church
is probably meant in the expression occurring a number of times

in the prefatory greetings: "To the Church (of God) so far as it

is present at . . . (tfj exxArioia [xov ^eov] xf\ ovoy\ ev . . .), (I Cor.

1:2, II Cor. 1:1, Ign. Eph., Mg., Tr., Phld.), in place of which
may also be said: "to the Church of God sojourning in . . .

(tfj naQOiyiOvo]], 1 Clem, pr., Pol. Phi. pr. ).

The idea of the priority of the total Church over the local church

is also indicated in the equating of the Church with the "body of

i Christ" which comprises all believers. Paul practically makes this

equation in I Cor. 12; it is then explicitly made in Col. 1:18, 24, Eph.

l:22f., 5:23flF., II Clem. 2:1; but especially is this so in the specula-

tions which early arose over the pre-existence of the Church—i.e. an

existence which preceded its historical realization—Eph. 5:32, II

'Clem. 14, Herm. vis. II 4, 1 (c/. II, 1, 6; 3, 4).

This Church-consciousness likewise stands behind the effort of

the Jerusalem Church to exercise a sort of oversight over the Gen-
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tile-Christian congregations of which we hear both from Paul and
in Acts. It also stands behind Paul's own efforts to establish and
strengthen the connection of Gentile-Christian congregations with

Jerusalem. Seen from this point of view, the decree of the "apostolic

council" (Gal. 2:10) that Gentile congregations should contribute

funds for the poor of the Jerusalem Church is historically almost

the most important decree of the council, for there was a greater

danger that the unity of the congregations might be lost than that

the Gentile congregations might accept an obligation to observe the

Torah. That is the reason for Paul's eagerness about the collections

of the Gentile Christians for Jerusalem (I Cor. 16:1-4, II Cor. 8-9,

Rom. 15:26f., 31).

2. It is due not only to the eflForts of Paul that a church con-

sciousness did promptly form and develop in Hellenistic Christian-

ity, but also to the fact that the Hellenistic congregations in part

grew out of Hellenistic synagogues, and to the fact that—whether in

each instance the latter was the case or not—that the Old Testament

had been transmitted to them as a hohj book. Though the influence

of the Old Testament was not equally great in all congregations, yet

by and large it was probably everywhere operative. The epistolary

literature of the New Testament, with the exception of the Johan-

nine epistles, shows that all the way through a certain familiarity

with the Old Testament is assumed in the readers—a familiarity that,

of course, may be of very uneven extent. The same thing is shown
by the writings of the apostolic fathers, among which only the letters

of Ignatius rarely refer to the Old Testament. Perhaps there soon

existed anthologies, i.e. collections of Old Testament quotations on
specific points of teaching, as the agreement among composites of

quotations in various writings seems to prove. Individual writings,

such as Hebrews and Barnabas, are almost entirely devoted to

exegesis of the Old Testament,

While it makes a difference, of course, whether the Old Testa-

ment is read as a book of oracles serving to demonstrate the fulfil-

ment of prophecy, or as a code of ethics and moral examples, or as

the document of the history of salvation—still these various motives

all work together toward creating in the Christian Congregation a

consciousness of solidarity with Israel and its history. Abraham is

the "father" of believers from the Gentile world, too (Rom. 4:1, 12,

9:7f., Gal. 3:7, 29, Jas. 2:21, I Clem. 31:2, Barn. 13:7; of. Heb. 2:16,
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6:13), and the Christian congregations dispersed in the world are

the people "of the twelve tribes in the dispersion" (Jas. 1:1; cf.

I Pet. 1:1, Did. 9:4, 10:5, I Clem. 59:2). They are the "Israel of

God" (Gal. 6:16), the "chosen generation" and the "peculiar

people" (I Pet. 2:9), "the portion of His choice" (I Clem. 29:1);

they are "the true circumcision" (Phil. 3:3). So it is perfectly nat-

ural that the Old Testament witnesses of faith are their models

(Heb. 11); they are to "fix their gaze" ( dT£viaa)|iev elg) upon the Old

Testament men of faith (I Clem. 9:2); it is to them that Christians

are to "cleave" ( xoXAr]^a)[isv, I Clem. 31:1, 46:4). Job is the model

of patience and piety (Jas. 5:11, I Clem. 17:3), Lot and Rahab, the

harlot, are examples of hospitality (I Clem. llf. ), Abraham and

David are models of humility (I Clem. 17f. ), etc. When in I Clem.,

55 models of conduct from heathen history are ingenuously placed

by the side of those from the Old Testament, it is evident to what an

extent the Church has already made the history in the Old Testa-

ment its own history. No less the Old Testament furnishes them
warning examples not to be followed: the disobedience and faith-

lessness of Israel in the desert (I Cor. 10:6fiF., Heb. 3:7ff. ), the

jealousy of Cain, Esau, and others (I Clem. 4; cf. Heb. 12:16). This

principle holds: "Whatever was written (in the Old Testament) in

former days was written for our instruction, that by steadfastness

and by the encouragement of the scriptures we might have hope"

(Rom. 15:4; cf. I Cor. 10:11, Rom. 4:23f., I Cor. 9:9f., II Tim. 3:16).

Teaching and exhortation of this sort are an after-effect of

the Synagogue's homiletic tradition, and two conventional forms

of preaching soon appear in the earliest Church which were
aheady present in Judaism: 1. Summaries of the history of God's

People which point out the divine teleology of that history.

Examples of this in the New Testament are the speech of Ste-

phen, Acts 7:2-47, and that of Paul in Pisidian Antioch, Acts

13:17-25 (41). 2. Series of examples collected from history

according to a particular catch-word. Of this nature is Heb.

11; shorter, Jd. 5-7; I Clem, contains many examples of this

sort (4-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 51:3-5).

It must be recognized, however, that the relation of the Church

to Israel's history is a peculiarly paradoxical one because the course

of events from Jacob-Israel down to the present is not a continuous
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history but one broken by the eschatological occurrence in Christ.

That is, the eschatological Congregation is not simply the historical

successor and heir of the empirical Israel of history but the heir of

the ideal Israel, so to say, the people of God which the historical

Israel was indeed called to be, but which, in point of fact, it never

actually was. For it was indeed the elect People of God; but its

election always hovered above and ahead of it, so to say, as goal and

promise. Israel's election determined its history in consequence of

divine guidance in bane and blessing. Still the election never came

to realization—or, when it did, only in exceptions like Abraham, the

strong in faith (Rom. 4, Heb. ll:8flF., etc.), David in whom God was

pleased (Acts 13:22) and in whom the Holy Spirit spoke (Acts

1:16, Rom. 4:6, etc.), the prophets and men of faith who now serve

as models to the Church. But as a whole, on account of its disobe-

dience and faithlessness and especially for its rejection of Jesus,

Israel itself has been rejected. The Christian Church is the true

People of God.

But this contrast with the historical Israel, this eschatological

break in history, does not mean discontinuity in the history of sal-

vation but precisely the opposite—continuity. The election of the

People of God, which, so to say, had been awaiting its fulfilment, is

now being realized in the Christian Congregation, which in contrast

to "Israel after the flesh" {'logarik xatd occQxa, I Cor. 10:18 KJ) is

the "Israel of God" (Gal. 6:16), whose members are the true sons of

Abraham (see above, and Rom. 9:7ff., Gal. 4:22ff.) with whom God
has concluded the new covenant (II Cor. 3:6ff., Heb. 8:6ff., and see

below). The rejection of the historical Israel had been foreseen

from the beginning in the Old Testament, as scripture proof teaches,

and the new covenant had been predicted. The worship of ancient

Israel had been a foreshadowing anticipation of the occurrence of

salvation in Christ (Heb. 7-10).

As this paradoxical relation of the Christian Congregation to the

historical Israel is expressed in the concept of the new covenant, so

also in its use of the concept "tJie People" ( Xaog ) . This word, seldom

used in post-Homeric Greek literature, had become in the LXX the

distinctive designation for Israel in contrast to "the nations" (td

e^Ti)-so also Lk. 2:32, Acts 15:14, 26:17, 23. "The people" had

meant Israel in the still undifferentiated double sense of the Hebrew

people of history and the Chosen People of God. The Christian Con-
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gregation appropriates this designation to itself, retaining only the

second meaning.

The peculiarities of the LXX usage recur in Christian usage:

"the People" by itself in the technical sense (Heb. 2:17, 13:12,

Herm. sim. V 6, 2f
. ) ; "the People of God" ( or, depending upon

the context, "my," "thy," "His" = God's: Heb. 4:9, 10:30, Rev.

18:14, I Clem. 59:4, Herm. sim. V 5, 3; or "his" = "of the Son of

God," Herm. sim. IX 18, 4); "the holy People" (patterned after

Deut. 7:6, etc.: Bam. 14:6; cf. e^vog ayiov, "holy nation," I Pet.

2:9); "a chosen People" "kaoc, jteQioiJOiog (patterned after Ex.

19:5, etc.: Tit. 2:14, I Clem. 6:4; cf. "a peculiar People" [KJ] or

"a special People" RSV marg. [I Pet. 2:9] ); "people of the inher-

itance," Bam. 14:4. Expressions like these recur: "they shall be
to me for a people" (after Jer. 38:33, LXX = 31:32 Heb.) Heb.

8:10; cf. Rev. 21:3, Acts 18:10, "to take a people ... for his

name" (Acts 15:14), "to prepare himself a people" (Bam. 3:6,

5:7, 14:6). The prophecy of "not-my-people" which shall be-

come "my people" (Hos. 1:10, 2:23 =^ 2:1, 25 Heb.) is applied

to the Gentile Christians in Rom. 9:25, I Pet. 2:10; so is the

promise of Ex. 19:5f. (I Pet. 2:9).

The idea of the "new covenant," of which the death of Christ is

held to be the instituting sacrifice, was evidently alive before Paul,

as the liturgy of the Lord's Supper which had come down to him
indicates (I Cor. 11:25). This idea, which testifies that the idea of

eschatological occurrence is oriented around the Congregation as

the People of God (§9, 4) is equally important to Paul (II Cor.

3:6ff., Gal. 4:24) and to the author of Hebrews (8:8, 9:15, 12:24)

who in 8:10ff. quotes at length from Jer. 38:31ff. LXX (31:30ff. Heb.

text) the promise of the new covenant made to the People of

God.

The covenant idea plays a special role in Barnabas, with a

peculiar modification, however, inasmuch as the author claims

that Israel, in reality, never had a covenant with God, since by
its folly of idolatry it had from the beginning trifled away the

Covenant intended for it on Sinai (4:6-8, 14:lff. ). Therefore, he
does not speak of a "new" covenant but of the one covenant

( 13-14 ) , which, however, did not pertain to the "foraier people"

(13:1) but to the "new People" (5:7, 7:5), the Christian Con-
gregation.
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3. Church-consciousness includes a consciousness of separate-

ness and delimitation from the world. This is attested, first, by the

fact that the attributes of the eschatological Congregation (§6, 2)

are appropriated by Hellenistic Christianity, too. Believers are

called "the chosen" (exXexxoi, Rom. 8:33, II Tim. 2:10, I Pet. 1:1,

2:4, etc.) or "the called" {ylr\xoi, Rom. 1:6, I Cor. 1:24, Jd. 1, Barn.

4:13, or x£xAr]ji8voi, Heb. 9:15, I Clem. 65:2, Herm. sim. VIII 1, 1;

IX 14, 5) or "the saints" (ayioi, Rom. 8:27, I Cor. 6:2, Heb. 6:10,

I Clem. 56:1, Barn. 19:10, etc.) or "the sanctified" (iiY'^oj-ievoi,

I Cor. 1:2, Acts 20:32, 26:18, etc.) or combinations of these terms,

such as "called saints" (Rom. 1:7, I Cor. 1:2) and others (Rev.

17:14, I Clem, pr., Jd. 1).

This separateness is first of all, of course, a self-exclusion from

non-Christian cults of every sort. This is seldom mentioned in the

texts because it was taken for granted. The clear-cut alternative is

formulated in II Cor. 6:14-7:1. The polemic of I Cor. 10:1-22 * is

directed against idolatry equated with participation in a heathen

cult. Otherwise, idolatry (or the idolater) is only mentioned almost

parenthetically among other vices as a practice that is out of the

question for a Christian (I Cor. 5:10f., 6:9, Gal. 5:20, I Pet. 4:3, Rev.

21:8, 22:15, Did. 3:4, 5:1, Bam. 20:1); it simply belongs to "the

time that is past" (I Pet. 4:3; of. Barn. 16:7, II Clem. 17:1) and it is

significant that in Christianity, as in Judaism before it, the concept

is widened and transferred to other vices (Col. 3:5, Eph. 5:5). Of
course, there were scrupulous souls who declared even the eating

of food that had been offered to idols prohibited (Rev. 2:14, 20,

Did. 6:3), and this prohibition is also the first provision of the so-

called "apostolic decree" (Acts 15:20, 29; 21:25). But this provision

did not go into general effect, and Paul, dealing with this matter in

I Cor. 10:23-11:1, declares the eating of food offered to idols per-

mitted so far as any principle is concerned.

" The contradiction between this passage and I Cor. 8:7fl. (where partici-

pation in heathen cult-meals is forbidden only out of consideration for "the

weak") is probably to be explained by regarding I Cor. 10:1-22 as an excerpt

from Paul's precanonical letter to Corinth (mentioned at I Cor. 5:9). Paul evi-

dently had heard that members of the Congregation were taking part in heathen
cult-meals and assumed that this participation was meant as worship of the

heathen divinities. Those concerned replied that this assumption was false, and
that they, having "knowledge," regarded idols as non-existent and hence could
perfectly well take part in those meals. Thereupon Paul answers with 8:1-13,
10:23-11:1.
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But every kind of sorcery ( (pa^fxaxeia, Gal. 5:20, Rev. 21:8, 22:15,

Did. 2:2, 5:1, Barn. 20:1) or magic (\iayeia, Did. and Barn., loc.

cif.) is forbidden as it had been in Judaism. Included under the

ban of sorcery is the invoking of demons, which, according to Jewish

and early Christian conceptions, the beings worshiped in idolatry

really are (I Cor. 10:20f., Barn. 16:7, etc.).

4. But the separateness of the Church is above all its delimita-

tion from the world as the sphere of moral uncleanness and sin. The
Congregation is the holy temple of God, set apart from all that is

worldly and sinful (I Cor. 3:16f., II Cor. 6:16, Eph. 2:21f., Ign. Eph.

9:1, Mg. 7:2); it is the "spiritual house" of God (I Pet. 2:5; of. I Tim.

3:15, Heb. 3:6, 10:21, Herm. sim. IX 13, 9; 14, 1). The eschatologi-

cal Congregation really no longer belongs to the perishing world.

Its members have no home here; their jtoAiTevi-ia (citizenship)) is in

heaven (Phil. 3:20), their City is the one that is to come (Heb.

13:14). Here, in this world, they are away from home on a pil-

grimage.

Christians in this world are "away from home," kni ^ev^g, as

Herm. sim. 1:1 sets forth at length. They are "strangers, tem-

porary sojourners" ( JcaQEJtibiifxoi, I Pet. 1:1, 2:11), "resident

aliens," not full citizens (jkxqoixoi, I Pet. 1:17, 2:11, II Clem.

5:1; later, Diogn. 5:5, 6:8, who, in chapter 5, deals with this

theme at length). Hence a local congregation can be described

as "sojourning" (jiaQoixoiiaa) in its particular place (I Clem,
pr., Pol. Phil. pr.). The basic motif of the Epistle to the He-
brews can be called "the pilgrim-people of God" [thus E.

Kasemann in his book with that title: Das wandernde Gottesvolk

(1939)]; it is thematically handled in Heb. 3:7-4:13 by paral-

lelizing the Christian Church with Israel on its wandering
toward the promised land. This foreignness of the Church is

parallelized with Israel's situation in another respect when the

Church is described as being in the dispersion (Jas. 1:1, I Pet.

1:1).

The thing to do, then, is "to gird up one's loins" for the pilgrim-

age (I Pet. 1:13, Pol. Phil. 2:1). In such expressions the paradox of

the Christian situation comes to expression which Paul character-

izes as the situation between "no longer" and "not yet" (Phil. 3:12-

14 ) . But Paul has only reduced to a brief formula what everywhere

is described in a great variety of terms as the Christian situation.
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For, on the one hand, the eschatological church-consciousness

feels itself separated from the world—i.e. from "this age," from its

own past, and from its heathen environment. For Christians are

sanctified and purified (§9, 4, p. 85) inasmuch as Christ accom-

plished "purification for sins" (Heb. 1:3). Through baptism, the

purification has been carried out on one and all (Eph. 5:26); it is

"the bath of regeneration and renewal" brought about "by the Holy

Spirit" (Tit. 3:5). As the occurrence of salvation is for Paul a new
act of creation by God (II Cor. 4:6) and the Christian is "a new
creation" (II Cor. 5:17), so for Barnabas it means the fulfilment of

the promise, "Lo, I make the last things as the first" (6:13), namely:

a new creation. It means that God renewed us by the forgiveness of

sins (6:11) and created us anew: "See, then, we have been molded

(dva.te.T/.douef^a) anew" (6:14; cf. 16:8: "We became new, being

created again from the beginning"). Or, as I Pet. 1:23 says, "You

have been born anew."

However, when God is called he "who has begotten us again to

a living hope" (I Pet. 1:3), that brings to the fore the paradox of

which we have spoken: We are what we are in hope. For that is the

other side of the Christian situation: though Christian existence can,

on the one hand, be described by the indicatives—we are sanctified,

we are purified—nevertheless, so long as it moves within this world,

it stands under the imperative. Though, on the one hand, it is sep-

arated from its past and its environment, yet this separation must

be newly made again and again. The pure and sanctified are ex-

horted: "Let us cleanse ourselves from every defilement of body and

spirit and make holiness perfect in the fear of God" (II Cor. 7:1).

Life must no longer be "conformed" (ouox^ll-iaTi^eiv) to the passions

of one's earlier heathen period (I Pet. 1:14), one must "no longer

live as the Gentiles do" (Eph. 4:17), but "be holy" and "conduct

one's self in the fear of God throughout the time of one's pilgrim-

age" (I Pet. 1:15-17). What God wills is sanctification; thereto He
called us (I Thess. 4:3-7). One must "keep one's self unstained

from the world" (Jas. 1:27, II Pet. 3:14). Baptism must be kept

"pure and undefiled" (II Clem. 6:9; cf. 7:6, 8:6). What has hap-

pened in principle must be brought to reality in practice: "Put to

death therefore what is earthly in you . . . seeing that you have put

off the old nature with its practices and have put on the new nature

which is being renewed . .
." (Col. 3:5, 9f. ), or "put off your old
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nature which belongs to your former manner of Hfe . . . and be

renewed in the spirit of your minds, and put on the new nature

created after the hkeness of God . .
." (Eph. 4:22-24). They who

are new creations must be told: "create (reading dvaxtiaao^e, not

dvaxTr|oao^8) yourselves anew in faith" (Ign. Tr. 8:1). They who
have been called out of darkness into light (I Pet. 2:9) must "cast

off the works of darkness and put on the armor of light" (Rom.

13:12f., I Thess. 5:4ff. ). "In the midst of a crooked and perverse

generation" Christians must "shine," "blameless and innocent," "like

the stars" (Phil. 2:15) and distinguish themselves from the Gentiles

by their good conduct (I Pet. 2:12). They must go outside the

"camp"—i.e. the world—to Christ (Heb. 13:13). We must "forsake

our sojourning in this world, and do the will of him who called us,

and not fear to go forth from this world" (II Clem. 5:1), and that

means: "lead a holy and righteous life, and regard the things of this

world as not our own (oKkoxQia), and not desire them" (II Clem.

5:6; on the concept oXkoxQia, "not our own, foreign" cf. Ign. Rom.
pr., Herm. sim. I 3 and 11). The present world and the world to

come are enemies, hence: "We must bid farewell to this world to

consort with the one to come" (II Clem. 6:3-5).

It is not surprising that in the Hellenistic sphere, asceticism early

became a means of delimitation from the world, for Hellenism

knows many an ascetic movement. It does not mean asceticism

proper, of course, when the eating of meat offered to idols is for-

bidden (Acts 15:20, 29; 21:25, I Cor. 8-10, Rev. 2:14, 20), or when
fasting is recommended to strengthen prayer (Acts 13:3, 14:23,

I Cor. 7:5 secondary koine-text. Did. 1:3), or to prepare for the

reception of revelation (Acts 13:2, Herm. vis. II 2, 1; III 1, 2, etc.),

or when regular fasting is prescribed on two days of the week ( Did.

8:1). Did. 6:3, however, does combine the prohibition of food

offered to idols with ascetic abstinence. Food-asceticism on prin-

ciple (abstinence from meat and wine) is the standpoint of the

"weak" (Rom. 14), whom Paul treats with consideration. It is not

clear to what extent the demands for abstinence made by the false

teachers condemned in Col. 2:16ff. were truly ascetic or whether

they were simply harmless ritual commandments; the former seems

to be the case with the false teachers combatted in I Tim. 4:3 (cf.

Tit. 1:15), who also urged sexual asceticism. Sexual asceticism is

even for Paul an ideal (I Cor. 7:7). It is evidently recommended in
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the merely suggestive words of Did. 6:2, and is probably meant in

the enigmatic sentence Did. 11:11, cf. Eph. 5:32. At any rate, the

ideal of chastity stands in high regard according to Rev. 14:1-5,

I Clem. 38:2, 48:5, Ign. Pol. 5:2, and II Clem. 12 and 14:3 plead for

it. A special form of sexual asceticism is already presupposed in

I Cor. 7:25, 36f.—i.e. a "spiritual" marriage in which ascetic and

virgin live together.** A vivid picture of this practice is furnished

by Herm. sim. IX 11. The ascetic requirement of renunciation of

property is not at first made, though distrust of wealth is great

(I Tim. 6:6-10, Heb. 13:5, Jas. 5:1-6, and especially Herm.-e.g.

vis. Ill 6, 5-7; 9:2-6; Sim. II).

Such exhortations are naturally heightened again and again by

reference to the imminent end of this world (e.g. Rom. 13:llf.,

I Thess. 5:lff., I Pet. l:5ff., 4:7, Heb. 10:25ff., Did. 16, Barn. 21:3,

Ign. Eph. 11:1, Ign. Pol. 3:2, Herm. vis. II 3, 4). Paul expects to

experience the parousia of Christ with the majority of his contem-

poraries (I Thess. 4:17; "we who are alive, who are left"; cf. I Cor.

15:51) and, of course, he was not alone in holding that view. In

time, of course, the delay of the parousia becomes noticeable and

references to it have to be strengthened by exhortations to be

patient (Mk. 13:10, Jas. 5:7ff., Heb. 10:36ff.; indeed, even doubt of

its coming must be combatted (II Pet. 3, I Clem. 23, II Clem. llf. ).

The warning becomes necessary not to regard one's self as "already

made righteous" (Barn. 4:10), "never to rest, as being called, and

slumber in our sins" (Barn. 4:13). Nor do the exhortations "to

watch" and "be sober"
( § 9, 3, p. 76) die out.

Since "forgetfulness of having been cleansed from former sins"

(II Pet. 1:9) comes over many, the exhortation to make Christian

living a reality takes on a sharper tone: "Cleanse your hands, you

sinners, and purify your hearts, you men of double mind!" (Jas.

4:8). And while Heb. 6:4ff. warns: "it is impossible to restore again

to repentance those who have once been enlightened" (I Jn. 1:7, 9),

pointing to the blood of Christ which cleanses us, exhorts the be-

liever to constant confession of sin. While I and II Clem, take for

** The woman in this relation was later technically known as naQQixoq
om'fioaxTo; and vir<^o subintroducta or, rarely, synisacta. An abstract noun
seems not to have developed as a name for the practice, but German scholars

have created and use the barbarism: Syneisaktentum. If the need for a techni-

cal term with this meaning should ever be felt in English, "subintroduction"

would be more apposite.
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granted that repentance is the constant accompaniment of the Chris-

tian Hfe, according to Hermas God is just once more offering a last

renewed opportunity for repentance and hence offers the possibihty

of a second "renewal" (dvaxaivcooig or dvavetooig, vis. Ill 8, 9; 13, 2;

cf. vis. Ill 12, 3; sim. VIII 6, 3; 14, 3). Hence, now is heard anew

the exhortation: "Therefore purify your heart from all the vanities

of the world" (mand. IX 4, sim. V 3, 6; cf. vis. Ill 8, 11, mand. IX 7,

XII 3, 4; 6, 5; sim. VII 2, VIII 11, 3).

Stereotyped forms of exhortation develop. As the gods of

the Gentiles are "vain" ((.idtaioi. Acts 14:15, imitating the

LXX) and the Gentile way of life is "vain" (I Pet. 1:18) or "a

walking in futility" (ev |.iaTai6Ti]Ti, Eph. 4:17; cf. Rom. 1:21),

as their understanding is "darkened by vain desires" (II Clem.

19:2), so "vain" with its derivatives becomes the specification

for the worldly in general. I Clem, urges the giving up of

"empty and vain cares" (7:2) or of "vain toil" (
^aTaiojrovia,

9:1); Pol. Phil, urges the renunciation of "the futility of the

many" (7:2) or "empty vanity" (xevri iiaTaioXoyia, 2:1). Bar-

nabas cries: "Let us flee from all vanity" (4:10). Hermas speaks

of "the vain desire(s) of this world" (mand. XI 8; XII 6, 5)

and demands purification "from all the vanities of this world"

(mand. 1X4, Sim. V 3, 6).

As Gentile conduct is a walking "in lusts" (Rom. 1:24, Tit.

3:3, I Pet. 1:14), so Eni-iK)[xiai (lusts, passions, desires) become
the earmark of the world. They are called "worldly" passions

(Tit. 2:12, II Clem. 17:3) or "fleshly" (I Pet. 2:11; cf. Gal. 5:16,

24, Eph. 2:3) or "carnal and bodily" (Did. 1:4). I Jn. 2:16f.

combines the two descriptions: "all that is in the world, the lust

of the flesh ... is of the world. And the world passes away and
the lust of it." I Clem. 28 mentions "foul desires" (e. [iiaQai).

Related to "passion" is "care" or "anxiety." As Paul warns

against being "anxious about worldly affairs" (I Cor. 7:32-34),

so I Clem. 7:2 warns against "empty and vain cares."

Cares entangle one in the "preoccupations of daily living"

(Herm. vis. Ill 11, 3, vis. I 3, 1, mand. V 2, 2), or the "occu-

pations of this world" ( Herm. mand. X 1, 4; cf. vis. Ill 6, 5, sim.

VIII 8, If.; IX 20, If. )—and these are what Hermas' exhorta-

tions are directed against; his book as a whole is a penitential

sermon against the secularization of Christianity.

The Christian attitude toward the world is also described

in stereotyped phrases. A much-used term for it is "abstaining"
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( djtExsaOai ) : "abstaining from immorality" (I Thess. 4:3),

"from every form of evil" (I Thess. 5:22), "from the passions

of the flesh" (I Pet. 2:11; cf. Did. 1:4), "from all unrighteous-

ness" (Pol. Phil. 2:2), or, after a catalogue of vices, "from all

these things" (Pol. Phil. 5:3), "from every evil desire" (Herm.
vis. I 2, 4: cf. Ill 8, 4, mand. XI 8, XII 1, 3; 2, 2) "from the

works of the devil" (mand. VII 3), and, referring to specific

vices (mand. II 4, III 5, IV 1, 3 and 9, V 1, 7; 2, 8, IX 12).

As Paul urges the believer to "cast off (djio^eoOai) the w^orks

of darkness" (Rom. 13:12), so Col. 3:8 says: "now cast off also

all these" ( a catalogue of vices follows ) ; Eph. 4:22 ( see above

)

is similar. Cf. also: Eph. 4:25, I Pet. 2:1, Jas. 1:21, Heb. 12:1,

I Clem. 13:1, 57:2, II Clem. 1:6. A related idea ( djtoTaaoeodai,

"bid farewell") is expressed in II Clem. 6:4f. and 16:2.

The positive correlative to "casting off" in Rom. 13:12 is

"putting on" ( the annor of light ) , a figurative expression which
also occurs in I Thess. 5:8, Eph. 6:11, 14, and, as a pure meta-

phor, in Col. 3:12. Col. 3:8ff. speaks of "putting on" the new
man in contrast to "putting off" (cbt8x5ij£o0ai), combining this

expression with the metaphorical use of"put away" (drto^eoi^ai),

while Eph. 4:22-24 mixes the two expressions. This metaphori-

cal "putting on" (already current in the Old Testament and

Judaism) is an expression especially favored in Hermas—e.g.

mand. 1:2, "you shall cast away from yourself all wickedness,

and shall put on every virtue of righteousness"; see further:

vis. IV 1, 8, mand. II 3f ., V 2, 8, IX 7 and 10; X 3, 1 and 4; XI 4,

XII 1, 1; 2, 4; Sim. VI 1, 2 and 4; 5, 3; VIII 9, 1, IX 29, 3; also

Ign. Pol. 1:2.

Christians can be and are described as "fleeing from the

corruption that is in the world because of passion" (II Pet.

1:4) or "fleeing from the defilements of the world" (II Pet.

2:20), and the exhortation to "flee" (cpEvysiv) occurs again and
again. That from which one is to flee may be "idolatry" ( I Cor.

10:14) or "fornication" (I Cor. 6:18) or the vices of greed

(I Tim. 6:11, cf. 6-10) or "youthful passions" (II Tim. 2:22), or

a whole list of vices (I Clem. 30:1) or "ungodliness" (II Clem.

10:1). Equivalent to this expression are "put aside (djioA.8iJt£iv,

I Clem. 7:2, 9:1, 28:1, Pol. Phil. 2:1, 7:1) and "forsake"

(xataXeinEiv, II Clem. 5:1, 10:1).

Two further types of Christian preaching (see above, p.

96) develop in which the novelty of Christian living is de-

scribed in contrast to the worldly past according to the scheme:
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"formerly . . . now": 1. Once salvation (God's plan of salvation)

was hidden; now it has been revealed. This motif first appears

in I Cor. 2:7S., then Col. l:26f., Eph. 3:4f., 9f.; its overtones are

heard in II Tim. l:9f., Tit. l:2f.; I Pet. 1:20 uses it for exhorta-

tion, and it is woven into a doxology at Rom. 16:25f. (non-

Pauline!). 2. Once we were heathen, sunk in darkness and vice

—now we are illumined and cleansed by God. Paul sets the pat-

tern for this motif, too: Rom. 6:17f., 7:5f., 11:30, Gal. 4:3ff.,

especially I Cor. 6:9ff. in connection with a catalogue of vices.

Otherwise it occurs: Col. 3:5ff., Tit. 3:3ff.; cf. I Pet. 4:3f.; with-

out the vice-catalogue: Eph. 2:lff., llff., I Pet. 2:25. II Clem.

l:6ff. indicates that this scheme was expanded in actual

preaching.

5. Church-consciousness and the consciousness of eschatological

delimitation from the world can be termed a dualistic view—it is the

eschatological dualism of Jewish tradition. Though this contains a

cosmological motif in the expectation of the great final catastrophe

of the world, still it is not speculatively interested in cosmology.

Nevertheless, the question arises whether the purity of the eschato-

logical motif will be maintained or whether cosmological specula-

tions will take root. Since a negative attitude toward the world goes

hand in hand with eschatological consciousness—the attitude of

"abstention" or "flight," etc.—the further question arises whether

eschatological delimitation from the world will be understood as an

inner de-secularization arising out of what one already positively

has, or whether it will be a purely negative attitude to the world

taking rise from the expectation that he who now flees the world

will have his renunciation richly compensated by future heavenly

goods. The historical situation of the earliest Church being such as

it was, the further possibility existed that the eschatological con-

sciousness of delimitation from the world might mingle with or

even be replaced by other motifs which were also grounds for a

negative attitude toward the world. Stoic ideas could influence

Christian thought. An easy point of contact could be the Stoics'

battle against "desire" and their exhortation to "renounce"

(djtexeot^ai) and to "regard as foreign" {aXkoxQia fiyelo^ai) to one's

self all that is not truly in one's power: i.e. everything external.

Indeed the occurrence of this expression (Heb. 11:9, Herm. sim. I 1,

II Clem. 5:6) in itself indicates Stoic influence, at least in terminol-
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ogy. Furthermore * the motifs of Gnostic dualism could operate

on Christian tliinking even in conjunction with Stoic ideas, since

for both Stoicism and Gnosticism the sphere of flesh and sensuahty

is degraded, although "the Spirit," which is the opposite of sensual-

ity, is differently conceived by the two. Motifs of both kinds could

become the foundation for a basically diflFerent asceticism from that

of eschatological de-secularization (see above, 4).t Already in Paul

the ascetic motif enters into a peculiar combination with the escha-

tological (espec. I Cor. 7); so also later in Hermas when, for ex-

ample, he exhorts: "Guard this flesh of yours pure and undefiled"

(Sim. V 7, 1). II Clem. 8:4, 6 also urges: "Keep the flesh pure and

the seal (of baptism) undefiled," and presents queer, somewhat

hazy ideas about the "self-control" (15:1) that is to be practiced in

regard to the flesh (14:3-5). Especially Ignatius shows this influ-

ence; but with that we shall deal later (§ 15),

One is probably justified in saying that the consciousness of the

Gnostics of constituting a community bound together in a mysteri-

ous unity and foreign to the world furnishes a certain analogy to

Church-consciousness, a part of which is the consciousness of being

delimited from the world. And actually the Fourth Gospel's con-

sciousness of Church unity is influenced by Gnosticism, as we shall

later show. The Epistle to the Hebrews also demonstrates how a

churchly-eschatological and a Gnostic understanding of Christian

existence can combine (§15). Nevertheless Gnosticism lacks the

specific characteristics of Church-consciousness: a knowledge of its

solidarity with the history of the People of God and a binding tie

to the document of salvation, the Old Testament, In this detail, of

course, the synagogue-congregations furnish an analogy; but other-

wise the eschatological-churchly consciousness is something com-

pletely unprecedented in the Hellenistic world. That will change,

of course, to the extent that the consciousness of being "the Israel

of God," "the people of God" gives way to the notion of being a

"third kind," toitov yivo^, in contrast to Greeks (Gentiles) and Jews.

The phrase occurs for the first time in Kerygma Petri 2: "For what

the Greeks and the Jews have is antiquated, but it is we Christians

* Cf. M. Dibelius in the supplement to Lietzmann's Handbuch on Herm,
sim. I 1. Sim. I, as a whole, is written in the style of the Cynic-Stoic diatribe.

t See above, see below = these references always refer to something which
precedes or follows within the same section ( § )

.
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who worship Him (sc. God) in a new way, a third kind, tqitco

ysvEi, (of worship)." But here it means the Christian manner of

worship and is not a designation for Christianity itself,* as it later

became. But the next question is: how will the problem of the

Church's relation to Judaism be solved—a problem arising from its

consciousness of being the true Israel—and how will the authority

of the Old Testament be understood?

§ 11. The Church's Relation to Judaism and the Problem of the

Old Testament

1. On the one hand the relation to Judaism means for Hellenis-

tic Christianity the relation to the form of Jewish Christianity rep-

resented by the earliest Church in Palestine. For it, as we have seen

( § 8, 1 ) , had not severed itself from Judaism and had not cut the

bands between the eschatological Congregation and the Jewish

People. It took for granted at first that the non-Jew who wanted to

belong to the Congregation of salvation had to be circumcised and

place himself under the Law—i.e. had to become a Jew ( § 8, 2). In

contrast to this attitude there developed out of the mission of Hel-

!

lenistic Jewish-Christians a Hellenistic Christianity of which cir-

cumcision was not required and which did not obligate itself to keep

the Law. This Torah-free Gentile Christianity represented by Bar-

nabas and Paul achieved recognition by the earliest Church at the

apostolic council
( § 8, 2 ) . The fact that in spite of the agreement

Jewish-Christian Torah-enthusiasts, the so-called Judaizers, propa-

gandized for the Law in Gentile-Christian congregations and even

penetrated the Pauline mission field—as Galatians testifies and Phi-

lippians hints—need not be pursued further here, since, for the his-

tory of early Christianity and the formation of its theology, it re-

mained an episode whose only importance is that it forced Paul into

the theological discussion to which we owe the letter to the Gala-

tians.

The problem of the Church's relation to Judaism obviously took

a somewhat different turn in other Hellenistic churches in which

the Christian congregation had grown out of the synagogue—in that

at Rome, for instance, but presumably also in many another. Here

debate with Judaism itself was necessary, as Paul's letter to the

* On which see Ad. v. Hamack, Mission u. Ausbreitung, 3rd ed., I 238-267.
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Romans testifies. For it does not polemize against "Judaizers," nor

is it occasioned like Galatians by the intervention of rival mission-

aries who want to compel Roman Christians to adopt circumcision.

Rather, it develops in purely theoretical fashion the principle of

Christian faith in antithesis to the principle of the Jewish Torah-

religion. Such debate with Judaism did not need by any means to

arise out of a practical situation of conflict, but was just as likely to

arise as the necessary consequence of reflection on the part of the

Christian believer upon the essence and the foundations of his faith.

To such theological reflection especially Hebrews and the Epistle of

Barnabas bear witness.

The problem arose from the simple fact that Hellenistic Chris-

tianity had taken over the Old Testament and acknowledged its

authority but at the same time denied the validity of the Old Testa-

ment Law for Christians. How was this denial to be backed up?
How was the Law, which after all was a basic portion of the author-

itative book of revelation, to be interpreted?

2. The Torah-free attitude of Hellenistic Christianity is by no

means simply a result of Paul's struggle against the "Judaizers," and

much less was his defense of freedom from the Law either then or

later the only one in force. Side by side with his solution of the

problem, other possibilities not only existed but were realized in

practice. A survey of these possibilities comes down far beyond the

time of Paul and must do so. For it is clear that all these possibili-

ties were present from the beginning in the historical situation; the

scantiness of the sources makes it impossible to say where and how
soon they were realized. And it is not only possible but probable

that later attested ideas were being presented before and during

Paul's time. The meaning and importance of Paul's teaching on the

Law can be recognized and appreciated only after a survey of all the

possibilities has been made. The most important types of possibility

are the following:

a. Radical Gnosticism. Gnosticism is not a phenomenon that first

appeared within the Christian Church. It cannot be described as a

speculative Christian theology under the influence of Greek philo-

sophical tradition. It is not properly regarded as the "acute Hellen-

ization" of Christianity, as Harnack in his time supposed. It has its

roots in a dualistic redemption-religion which invaded Hellenism

from the orient. Seen as a whole, it is a phenomenon parallel or
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competitive to the Christian religion. Each of these movements, the

Gnostic and the Christian, influenced the other in many ways, but

of that we shall have to speak later on. At any rate, there was very

soon a Christian Gnosticism which, in its radical form, completely

rejected the Old Testament, thus constituting the most" extreme of

the possibilities to be surveyed; that is why it is here named first.

Here the God of the Old Testament, creator of the world and

giver of the Law, is distinguished from the God of Christian faith,

the God of redemption whose revealer is Christ. In this, too, many
differentiations are possible, depending upon whether in a particular

case the Old Testament God is considered a being subordinate to

the highest God, following His intentions, though with limited

power, wisdom, and mercy, or whether He is thought of as a being

inimical to the highest God, self-impelled and disobedient, the very

Satan himself. The Old Testament with its Law is, accordingly,

either an antiquated proclamation by a subordinate god or it is a

Satanic law. In either case, it is no longer valid for the Christian.

The practical consequence that is then drawn from such a view can

be a libertinistic ethic, but not inevitably; for such a view also con-

tains the possibility of an ascetic ethic.

b. The Epistle of Barnabas. This not definitely dateable docu-

ment, certainly written after 70 a.d. and before 140 and very likely

after 100, deals thematically with the problem of the Old Testament

and claims to teach the right understanding of it which has at last

been made available to Christian faith or to Christian "gnosis"

(knowledge). For the Jews—this is its author's thesis—completely

misunderstood it: "an evil angel misinstructed (eooqpitEv) them"

(9:4; cf. 10:9). Israel never had a covenant with God; for when
Moses came down from Sinai with the tables of the Law and saw

the people fallen into the sin of idolatry he smashed the tables "and

so their covenant was broken in order that the covenant of Jesus the

Beloved should be sealed in our hearts in the hope of our faith in

him" (4:6-8; cf. 13-14). How then is the Old Testament to be

understood? Allegorically. By this method two things are to be

found in the Old Testament. The first is ethical instruction; that is

how the cultic and ritual commandments are to be interpreted. The
law of circumcision means circumcision of the heart (ch. 9); the

unclean beasts that are not to be eaten mean evil men with whom
one is not to associate (ch. 10), and so on. And, second, the Old
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Testament contains predictions of Christ and Christian salvation

(ch. 5-8). Both in cultic laws and in narratives (e.g. the 318 serv-

ants of Abraham, 9:8) the author finds the cross of Christ foretold;

he reads out of the ancient texts the proclamation of the gospel

(8:3), the return of Christ (7:9), the future glory of the faithful

(6:16flF.), and so forth.

The real problem of the Law as the way of salvation—i.e. the

problem of legalism, the problem of good works as the condition

for participation in salvation—escaped the author. "The ordinances

of the Lord" (8ixaid)[xaTa xx^qiou, 2:1, 10:11, 21:1) have taken the

place of the laws of the Old Testament. These constitute "the new

law of our Lord Jesus Christ" (2:6), described, however, as "being

without the yoke of necessity"—but this description is applied only

in one direction: This law requires no "man-made sacrifice."

c. The Epistle to the Hebrews. For it the Old Testament as a

whole is prediction of Christ and his work. Christ himself speaks in

the Old Testament (2:12f., cf. Ps. 22:23, Is. 8:17f.; 10:5-7, cf. Ps.

40:7-9). Christ was pre-depicted in Moses as the one "faithful in

all God's house" (3:1-6), and in Melchizedek as the high priest

(7:1-10). But the author's chief interest is in the interpretation of

the Old Testament cult. He has in common with Barnabas the

method of allegorical interpretation; but in contrast to him the

author to the Hebrews is certain that the Old Testament laws once

were in force in their literal sense, which only Christ has abolished.

"A former commandment is set aside because of its weakness and

uselessness" (7:18). But why was the always weak and useless Law
of the Old Testament ever given at all, then? Because it contained

"the shadow of the good things to come, not the essence of these

things themselves" (10:1 tr.); it typifies and presages what will per-

fectly appear in Christ. For "the Law appoints men in their weak-

ness as high priests, but the word of the ( divine ) oath, which came

later than the Law, appoints a Son who has been made perfect for-

ever" (7:28). Christ's sacrificial blood accomplishes what the blood

of the Old Testament sacrifice could not (9:15-28).

Just why all this prefiguration of Christ's deed of salvation, which

no one in the time before Christ could understand, should have been

instituted at all, it would probably be fruitless to ask the author in

his satisfaction over his interpretation.

Nor did he any more than Barnabas reflect over the real problem
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of legalism. He does not mention the ethical commandments of the

Old Testament; but he repeatedly emphasizes that Christians much
more than Jews, or Israel, must beware of all "transgression" and

"disobedience," since an incomparably sterner judgment will befall

erring Christians than erring Jews (2:2f., 10:28f., 12:25). It is sig-

nificant of the author's own legalistic manner of thinking that he

rejects the possibility of a second repentance (6:4ff. ).

d. I Clement. This letter was written in 95 or 96 a.d. from the

Roman Church to the Corinthian. The problem we are discussing

does not seem to exist for its author; rather he quite naively claims

the Old Testament as a Christian book. He assumes as a matter of

course that the cultic and ritual laws of the Old Testament are no

longer valid. On one occasion he offers a Hellenistic idea as the

reason for this: "The Sovereign (= God) ... is in need of nothing:

he asks nothing of anyone, save that confession of sin be made to

him" (52:1). Yet he also assumes that the cultic laws were once a

valid ordinance of God. They serve him as an analogy to the regu-

lations of the Christian Congregation (40, 41). He has no need of

allegory. Only once does he use this art—when he interprets the red

thread which Rahab the harlot hung on the house as a sign to the

Israelites to mean the blood of Christ (12:7f. ). Rather, the knowl-

edge" (yvooaig, 40:1, 41:4) that he possesses is the art of making the

Old Testament useful for practice and edification. For Christians it

is the book of ethical models. It furnishes the "patterns" and

"models," to be imitated by Christians, of the "commandments and

ordinances of the Lord" (or "which are given us by God," 2:8, 58:2,

etc.).

And the author knew Romans and I Corinthians! But he does

not sense the Pauline problem of legalism. Like Paul (Rom. 4:7),

he quotes Ps. 32: If., "blessed are those whose iniquities are for-

given," etc. (50:6f.), but Paul's query, "Is this blessing pronounced

only upon the circumcised or also upon the uncircumcised," is far

from occurring to him. He perceives no difference between the Old

Testament and the gospel, and still less any contrast. To him "faith"

is a virtue among others; for instance, hospitality: "because of faith

and hospitality" Abraham was given a son in old age (10:7) and

Rahab the harlot was saved (12:1).

e. Ptolemy to Flora. This is a letter written by Ptolemy (140-

160 in Rome), a pupil of Valentinus, to a lady to instruct her in the
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right understanding of the Old Testament Law. According to him,

it falls into three parts: 1. the legislation of God; 2, the legislation of

Moses (to it is reckoned, for instance, the law of divorce, which

really is not allowed according to God's commandment, but which

Moses—as the author knows from Mt. 19 :6ff.—permitted on account

of man's hard-heartedness ) ; 3. the decrees of the elders, who—as the

author says, echoing Mt. 15:3ff.—by their "traditions" set aside the

Law of God. Therefore, "that whole Law contained in the penta-

teuch of Moses was not legislated by One." But even "that one

part, the Law of God Himself, is divided into three," viz.: 1. the

pure and perfect moral law which Jesus did not abolish but ful-

filled, the decalogue; 2. the law mixed with evil, such as that of retal-

iation, which Jesus did abolish; 3. the ceremonial law whose spiritual

meaning Jesus revealed; it is to be understood allegorically and it

requires not ritualistic but ethical conduct. Nevertheless, the god

who gave this three-fold Law is not the highest God, but a being

standing between Him and the devil; this middle-god is not to be

called "perfect," though he is to be called "righteous."

In this moderate Gnosticism of Ptolemy there is a curious com-

bination of historical criticism and critical analysis of the content.

But the latter is not oriented to the gospel but to the ideal of a

spiritual ethic, and the problem of the way to salvation, or the

problem of legalism, is not raised here either.

f. Justin Martyr. In his Dialogue with Trypho the Jew, the

apologete Justin (ca. 100-165 a.d. ) deals with the problem of the

Old Testament in a way that later became the typical view of the

Church. He, too, divides the Old Testament Law into three parts,

but distinguishes them only as to content, not according to both

content and history as Ptolemy did: 1. The eternal moral law: "what

is by nature good and godly and righteous" or "what is universally,

naturally, and eternally good" (both, 45: 3f.) or "that which is

always and universally just" and is acknowledged as such "by every

race of mankind" (93: If.; cf. also 67:10). This moral law was not

abolished by Christ, the "new law-giver" (14:3, 18:3; Christ himself

is called "the new law and the new covenant" at 11:4), but he

summed up its content in the double commandment of love to God
and to one's neighbor (93). 2. The prediction of Christ ("but some
injunctions . . . were mentioned in reference to the mystery of

Christ," 44:2), which is to be derived by allegory. Thus, the Pass-
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over lamb, of course, means Christ, whose two "comings" are fore-

told in the two goats of the Day of Atonement (40: Iff.); the twelve

bells, which according to Justin were part of the high-priest's regalia,

mean the twelve apostles (42:1); physical circumcision symbolizes

the "true circumcision," "by which we are 'circumcised' (cut off)

from error and wickedness," and which Christians have received in

baptism (41:4, 43:2, 92:4). 3. The cultic and ceremonial law in its

original and (for "Israel," or "the Jews") still valid sense. It was

given the Jews by God, in part "for a sign," viz. to set apart this

people from all others and protect it from idolatry (16:2, 19:6,

23:5), but in part—because the people were rebellious and disobe-

dient—to discipline and exhort it day by day (18:2, "on account of

your transgression and the hardness of your hearts"; cf. 22:11, 43:1;

20:1, "in order that in your eating and drinking you might have God

before your eyes"; cf. 92:4). For Christians, of course, the law in

this sense is abolished (see, e.g. 43:1).

It is apparent that Justin did not attack the problem of legalism,

either. He, too, quotes (141:2) Ps. 32:2: "Blessed is he to whom the

Lord shall not reckon sin," and goes on: "that is, having repented

of the sins that he may receive remission (of his transgressions)

from God"—an exegesis which does not rise above the Old Testa-

ment-Jewish view,

3. If one keeps in mind this range of possibilities and adds to

them what is incidentally said on this theme in early Christan liter-

ature, this is the resulting picture:

a. The Old Testament Law is regarded as abolished so far as it

contains cultic-ritual demands. It is not the sacrificial cult that pro-

cures God's grace, nor is it the law of cleanliness that makes clean.

The usual means of coming to terms with the cultic and ritual law

is allegory, which in part interprets this law as a disguise of the

moral law (Barnabas, Ptolemy, and, sometimes, Justin), in part as

prediction of Christ (Barnabas, Justin). A special variety of this

interpretation is also that of Hebrews, which understands the Old

Testament cult as "the shadow of the good things to come." Yet

even when the divine origin of the Law is not contested—as it was

in Gnosticism—the opinion as to what meaning the Law had for the

past, varies. Though according to Barnabas the Jews had never

understood it, for Hebrews, as for I Clem, and Justin, it had once

been in force in all seriousness.
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But the question now is whether this abolition is understood as

only the nullification of an old cult and ritual or as the complete

abolition of cult and ritual as the way to salvation. This question

was nowhere clearly put, it is true, but it is clear that everywhere—

and especially in Hebrews—the idea is given up that God's grace

must or can be won by humanly offered sacrifices; and that led by

implication to the insight that the Church does not need persons of

special quality ( i.e. priests ) to mediate between it and God. Christ's

sacrifice made God's grace operative once and for all, and he Is the

high priest of the Congregation (Heb. 2:17, 3:1, 4:14, 5: Iff., 7: Iff.,

I Clem. 36:1, 61:3, 64, Ign. Phild. 9:1, Pol. Phil. 12:2). The Congre-

gation itself is a "holy," a "royal priesthood" (I Pet. 2:5, 9, Rev. 1:6,

5:10); it offers God "spiritual sacrifices" (I Pet. 2:5), and one and

all are urged to "present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and

acceptable to God, which is your spiritual presentation of sacrifice"

(Rom. 12:1 tr.). "To visit orphans and widows in their affliction

and to keep oneself unstained from the world," according to Jas.

1:27, is "religion that is pure and undefiled before God and the

Father." True sacrifice is the praise of God offered by the Congre-

gation of those who bear His name, and, along with that, doing

good and sharing what one has (Heb. 13:15f.; cf. Justin dial. 117:2).

Hence the Congregation needs no cultic building, for it is itself the

temple of God (§ 10, 4). The individual likewise can be described

as the temple of God in which the Holy Ghost or God Himself

dwells, and which he—by his ethical conduct—must keep clean

(I Cor. 6:19, Barn. 4:11: "Let us become spiritual, let us become a

perfect temple for God"; Ign. Eph. 15:3). For this conception it

makes no substantial difference whether "the body" (I Cor. 6:19)

or "the heart" (Barn. 6:15, 16:7-10) or even "the flesh" (II Clem.

9:3, Ign. Phld. 7:2) is specified as the "temple"; the meaning remains

the same since all the figure intends to do is to emphasize the

demand of spiritual worship of God and ethical purity.

These ideas are specifically Christian insofar as they are the

positive counterpart of the rejection of sacrificial worship.

Taken by themselves they are not specifically Christian. For
the Old Testament already knows the concept of spiritual sacri-

fice and so does Judaism, which, especially after the temple cult

had ceased with the destruction of Jerusalem, had further devel-

oped out of earlier origins the "theory of equivalence," accord-
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ing to which the former place of sacrifice is taken by other acts,

especially prayer and charity. Spiritualization of cultic con-

cepts is still more prevalent in Hellenism, both Gentile and

Jewish. That man—especially his soul—is a temple of God, is

said by the Stoics and in their footsteps by Philo; and the Her-

metic writer (Corp. Herm. I: 31; XIII 18f., 21) also knows that

to worship the deity with prayers of praise is to worship with

"spiritual sacrifices" (Xoyixai ^aiai; cf. Rom. 12:1).

Still, will this position of non-cultic worship be consistently

maintained? Will not the worship of Jesus Christ as "Lord" take on

cultic character? Are not baptism and eucharist in the nature of the

case congregational acts with cultic character? And will this char-

acter not expand and draw far-reaching consequences after it

( §§ 12, 13)? Another possible point from which a cult could develop

lies in the working out of an "order" of worship for the Christian

Congregation. For the exhortation, "We ought to do all things in

order," I Clem. 40-42, appeals to the Old Testament with its order-

ing of the cult which commands that "sacrifices and services be

celebrated not in just any fashion or in a disorderly way but at fixed

times and hours." Therefore, "let each one of us ... be well pleasing

to God in his own rank, with a good conscience, not transgressing

the fixed norm of his cultic service (tfji; XeiTOVQY^ct? autoO), with all

dignity (ev 0E\iv6xr\xi) ." Here the way for a specifically cultic order

to develop is more definitely prepared than in the exhortation of

Paul that in the meetings of the Congregation "all things should be

done decently and in order" (I Cor. 14:40), for the concern of

I Clem, is for the authority of the "bishops" (and "deacons"), the

official leaders of Christian worship. Thus the question arises: Will

the office of priest develop anew in the Christian Congregation?

b. The Old Testament in its entire extent is generally regarded

as a hook of predictions, which in Christ are partly already fulfilled,

and partly proceeding toward fulfilment. The method of interpret-

ing the Old Testament in this way—the use of allegory, that is—is

everywhere the same. It is not specifically Christian, but was taken

over from Judaism, especially from its Hellenistic branch, which in

turn had taken it over from Greek Hellenism, where, especially

among the Stoics, it had been developed as a method of interpreting

the old mythology and the old poets, such as Homer. In the present

context it does not matter whether the allegorical sense of a text was
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regarded as its only meaning or as a deeper meaning existing side by

side with the literal one. In this context the distinction can also be

ignored between allegory (the art of finding prediction or deeper

truths of any sort in the wording of Scripture) and typology (the

interpretation of persons, events, or institutions of the past as fore-

shadowing prototypes). But the decisive question is whether the

meaning of the Old Testament to the Christian Congregation is

exhausted in being a book of oracles. Insofar as it is understood in

that way, it furnished the Church a means—an effective one in that

day—of polemic and defense in the battle against and the competi-

tion for Jews and Gentiles, and hence is at the same time a means of

strengthening its own security. But does that not shift the real basis

for the power of the gospel message and for the Christian's own
security by putting a faith in the letter in place of the genuine faith

which seizes the word of God's grace addressed to one's conscience

and self-understanding—seizes it on the basis of having been in-

wardly conquered by it and not on the basis of rational proofs?

Or will the proof of prophecy play an historically inevitable and

dangerous but still subordinate role? And will the real significance

of the Old Testament for the Christian Congregation, then, be that

it keeps alive in the Church the consciousness of being the eschato-

logical Congregation, the goal of a history guided by God? It is the

question of the Church-concept (§10, 1) over again: Will the

Church understand itself to be an organization constituted by the

joining together of individuals on the basis of their common under-

standing of general truths and of common practical goals? Or will

it understand itself as the "People of God" which is "called" by God's

deed in Christ? For Gentile Christianity, the danger of regarding

itself as a Jewish sect will not be great. But all the greater for it will

be the danger of conceiving itself simply as a "new religion" in con-

tradistinction to the heathen and to the Jews, a new religion resting

upon progress in knowledge of God. This danger can be avoided by

the continuing possession of the Old Testament, since it teaches an

understanding of God according to which God deals with men in

history and man becomes aware of God and of his own nature not

by free-soaring thought but by historical encounter. For to the Old

Testament God is not cosmic law, available to thought and investi-

gation, but the God who reveals himself in the course of history.

The possession of the Old Testament will, therefore, be a counter-
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balance against the ideas of "natural theology"
( § 9, 2 ) which soon

came pushing in. The idea that God reveals Himself in what He
does will be kept, thanks to the Old Testament, and in that idea the

possibility of understanding the person of Jesus and his cross will be

present. For it is also out of this idea that an understanding can and

must be reached of what eschatological occurrence is, if this is to be

anything more than merely mythological in character. Insofar as the

idea of prediction and fulfilment—even though in primitive form-

includes within itself the knowledge of a meaning and goal of history

that transcends historical occurrence, it is one of the factors that

preserves to the Church the consciousness of being a called-in-

history, history-transcending, eschatological Congregation. But that

means at the same time in the fact of possessing the Old Testament,

the Church is also confronted with the theological problem of reason

and revelation.

c. So far as the Old Testament contains ethical commandments

or permits such to be read out of it by the help of allegory, its author-

ity remains uncontested and valid—except in radical Gnosticism. Its

validity in this direction can only be strengthened the more by the

authoritative words of Jesus handed down within the Church, and

these at the same time lend a unified direction and a clear meaning

to the manifold ethical precepts of the Old Testament by causing

them to be understood from the standpoint of the master-command-

ment of love (Rom. 13:8-10, Gal. 5:14, down to Justin dial. 93; see

above in 2f.). Indeed, it was possible for the ethical command-

ments of the Old Testament and the sayings of Jesus to enter into

combination with the demands of Greek (especially Stoic) ethics

and the bourgeois morality of Hellenism. For there are heathens

who "do by nature what the Law requires," because, as their con-

science testifies, they bear "what the Law requires written on their

hearts" (Rom. 2:14f. ). Hence the Greek notion of "virtue" (ctQETri)

very early creeps into Christian parenesis (Phil. 4:8, II Pet. 1:5,

II Clem. 10:1, Herm. mand. 1:2; VI 2, 3; XII 3, 1; sim. VI 1, 4; VIII

10, 3; of. also 9, 2). Just as Paul had aheady taken over Hellenistic

catalogues of virtues and vices—in which, of course, he was not the

pioneer, as Hellenistic Judaism shows—so the deutero-Pauline liter-

ature takes over the Hellenistic-Stoic scheme of the "Haustafeln"

(tables of household duties), and in the pastorals the ideal of Chris-

tian living is often described in accord with the bourgeois ideal of
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uprightness current in the Greek world and is couched in the terms

used in sepulchral and honorary inscriptions.

Nevertheless, the virtue-concept does not become the dominant

idea in Christian parenesis; and that also means that it is not the

concept of "the ideal" that determines Christian ethics. Rather, what

remains determinative is the idea that the demand of God is the

good—that man is responsible to God and must give an accounting

for his deeds before the judgment seat of God. To substantiate this

insight the Church does not, it is true, first appeal to the Old Testa-

ment, still it is constantly kept awake by the Old Testament so that

the possession of the Old Testament is a counterbalance against nat-

ural morality, as it is against natural theology; ethics remains the-

onomous. The conversion of a heathen to Christianity does mean

emancipation from "idolatry" and the fear in his life, but not from

the claim of God upon him, which on the contrary is intensified to

the uttermost.

But then the question arises: How is the relation between God's

demanding will and the grace of God proclaimed by the gos-

pel understood? The very fact that the Old Testament was taken

over could not help becoming dangerous by promoting the concep-

tion that obedience to God's demand for good deeds is the condi-

tion for participation in salvation—i.e. that the good deed is to be

understood as a meritorious work. Describing the divine demand as

a "law of liberty"
(
Jas. 1:25, 2:12) as a "new law of the Lord" (Barn.

2:6) or as "the commandments and ordinances of the Lord" (I Clem.

2:8, 58:2, Bam. 2:1, 10:11, 21:1) has not basically changed any-

thing in regard to Jewish legalism, if this "new law" or these "com-

mandments and ordinances" have the character of a way to salva-

tion. It is as a second Moses that Christ appears when he is called

the "new law-giver" (Justin dial. 14:3, 18:3) or when he is himself

called "the law and word" (Kerygma Petri 1), "law of God" (Herm.

sim. VIII 3, 2) or "the new law and the new covenant" (Justin dial.

11:4). Indeed, the question is raised: Has not the situation of Chris-

tians become much more responsible and dangerous than that of the

devout men of the Old Testament and Judaism? Does not a much
more severe judgment await them because they have received the

grace of God (Heb. 2:2f., 10:28f., 12:25)?

But wJmt does grace mean then? In what does the salvation con-

ferred in Christ consist? Only in the remission of sins committed
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before baptism, with the result that after baptism the behever must

depend upon his own works (Heb. 6:4-6)? The problem of sins

committed after baptism becomes a burning one, and it is not fun-

damentally solved when Hermas considers himself authorized on

the basis of a divine revelation to proclaim the possibility of a second

repentance, which however is irrevocably the last. But Hebrews
and Hermas remain isolated voices in this matter. For Paul and the

earliest period in general, the problem does not arise because of the

expectation of the near End; but when the problem has become
visible the generally prevailing conception comes to be that the

grace of God which became effective in Christ remains in effect,

and hence that Christians in their transgressions can and must be

constantly called to repentance (Rev., I-H Clem., Ign., Justin; cf.

II Tim. 2:25, II Pet. 3:9, Did. 10:6, 15:3). Though in view of Christ

Christian confidence in the forgiving grace of God is incomparably

more certain than the Old Testament-Jewish trust in the effective-

ness of repentance, still that does not yet mean a fundamental dif-

ference from the Old Testament and Judaism until the relation

between God's demand—or the obedient doing of the good and the

grace of God is defined anew. Does the forgiving grace of God
only supplement the human deed? Or is there no such thing as

human doing of the good until God's prevenient grace makes it

possible? The problem can also be formulated as that of the rela-

tion between a mans deed which wins God's approval and a man's

faith which seizes the proffered grace of God. Is the faith which

accepts the gospel and leads to joining the Congregation understood

as only the first act of Christian conduct, or as the attitude which

permeates and rules the whole Iffe of the Christian? Does it remain

present only as knowledge of the object of faith, especially as knowl-

edge that the one God exists, so that knowledge can be distinct from

love (I Cor, 8: Iff., 13:2) or so that it can be said, "Even the demons
believe . . . and shudder" (Jas. 2:14)? Or so that it can be asked,

"What good does it do ... if a man says he has belief but has not

works? Can belief save him?" (Jas. 2:14 tr. )? Or so that it can be

said of Abraham that he was not justified by belief alone, but only

because "his belief was completed by his works" (Jas. 2:21f. tr, )?

Or will a new obedience be founded upon the very gift of grace, so

that grace and faith become the forces that determine all of life?

The answer to this question is given in one direction by the Pauline
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doctrine of justification by faith alone, and in another by the rise of

the ecclesiastical institution of penance. The basis of the problem

Augustinianism versus Pelagianism is already present in the early

days of Christianity.

f^^
§ 12. Lord and Son of Cod

1. That the Christian congregations into which the baptized had

united themselves in the Hellenistic world met for services of wor-

ship needs no explanation—neither where they were congregations

grown out of synagogue-congregations, nor where they were congre-

gations mainly or entirely of Gentile origin. But to what extent are

these meetings and the services held in them to be termed cultic in

the strict sense? That depends upon the definition of cult. We ven-

ture a definition in three parts: 1. Cult means human action—espe-

cially sacrifice, but also other acts—which influences the deity, dis-

poses Him graciously toward the congregation, and makes His

power effective for it. 2. This action takes place at fixed, holy times,

in a holy place, and according to holy rules or rites. 3. This action

is performed by persons of special quality, priests, who mediate

between the deity and the congregation; or, in case the congrega-

tion participates more than just passively, the action is led by such

persons. If that is what cult means, then the meetings and services

of the Christian Congregation obviously cannot he termed originally

cultic. For in Christian worship of this period there is neither sac-

rifice nor priest, nor is it bound to holy places or times (§11, 3a).

As in the synagogue services the "word" must at first have domi-

nated the service of the mission congregations, both the preached

word, which could be spoken by anyone who had the gift and felt

himself called thereto, and the word of prayer and song whether

uttered by individuals or by the whole congregation. In many con-

gregations preaching probably consisted in the exegesis of words

of scripture, and, at least in the congregations that had grown out

of the synagogue, the reading of a passage from the Old Testament

must have been a regular constituent of congregational worship,

though it cannot be assumed to have been so in all congregations.

For at first it was simply impossible for many congregations to get

possession of an Old Testament—a whole one, especially. But prob-

ably early and everywhere apostolic writings and gospels along with
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Jewish apocalypses that had undergone Christian revision either

took the place of the Old Testament or supplemented it.

Public reading ( in these cases probably from Old Testament
scripture) is explicitly attested in I Tim. 4:13, II Clem. 19:1 and
indirectly at Mk. 13:14 (= Mt. 24:15). Public reading of apos-

tolic writings is mentioned in I Thess. 5:27, Col. 4:16, Rev. 1:3.

According to Justin Apol. I 67, 3, "the memoirs of the apostles"

(i.e. gospels) "or the writings of the prophets" are publicly read.

Although in the Hellenistic world Christian and Jewish worship

services are a peculiar phenomenon in being services of the "word,"

still it can not be said that the cultic has been completely eliminated

from them; it is only strongly reduced. Sacrifice, it is true, is entirely

missing, and in the apostolic and post-apostolic period the Lord's

Supper is not yet by any means understood as a sacrifice; for the

description of the eucharist as "sacrifice" (Did. 14) or of those

administering it as "offering gifts" (I Clem. 44:4) is figuratively

meant. Neither is there any priest in the Christian congregational

meetings; nor, according to both Did. 7 and Justin Apol. 61, is bap-

tism administered by specially qualified persons. But if the intent

of cultic action is to bring about the presence of the deity for the

celebrating congregation, then this intent is fulfilled in Christian

services of worship, too, and the congregation's action or attitude

in which God becomes present, must then also be termed cultic—

though there may well be this distinction: that the act and attitude

of worship in the Christian Congregation do not first summon the

deity before He is there, but rest upon God's being already present.

He is present in the Spirit by which the Congregation is conscious

of being sustained and with which its speakers feel themselves

filled {cf. I Cor. 14:25, and see § 14). But He is also present in the

word of scripture in case such is read.

The exhortation (Did. 4:1) "to remember day and night him
who speaks the word of God to thee and honor him as tlie Lord"
is backed up by this characteristic reason: "for in the place out

of which (his) Lord-ship is spoken, there the Lord is" (tr. ). If

this sentence belongs, as can hardly be doubted, to the Jewish
"catechism" which was worked into Did. 2-6, it indicates that

the synagogue service also had thoroughly cultic character. This

is also attested by the fact that the removal of the Torah-roll

from its shrine (the ark of the Torah) for the reading and its
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replacement after the reading were solemn liturgical acts. The
Numen praesens (divine presence) is embodied in the Torah-

roll.

Furthermore, the concept of cultic action must not be too nar-

rowly restricted. It is not limited to sacrifice and ritual acts, but also

includes the recitation of holy texts, prayers first of all, and the sing-

ing of hymns—in a word, what we are accustomed to call liturgy.

Now, it is true, we are not able to say how soon in Gentile Christian

Congregations prayers and songs—or rather, an arrangement of such

into an order of worship—achieved fixed liturgical form; but it will

be shown that it was at any rate quite early. Besides, the free prayer

or song of the individual also achieves a special character within the

framework of the congregational celebration—precisely a cultic char-

acter. And though the young Christian Church knows neither a

holy place nor holy times, purely practical reasons demand the

choice of definite places and regular times; and that these gradually

acquire the quality of cultic "holiness" is illustrated by the history

of Sunday.

Whether Paul already knows Sunday as the day for congre-

gational worship is not made certain by I Cor. 16:2 (cf. Acts

20:7). At any rate, it soon became that; and when, as such, it

is called Lord's (Day), xuoiaxY] (fiuEQa), (Rev, 1:10, Did. 14:1,

Ign. Mg. 9:1) and when the seer. Rev. 1:10, receives his revela-

tion on that day, that in itself shows that as a day it possesses a

special quality, even if its choice as the "eighth day" (Barn.

15:9) should have been due originally only to contrast with

Jewish custom ( like the choice of the Christian fast-days. Did.

8:1). Its distinction among the days is given a justification as

cultic acts are, out of the history of salvation: it is the day on
which Jesus "rose from the dead and having appeared ascended
into heaven" (Barn. 15:9, Ig. Mg. 9:1). In the course of time,

then, the sabbath laws of the Old Testament are transferred to

the Lord's Day, and it has completely become a "holy" day.

2. It is taken for granted that the deity whose presence is be-

lieved and experienced in the congregational gatherings of Chris-

tians, whose word is heard, and to whom prayers are offered, is the

one true God to whom the heathen have been converted from their

"idols." The same thing is attested by the prayers and doxologies at

Rev. 4:8, 11; 7:12; ll:17f.; 15:3f.; 19:lf.; 7f., and by the long congre-
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gational prayer in I Clem. 59-61. But as in Rev. 5:13, 7:10, the

praise of God and the "Lamb" sounds forth, and as in Rev. 11:15,

12:10, "God and his Christ" are praised, so the closing formula of

I Clem. 61:3 reads, "we praise thee through the high priest and
guardian of our souls, Jesus Christ, through whom be glory to thee

. .
." That means that Christ, too, has become a cultically worshiped

figure present in the cult, and for the eschatological Congregation

that is the really distinctive thing. For according to Phil. 2:10f., the

saving occurrence accomplished in Christ has for its goal, "that at

the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth

and under the earth and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is

Lord, to the glory of God the Father."

This is the distinctive feature of the eschatological Congregation

in Hellenistic Christianity, for in it for the first time Jesus Christ

figures not only as the eschatological savior but also as the cultically

worshiped "Lord" (§ 7, 5). In place of the titles "Son of Man" and
"Christ" (= messianic king), which are dying out, there appears in

the Hellenistic congregations the title "Kyrios" Lord.

It is highly improbable that the title "Kyrios" as applied to

Jesus is derived from the LXX, in which it is the usual transla-

tion for Yahweh. Rather, vice versa, the already accepted des-

ignation of Jesus as Kyrios made it possible for utterances of the

LXX involving Kyrios to be transferred to him. But it is true

that by this process the figure of Jesus as Kyrios increased in

content and weight (cf., for instance, the application of Is.

45:23 to Christ in Phil. 2:11; of Is. 40:13 in I Cor. 2:16; of Jer.

9:22f. in II Cor. 10:17; of Ex. 34:34 in II Cor. 3:16). Neither is

the transfer of the Kyrios-title to Jesus to be understood as a

counterpart to its use in the ruler-cults, or at least not pri-

marily, although the adjective y.vQia-KOC, (dominical) may have

been taken over from it. Rather, the term Kyrios used of Christ

is derived from the religious terminology of Hellenism, more
specifically from that of oriental Hellenism, in which Kyrios

was the Greek translation of typical terms in various languages

which denoted the deity as "Lord." This usage was wide-spread

in Egypt, Asia Minor, and especially in Syria, which in all prob-

ability is the land of origin of the term "the Lord" used abso-

lutely. This origin of the Kyrios-title comes clearly into view in

the antithesis of "one Lord Jesus Christ" to the "many lords" in

I Cor. 8:5f.
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Kyrios in this usage (as everywhere else except in the LXX)
is an appellative and hence requires completion by a proper

name (unless it is evident from the context) to indicate what
deity is meant. In Christianity, therefore, "J^^us Christ" is

added. Kyrios indicates the respective deity not primarily in

his divine majesty and power, but in his "master" relation to the

speaker (the corresponding term for the worshiper is "slave,"

8ovAog). With this implication it characteristically appears in

the frequent phrase "our Lord Jesus Christ" or "Christ Jesus my
Lord," Phil. 3:8 (c/. Rom. 14:4, Eph. 6:9). The fact that Kyrios

occurs so often in the New Testament without the added per-

sonal name is probably due not simply to the obviousness of the

implied addition but also to the influence of the LXX at just

that point. It comes from LXX-usage also that Christ is not only

the lord of his worshipers (or of the Church) but is "Lord of

all" (Rom. 10:12), Lord, indeed, of all the cosmic powers (Phil.

2:10f. ), "the Lord of all the cosmos" (Barn. 5:5); likewise from
the LXX comes such an expression as "the Lord of glory" ( I Cor.

2:8).

That Paul was not the first to give Christ the title "Kyrios" but

that it was already current in the Hellenistic Church before him is

to be concluded both from the way in which he takes the use of the

title for granted and from certain other observations. The Christ-

hymn in Phil. 2:6-11 was not composed by Paul for this context, but

is a quotation taken over by him, as E. Lohmeyer has shown. It is

not to be doubted that in Rom. 10:9 Paul is referring to a common
Christian confession when he writes: "If you confess with your lips

that Jesus is Lord . .
." Just this, then, is the distinctively Christian

confession: "Jesus (Christ) is Lord." As such, it is also cited at

I Cor. 12:3 as the criterion for distinguishing between spirits. And
when Paul (II Cor. 4:5) declares: "What we preach is not our-

selves, but Christ Jesus as Lord," intending thereby to legitimate

himself as a genuine apostle, it is clear that just this is held to be

the Christian message: to proclaim Christ as the Kyrios. Also the

formula derived from Joel 2:32 LXX, "those who call upon the name
of the Lord (Jesus Christ)," a formula which clearly reveals the

cultic character of the Kyrios-title, became a designation for Chris-

tians, but one which Paul had evidently found already in use ( I Cor.

1:2, II Tim. 2:22, Acts 9:14, 21; 22:16). When Jas. 2:7 (again using

an Old Testament-Jewish formula) speaks of the "good name" as
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Tiaving been called over you," this "name" is probably none other

than that of "the Lord (Jesus Christ)," as we read in Herm. sim.

VIII 6, 4: "the name of the Lord which was called over you," or as

Christians are called (sim. VIII 1, 1) "those who are called by the

name of the Lord," or (sim. IX 14, 3) "those who call upon his

name." These formulas indicate the cultic meaning of the Kyrios-

title. The name of the Lord is evidently "called upon" the believer

at baptism and at the same time his first "calling upon" the name
also takes place (Acts 22:16), but the latter is constantly repeated

in the celebrations of the congregation. And the wish expressed in

the greetings of Paul's letters is evidently also a liturgical formula

that had come down to Paul: "Grace to you and peace from God
our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." * Hence, it is conceivable

how the Christian worship-service could have been called (Acts

13:2) "worshiping the Lord (Jesus Christ, understood)."

Nevertheless, "calling upon the Lord' probably did not consist

in liturgical prayers addressed directly to Christ. So far as we see,

such prayers were preponderantly addressed to God alone; for it is

hardly permissible to regard Jn. 14:14 as testimony to liturgical

prayer by a congregation addressed to Jesus. For the period of the

ancient Church only the apocryphal acts of the apostles attest litur-

gical prayers addressed to Christ. Rather, "calling upon the Lord"

probably consisted in confessing him and in doxologies like II Tim.

4:18, I Clem. 20:12, 50:7, or like the ones oflFered to the "Lamb" in

Rev. 5:9f. and 12, and also in single, formula-like invocations like

the "Maranatha" interpreted as referring to Christ
( § 7, 5 ) , which

appears at Rev. 22:20 as "come, Lord Jesus." f Or at the close of the

epistles, where "the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ" is wished for the

readers (Gal. 6:18, Phil. 4:23, I Cor. 16:23, Rev. 22:21, I Clem. 65:2,

etc.). Also in specific cases the Kyrios was probably invoked to

intervene with his miraculous power.

A characteristic example for the last case is I Cor. 5:3-5,

where Paul instructs the congregation to deliver to Satan the

miscreant who is to be excluded. This is to happen, Paul says,

"in the name of the Lord Jesus when you are assembled and my

* This was demonstrated by E. Lohmeyer ZNW 26 ( 1927), 162flF. by prov-

ing the divergence of this formula from the diction of Paul.

tin the table-prayer (Did. 10:6) the Coptic tradition attests the reading

"let the Lord (in place of 'grace') come," wliich is perhaps the original text.
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spirit is present with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ"; and it

makes no difference whether "in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ" be connected with "when you are assembled" or with

the following "deliver this man to Satan." In either case the

invocation of the "name of the Lord" is to make his "power"
eflfective in the congregation. The same point of view emerges

in the legendary story of Acts 1:24. The Kyiios is implored to

indicate by lot the right man to take the place among the twelve

left vacant by Judas.

Related in content to the invocation of the "name of Christ"

(I Cor. 5:3-5) is the use of the "name" for exorcism and miracu-

lous deeds in general. Perhaps the earliest Church had already

used the name of Jesus as a means of exorcism ( § 7, 4 ) ; at any

rate this was done in Hellenistic Christianity, as the account of

the Jewish exorcists who wanted to profit by the power of the

"name of the Lord" (Acts 19:13-17) testify and also the edito-

rial verse Lk. 10:17, according to which the seventy on returning

to Jesus report to him, "the demons are subject to us in your

name." In the same direction Mt. 7:22 also transforms the older

tradition (Lk. 13:26f. ): "Did we not in your name . . . cast out

demons and do many mighty works in your name?" With this

the outlook of the author of Acts is consistent (3:16, 4:7, 10;

16:18). But exorcistic formulas are ordinarily derived from

liturgical material, and that this was true of the exorcistic use

of the "name" of Christ is proved by Justin's account: "For

every demon, when exorcized in the name of this very Son of

God—who is the First-born of all creation, who was born of a

virgin and became a man subject to suffering, who was cruci-

fied under Pontius Pilate . . . who died, who rose from the dead

and ascended into heaven—is conquered and subjected" (Dial.

85:2; of. 30:3, 49:8, 76:6, 121:3, 131:5). Here we see the state-

ments of the liturgical confession of faith put into the service of

exorcism. And when Justin declares (Dial. 30:3): "Thus it is

apparent to all men that his Father has given him such power
that even the demons are subjected by his name and by the dis-

pensation of the suffering that he suffered," he, of course, does

not mean that that had not been true before his, Justin's,

time.

But "calling upon the Lord" has its place in liturgy, especially in

the phrase "in his name" which accompanies prayers and doxologies

addressed to God (Eph. 5:20; cf. also 3:21; Jn. 14:13, 15:16, 16:24,
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26). Or prayers are offered to God "through him," for, as Paul says,

clearly referring to liturgical usage, "that is why we utter the Amen
through him, to the glory of God" (II Cor. 1:20). So it is through

him that thanks is given to God (Rom. 1:8, 7:25, Col. 3:17) or praise

(Did. 9:4, I Clem. 58:2, 61:3, 64, 65:2). And the formula which

occurs in the letters of Ignatius, "I greet you in the name of Jesus

Christ," probably also comes from liturgical usage (Ign. Rm. pr.,

9:3, Sm. 12:2) and presumably likewise the "appeal through the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 1:10, Rom. 15:30; cf. II Cor.

10:1). When the Kyrios-name is spoken every being must bow in

homage to the glory of God (Phil. 2:10f.).

Outside of formal, liturgical worship, prayers evidently were
said directly to Christ in the personal lives of individuals. Paul

besought "the Lord" for his own person (II Cor. 12:8) and he
prays to him for the weal of the Congregation (I Thess. 3:12;

so also in the non-Pauline II Thess. 3:3, 5, 16, where the parallel

passages in I Thess. 3:11, 5:23f. have 'God').

3. What is true of the name "Kyrios" is also true of the other

name conferred on Christ: He is the "Son of God." Whereas accord-

ing to Phil. 2:11 it is the Kyrios-name that crowns his work of salva-

tion, according to Heb. 1:4 the "more excellent name" which God
has conferred upon the exalted Christ and which lifts him above aU

angels is undoubtedly the name of "Son." Hence, Herm. sim. IX

14, 5 says, "the name of the Son of God is great and incomprehen-

sible and supports the whole world." Both names occur in the exor-

cistic formulas ( see above ) . They belong together inasmuch as Son

of God denotes the divine nature of the Kyrios which is his as a

cultically worshiped figure, and inasmuch as "Kyrios" correspond-

ingly specifies the rank and function of him who by nature is Son

of God.

The title "Kyrios" was first conferred upon Christ in the Hellen-

istic Church. But Hellenistic-Jewish Christians had brought along

the title "Son of God" embedded in their missionary message; for

the earliest Church had already called Jesus so (§7, 5). But one

must recognize that the title, which originally denoted the messianic

king, now takes on a new meaning which was self-evident to Gentile

hearers. Now it comes to mean the divinity of Christ, his divine

nature, by virtue of which he is differentiated from the human
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sphere; it makes the claim that Christ is of divine origin and is filled

with divine "power."

That this meaning of the title was the one taken for granted in

Hellenism is evident from a double fact. One part of it is that to the

mind of Hellenistic Christians the salvation-event consists precisely

in the paradoxical fact that a figure, divine by nature, appears as a

man and suffers the fate of man (of. the Christ-hymn quoted by
Paul in Phil. 2:6-11), with the result that what had been a stum-

bling-block to the earliest Church—i.e. that Christ should be subject

to, and subjected to, suffering (xQioxbg JtaOiitog)—is no longer a

stumbling-block to the Hellenistic Church, though it is a mystery

(livarriQiov). The other part of the double fact is that the problem

of how the humanity of the Son of God can be conceived becomes

troublesome, and that the reality of Christ's humanity has to be

defended (precisely for the sake of that paradox which the salva-

tion-event is ) against Gnostic heresy. While the term "Son of God"
secondarily serves to differentiate Christ from the one true God and

to indicate Christ's subordinate relation to God, it also serves—and

this is the primary thing—to assert his divinity. So it is not surpris-

ing that H Clem, begins, "We must think of Jesus Christ as God";

for Heb. 1:1-14 had already taught Christ's elevation above the

angels and described him as "the effulgence of the glory (of God)
and the very stamp of His substance" (1:3 tr.).

In describing Christ as "God" the New Testament still exer-

cises great restraint. Except for Jn. 1:1, where the pre-existent

Logos is called God, and Jn. 20:28, where Thomas reverences

the risen Christ with the exclamation, "My Lord and my God!"
this assertion is made—at least by any probable exegesis—only

in II Thess. 1:12, Tit. 2:13, II Pet. 1:1. Ignatius * on the con-

trary speaks of Christ as God as if it were a thing to be taken

quite for granted (Tr. 7:1, Sm. 1:1, 10:1); usually he says

"(Jesus Christ) our God" (Eph. pr., 15:3, 18:2, Rom. pr. twice,

3:3, Pol. 8:3). And that what concerns him is precisely that

paradox is shown by such expressions as: "incarnate God" (ev

aaQxi Yev6|i8vog Oeoc, text of GL, Eph. 7:2, "God manifested

himself as man" (Eph. 19:3), the mention of "God's blood"

Eph. 1:1), of the "passion of my God" (Rom. 6:3) or of "the

bread of God, that is, the flesh of Jesus Christ" (Rom. 7:3).

" The doxology in Rom. 9:5 is scarcely to be referred to Christ; in Jn. 1:18

and I Tim. 3:16 "God" is a secondary variant.
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That the proclamation of "Christ, the Son of God," was so under-

stood, is not to be wondered at; the figure of a Son of God was

familiar to Hellenistic ways of thinking, famihar in several varia-

tions. One among them was an inheritance from the Greek tradi-

tion, which applied the mythological idea of being begotten by a

god to men who seemed by their heroic deeds, mental accomplish-

ments, or benefactions to humanity to transcend ordinary human
proportions. The Hellenistic period knows a whole series of such

"divine men" (deloi avbgeg), who claimed to be sons of (a) god or

were regarded as such, and some of whom were also cultically wor-

shiped. In their case, there is no emphasis, or almost none, on the

paradoxicality of the divine appearing in human form; moreover,

this was no problem at all to Greek thinking in general, for which

every man's soul is a divine entity. Hence, here the interest lies not

in the (paradoxical) fact of the divine son's humanity but in the

content of his life ((3iog) marked by miracles and other divinely

conferred phenomena. Another variation was the conception of

divine sonship which was common in oriental Hellenism as an inher-

itance from old oriental mythology: the idea of son-divinities, upon

whom cultic worship was bestowed and who were regarded as

saviors. About such divinities, worshiped in "mysteries," their myths

related that they had suffered the human fate of death but had risen

again from death. But according to the belief of their worshipers,

the fate of these divinities establishes a salvation which is imparted

to those who experience with the deity his death and resurrection in

the rites of the mysteries. Akin to these divine figures, whose origin

lies in ancient vegetation-gods, is the figure of the "Redeemer" in the

Gnostic myth—whatever historical connections may underly this kin-

ship—to the extent that in that figure the paradox that a divine being

(a son-deity) should become man and suflFer a human fate is most

emphatically expressed.

The Gentile-Christian conception of Christ as Son of God varies

according to which tradition influences it more. The synoptic gos-

pels essentially represent the first type, inasmuch as they picture

Jesus as the Son of God who reveals his divine power and authority

through his miracles. This is a way of thinking which was also

capable of being appropriated even by such Christian thought as

was determined by Jewish tradition; this was done when it attrib-

uted the "power" in the life of the "divine man" to the divine Spirit,
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by analogy with David and the prophets. This is the vein in which

the Gospel of Mark tells its story. According to it, Jesus becomes

the Son of God by the Spirit conferred upon him at the baptism.

The same view clearly emerges in the "western" text (D it, etc.)

of Lk. 3:22, according to which the heavenly voice says, "Thou art

my son; to-day have I begotten thee." In keeping with this line of

thinking Acts 2:22 calls Jesus "a man attested ... by God with

mighty works and wonders and signs which God did through him."

But also the mythological conception of a divine son begotten by

some deity—an idea which not merely Greek tradition knows, but

which is also current in the Babylonian and especially the Egyptian

king-legend—was evidently taken over by Jewish Hellenism in

Egypt and transferred to the devout men of the Old Testament.

Hence, it is no wonder that early in Hellenistic Christianity the

legend springs up that Jesus was begotten by the Holy Spirit ( Mt.

1:20) or by the "power of the Most High" (Lk. 1:35) and was born

of a virgin. The fact that it was unknown to Paul, of course, does

not prove that it may not have been current in circles other than

Paul's even before his time. In the New Testament the virgin-birth

concept does not occur outside of Mt. 1 and Lk. 1, and the under-

standing of Son of God which underlies it was surpassed by the

second type of understanding, according to which Jesus Christ is

the pre-existent Son of God become man. Paul (like John) takes

this understanding for granted, and the pre-Pauline Christ-hymn

(Phil. 2:6-11) proves that he was not the first to introduce it into

Christian thinking. This view is also consonant with the recogni-

tion of the paradoxicality of the salvation-event; all emphasis lies

upon the fact of the humanity and the human fate of the Son of

God who became man. To this fact, the idea that Jesus proved him-

self to be God's Son in his earthly life by miracles is really contradic-

tory, as Phil. 2:6-11 clearly shows. It is correspondingly foreign to

Paul himself to conceive of Jesus' life as filled with the miracu-

lous.

But in Hellenistic Christianity these two christologies joined

together in a somewhat strained union. With the synoptic gospels

is preserved their picture of the Son of God as the wonder-worker.

In Ignatius "the virginity of Mary and her accouchement along with

the death of the Lord" constitute the "three mysteries of a cry" ( Ign.

Eph. 19:1; of. Sm. 1:1); although otherwise it is precisely Ignatius
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who emphasized the paradoxicality of the pre-existence christology

(see above).

But still a third type of the son-of-God figure must be recognized.

The son-divinity of Gnosticism often possesses not only soteriologi-

cal but also cosmological significance; indeed, this was probably its

primary meaning, and it was independently developed in mytholo-

gies and in religious-philosophical speculations like those of Philo,

whose cosmic Logos is the "son" of God, and a similar development

is found in the Hermetic writings. A parallel phenomenon is the

cosmic figure of Wisdom which had already crept into the Wisdom-

literature of the Old Testament and had become an object of specu-

lation in Judaism, especially in Hellenistic Judaism. Very early this

Logos and Wisdom speculation penetrated into Hellenistic Chris-

tianity. Aheady in I Cor. 8:6 Christ appears as he "through whom
all things ( are ) and through whom we ( exist )

," a formula in which

the cosmological and the soteriological roles of Christ are combined.

Whether Paul was the first to ascribe to Christ this cosmic role as

mediator of creation, cannot be said; the way he speaks of it as if it

were a matter of course rather inclines one to conclude that he was

not alone in doing so. The matter-of-fact way in which he terms

Christ "the likeness of God" (H Cor. 4:4) makes the same impres-

sion; for this concept belongs in the context of the cosmological

Son-of-God speculation and appears in that connection in Philo and

in the Hermetic and Gnostic literature. After Paul, this cosmologi-

cal significance of Christ is presented especially in Col. l:15ff.,

where Christ is characterized as "the image of the invisible God, the

first-born of all creation; for in him all things were created . . . and

in him all things hold together ( exist )
." Ephesians, also, knows this

speculation, but its author has turned it from cosmology to ecclesi-

ology (l:20ff. ), a change which Colossians had already begun to

make. Besides Jn. l:lff., Hebrews attests that Christ as Son of God
was regarded as a cosmic figure by others than Paul and his school;

Heb. 1:3 describes Christ as "upholding the universe by his word of

power" after having called him "the effulgence of the glory (of

God) and the very stamp of his nature," which is only a paraphrase

of the concept "image" (eIxcov). Similarly Hermas says (sim. IX

12, 2 ) : "The Son of God is older than all his creation, so that he was

the Father's counsellor of creation," behind which, of course, Prov.

8:27ff. hovers. But especially in sim. IX 14, 5, the cosmological role
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of the Son of God finds expression: "the name of the Son of God is

great and incomprehensible and supports the whole world. If then

the whole creation is supported by the Son of God . .
." The answer

to the question here begun by Hermas draws an ecclesiological con-

clusion from this cosmological premise.

i

§ 13. The Sacraments
^'

1. In the worship (the Kultus) of the congregation, the Lord

Jesus Christ is present. An individual gets into the congregation

through baptism; and that means that in this way he enters into

relation with the Lord. In all probability it was as a rite of initia-

tion into the eschatological Congregation that baptism had been

practiced in the earliest Church (§6, 3), a sacramental bath which

washes away the guilt of sin, and it was so that the missionaries had

brought it to the Hellenistic Congregations. That baptism is the

indispensable condition for admission to the Congregation and for

participation in salvation is self-evident, and is at least indirectly

expressed in Acts 4:12: "And there is salvation in no one else, for

there is no other name under heaven given among men by which we
must be saved" (supply: "than the name of Jesus Christ")—even if

the author should not here be thinking of the "Name" spoken at

baptism. According to Did. 9:5 and Justin Apol. 66:1, no unbaptized

person may participate in the eucharist, and according to Herm.

sim. IX 12, 4f. "no one shall enter the Reign of God unless he shall

have received the name of the Son of God"—i.e. been baptized. In

fact, according to sim. IX 16, even the righteous of the Old Testa-

ment can participate in salvation only after they have been bap-

tized; for this purpose, apostles and teachers after death preached

and baptized in the underworld.

As to the rite of baptism, it was normally consummated as a

bath in which the one receiving baptism completely submerged,
and if possible in flowing water as the allusions of Acts 8:36,

Heb. 10:22, Barn. 11:11 permit us to gather, and as Did. 7:1-3

specifically says. According to the last passage, it suffices in

case of need if water is three times poured on the head. The
one baptizing names over the one being baptized the name of

"the Lord Jesus Christ," later expanded to the name of the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (first attested in Did. 7:1,
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3, Justin Apol. 61: 3, 11, 13; also found in Mt. 28:19, but this is

perhaps a case of later interpolation). That the "Name" was
spoken over the person being baptized is implied by the for-

mula "baptized in (into, slg) the name" (indii-ectly attested I

Cor. 1:13, 15; directly in Acts 8:16, 19:5, Did. 9:5, Herm. sim.

Ill 7, 3; "in," 8v, in place of "into," slg: Acts 10:48; "to," ejti, Lk.

24:47—if "repentance" here implies baptism) and Acts 2:38

(cf., besides these passages which speak only of "the name of

the Lord," the passages cited above containing the trinitarian

formula); it is corroborated by the formula "the name which
has been spoken over you" (Jas. 2:7) or "over them" (Herm.
sim. VIII 6, 4), and it is explicitly stated by Justin (Ap.

61:11). In keeping with this are also the expressions "receive

the Name" ( Herm. sim. IX, 12, 4 and 8; 13, 2 and 7 ) or "bear

the Name" (Herm. sim. IX 14, 5; 15, 2). The one being bap-

tized, on his part, speaks—either just before or just after the

bath of baptism—the confession: "Jesus Christ is Lord," and
belongs thereby to "those who call upon the name of the Lord"

( § 12, 2). If the "confession" of I Tim. 6:12 made "in the pres-

ence of many witnesses" is the baptismal confession, then it is

surely to be thought of as preceding baptism. It would accord

well with this if the act of baptism was preceded by the ques-

tion and answer which O. Cullmann, Urchristentiim und Got-

tesdienst, pp. 79-88, deduces out of Acts 8:36, 10:47, 11:17, Mt.

3:14, Gospel of the Ebionites in Epiphanius 30, 31—i.e. the

question: "What is to prevent?" and the answer: "It is per-

mitted" (or "nothing prevents"). In the scarcity of sources, it

is impossible to say how early such ritual formulas developed.

At any rate, according to Justin Apol. 61, 2, baptism is preceded

by the commitment of the candidate that he "is able to live

thus" (i.e. in accordance with the teachings he has received).

Though in the earliest period baptism certainly often followed

immediately upon the conversion which had taken place under
the impression of missionary preaching (illustrated, for in-

stance, by Acts 2:41, 8:12, 16:33, 18:8), later some instruction

preceded baptism, as Heb. 6:2, Did. 7:1, Justin. Ap. 61:2,

65:1 presuppose. Since when a fast of one or two days men-
tioned by Did. 7:4, Justin Apol. 61:2 (here prayer is also men-
tioned) preceded baptism, we do not know. Neither do we
know anything definite about the ritual act of laying on of

hands, which, according to Heb. 6:2, Acts 19:5f. {cf. 8:17),

belongs to baptism; but probably this was a regular compo-
nent of it from the beginning, perhaps accompanying the speak-
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ing of the Name. It should be taken for granted that only adults

were baptized
(
Joach. Jeremias, Hat die dlteste Christenheit die

Kindertaufe geiiht? (1938), to the contrary notwithstanding).

He who performed the baptism had no distinguishing quality,

i.e. no priestly quality, see § 12, 1; only, according to Ign. Sm.

8:2, baptism is not to be permitted "without the bishop."

The meaning of baptism is determined by various factors which

in part work together, in part independently. But in every case it is

regarded as a sacrament—i.e. an act which by natural means puts

supranatural powers into effect, usually by the use of spoken words

which accompany the act and release those powers by the mere

utterance of their prescribed wording. Indeed, the sacramental act

may confine itself completely to the speaking of a word or a for-

mula. The concept "sacrament" rests upon the assumption that

under certain conditions supranatural powers can be bound to nat-

ural objects of the world and to spoken words as their vehicles and

mediators. If the conditions are fulfilled (if, for instance, the pre-

scribed formula is correctly spoken and the material is thereby

"consecrated"—i.e. laden with supranatural power), and if the act

is consummated according to the prescribed rite, then the supra-

natural powers go into effect, and the act, which apart from these

conditions would be only a purely worldly, natural one like a bath

or a meal, is itself a supranatural ceremony which works a miracle.

Though in the primitive stage of the history of religions sacramental

action can hardly be distinguished from magic, still in the course of

history the difference becomes ever greater, depending upon what

conditions must be fulfilled by those for whom the sacrament is to

be effective and upon what supranatural powers are to be put into

effect. The presupposed condition may be a specified state of the

body, or it may be a state of spiritual preparedness. The powers

may be such as only serve the enhancement of physical life, or such

as promote the life of the spirit. In the latter case, it is true, the

paradoxicality of the sacrament is increased: How can spiritual

powers be bound to material elements as their vehicles? Finally, a

sacrament can be etherealized into a symbol; then a psychological

effect results instead of a miraculous one.

It is clear that in earliest Christianity the sacrament was by no

means a symbol, but a miracle-working rite—most strikingly shown

for the sacrament of the Eucharist in I Cor. ll:29ff. (see below),
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and for baptism in I Cor. 15:29. When people have themselves bap-

tized for the dead, as they did in Corinth—i.e. when their intention

is to have the supranatural powers that the sacrament bestows made

effective for the dead—then no distinction is made between the sac-

rament and a magical act. It is of course self-evident that neither

Paul nor other Jewish-Christian missionaries introduced this prac-

tice, and it is no less understandable that it was eliminated by the

Church, though Gnostic sects still practiced it for a while. But it is

significant that Paul mentions the custom without any criticism

whatever; for the mode of thought behind it is precisely his own,

too, as it was for earliest Christian thought in general (with the

exception of John).

What is expected as the effect of baptism (corresponding to its

origin; see above) is first: Purification from one's sins, and it is sev-

eral times expressly said, from one's sins committed in the past (II

Pet. 1:9, Herm. mand. IV 3, 1, Justin Ap. 61:10). Paul undoubt-

edly means purification by baptism when after describing the sinful

heathen past of the readers he continues: "But you were washed,

but you were made holy, but you were made righteous in the name

of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God" (I Cor. 6:11).

All three verbs describe the sacramental bath of purification; and in

this series "made righteous" is not meant in the specific sense of

Paul's doctrine of justification, but, corresponding to "made holy,"

is meant in the general-Christian sense: cancellation of sin
( § 9, 4,

p. 85). The related passages also show that Paul is here presenting

the general-Christian view of baptism. In the deutero-Pauline liter-

ature such passages include: Eph. 5:26, where the purpose of

Christ's work of salvation is "that he might make her ( the Church

)

holy, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word";

or I Pet. 3:21, where baptism is interpreted as "not a removal of dirt

from the body," i.e. the bath of baptism is no external purification,

but creates the possibility (by cleansing the believer of his sins) of

"calling upon God with the consciousness of purity" (cf. Heb. 9:14,

10:2, 22). Similar passages occur in literature nearly or entirely]

independent of Paul. Since baptism takes place "for the forgiveness]

of sins" (Acts 2:38), Saul-Paul is commanded to "rise and be bap-j

tized and wash away your sins, calling upon his name" (Acts 22:16).

According to Heb. 10:22 we, as Christians, have "our hearts!

sprinkled clean from an evil conscience and our bodies washed with '
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pure water" in which "body" is separated from "heart" only for the

sake of the rhetorical parallelism of members; for the washing is, of

course, not limited to the "body," but appHes just as much to the

"heart." The "cleansing from one's old sins," II Pet. 1:9, is, of course,

the cleansing received in baptism. According to Bam. 11:11 "we go
down into the water full of sins and foulness, and we come up bear-

ing the fruit of fear in our hearts and having hope on Jesus in the

Spirit"; and according to 16:8f. we become a temple of God by "the

remission of sins" (received in baptism). "When we went downa

into the water," Hermas says (mand. IV 3, 1), "we received remis-

sion of our former sins" {cf. Justin Ap. 61:10).

With the cleansing bath of baptism the naming of "the name of

the Lord" is combined. Here a second factor joins the first, but it is

hard to say when the combination took place
( § 6, 3 ) . The calling

of the Name is not what it became in the later Church, an epiclesis,

a special prayer which summons the power of Christ into the water

to give it the ability to purify and sanctify, but is a naming of the

Name over the candidate, which imparts its power to him. Hence,

at bottom, the naming of the Name is an independent sacrament

competing with the bath of baptism. Still, since their effects more
or less coincide, their combination is understandable enough. The
meaning of this naming of the Name is first of all this: that by it the

candidate is stamped as property of the Kyrios and placed under his

protection. This is proved by the use of the term "seaV (ofp^ayis)?

which Paul clearly presupposes, for baptism.

The statement made of God in II Cor. 1:22: "he has sealed

(0q)oaYioaixEvog) us and given us his Spirit in our hearts as a

guarantee," undoubtedly alludes to baptism. Even if Paul does
not necessarily imply the actual use of the noun, "seal"

{o^iQay'iz,) for baptism, at any rate, behind the cognate verb
used by him lies the idea that did lead to this terminology in

later sources. The same is true of Eph. 1:13: "having believed

in it (sc. the gospel), you were sealed ( eaqp^aytoi^^lTe ) with the

promised Holy Spirit." But later on, in II Clem. 7:6, 8:6, Herm.
Sim. VIII 6, 3, IX 16, 3-7; 17, 4; 31, 1, the designation of bap-
tism by the noun, "seal," is perfectly familiar; furthermore, in

Hermas it is quite clear that baptism is called "seal" because it

places the one baptized under the authority and protection of

the Name; his phrase "receive the seal" (sim. VIII 6, 3, IX 16,
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3; 17, 4) is equivalent to "receive the Name" (see above, p.

134). Perhaps Judaism aheady referred to circumcision as a

"seal" before Paul did so (cf. Rom. 4:11, in which, however,

"seal" could be a mere metaphor for "ratification"; likewise in

Barn. 9:6); but that can be proved only for a later period. In

the mystery-religions, too, "seal" was a technical term for the

rite of initiation. But even though here Christian language may
possibly have been influenced from that direction, the root

meaning of the term has not died out. W. Heitmiiller
(
Neutest.

Studien fiir G. Heinrici [1914], 40-59) has demonstrated that

just as in secular use so also in sacral use the word "seal" means
the brand or trade-mark which indicates ownership and owner's

rights, and that it is in this sense that the Name serves in bap-

tism as a "seal."

The bath of baptism as a purification has a negative meaning

(cancellation of past sins), but the naming of the Name has a double

effect, both negative and positive. Negatively, it drives out evil

spirits ( widely regarded as the cause of sins ) by its exorcistic power

(see above, 2, p. 127). Positively, it puts the baptized under the

protection of the Kyrios for the future, too, and secures him against

demonic influences—and that means against sins, too, though also

against other evils. In Col. l:13f.—for this passage is probably allud-

ing to baptism—this view is clearly expressed: "He has delivered us

from the dominion of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom

of his beloved Son, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness

of sins." Likewise in Barn. 16:7f.: once our heart was a "house of

demons," but by virtue of the Name it has become a temple in which

God dwells. The fast which soon came to be associated with bap-

tism (see above) probably is connected with this view, for fasting

is a means of driving out demons (e.g., Mk. 9:29 variant).

A positive effect of baptism important for the future is that it

bestows the Holy Spirit. This also is a general-Christian view pre-

supposed by Paul when he appeals to it as a thing to be taken for

granted (I Cor. 12:13, II Cor. 1:22); also present in Eph. 1:13, 4:30

(see above). According to Tit. 3:5 baptism is a "bath of . . .

renewal (brought about) by the Holy Spirit." In baptism the Holy

Spirit is received (Acts 2:38; cf. 9:17f.), and it is in this that the

Church sees the specific difference of its baptism from that of John

(Acts 19:1-6; cf. Mk. 1:8). Water and Spirit, according to the tra-
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ditional text of Jn. 3:5, bring about re-birth. Barn. 11:9-11 presup-

poses the same view, and Herm. sim. IX 13 expounds in broad

allegory that a condition for salvation is to be clad by the twelve

virgins with their garments; these virgins are building the tower of

the Church, and Hermas interprets them as "holy spirits" and

"powers of the Son of God."

The passages, Acts 8:14-17, 10:44-48, in which the receipt of

the Spirit and baptism are not contemporaneous, are only an

apparent exception. In reality, the intent of both passages is to

teach precisely the inseparability of baptism and the receipt of

the Spirit. A baptism which does not bestow the Spirit is no
proper baptism and hence must be supplemented by the receiv-

ing of the Spirit (8:14-17). The bestowal of the Spirit by God
means that baptism must be given to the one so favored

(10:44-48).

The bestowal of the Spirit is a third factor in the meaning of

baptism. This is also recognizable in the fact that it was attached

to the special ritual act of laying on of hands—at least it is in Acts

8:17, 19:6, and presumably was from the beginning as soon as

bestowal of the Spirit was associated with baptism at all. Since

when that was the case we admittedly do not know. At any rate it

was scarcely true in the earliest Church (§6, 3), because there,

where Jewish tradition was dominant, the baptismal water-bath can

scarcely have been conceived otherwise than negatively—i.e. as a

purification. For Heb. 6:2, at any rate, the doctrine of baptism and

of the laying on of hands belongs to the matter handed down by
tradition. In its meaning the bestowal of the Spirit (by the laying

on of hands ) is more closely related to the naming of the Name than

to purification by the water-bath; and perhaps it was from the begin-

ning associated with the former rather than with the latter. It would

be in line with this that, in Eph. 1:13, 4:30, the "sealing" is described

as the work of the Spirit—i.e. in the mind of the author the naming

of the Name (= the "sealing") and the impartation of the Spirit are

identical. In fact, the driving out of demons and endowment with

the Holy Spirit are correlates; exorcistic effect is likewise attributed

to the laying on of hands, as it is to the Name. Of course, the

cooperating factors are not differentiated in the general conscious-

ness; hence, forgiveness of sin can also be connected with the nam-
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ing of the Name and "forgiveness of sins" can be said to be received

"through his name" (Acts 10:43), in which the Name is probably

used a parte potiori ( chief part for the whole ) for the baptismal act

as a whole.

But to the three interpretations of the sacrament of baptism-

purification, sealing by the Name, and bestowal of the Spirit—still a

fourth and very important one is added: Baptism imparts partici-

pation in the death and resurrection of Christ. This interpretation

undoubtedly originated in the Hellenistic Church, which understood

this traditional initiation-sacrament on analogy with the initiation-

sacraments of the mystery religions. The meaning of the latter is to

impart to the initiates a share in the fate of the cult-deity who has

suffered death and reawakened to life—such as Attis, Adonis, or

Osiris.

This interpretation, by which baptism was furnished with a

hitherto missing reference to the salvation-occmTence, is clearly a

secondary one, for the ceremony of baptism was in no wise adapted

to serve as a reproduction or dramatization of what had happened

at Jesus' death and resurrection. Jesus did not die by drowning;

neither did the earhest Church consider baptism "a drowning of the

old Adam," as Luther did. This interpretation could attach itself to

baptism only because it was, after all, the Christian sacrament of

initiation; and so it came to be explained as a Hellenistically under-

stood initiation-sacrament. Such an interpretation is foreign to Old

Testament-Jewish thinking, for it knows no cultic acts based on the

fate of the Deity and intending to bring its effect into the present,

but only such as have their basis in the history of the People. To
understand Jesus' fate as the basis for a cult, and to understand the

cult as the celebration which sacramentally brings the celebrant into

such fellowship with the cult-divinity that the latter's fate avails for

the former as if it were his own—that is a Hellenistic mystery-idea.

Correspondingly, the effect of baptism so understood is not con-

sidered to lie in purity from sins, the protection of the Kyrios, and

the bestowal of the Spirit, but in conquest over death and the acqui-

sition of life. In Rom. 6:2ff., it is true, Paul makes an effort to bring

freedom from sin into relation with the latter by teaching the reader

to understand the future resurrection guaranteed by baptism as an

already present resurrection which realizes itself in ethical conduct.

But the artificial turn of this understanding is obvious in v. 4: "We
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were buried therefore with him by baptism into death, so that as

Christ was raised from the dead . , . we too"—not: "might be raised

from the dead," as we would expect if the sentence were logical, but

"might walk in newness of life." But the explanation added in v. 5

clearly indicates the understanding to which Paul is appealing: "For

if we have been united with him in a death like his, we shall cer-

tainly be united with him in a resurrection like his." The same

relation exists between vss. 6 and 8.

Thus Rom. 6:2ff. clearly implies that Paul was not the first

to give baptism this mystery interpretation, but that it was
already current before him in Hellenistic congregations, as his

question (v. 3), "or do you not know . .
." might indicate by

itself. It is implied by the additional fact that when he intends

to explain the origin of the new ethical way of life in baptism

he does not take as his point of departure the bestowal of the

Spirit (one of its meanings), as one would expect from Rom.
8:llff. or Gal. 5:25, e.g. Instead he simply makes use of the

mystery-interpretation, which he feels free to presuppose in his

readers. Actually, Paul's own particular interpretation of bap-

tism is still another one, specifically, one determined by Gnostic

thought, that the baptized is incorporated into the "body of

Christ" (I Cor. 12:13, Gal. 3:27f.), which will be discussed

later. It is also implied, finally, by I Cor. 15:29; for what else

did this vicarious baptism for the dead, which Paul already

found in use, intend but just this: to give even those who had
died the benefit still of the life provided by Christ's resur-

rection?

The school of Paul follows his thought that the life mediated by
baptism is already at work in the present. Col. 2:12ff. does so by

saying that being "buried with him in baptism" is the basis of for-

giveness of sin and emancipation from the spirit powers. From this,

then, in 2:16ff. emancipation from cultic and ritual regulations is

deduced: "If with Christ you died to the elemental spirits of the

universe, why do you live as if you still belonged to the world?"

(2:20). It is apparent how the various motifs here flow together.

More closely connected with Rom. 6:2ff. is Col. 3: Iff.: "If then you

have been raised with Christ, seek the things that are above . . .

for you have died . .
." Similar is the use of the terminology of the

baptismal mystery in Eph. 2:5f., where, however, the idea has con-
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siderably paled. For here, though being "made alive with Christ"

and being "raised up with him" are spoken of, dying with Christ is

no longer mentioned ( rather the contrast is expressed as being "dead

through our trespasses"). But the original mystery idea reappears

(though without explicit mention of baptism) in II Tim. 2:11: "If

we have died with him, we shall also live with him." Similar to this

is the interpretation of the tower allegory in Herm. sim. IX 16, 1:

"They had need ... to come up through water that they might be

made alive. For 'they could not' otherwise 'enter into the Kingdom

of God' unless they put away the mortality of their (former) life."

This is the more clearly a reference to a traditional interpretation of

baptism as mystery thinking is otherwise foreign to Hermas. The
wide circulation of the mystery idea is also implied by such brief

allusions as the interpolation in Jn. 19:34b, 35: from the wound of

the crucified flowed (blood and) water. For the meaning is evi-

dently this: In Jesus' death lies the foundation of the sacrament (of

the Lord's Supper and ) of baptism. The same idea lies in the state-

ment of Ignatius Eph. 18:2: ".
. . who was born and baptized that

by his passion he might purify the water."

It is in harmony with the mystery interpretation of baptism that

its effect is also called re-birth, a usage which has parallels in the

mysteries. Baptism, according to Tit. 3:5, is a "bath of re-birth."

This is also the conception of the text of Jn. 3:3ff. as it has come
down to us when it speaks of being "born ( again ) by water and the

Spirit," i.e. by baptism. That is an echo of an apocryphal saying of

Jesus which Justin quotes in Ap. 61:4: "Unless you are born again

you cannot enter the Reign of God"; moreover, Justin quotes this

saying to substantiate the conception of baptism as "re-birth" (61:3,

66:1). So, according to Justin Dial. 138:2, Christians are "(a race)

regenerated by him (sc. Christ) through water, and faith, and

wood." This terminology is also echoed when I Pet. 1:3 describes

God as He "who has begotten us anew to a living hope through the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead." So Christians can be

described (1:23) as "born anew, not of perishable seed . .
." in

which fact here as in Paul lies their foundation for ethical living.

This terminology is not found in Paul, but the same idea lies in

II Cor. 5:17: "if any one is in Christ, he is a new creature"; for

"being in Christ" comes about by "being baptized into Christ" ( Gal;

3:27, Rom. 6:3; cf. I Cor. 12:13). Barn. 6:11 similarly says: "Since
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he has made us new by the remission of sins (i.e. by baptism) he
made us another type, that we should have the soul of children

(of. 1 Pet. 2:2) as though he were molding us anew." Likewise

16:8: "When we received the remission of sins and put our hope on
the Name, we became new, being created again from the begin-

ning-"

Calling baptism "illumination" or using "to illumine" for "to

baptize" has this same meaning. The mystery term "illumination"

specifically designating baptism first occurs in Justin Ap. 61:12 (the

verb occurs at 61:12f.; 65:1; Dial. 39:2: "illumined through the

Name of Christ"; 122: Iff.; 123:2). Justin interprets it as an "illumi-

nating of the mind" (Ap. 61:12; cf. Dial. 39:2), whereas the term

originally meant not the illuminating of the mind but transforma-

tion into a divine nature which is "Light" (= "Life"). As Heb. 6:4

shows, the term in this sense had already been taken over by Chris-

tianity at a much earlier time. "Those who have once been enlight-

ened" can by the context here only mean the baptized, and that

"to be enlightened" means "to be filled with divine powers" is shown
by the additional description, "who have tasted . . . the powers of

the age to come." The baptized are also called "the enlightened" in

10:32. Whether the figurative use of the expression in Eph. 1:18;

3:9; II Tim. 1:10 goes back to baptismal terminology may be left an

open question.

Naturally, the other interpretations of baptism were combined

with the mystery interpretation. When the effect of baptism, under-

l stood as purification from sins, is attributed to the "resurrection of

i Jesus Christ" in I Pet. 3:21—i.e. to the fate of the cult-divinity—two

;
interpretations have flowed together. Or, once the relation of the

! baptismal bath to Jesus' death had been worked out, a mode of

;
thought that moved within Jewish tradition and understood Christ's

death as sacrifice (§9, 4) could easily combine the idea of a sprin-

kling with the blood of Christ with that of the purifying bath of

baptism, as Heb. 10:22 does. Or, again, forgiveness of sin and re-

newal or rebirth are combined in Barn. 6:11; 16:18; Justin Ap. 66:1;

and in Justin Dial. 39:2, the "illumination" is attributed to the Name
> and connected with the bestowal of the Spirit. Rebirth and be-

stowal of the Spirit are united in Tit. 3:5; Jn. 3:5; and, correspond-

ingly, to the heavenly powers bestowed by the sacrament, according

to Heb. 6:4f., belongs primarily the Spirit.
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The decisive thing that had happened in the mystery interpreta-

tion of baptism is this: The Christian initiation sacrament of baptism

had been given a relation to Jesus' death and resurrection—i.e. to the

occurrence of salvation—which it did not originally have. What
Ignatius expresses in enigmatic brevity by saying "that by his pas-

sion he might purify the water" Barnabas 11 developed more fully:

"water" (= baptism) and "the cross" belong together. From Ps.

1:3-6 Barnabas draws the conclusion: "Mark how he {sc. God)
described the water and the cross together. For he means this:

Blessed are those who hoping on the cross descended into the

water." It cannot be denied that this whole interpretation brought

along with it the danger that Christian existence might be built up
entirely upon Hellenistic sacramental magic instead of being under-

stood as eschatological existence. But, on the other side, the possi-

bility seized by Paul was also given: to interpret it as an existence

determined by Christ's death and resurrection and hence to under-

stand the sacrament as an actualization, here and now, of the occur-

rence of salvation.

2. Besides the initiation sacrament of baptism Hellenistic Chris-

tianity knows one other sacrament, the Lord's Supper; its celebra-

tion is regularly repeated by the congregation.

Paul calls this meal "the Lord's supper" (x-upiaxov SeTjtvov,

I Cor. 11:20), but the term that became prevalent is "Eucharist"

(evxaoioTia, a giving of thanks). This term is found in Didache,

Ignatius, and Justin, and means at first, as Didache clearly indi-

cates, the prayers spoken at the celebration of the meal and then

the whole sacramental celebration. In addition to the latter,

Ignatius knows the name "Agape" (Sm. 8:2; Rom. 7:3? dYan:av,

Sm. 7:1 = "hold the Agape") which also occurs in Jd. 12. It is

very doubtful whether "the breaking of bread" (Acts 2:42) or

"to break bread" (Acts 2:46; 20:7, 11) was ever a technical des-

ignation of the Lord's Supper. So far as the latter was a meal,

"breaking of bread" could oe used of it, even though the phrase

in itself did not denote the sacramental meal (thus I Cor. 10:16;

Did. 14:1); in itself the phrase means simply a meal (e.g. Acts

27:35). It cannot be definitely said how frequently the Lord's

Supper was celebrated or in what relation its celebration stood

to worship by the word. According to Did. 14:1 the whole con-

gregation celebrated the Eucharist "each (xatct) Lord's Day of

the Lord"; but probably there were celebrations of the Supper
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in smaller groups besides. Whether the meal on "the first day
of the week" in Acts 20:7 is the Lord's Supper, must remain in

doubt; Barn. 15:9 speaks of the celebration of the "eighth day,"

as the day of Jesus' resurrection, without mentioning the Eu-
charist. According to Justin Ap. 65, a Eucharist follows imme-
diately after a baptism, and according to Ap. 67, the whole con-

gregation celebrates the Eucharist (but it is no longer a real

meal; see below) just after worship by the word on "the day
called Sun's day." When Pliny in his letter to Trajan (ep. X
96, 7) reports of the worship and the meal-celebrations of the

Christians that they take place stato die (on a fixed day), he
undoubtedly means Sunday.

As long as the Eucharist was a real meal (see below), it

probably took place only in the evening, as the expression

"Supper" (Seinvov) itself suggests; whether it was at that time
connected with a service by the word, we do not know. So far

as congregations had come out of the synagogue or followed its

traditions, at least the services of worship by the word took
place in the morning, while the Eucharist was celebrated in the

evening (Pliny: rursusque coeundi ad capiendum cibum, "to

convene again to take food").* Probably varying customs were
in practice in difiPerent places and times; and there is as little

foundation for saying that worship by the word and the cele-

bration of the Supper always and everywhere took place sepa-

rately as for saying that the celebration of the Supper was
always and everywhere "the cause and purpose of all congre-

gating" (Cullmann), With certainty, only Justin Ap. 67 testifies

that in Sunday worship proclamation of the word and the Eu-
charist were combined; but here the Eucharist is no longer a

real meal but is only a liturgical ceremony.

In addition to this, we know that only baptized persons were
admitted to the Eucharist (Did. 9:5; Justin Ap, 66:1). Accord-
ing to Did. 14 a confession of sin precedes the celebration and
none may participate who has an unreconciled quarrel with his

brother. The celebration of the Supper was accompanied by
prayers (Did. 9f.; Justin Ap. 65:3; 67:2; Dial. 41:1).

The liturgical words which make the Lord's Supper a sacrament

have been handed down to us by Paul and Mark in essential agree-

' The morning celebrations, which according to Pliny take phice ante lucem
(before daybreak), are probably not services of the word but baptisms; see
H. Lietzmann, Geschichtt. Studien fur Albert Hauck ( 1916), 34-38.
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ment with each other; Matthew and Luke are dependent upon

Mark, Luke also upon Paul.

'i^^^JL The text of I Cor. 11:23-25 in comparison with Mk. 14:22-24

u ^^ f^^ s has evidently been smoothed out. In Mark's saying over the cup

/S'
c^'ithe modifiers placed after "my blood"—"of the covenant" and

' 7 /"pom^ed out"—collide with each other; but especially does "of

(^^S /s 1^^ the covenant" collide with "my" (literal Greek order: "This is

2 Jt4 kM^'^^ *^^ blood of me of the covenant . . ."), indicating that "of the
^° I* -^T ^o" covenant" is a secondary addition. The Pauline text has elimi-

'

nated "poured outj_^etc." from the words said over the cup and
has compensated for It by adding "for you" (to vkeq v\i(bv) to

fA| ^ '*'*1
i the words said over the bread; it avoids the collision of "blood

jj no"^ of me" with "blood of the covenant" by the formulation: "This
* /• V ^'^cup is the new covenant in my blood." The much-debated
\ Lucan text (22:14-20) with its many textual variants is not to

fnr.) ^be regarded as having the value of independent tradition in any

/^u |v This liturgy contains three motifs: 1. the really sacramental inter-

^ ' pretation of the act, which is expressed in the repeated phrase "this

is," by which bread and wine are offered the partaker as flesh and

blood of Jesus; 2. the words "of the covenant" which intei-pret Jesus'

death as the sacrifice of the (new) covenant; 3. the words "poured

out for many" (Mk. 14:24) or "for you" (I Cor. 11:24), which inter-

pret his death as an expiatory sacrifice for sins, of which Matthew's

addition "for the forgiveness of sins" (26:28) is a correct exegesis.

There can scarcely be a doubt that the first interpretation is the

original one, for the act is first and foremost a meal. Then, not only

"of the covenant," which has already been shown on linguistic

grounds to be an addition, but also "poured out for many" or "for

you" is the result of secondary interpretation, and the original litur-

gical words are only:

"This is my body,

This is my blood."

And, that is the wording in Justin Ap. 66:3, introduced by these

words only: "This do in memory of me." The primary element of the

text must be the words which interpret the act.

But what, then, is the original meaning of the act? When the
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participants by partaking of bread and wine take into themselves

the body and blood of Jesus, the basic idea is that of sacramental

commun/on—communion of the partakers with the Kyrios. The
question asked in this connection whether the sacrament bestows

participation in the crucified physical body of Jesus or in the spiritual

body of the exalted Christ is wrongly put. The "glory-body" of the

exalted Christ is identical with the body put to death on the cross.

That is just what the sacramental idea is: that the killed body of the

cult-divinity is simultaneously the body filled with power and mighty

in effect. This is also apparent in the warning at I Cor. 11:27: Who-
ever partakes unworthily of the sacramental body and the sacramen-

tal blood of the Kyrios makes himself guilty of the Lord's death.

And when Rom. 7:4 says: "you have died to the law through the

body of Christ," this "body" is the crucified body of Christ, which,

as such ( by virtue of the resurrection ) is at the same time the glory-

body, mighty in effect.

That sacramental communion is the real meaning of the Lord's

Supper is also indicated by I Cor. 10:16: "The cup of blessing which
we bless, is it not a participation (or communion) in the blood of

Christ? The bread which we break, is it not a participation ( or com-

munion ) in the body of Christ?" Paul's rhetorical questions indicate

that he assumes this meaning to be the one self-evident to his read-

ers. The following v. 17 confirms this by a peculiarly Pauline turn

of thought: "Because it is one loaf, we who are many are one body,

for we all partake of one loaf"; i.e. by sacramental communion the

participants are united into one "body"—in which "body" is not a

figurative term for unity, but means Christ's body. The unity of the

celebrating congregation is explained by the unity of the bread only

if the bread is the body of Christ (as v. 16, in fact, had said).

The same conception is expressed in Jn. 6:51b-58, a passage

which is secondary within the Gospel of John. At the same time,

1
this passage expresses what the effect of the sacrament for the par-

ticipants is: Whoever eats the flesh ("flesh" as in Ignatius and Justin,

instead of "body") and drinks the blood of Jesus thereby achieves

Life. Ignatius, who in Phld. 4:1 defines the purpose of the cup as

,
being "for union with his blood {so. of Jesus Christ)," and for whom
the Eucharist is. "the flesh of our Savior" (Sm. 7:1), quite in this

sense calls the eucharistic bread "the n^edicine of immortality, the

antidote that we should not die, but live forever in Jesus Christ"
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(Eph. 20:2). And in the same sense Justin Ap. 66:2 says that the

elements of the Eucharist by the power of the prayer spoken be-

come the flesh and blood of Christ and that by this nourishment

"our flesh and blood are transformingly (xatct [iexa^ol.r\v) fed"—i.e.

are transformed into a supranatural nature.

In Hellenistic Christianity the Lord's Supper, like baptism, is

understood as a sacrament in the sense of the mystery religions. The

idea of communion brought about by the sacramental meal is in

itself not a specific idea of the mysteries, but is wide-spread in prim-

itive and classic cults. But in the mysteries it plays a special role; in

them it is communion with a once dead and risen deity, in whose

fate the partaker receives a share through the sacramental meal, as

we know from the mysteries of Attis and Mithra. Paul himself shows

that the sacrament of the Lord's Supper stands in this context in the

history of religions. He does so not only by calhng the Lord's Supper

"the table of the Lord," thereby using a Hellenistic term for cultic

banquets (I Cor. 10:21; on which see Lietzmann in the Handbuch

zum NT), but especially by the way he contrasts the cup and table

of the Lord with heathen sacrificial meals: as these make the par-

takers "partners (or communicants) with demons," the Lord's Sup-

per brings about "communion" ( or partnership ) with the Lord. And
Justin declares the sacramental meal of the Mithra-initiates, in which

bread and a cup of water are set before them with words of blessing,

to be a demonic aping of the Eucharist (Ap. 66:4).

Like baptism, the Lord's Supper also is attributed, in keeping

with the mode of thinking characteristic of the mystery religions, to

the fate of the Kyrios as its founding cause—especially to Jesus' last

meal with his disciples. That is the meaning of the prefatory words

in I Cor. 11:23: "the Lord Jesus on the night when he was betrayed

. .
." And it is in this direction that Mark cast his account of the

last supper in the form of an etiological cult-narrative by working

the eucharistic liturgy into an older traditional account which re-

ported the last supper as a Passover meal. At bottom, it is the death

of the Kyrios that is specified as the real foundation of the cultic

meal when it is attributed to Jesus' last supper, for the body and

blood of Jesus distributed by him at this meal are, of course ( as pre-

cisely the secondary words of interpretation corroborate), in myste-

rious anticipation the body and blood of the crucified, sacrificed

Christ. Paul clearly indicates that in the sentence added by him
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(I Cor. 11:26): "For as often as you eat this bread and drink the

cup, you proclaim the Lord's death."

That is, he conceives the eucharistic meal as a representational

rite (8Qa)[X8vov) like the "acted rites" (Sgcbfieva) of the mysteries;

the ceremony acts out the death of the Lord. And it is significant

that Ignatius does not even mention the last supper of Jesus; for

him the real institution of the Eucharist is the passion of Christ.

Quite understandably, the sacramental meal also received other

interpretations. It was accompanied by various prayers, and in them
"the proclamation of the Lord's death" which took place in the

sacred act could be verbally expanded. It is not to be wondered at

that such interpretations were then also adopted into the liturgy.

The interpretations of Jesus' death as covenant sacrifice and as expi-

atory sacrifice were current, as we have seen (§9, 4, p. 84); and

how easily such thoughts arose is indicated, e.g. by Jn. 6:51b ("for

the life of the world") or Ign. Sm. 7:1 (Jesus' eucharistic "flesh"

conceived as "having suffered for our sins") or by Justin Dial. 41:1.

Though the additions "of the covenant" and "(poured out) for" are

derived from the Jewish-Christian tradition, the sentences I Cor.

ll:24f., which are without parallel in Mark, had their origin in the

Gentile-Christian sphere—namely, the repeated instruction: "Do
this in memory of me." They are apparently to be attributed to the

fact that the Lord's Supper was conceived in analogy to Hellenistic

memorial-ceremonies, for in the deeds of bequest for such cere-

monies similar formulas occur (see Lietzmann on I Cor. ll:41f. in

the Handbuch zum NT). According to Justin Dial. 41:4, also, the

Eucharist is celebrated "in memory of the passion." "Out of these

ideas grew the so-called Anamnesis,** in the most ancient liturgies."

In the course of development the Eucharist came to he conceived

of as a sacrifice. It is called "sacrifice" in Did. 14:1, but there, it

must be admitted, it is still meant figuratively—or rather the Eucha-
rist is thereby designated as a cultic act which in the Christian con-

gregation has taken the place of actual sacrifice. Ignatius, too, uses

sacrificial terminology when, in urging unity upon the congregation

gathered together under the bishop, he speaks of the "altar" or the

"altar space" ({hjoiaatriQiov) within which the "bread of Cod" is dis-

** The "commemoration"-section of the eucharistic hturgy; ( for examples
see Lietzmann's commentary on I Cor. 11:26 and Lietzmann: Messc und Iler-

renmahl, pp. 50fF. )

.
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tributed (Eph. 4:2), or when he speaks of the "one altar" which

must be the only one in the congregation (Philad. 4). I Clem, pre-

pares for this development of meaning in a different way when he

places the Christian cultic officials in analogy with the priests of the

Old Testament (I Clem. 40). Justin specifically calls the Eucharist

a sacrifice (Dial. 41:3; 117:1), though he leaves us in doubt what

he conceives the thing sacrificed to be. Only at a later stage of the

development will that be made definite.

But another development, a presupposition for the last named
one, takes place still earlier: the divorce of the sacramental meal

from, an actual meal. That the Lord's Supper was originally framed

by a real meal for the satisfaction of the participants' hunger, or

was itself the frame for such a meal, is attested by I Cor. 11; in a

different way Didache also attests this combination (see below).

But I Cor. also indicates that this arrangement led to irregularities;

hence, Paul directs that hunger be satisfied by a meal at home before

the sacramental celebration (11:21, 34). We do not know how soon

in the various areas the real meal for hunger was eliminated from

the cultic celebration; in Justin it has already been accomplished

and the Eucharist has been combined with the service of the word

( see above ) . But social meals continued to be held in the churches,

and the title "Agape" stuck to them; they were occasions of sociabil-

ity and charity.

The earliest witness to the sacrament of the Lord's Supper is

Paul; but he created it no more than he did baptism; rather he found

it already present in Hellenistic Christianity.

When, in I Cor. 11:23, he introduces the liturgical words

with the sentence: "For I received from the Lord . .
." he is not

appealing to a personal revelation from the Lord, though this

is frequently assumed, but to a tradition that has been handed
down to him, being ultimately derived from the Lord. Our
comparison of I Cor. 11:23-25 with Mk. 14:22-24 has shown
that Paul's text represents an older one which has undergone

editorial smoothing; and the analysis of the liturgical sentences

showed that they imply a development in the course of which

the various motifs combined. Another indication that Paul

found the liturgical words aheady in existence is the fact that

they speak of a "communion" with the ( body and the ) blood of

the Lord. Can Paul, for whom "flesh and blood" are excluded
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from the Reign of God (I Cor. 15:50), have created this text?

He also speaks in I Cor. 10:16 of sacramental communion as

something self-evident for Christians; the "we" of these sen-

tences is evidently the same as that of Rom. 6:2ff.

But did Hellenistic Christianity itself create the sacramental

meal of communion—or is it, analogous to the mystery interpreta-

tion of baptism—the interpretation of a traditional custom, i.e. the

fellowship meals derived from the earliest Church ( § 6, 4 and § 8, 3 ) ?

This question cannot be answered with certainty. It would be com-

prehensible if such meals, which were not really cultic ceremonies

but were a bond and expression of fellowship in keeping with the

tradition of Judaism and of the historical Jesus himself, should have

been transformed into sacramental celebrations in Hellenistic Chris-

tianity. That may be regarded as the probable process. But in any

case it must be borne in mind that the development in one place

may have been diflFerent from that in another. The Didache appar-

ently implies that at various places in Hellenistic Christianity, too,

those fellowship meals continued to be held without developing

into the sacramental Lord's Supper.

From Did. 9 and 10 we get a picture of a meal-celebration

quite in keeping with Jewish tradition
(
§ 6, 4 ) , in which there

is no reference whatever to the death of Jesus and no mention

of sacramental communion. It does appear to be true that the

words of 10:6 are to be understood as a transition to the sacra-

mental Eucharist, the liturgy of which does not need to be set

down because it is familiar to all. But then it is clear that two

celebrations of entirely different kind have been secondarily

combined. Therefore, the celebration implied in Did. 9 and 10

existed at first by itself, and it must have been from it that the

Lord's Supper took over the title "Eucharist" ("Thanksgiving"),

which is a very strange term for the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper.

3. Out of the facts set forth in §§ 12, 13 arise a number of ques-

tions for the future. First of all is the question already raised in

§ 11, 3a whether a sacrificial cult and a priesthood will develop in

the Christian Church. At the same time the question arises whether

the cult will come to he considered one-sidedly as the means to

salvation, corresponding to Ignatius' conception of the Eucharist
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as the "medicine of immortality" (see above p. 147)—that is to say,

also corresponding to the conception of the Hellenistic mystery

religions—or whether its meaning will remain that of being the self-

representation of the eschatological Congregation, for which salva-

tion is already present as anticipated future.

So far as salvation is held to he present in the cult, there is also

the question how this presence is to he understood. Is the tran-

scendent world present in the cult as a thing to be experienced and

enjoyed, a reality of which one becomes aware by ecstasy and all

sorts of "pneumatic" phenomena
( § 14 ) ? That also means how tvill

the relationship between cult and eschatology he settled? When
Christ is worshiped as the present Lord, will the expectation of the

coming Christ remain alive? Or will it fade out and thereby push

the eschatological expectation clear into the background? Will the

end of the world be postponed into an indefinite future, resulting in

the reduction of Christian hope for the future to the hope for indi-

vidual "immortality"? Or will the conception that the cult is the

appropriate form for representing the eschatological transcendence

of the Church win out? If so, will it do so through the idea that the

congregation at worship is also a demonstration of God's judgment

over the world, as Paul holds (I Cor. 14:21-25)? Will it win out by

regarding the cult as that which calls the worshipers into question

as earthly men and points them to that which they are not yet and

yet, regarded from the view-point of the eschatological occurrence,

already are, and which they must make manifest in their lives in

order—as Paul puts it—to "shine as lights in the world" (Phil. 2:15)?

That also contains the question in what relation will the cult and

evenj-daij life he placed to each other? Is the cult—and with it

"religion"—an interrupting and occasional thing within secular liv-

ing? Is it to be understood as a guarantee of life after death and as

having no relation to the present? Or is the whole person in his

present every-day living determined by the cult? And if so, is his

conduct negatively determined by regulations, either ritualistic or

ascetic
( § 10, 4 ) ? Or is one's conduct of life positively determined

by the cult in this sense: that both the congregation and the indi-

vidual are regarded as the temple of God and of His Spirit, a fact

which each must confirm by ethical conduct so that one's whole life

becomes service of God, or "cult," or "sacrifice"
( § 10, 4, p. lOlf.;

§ 11, 3a, p. 115)? Similar questions will soon arise again.
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§ 14. The Spirit

1. In baptism, the Spirit has been conferred upon all Christians

( § 13, 1, p. 138 ) ; it shows itself to be alive in them in the worship

services of the congregation (§ 12, 1, p. 122), What is meant by
"the Spirit"? How is Christian existence determined by it? Neither

the conceptions of the Spirit {KVEV[ia) nor those of the individual's

possession of the Spirit are entirely homogeneous.

The variation in terminology, however, does not imply varia-

tion in content of meaning. The same thing is meant whether

"Holy Spirit" (ayiov :n;vEU[xa, on the basis of the Old Testament-

Jewish tlpTi nil, "Spirit of Holiness") is used, or simply

"Spirit," or "Spirit of God." Since the gift of the Spirit was
brought about by the salvation-occurrence accomplished in

Christ, the Spirit can be regarded as God's and also as Christ's

gift, hence one may also speak of the "Spirit of Christ" or "of the

Lord."

So far as the Spirit-concept is concerned, the basic notion under-

lying it, is, to be sure, homogeneous. Right comprehension of it has

often been hindered by the choice of "Spirit" to translate pneuma,

inasmuch as "spirit" in modern languages, especially in German
(Geist), can also mean "mind." Pneuma does not mean "spirit" in

the Greek-Platonic and the idealistic sense; i.e. it does not mean
mind in contrast to body (regarded as the vehicle of sensuous life),

or in contrast to nature. "Mind" in this sense, the active subject in

"mental" or "spiritual" life, is called in Greek voijg, oripuxr] ("soul"),

or Aoyog ("reason"). Rather, pneuma is the miraculous divine power
that stands in absolute contrast to all that is human. This comes out

in Paul when he denies that the Corinthians are "spiritual men"

( jrv8\;|iaTLxoi ) and asks them in view of their conduct, "are you not

(ordinary) men?" (I Cor. 3:1-4). Or again Ignatius expresses it

(Eph. 5:1) when he describes his "fellowship" with the bishop of

Ephesus as "not human, but spiritual." Generally, the sphere of the

human is termed "flesh"
(
odgh, ) to indicate its contrast to pneuma—

a usage which, though not peculiar to Paul, was especially devel-

oped by him and need not here be treated (see §23). The mani-

festations of the Spirit are that in a man's conduct which is extraor-

dinary, mysteriously or terrifyingly mighty, and seems inexplicable

as coming from merely human capabilities and powers. This, then,
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constitutes the concept of pneuma: it is the miraculous—insofar as

that takes place in the sphere of human life—either in what men do

or in what is done to them. To the pneuma are attributed miracles

and extraordinary psychic phenomena but also brilliant insights and

deeds of heroism or of moral power—but such are regarded as

"pneumatic" (spiritual) not because they are phenomena of the

inner or ethical life but because they are miraculous.

Such phenomena are called "spiritual [gifts]" {jivevyLaxvud,

I Cor. 12:1, 14:1) or "gifts" (xaQio^mta, Rom. 12:6, I Cor. 12:4,

9, 28, 30f.; I Tim. 4:14; II Tim. 1:6; I Pet. 4:10; I Clem. 38:1;

Ign. Sm. pr., 2:2). Specified as such gifts are: the "word of

wisdom" and the "word of knowledge" (I Cor. 12:8); the two
are probably joined together in the "gift of teaching" (Rom.
12:7; I Cor. 12:28f.; 14:26; cf. Acts 6:10). The "faith" in I Cor.

12:9 is certainly the faith that is capable of working miracles

(cf. I Cor. 13:2). Not clearly distinguishable from this are the

"gifts of healing" (I Cor. 12:9, 28, 30) and the "working of

miracles" (I Cor. 12:10; cf. 12:28f.; Gal. 3:5; cf. Rom. 15:18f.;

Heb. 2:4; Acts 6:8); in fact, as a rule the distinction between
related gifts must not be too precisely made. The "gift of proph-

ecy" is often mentioned (Rom. 12:6; I Cor. 12:10, 28f.; 13:2, 8f.;

14:5f.; I Thess. 5:20; Acts 19:6; cf. Rev. as a whole, espec. 22:9,

for instance; also Ign. Philad. 7). How "revelation" (I Cor.

14:6, 26, 30) is related to this gift or to the "word of knowledge"
can scarcely be said. Especially sought after by the Corinthian

church is the gift, also highly regarded by Paul, of "tongues,"

ecstatic "speaking in tongues" (I Cor. 12:10, 28, 30; 14:18, 26;

Acts 19:6; is it also meant by the Spirit that is not to be
"quenched"? I Thess. 5:19), a gift which finds its complement in

the "interpretation of tongues" (I Cor. 12:10, 30). Finally, Paul
mentions the gift of "distinguishing between spirits" (I Cor.

12:10). This list of gifts, to the enumeration of which Paul re-

stricts himself in I Cor. 12:7-10, evidently includes those gener-

ally recognized as such. Other gifts include prayers uttered "in

the Spirit" (I Cor. 14:14f.; Eph. 6:18? Jd. 20; Mart. Pol. 7:2f.)

and songs sung "in the Spirit" (psalms, hymns, spiritual songs;

I Cor. 14:15, 26; Col. 3:16; Eph. 5:18f.), while it is a peculiarity

of Paul that he reckons "services of help" and "powers of ad-

ministration" (I Cor. 12:28), "service" (Rom. 12:7f.) and simi-

lar activities to the "gifts" of the Spirit. On the other hand, it is

evidentiy a common Christian opinion that man is guided by
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the Spirit in important decisions (Acts 13:2, 4; 16:6f.; cf. Gal.

2:2); and when Paul regards the unmarried state as a special

"gift" (I Cor. 7:7) that probably also corresponds to general

Christian opinion.

There is also agreement that the bestowal of the Spirit is an

eschatological gift and that its coming into eflFect in the Chm"ch is

an eschatological event. The earliest Church had so understood the

Spirit
(
§ 6, 5), and the Hellenistic Church likewise did. When Paul

calls the Spirit "the first fruits" (Rom. 8:23) or the "guarantee"

(II Cor. 1:22; 5:5) of future glory (in which Eph. l:13f. follows his

lead), he is only expressing the common Christian conviction. Ac-

cording to Heb. 6:4f., the baptized, who have become partakers of

the Holy Spirit, have already "tasted . . . the powers of the age to

come." Tliat is perhaps also what is meant in Barn. 1:7, where it is

said that God "has given us a foretaste of the things to come." At

any rate, it is clear that for Barnabas, too, it is being filled with the

Spirit (l:2f. ) which makes the Congregation into the eschatological

temple of God (16:5ff. ). The outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost

is the fulfilment of Joel's prophecy for the end of days (Acts 2:16ff. ).

And for I Pet., it is self-evident (l:3ff. ) that "sanctification by the

Spirit" (1:2) makes the sanctified heirs-apparent of the eschatologi-

cal salvation soon to appear.

Over against these agreements the differences in conception

relating to the Spirit are relatively unimportant; nevertheless, one

important matter is expressed in them, as will appear.

In animistic thinking pneuma is conceived as an independent

agent, a personal power which like a demon can fall upon a man
and take possession of him, enabling him or compelling him to per-

form manifestations of power. In dynamistic thinking, on the con-

trary, pneuma appears as an impersonal force which fills a man like

a fluid, so to say. One or the other of these ways of thinking may be

distinctly present in a given passage; but in general little emphasis

is placed upon the distinction, and the two conceptions can inter-

twine in the same author.

The animistic conception is present, e.g. in Rom. 8:16; I Cor.

2:10-16; 14:14; likewise Acts 5:32; 10:19; 16:6f.; 20:23; Ign.

Philad. 7: If.; and also in John—though here it has faded to a

figure of speech-14:26; 15:26; 16:8, 13-15. It is also apparent
in the use of the plural for spirits that work in individual per-
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sons (I Cor. 14:12, 32; esp. -in the Mandata of Hermas); or also

from the fact that a spirit is mentioned which evokes a specific

effect ( as in the Old Testament also—thus, the "spirit of stupor"

(Rom. 11:8 quoting Is. 29:10; also the "spirit of gentleness"

I Cor. 4:21; cf. further: II Cor. 4:13; Gal. 6:1; Eph. 1:17; II Tim.

1:7; Rev. 19:10). Often, it is true, the original concrete idea no
longer remains but has been sublimated to a mere form of

speech (as in I Cor. 4:21; Gal. 6:1). The dynamistic concep-

tion is the usual one; and it is evidently present wherever the

"giving" (6i66vai or 8o^vai), the "gift," the "pouring out," or

the "supplying" of the Spirit is mentioned (Rom. 5:5; II Cor.

1:22; 5:5; I Thess. 4:8; Acts 2:38; 10:45; Heb. 6:4-Tit. 3:6; Acts

2:17f.; 10:45; I Clem. 2:2; 46:6; Barn. 1:3-Gal. 3:5; Phil. 1:19).

This conception is also clear cut in Rom. 8:11, or also where
"Holy Spirit" is coordinated with definite terms like "wisdom,"

"faith," "joy" (Acts 6:3, 5; 11:24; 13:52), and especially where
"Spirit" and "power" are united in a hendiadys (I Cor. 2:4;

I Thess. 1:5; Lk. 1:17); but also where the "power of the (Holy)

Spirit" is mentioned (Rom. 15:13, 19; Ign. Sm. 13:1; cf. also

Herm. sim. IX 1, 2 "empowered by the Spirit"). It can almost

be said that "Spirit" and "power" are synonymous; that is the

case in Herm. sim. IX 13, 2 where the "holy spirits" are soon

after called "the powers of the Son of God." It is also very sig-

nificant that in Heb. 7:16 the contrast to "after the law of a

carnal commandment" (KJ) is not formed by means of the con-

cept "spiritual," as one would expect according to the usual

antithesis of "flesh" and "spirit," but is formulated: "after the

power of an endless life" (KJ). Since "power" and "glory" can

be synonymous (cf. Rom. 6:4 with I Cor. 6:14), so "spirit" is

also related to "glory," the life-giving power from heaven; the

"spiritual body" (I Cor. 15:44) is the "body of glory" or "glori-

ous body" of Phil. 3:21); the resurrection of "the spiritual body"

is a raising up "in glory" and "in power" (I Cor. 15:43). The
textual variants of I Pet. 4:14 ("spirit of glory" or "spirit of glory

and of power") beautifully illustrate the kinship of the concepts

"spirit, ' "glory," and "power." The synonymity of Kvev\iaxix6v

("spiritual gift") and xaoia|.ia ("gift"; lit. "token of grace") indi-

cates that "grace" can also be synonymous with "spirit"—or that

"grace" can be conceived as a spiritual "power." See I Cor.

15:10; II Cor. 12:9; this is very clear in Acts 6:8 where "full of

grace and power" corresponds to "full ... of the Holy Spirit" in

6:5. Cf. also Ign. Mg. 8:2 ("inspired, 8|.iJCV86[X8voi, by his

grace"); Rm. pr., Pol. 1:2 (cf. Mart. Pol. 7:3).
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Neither conception is foreign to the Old Testament. Neverthe-

less the animistic one must be regarded as characteristic for Old

Testament thought. The same is true of another distinction which

to a certain extent coincides with the animistic-dynamistic one. The
Spirit can be conceived as the power which seizes a man, or is given

to him, for a specific situation or moment, causing in him a tempo-

rary condition or eliciting specific deeds for that sole time. Or it

can be conceived as a power permanently allotted to him, resting in

him, so to say, which, of course, goes into effect on special occasions,

but which also gives his whole mode of hfe a special character, im-

parting a supranatural quality to his nature. The former conception

is that of the Old Testament and Judaism. The latter is apparently

present there, too, in embryo, but it is characteristic of the Hellen-

istic world. Hellenism, in turn, also knows the former conception,

especially the phenomenon of ecstasy, in which, for moments, divine

power lifts a man out of the sphere of the earthly. Nevertheless, the

typical "pneumatic" in Hellenism is the "divine man" (^eiog dvr|Q),

who is of higher nature than ordinary mortals, filled with mysterious,

divine power, which makes him capable of miraculous insights and

deeds. The term for the power in him is not, it is true, as a rule

pneuma, but dynamis, power ("grace" also occurs); but in sub-

stance it means the same thing as the pneuma of early Christianity

( dynamistically understood).

2. The variety in regard to these points accounts for certain in-

consistencies or contradictions in Hellenistic Christian conceptions

of the Spirit. On the one hand, the general conviction is that all

Christians have received the Spirit in baptism and have thereby

been transformed into a new nature (§ 13, 1, p. 138). The Spirit

thus possessed is ordinarily latent, so to say, but can manifest itself

in miraculous deeds (Gal. 3:5); according to Paul, it is above all the

power for ethical living. But this is an idea peculiar to him. Gen-

erally accepted, however, appears to be the view which is also

self-evident to Paul—that possessing the Spirit, which is God's life-

giving power, lends the assurance of triumph over death, the cer-

tainty of the resurrection and of eternal life (Rom. 8:10f.; cf. Gal.

6:8). The Spirit "gives life" (H Cor. 3:6); it is a "life-giving Spirit"

(I Cor. 15:45; Jn. 6:63) or a "Spirit of life" (Rom. 8:2). The resur-

rection body is a "spiritual body" (I Cor. 15:44). Contrasted to the

"service of death" stands the "service of the Spirit" (II Cor. 3:7f. ).
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"Sealing" by the Spirit guarantees future salvation (Eph. l:13f.;

4:30), whose "first-fruits" or "pledge" is precisely the Spirit (see

above; cf. also Heb. 6:4f. ). Did. 10:3 gives thanks that God has

bestowed upon the Church in the Eucharist "spiritual food and

drink and eternal life." Whoever has received the Spirit in baptism

is, according to Barn. 11:11, sure of eternal life; and II Clem. 14:5

even formulates the idea in such a way that the very flesh partici-

pates in "life" and "incorruption" when the Spirit has united with it.

The angel of repentance in Hermas bases his promise of heavenly

glory in fellowship with the Son of God upon these words: "for of

his Spirit you have received" ( Sim. IX 24, 4 )

.

But elsewhere the fact of common possession of the Spirit is

ignored—ignored in various respects. First, it is rather often men-

tioned that there are people who are to be regarded as bearers of

the Spirit ( jrvevfiaTixoi ) in a special sense, or who so regard them-

selves. Paul (I Cor. 2:13-3:3) distinguishes between people in the

Church who are Spirit-endowed ( nvexjfxatixoi ) and those who are

"unspiritual" (ij^vxixoi; KJ: "natural") or "men of flesh" (aapxixoi;

KJ: "carnal")—contrary to the proposition that all the baptized have

received the Spirit. He similarly distinguishes between the Spirit-

endowed in the Church and those whom some trespass has over-

taken and who therefore cannot be regarded as Spirit-endowed

(Gal. 6:1). It means the same thing when he makes a distinction

between "the mature" (teAeioi, Phil. 3:15) and others; for according

to I Cor. 2:6 (compared with 2:13fi^. ) "the mature" are identical with

the "Spirit-endowed." Now this view that there are people specially

marked as endowed with the Spirit, is evidently not peculiar to Paul

—regardless of whether he ascribed this dignity to the same persons

as others did, or not. It may be regarded as especially the view of

gnosticizing Christians (§ 15); at any rate, it was wide-spread. For,

since Paul can say, "If any one thinks that he is a prophet, or

one Spirit-endowed" (I Cor. 14:37 tr. ), he presupposes a usage of

speech according to which the ecstatic speaker in tongues (in

the context it can mean only him) is the "Spirit-endowed" par

excellence, as if ignoring the fact that prophecy is also a gift of

the Spirit.

One must ask whether in an inconsistency of this sort there does

not appear a difference in the conception of what the Spirit is. When
some in the Church as "Spirit-endowed" are distinguished from
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others, the Spirit is obviously not understood as the power that gov-

erns the Christian as Christian. How that can be understood must

be shown further on. The conception that one may possess the

Spirit in varying quantity or intensity is more easily reconciled with

the idea that all Christians have the Spirit. When individuals are

described as being "full of the Spirit and of wisdom" or "full of faith

and the Holy Spirit" (Acts 6:3, 5; 11:24), that intends to affirm noth-

ing more than that they are especially richly and powerfully en-

dowed with the Spirit. Barn. l:2f., for instance, shows how this

conception is compatible with that of baptismal grace; the author

rejoices that the readers have received ( by baptism ) "the implanted

grace of the Spirit-gift" in such high degree ( ovtcog ) "that I truly see

in you the Spirit of the Lord, whose fountain is rich, poured out

upon you" (tr. ).

Related to this conception is the view that there are not only

various gifts of the Spirit ("apportionings of the Holy Spirit" Heb.

2:4; "distributions" KJ mg. ), but that these also vary in value—a.

view which Paul assumes to be current in Corinth (I Cor. 12, 14),

and which he also shares, himself, when he outlines a value-grada-

tion among spiritual gifts, as it were (I Cor. 12:28), or exhorts:

"earnestly desire the higher gifts" (12:31). That really contradicts

the view that the Spirit has been bestowed upon all Christians at

baptism. For it is the Spirit that accomplishes the decisive thing:

It makes Christians new creatures. But in the conception under

discussion the Spirit is spoken of as the miraculous power which

grants the capacity for certain particularly excellent deeds or atti-

tudes, and its operation is perceived in specific "gifts" so that Paul

under certain circumstances has occasion to emphasize the unity of

origin of the various gifts (I Cor. 12:4fiF.).

But the Spirit not only shows differences in its particular gifts,

it also manifests its activity at particular moments. It is at special

times that a person is "filled with the Spirit" (Acts 4:8, 31; 13:9) or

is "full of the Spirit" (Acts 7:55) or is "transported by the Spirit"

(yivEo^ai ev jivEVfiaTi, Rev. 1:10; 4:2; of. 17:3). In this, too, the pos-

session of the Spirit by all Christians is ignored—and devout Jews
can be spoken of in the same way (Lk. 1:41; of the Baptist, Lk. 1:15;

of Jesus himself, Lk. 4:1), The same is true of the formula "speak

(or "pray," or the like) in the Spirit" or "by the Spirit" (I Cor. 12:3;

14:2, 14ff.; Did. 11:7), which, of course, does not at all mean just
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speaking that is Christian, but rather a speaking in momentary seiz-

ure by the Spirit.

Finally, it is curious—and again not in harmony with the general

view of baptism—that by the side of the ordinary view that the

Spirit is the origin of all distinctly Christian phenomena, another

view can find room: tlmt an effort or an appropriate attitude on

man's part is needed to bring about the gift of the Spirit or of a par-

ticular spiritual gift—or at least to increase or strengthen it. This is

already implied in "earnestly desiring spiritual gifts" (I Cor. 12:31;

14:1) and in the exhortation: "strive to excel" (I Cor. 14:12) or

"earnestly desire to prophesy" (I Cor. 14:39). So Barn. 4:11 directly

urges: "Let us be spiritual" (somewhat different from the paradoxi-

cal exhortation at Gal. 5:25!), whereas II Tim. 1:6 more modestly

urges the "rekindling" of "the gift of God" (in this case it is the

specific gift of the teaching office that is meant). The means of

achieving a particular gift of the Spirit is prayer, according to I Cor.

14:13. Fasting, according to Acts 13:2, is the preparation for revela-

tion by the Spirit. This agrees with the traditional Jewish view.

According to II Clem. 14:4, asceticism is the presupposition for the

receipt of the Spirit. But according to I Clem. 2:2, it was on account

of its model conduct that the Corinthian church had experienced a

"full out-pouring of the Holy Spirit."

3. In the inconsistency—in fact, the contradictoriness—of these

conceptions a significant fact in regard to the Spirit is reflected.

Once it has been seen, this inconsistency can to a large extent be

called appropriate to the nature of Spirit.

The view that all Christians receive the Spirit in baptism does

not rest upon the idea that the individuals baptized have special

"spiritual" or emotional experiences during the act of baptism, how-

ever much that may occasionally have been the case. Rather, it rests

basically upon the fact that the Spirit is given to the Church, into

which the individual is received by baptism. Hence, the Spirit be-

stowed upon the Church is often dwelt upon, or the gifts that are at

work in the Church (I Cor. l:4ff.; I Clem. 2:2; Bam. l:2f.; Herm.

mand. XI 14). Whoever imposes upon the Church deceives the

Holy Spirit (Acts 5:3), and what the Church (through its leaders)

decides and proclaims is thereby the Spirit's proclamation (Acts

13:2; 15:28). For the earliest Church there was no problem here at

all, but for the Hellenistic Church there now arises the question how
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participation in the Spirit becomes a reality in all individuals. Do
they possess the Spirit only in faith?—i.e. only in the conviction that

in a manner at present hidden from view they are no longer of

earthly nature but by the power of the Spirit dwelling within them
will not perish with this world but in a changed form, a "spiritual

body," will participate in the glory of the world that is soon to

appear? Or, in case they die before the parousia of the Lord, that

they will be awakened from the dead? Or do they already feel indi-

cations of possessing the Spirit? Is its life-giving power already at

work in them?

The common Christian conviction is that the last of these is the

case, and quite naturally the workings of the Spirit are experienced

above all in the service of worship, in which the eschatological Con-

gregation takes present form. It understands everything that is

given it here as the gift of the Spirit, especially what transcends the

limits of the ordinary—the word of instruction, which dispenses

wisdom and knowledge, as well as prophecy, which uncovers the

mystery of future events but which also reveals what lurks in the

heart—prayers and songs and especially ecstatic speaking in tongues.

However, it is clear that the criterion by which these utterances are

judged to be gifts of the Spirit is not how Christian they may be, but

how extraordinary their symptoms—the phenomena that accompany

or precede them—may be. Doubtless the content of such enthusias-

tic utterances, except where they are completely unintelligible, is

always assumed to be appropriate, but that is not what makes them

"spiritual gifts." And we must think of the range between what was

intelligible and significant in content and what was unintelligibly

ecstatic or irrelevant in content as a wide one. Prayer may be any-

thing from clear conscious speech to stammering in ecstatic tongues

(I Cor. 14:14f. ); it may be a wordless sigh (Rom, 8:26) or an ecstatic

cry of "Abba" (Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6).

But the workings of the Spirit extend beyond these phenomena,

which belong, primarily at least, to the cultic gathering. Its power

manifests itself in all extraordinary achievements and modes of con-

duct. First of all, in missionary activity for which the Spirit gives

instructions (Acts 13:2, 4; 16:6f. ) and whose bearer, the apostle

(I Cor. 12:28), is legitimated as a bearer of the Spirit by miracles

(II Cor. 12:12; cf. Rom. 15:18f.; I Cor. 2:4; I Thess. 1:5; I Pet. 1:12;

Heb. 2:4; I Clem. 42:3). Prophecy and teaching appear not only
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within the worship service as momentary gifts to one individual or

another; they can also be the permanent possession of certain per-

sons (for both prophets and teachers, see I Cor. 12:28; Eph. 4:11;

Acts 13:1; Did. 11-13; for prophets, also Rev.-e.g. 22:9; Herm.

mand. XI; for teachers, Jas. 3:1; Barn. 1:8; 4:9; Herm. vis. Ill 5, 1;

mand. IV 3, 1; sim. IX 15, 4; 16, 5; 25, 2). But just as the gifts of

prophecy and teaching can be given to any member of the congre-

gation, so can the capacity for special acts, such as healing and

other miracles (I Cor. 12:8ff., 28ff. ). To these, Paul also reckons

gifts of "help" and "administration" and various kinds of assistance,

but that is peculiar to him. It is somewhat different when the offi-

cials of the congregation (by virtue of the laying on of hands) are

later regarded as bearers of the Spirit. Also peculiar to Paul is the

attribution of ethical conduct to the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-25; Rom. 8:4);

outside of Paul and writings influenced by him ethical conduct is

everywhere placed one-sidedly under the imperative. Very strange

are the remarks of Herm. sim. IX 13 about the "virgins" who are

building the tower of the Church ( IX 2ff
. ) ; according to IX 15, 2f .,

they are "virtues," but in IX 13 they are interpreted as "holy spirits"

or "as powers of the Son of God." Still, no serious attempt to found

ethical conduct upon the Spirit is present here. Still less is that the

case in the mandata (esp. mand. V) of Hermas; in them the idea of

good powers dwelling in man as "spirits" is only precariously com-

bined with the Christian conception of the Holy Spirit.

To sum up, a double understanding of pneuma is discernible.

On the one hand, it is the power conferred in baptism which makes

the Christian a Christian—a power which aheady in the present takes

him out of this perishing world and "seals" him for the one to come.

On the other hand, it is the power given now and again for the occa-

sion to the Christian, enabling him to accomplish extraordinary

things. If, now, it is taken seriously that the Spirit given in baptism

truly determines Christian existence and is not just "believed in" in

the sense that its possession guarantees resurrection or an eternal

life, then—until a thinker like Paul takes hold of the problem—im;on-

sistent and contradictory statements will inevitably arise, because

they are inherent in the matter itself. For the statements which con-

ceive the Spirit as a power given for the occasion and accomplishing

extraordinary things are attempts to understand it as the power that

determines Christian existence. In this contradiction it comes to
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light that the baptized Christian who, as such, belongs to the world

to come, is, in his temporary present existence, not yet what he is to

be and in the sight of God already is, but that his belonging to the

world to come nevertheless determines his present existence. And
in the contradiction that on the one hand the Spirit is the origin of

a new attitude and capacity in the Christian, and on the other hand

that his attitude qualifies him for ever-new endowment with the

Spirit and that he must strive after spiritual gifts, an expression is

provided for the insight that the might of the Spirit is not a magi-

cally (mechanically) working power, but is one that equally de-

mands and presupposes a transformation of the will—although this

paradoxical situation is clearly recognized only by Paul (Gal. 5:25).

Now the question arises, however, how an understanding of ex-

istence founded and upheld by the eschatological divine power of

the Spirit will develop. It is the problem of delimitation from the

world and of eschatological dualism (§ 10, 4 and 5). Insofar as the

Christian's delimitation from and opposition to the world are be-

lieved to be founded and guaranteed by the gift of the Spirit and are

so experienced, dangers arise for the Church. If the activity of the

Spirit is seen in special deeds of power which are regarded as unam-
biguous signs of Spirit endowment, the existence of a Christian is in

danger of being conceived as that of a Hellenistic "divine man"
(OeTo; avT|o), and the eschatological history of salvation comes to be

regarded in the light of edifying legend—a danger which is already

apparent in the New Testament, but which shows its full conse-

quences in the apocryphal acts of the apostles. Simultaneously, the

Spirit-endowed become arrogant, as the exhortations of I Cor. 12 al-

ready indicate. But if, instead, the real essence of Christian existence

is held to lie in subjective emotional experiences and the activity of

the Spirit accordingly to be the producing of emotional experiences,

then an individualistic sort of Spirit-endowment will arise which

may, of course, also express itself in deeds of power, but culminates

in ecstasy. Then the Spirit will no longer be understood as the gift

conferred upon the Church, nor will it any longer be the "first-

fruits" or the "guarantee." Rather, eschatological de-secularization

will be interpreted in terms of mysticism. I Cor. 12-14 and II Cor.

especially indicate that these dangers existed. A sense of such a

danger is shown also by the yet unsettled question which the Corin-

thian church evidently had asked Paul: By what criterion can divine
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and demonic ecstasy be distinguished from each other (I Cor.

12:2f. ) ? In other words, ecstasy is no unambiguous phenomenon in

itself.

uk'*^ § 15. Gnostic Motifs

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

In the Hellenistic world it was a historical necessity that the

gospel should be translated into a terminology with which that

world was familiar—this gospel of the one true God and of Jesus the

Messiah-Son-of-Man with its eschatological message of imminent

judgment and salvation, all of which had at first been embodied in

the concepts of the Old Testament-Jewish tradition. How the Mes-

siah-Son-of-Man, whose parousia was expected, became the culti-

cally worshiped Kyrios has been shown in § 12. To express convinc-

ingly to Hellenistic ears his eschatological meaning and also the

whole eschatological message and the eschatological dualism in-

volved in it (§10, 5), Gnosticism and its myth offered a stock of

terms that were intelligible to great numbers of people. Several

times before now we have caught sight of Gnosticism (§ 10, 5; §11,

2a and e; § 12, 3; § 14, 2) and have had to call attention sometimes

to its kinship with the Christian message, sometimes to its contrast

with it. Here our task is to set forth connectedly the extent to which

the understanding of the Christian message in Hellenistic Christian-

ity was unfolded by means of Gnostic terminology.

Such a process does not, in the nature of the case, take place

without some effect on the content of the ideas involved. As the

development of the Kyrios-cult drew Hellenistic Christianity into

the syncretistic process, the development, under Gnostic influence,

of the doctrine of redemption did so still more. The extent to which

that was the case varied greatly in different social levels and differ-

ent localities; and side by side with positive influence from Gnosti-

cism we also find rejection of it. But sometimes Christianity and

Gnosticism combined. On the whole, one could be tempted to term

Hellenistic Christianity a syncretistic structure. The only reason one

may not do so is that it is not just a conglomerate of heterogeneous

materials; in spite of all its syncretism in detail it retains from its

origin an inherent drive toward an independent understanding, all

its own, of God, world, and man. But the question is : Will this drive
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triumph and achieve clear form in a genuinely Christian theology?

For the time being, all that is necessary here is to set forth the prob-

lematical situation and the issues arising therefrom.

1. For Christian missions, the Gnostic movement was a competi-

tor of the most serious and dangerous sort because of the far-reach-

ing relatedness between them. For the essence of Gnosticism does

not lie in its syncretistic mythology but rather in a new understand-

ing—new in the ancient world—of man and the world; its mythology

is only the expression of this understanding. Whereas to ancient

man the world had been home—in the Old Testament as God's crea-

tion, to classic Greece as the cosmos pervaded by the deity—the

utter difference of human existence from all ivorldlij existence was

recognized for the first time in Gnosticism and Christianity, and thus

the world became foreign soil to the human self
(
§ 10, 4); in fact, in

Gnosticism, his prison. Gnostic thought is so radical that to it the

impulses of one's own senses, instincts, and desires, by which man is

bound to the world, appear alien and hostile—hostile to man's real

self, which cannot achieve its own nature in this world at all, and to

which this world is a prison in which his real self, related to and

derived from the divine world of light, is shackled by the demonic

powers of darkness.

To know of the heavenly origin of one's self ( not of the "soul"—

that would be misleading, for Greek-speaking Gnosticism distin-

guishes between the real self, the spark of light derived from the

divine world and consisting of pneuma and the psyche, "soul,"

which, like the "body," is a garment imposed upon the real self by

the demonic powers and holding it captive; this "soul" is the worldly

vital urge, the urge that is found in the senses, instincts, and the

will) to know of one's world-foreignness, the heavenly origin of

one's self, and the way of redemption out of this world—that is the

definitive "knowledge," the Gnosis ("knowledge") which gives the

Gnostic movement its name. Salvation is bestowed upon the Gnostic

( "knower" ) who has come to knowledge of himself, of his heavenly

home, and of the way back to it, when the self separates at death

from body and soul and soars, released, into the heavenly world of

light.

This knowledge gives the Gnostic his consciousness of superiority

to the world. The Gnostic—in whom the spark of heavenly light is

alive—is the "spiritual man," the "pneumatic," who disdainfully looks
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down upon others who do not bear within them the spark of hght but

are mere "men of soul" (in the derogatory sense, as above), "men

of flesh" or "men of matter." * Conscious of being already eman-

cipated by his Gnosis, he demonstrates this freedom either by ascet-

icism or libertinism, or even by a peculiar combination of both. By

a meditative contemplation which culminates in ecstasy, he is able

even now to enjoy the world of light which he is to enter after

death, and he can demonstrate the power of the Spirit that dwells

within him by miraculous deeds.

The history of the individual self stands in intimate relation ivith

that of the entire cosmos. The individual self is only a spark or frag-

ment of the light-treasure which is held prisoner by the demonic

world-rulers in this world of darkness; and its redemption is only a

detail of the redemption of all the sparks of light fettered here in

prison but united with each other and with their origin by a "kinship

of nature" (ovYyiveia). Individualistic eschatology—i.e. the doctrine

of the emancipation of the individual self at death and of its journey

to heaven—stands within the context of a cosmic eschatology—i.e.

the doctrine of the emancipation of all the sparks of light and their

elevation into the light-world, after which this present world of

mingled light and darkness will sink back into the primeval chaos of

darkness, and the demonic rulers of the world will be judged.

The Gnostic mifth depicts the cosmic drama by which the impris-

onment of the sparks of light came about, a drama whose end is

already beginning now and will be complete when they are released.

The drama's beginning, the tragic event of primeval time, is vari-

ously told in the several variants of the myth. But the basic idea is

constant: The demonic powers get into their clutches a person who
originates in the light-world either because he is led astray by his

own foolishness or because he is overcome in battle. The individual

selves of the "pneumatics" are none other than the parts or splinters

of that light-person. Hence, in their totality they constitute that

person—who is frequently called Primal Man—and for whose total

redemption they must be released and "gathered together." Inas-

much as the world structure made by the demonic powers will nec-

essarily crash when the sparks of light are withdrawn from it, the

* The three-fold division of mankind found in churchly Gnosticism: pneu-

matic, psychic, hylic (or sarkic)—xnen of spirit, soul, matter (or flesh)—is sec-

ondary.
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demons jealously guard their booty and attempt to stupefy the heav-

enly selves by the bustle and noise of this world, make them drunk

and put them to sleep so as to make them forget their heavenly

home.

Redemption comes from the heavenly world. Once more a light-

person sent by the highest god, indeed the son and "image" of the

most high, comes down from the light-world bringing Gnosis. He
"wakes" the sparks of light who have sunk into sleep or drunkenness

and "reminds" them of their heavenly home. He teaches them con-

cerning their superiority to the world and concerning the attitude

they are to adopt toward the world. He dispenses the sacraments by

which they are to purify themselves and fan back to life their

quenched light-power or at least strengthen its weakened state—by
which, in other words, they are "reborn." He teaches them about the

heavenly journey they will start at death and communicates to them
the secret pass-words by virtue of which they can safely pass through

the stations of this journey—past the demonic watchmen of the starry

spheres. And going ahead he prepares the way for them, the way
which he, the redeemer himself, must also take to be redeemed. For

here on earth he does not appear in divine form, but appears dis-

guised in the garment of earthly beings so as not to be recognized

by the demons. In so appearing, he takes upon himself the toil and
misery of earthly existence and has to endure contempt and persecu-

tion until he takes his leave and is elevated to the world of light.

What form the Gnostic religion took in its various groups and

congregations, or how, in one place and another, doctrines devel-

oped and rites evolved, are secondary questions not to be dealt with

here. We have little information—especially for the older period—

about Gnostic congregations. At any rate the Gnostic movement did

take a concrete form in various baptizing sects in the region of the

Jordan; these also drew certain Jewish groups into their orbit. The
movement evidently attached itself to local cults in the Near East,

and in a syncretistic process melted together with them in the form

of mystery-congregations; this happened, e.g. when the Gnostic Re-

deemer was identified with the Phrygian mystery-god, Attis. In this

manner the movement also crept into Christian congregations, or the

converse also happened—that Gnostic congregations adopted ele-

ments of Christianity. But the effect of Gnosticism extends beyond

the circle of specifically religious groups: Its ideas were also at work
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in the speculations of Hellenistic religious philosophy down into

neo-Platonism—likewise in the Jewish philosopher of religion, Philo

of Alexandria.

2. Insofar as Christian preaching remained true to the tradition

of the Old Testament and Judaism and of the earliest Church, defini-

tive contrasts between it and Gnosticism are straightway apparent.

In harmony with that tradition the Christian message did by and

large hold to the idea that the world is the creation of the one true

God, and hence that the creator-God and the redeemer-God are one.

That immediately results in a contrast in ajithropology. For in the

genuinely Christian view, man is, body and soul, the creature of God,

and no pre-existent spark of heavenly light—as if that were his real

being—is to be distinguished from his psychosomatic existence.

Hence, that division between those who bear the spark of light

within, the "spiritual ones" (who, Gnostically speaking, are qpwei

aco^6}.i8voi: "by nature saved") and the mere "men of soul" or "men
of flesh" who lack the heavenly self, was not considered a priori to

run through all mankind, though this Gnostic differentiation was

taken over in another way ( see below ) . Correspondingly, a contrast

in escJiafology persists almost consistently, insofar as the Christian

proclamation does not know the idea of the heavenly journey of the

self made possible by Gnosis and sacraments, but does teach the

resurrection of the dead and the last judgment. However, the Gospel

of John is peculiar in this respect, and in general it must be said that

the Christian conception of the reception of the righteous into

heaven and the idea of heavenly bliss were strongly influenced by

Gnosticism. These differences entail a contrast in christologij, since

Gnosticism cannot acknowledge the real humanity of Jesus. Appar-

ent humanity to a pre-existent heavenly being is only a disguise;

and where Gnosticism adapts the Christian tradition to its own use,

if it does not insist upon declaring Jesus' flesh and blood to be only

seemingly a body, it has to make a distinction between the Redeemer

and the historical person Jesus and assert some such thing as that the

former was only transiently united with the latter ( in the baptism

)

and left him before the passion.

The struggle against Gnosticism consists in part in mere warn-

ings against "stupid, senseless controversies" (II Tim. 2:23; Tit. 3:9),

"disputes about words" (I Tim. 6:4), "myths and genealogies"

(I Tim. 1:4; 4:7; II Tim. 4:4; Tit. 1:14; 3:9), "the contradictions of
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falsely named Gnosis" (I Tim. 6:20). In very pale fashion Gnostic

teachers are combatted in Herm. sim. VIII 6, 5; IX 19, 2f.; 22, Iff.

But elsewhere there is spirited polemic and controversy against or

confutation of specifically Gnostic propositions. Christian congrega-

tions evidently first felt the contrast in eschatology and christology.

I Cor, 15, early as that is, is already a great polemic against the

gnosticizing partv in Corinth which declares, "There is no resurrec-

tion of the dead." Paul, one must admit, misunderstands his oppo-

nents in attributing to them the view that with death everything is

over (I Cor. 15:19, 32). That, of course, was not their view, as the

custom of vicarious baptism (15:29) by itself suffices to show; they

were only contending against the realistic teaching of the resurrec-

tion as contained in the Jewish and primitive-Christian tradition.*

This view could also take the form of saying: "the resurrection has

already occurred"; i.e. the resurrection doctrine could be spiritual-

ized (II Tim. 2:18; but cf. also Jn. 5:24f. and Eph. 5:14).

The detailed proof of the resurrection in I Clem. 23-26 is evi-

dently not occasioned by Gnostic opposition, nor is the refutation of

doubt in the parousia, II Pet. 3:1-10, but by doubts of a general

nature. On the other hand, those who, according to Pol. Phil. 7:1,

deny the resurrection and the judgment are Gnostic teachers; and

II Clem. 9:1 also has such in view in the warning: "And let none of

you say that this flesh is not judged and does not rise again." The
warning emphasis upon the certainty of the parousia in II Clem.

10-12 is probably also motivated by Gnosticism. Later Justin Ap.

I 26, 4; Dial. 80, 4; Iren. I 23, 5; II 31, 2 bear witness to the same
motivation.

The true humanity of Christ is defended against the Gnostics in

I Jn. 2:22; 4:2, 15; 5:1, 5-8; II Jn. 7. I Jn. 5:6 seems to be specifically

directed against the Gnostic proposition that the Redeemer, though

united with Jesus at his baptism, separated from him before his pas-

sion. Similarly Ignatius does battle against the Gnostic christology,

which he encounters in the form of the claim that Christ had only a

seeming body (Eph. 7:2; 18-20; Mg. 11, Tr. 9f.; Sm. 1-3, 7); Poly-

carp does the same (Pol. Phil. 7:1),

" It appears that in II Cor. 5:1-5, Paul, having been better informed in the

meantime, combats the Gnostic view that man's self at death will be released

from the body (and from the "soul") and will soar in the state of "nakedness"
into the heavenly world.
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The contrast in the doctrine of God and creation, which consti-

tuted a main point for the later opponents of heresy, seems not to

have come to the fore at first. The reason for this probably is that

Gnosticism first crept into Christian congregations by the mediation

of a syncretistic Judaism, a form of Gnosticism, that is, in which this

contrast was not prominent. An additional reason may well have

been that the Gnostic opinion of the world as it factually is did not

greatly difiFer from the Christian; for both it is true that the world is

ruled by Satan and "lieth" utterly "in wickedness" (I Jn. 5:19 KJ).

I Jn. 1:5 probably contains polemic against Gnostic teachings which

regarded the lower world of darkness as having originated by grad-

ual emanations from the world of light, when it asserts, "God is light

and in him is no darkness at all." Jd. 8-11 is unclear because of its

merely allusive formulation; it appears to contain polemic against

the Gnostic conception of the angel-world as a realm of enemy
powers, which, however, are conquered by the Gnostic. It is prob-

ably gnosticizing Christians that are castigated in Rev. 2:2, 6, 14-16,

20-24 as "Nicolaitans" and as the (evidently identical) partisans of

the prophetess "Jezebel." When these people claim for themselves

knowledge of "the deep things of Satan" (Rev. 2:24), probably the-

ogonic and cosmogonic speculations are meant. At any rate I Tim.

4:3-5; Tit. l:14f. are aimed against Gnosticism's dualistic under-

standing of the world and the ascetic rules deduced therefrom.

3. Now it must be carefully noted that in all this Gnosticism is

combatted not as if it were a foreign, heathen religion into which

Christians are in danger of apostatizing. Rather, it is only dealt with

so far as it is a phenomenon within Christianity. And it is also clear

that the Gnostics here opposed by no means regard the Christian

congregations as a mission field which they want to convert from

Christianity to Gnosticism. Rather, they consider themselves Chris-

tians teaching a Christian wisdom—and that is the way they appear

to the churches, too. Of course, the Gnostic apostles are regarded as

interlopers by the representatives of the old tradition, and the author

of Acts makes Paul predict (20:29): "I know that after my departure

fierce wolves will come in among you . .
." But v. 30 lets Paul con-

tinue: "and from among your own selves will arise men speaking

perverse things, to draw away the disciples after them." To Paul

the apostles who have kindled a pneumatic-Gnostic movement in

Corinth are interlopers, it is true—not, however, interlopers into the
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Christian Churches as a whole, but into his Church, over which, since

it is of his own founding, he alone has authority. It is perfectly clear

that to the Church they have the standing of Christian apostles,

though to Paul they are ministers of Satan "disguising themselves as

apostles of Christ" (II Cor. 11:13). They proclaim Christ, though

according to Paul "another Jesus than the one we preached" (11:4).

In the churches of Ephesus, Pergamum, and Thyatira the false

teachers opposed in Rev. 2 evidently dwell, or dwelt, as recognized

teachers—recognized by a part of the churches, at least—as apostles

and prophets.

Naturally Gnosticism, just like Christianity, is also spread by

wandering teachers. It is against such false teachers coming into a

church from without that II Jn. 10 and Did. 11:2 warn. But in I Jn.

2:19 it is said of the Gnostics: "They went out from us, but they were

not of us; for if they had been of us, they would have continued with

us." The case is no different with the false teachers at Colossae, and

the polemic of the pastorals clearly shows that Gnosticism is an

infra-ecclesiastical phenomenon. The Gnostics are such as have

"fallen" from the faith (I Tim. 4:1; cf. 1:6; 6:21; II Tim. 2:18; 3:8);

they are not heathens but "faction-makers" (aiQeTixoi, Tit. 3:10; cf.

II Pet. 2:1). The letters of Ignatius and that of Polycarp reveal the

same picture: False teaching is being imported into the churches by

wandering teachers, and the churches are warned against receiving

such teachers (Sm. 4:1; cf. Mg. 11). But they are Christian teachers

and their doctrine has its advocates in many a church.

It is clear: Hellenistic Christianity is in the maelstrom of the

syncretistic process; the genuinely Christian element is wrestiing

with other elements; "orthodoxy" does not exist at this early period

but is still to develop.

At first, Gnosticism probably penetrated into the Christian con-

gregations mostly through the medium of a Hellenistic Judaism that

was itself in the grip of syncretism. The Gnostic Spirit-enthusiasts

whom Paul opposes at Corinth are of Jewish origin (II Cor. 11:22).

Whether the false teachings advanced in Colossae are also derived

from a syncretistic Judaism, is not quite certain {cf. Col. 2:11, 14

and espec. 2:16). But in the case of the pastorals it is probably a

Jewish-Christian Gnosticism that is involved (I Tim. 1:7; Tit. 1:10,

14). Ignatius polemizes against TouSaianog (Mg. 8-11; Phld. 6-9),

"Judaism," but since its representatives are evidently identical with
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the opponents elsewhere inveighed against in his letters, it must be

a Jewish-Christian Gnosticism that is meant by the term. Hence, it

is doubly conceivable that Gnosticism could be regarded not as a

heathen faith, but as a form of Christianity.

4. Now we must ask: In what manner did Gnosticism's thought,

myth, and terminology influence Christian thinking and contribute

to the development of Christian theological language?

a. It did so first of all by further developing the concept of escha-

tological dualism by carrying the latter beyond the dimensions of

history-of-salvation thinking into those of cosmological thinking—

or, better expressed, by further developing cosmological thinking in

a more consistent manner. For even in Jewish eschatology, hopes

for the future had already reached cosmic scope under the influence

of Persian and Babylonian mythology, which were the sources of

mythological thinking for Gnosticism also. It was from this influ-

ence that the differentiation between this age or world (ntn 0*715?,

aloov ovxoc,) and the age or world to come (K3n dVis?, aicDv \jii\'k(x)\)

was derived—terms that were still unknown to the Old Testament.

In this view, the forces that threaten Israel in the present are only

superficially foreign nations or world empires; back of these are

demonic powers or Satan himself. Accordingly, not revolutions on

the plane of history ( as is still the case in Deutero-Isaiah in spite of

all its miraculous details) but a cosmic catastrophe will usher in the

time of salvation, and the resurrection of the dead and the judgment

of the world will bring the great change about. Here the judgment

of the world is conceived as a "forensic" act—the act of a Judge in

court—while the Old Testament (with the exception of Daniel and

the late passage Is. 24-27, in which for the first time the ideas of

cosmological eschatology occur) thinks of the judgment as taking

place in the course of historical events. The figure of the Davidic

king who was to appear in the time of salvation was more or less

replaced by the figure of the Son of Man who was to come from

heaven as the judge and salvation-bringer (§7, 5). The colors of

the national political ideal had more or less faded in the popular

conception of the time of salvation. The opinion that this world is

the sinister stamping-ground of Satan—who in this role is still un-

known to the Old Testament—and of his demonic hordes had spread

abroad. And though the belief that the world had been created by
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God was retained in accord with Old Testament tradition, that could

be done only with a certain inconsistency. And if the difficulty was

in a measure cleared up in apocalypticism by attributing to Adam's

fall the consequence (still unknown to the Old Testament) of hav-

ing brought upon Adamitic man and "this Aeon" the curse of sin,

distress, and death, probably Gnostic ideas had already influenced

this sohition.

Under Gnostic influence such views could not help being further

developed in Hellenistic Christianity. That is already quite apparent

even in Paul; only it cannot be determined how much of this he may
have brought along out of his Jewish past and how much Gnosticism

may have influenced him at a later period.

It is Gnostic language when Satan is called "the god of this

world" (ai'wvog) (II Cor. 4:4), the "ruler of this world" (Jn. 12:31;

14:30; 16:11), "the prince of the power of the air" (Eph. 2:2), or

"the ruler of this Aeon" (Ign. Eph. 19:1). Both in name and meaning
"the rulers of this age" who brought "the Lord of glory" to the cross

(I Cor. 2:6, 8) are figures of Gnostic mythology—viz. those demonic

world-rulers who are also meant by the terms "angels," "principali-

ties," "authorities," "powers" (Rom. 8:38f.; I Cor. 15:24, 26; Col.

1:16; 2:10, 15; Eph. 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; I Pet. 3:22) and are at least

included in the "many gods and many lords" of I Cor. 8:4. As in

Gnosticism, they are conceived to be in essence star-spirits; as such

they are called "elemental spirits of the universe" (Gal. 4:3, 9; cf.

Col. 2:8, 20) who govern the elapse and division of time (Gal. 4:10).

Also Gnostic are the "world rulers of this present darkness" and the

"spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places" (i.e. in the

region of air, the lower sphere of the firmament, Eph. 6:12).

Aside from the terms for mythological figures, the terminology

in which dualism is expressed shows extensive Gnostic influence.

This is most apparent in John, whose language is governed by the

antithesis "light—darkness." But the rest of the New Testament also

knows this contrast (Rom. 13:12; I Thess. 5:4f.; II Cor. [6:14]; Col.

l:12f.; Eph. 5:8ff.; 6:12; I Pet. 2:9; cf. I Clem. 36:2; II Clem. 1:4;

Barn. 14:5f.; 18:1; Ign. Rom. 6:2; Phld. 2:1). In this category also

belongs the use of "truth" ( and its opposite, "falsehood" ) to denote

true ( divine ) reality in contrast to the seeming reality of the earthly.

Here again this usage gives John its peculiar stamp—especially the

related use of the adjective "true" ((Uridivog), which occurs in this
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sense not only in John but also in Hebrews (8:2; 9:24). Hebrews

expresses this same contrast in the antithesis "heavenly" (8:5; 9:23)

as opposed to the earthly "shadow" (8:5; 10:1; cf. Col. 2:17) or to

the "earthly" (9:1).

b. Gnostic mythology lies behind the allusion to the fall of crea-

tion in Rom. 8:20ff., which, because of its allusiveness, is difficult to

explain in detail. According to it, creation "was subjected to futility"

and has fallen into "bondage to decay," under which it groans in

expectation of release. Rom. 5:12ff. interprets Adam's fall quite in

keeping with Gnosticism, as bringing (sin and) death upon man-

kind; I Cor. 15:21, 44-49 goes even further when it derives Adamitic

man's plight from his inborn quality of Adam, who, without any ref-

erence to his fall, is ipvxi^og and xoixog—a man of mere "soul," not

spirit (see § 14, 2) and "a man of dust." The contrast "psychic-

pneumatic" ("man of soul"—"man of Spirit") to designate two bas-

ically di£Ferent classes of men—a contrast which can be explained

neither from Greek usage nor from the Old Testament but only from

Gnostic anthropology—is an especially clear indication that Paul's

anthropological concepts had already been formed under the influ-

ence of Gnosticism (I Cor. 2:14f.; 15:4446; see further: Jas. 3:15;

Jd. 19). It is likewise a piece of Gnostic thinking when Jn. 8:44

attributes enmity to Jesus to the descent of the unbelieving from the

arch-liar, the devil. In fully Gnostic fashion those who are "of the

devil" (Jn. 8:44; I Jn. 3:8)-or are "of the evil one" (I Jn. 3:12),

"from below" (Jn. 8:23), "of this world" (Jn. 8:23 and elsewhere),

or "of the earth"
(
Jn. 3:31)—are contrasted with those who are "from

God" (Jn. 7:17; 8:47), "of the truth" (Jn. 18:37), "from above" (Jn.

8:23), or are "begotten of God" (I Jn. 2:29; 3:9; 4:7; 5:1).

Thus, Gnostic mythology serves to characterize man's situation

in the world as a life which by its origin is destined for destruction,

a life that is prone to be ruled by demonic powers. Paul even ven-

tures in his polemic against Jewish legalism to contradict his basic

view that the Torah comes from God (Rom. 7:12, 14) by appropri-

ating the Gnostic proposition that on the contrary it was given by
subordinate angel-powers (Gal. 3:19).

Correspondingly, the terminology of parenesis is to a large extent

Gnostic when—in connection with the concepts "light" and "dark-

ness"—it says that men have "fallen asleep" or are "drunk" and must

be "awakened" or be "sober" (Rom. 13:11-13; I Thess. 5:4-6; I Cor.
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15:34; 16:13; Col. 4:2; Eph. 5:14; II Tim. 2:26; 4:5; I Pet. 1:13; 5:8:

Ign. Sm. 9:1; Pol. 1:3; 2:3; II Clem. 13:l-though, of course,

YQT|YOQ£iv, "be awake" or "watch," is also already fomid in the

Jewish-Christian tradition: Mk. 13:35; Rev. 3:2f.; Did. 16:1, etc.).

The hymn (a fragment) in Eph. 5:14 is cast quite in Gnostic

terms:

"Awake, O sleeper,

And rise from the dead.

And Christ shall give you light."

c. But most of all the Gnostic stock of concepts served to clarify

the history of salvation. According to these concepts the Redeemer
appears a.s a cosmic figure, the pre-existent divine being, Son of the

Father ( § 12, 3 ) , who came down from heaven and assumed human
form and who, after his activity on earth, was exalted to heavenly

glory and wi-ested sovereignty over the spirit-powers to himself. It is

in this conception of him that he is praised in the pre-Pauline Christ-

hymn which is quoted in Phil. 2:6-11. This "mythos" is also briefly

alluded lo in II Cor. 8:9. The Gnostic idea that Christ's earthly gar-

ment of flesh was the disguise in consequence of which the world-

rulers failed to recognize him—for if they had recognized him, they

would not have brought about their own defeat by causing his cru-

cifixion—lurks behind I Cor. 2:8. Further on, it will be indicated

how the Gnostic Redeemer-myth of the incarnation of the pre-

existent Son, and of his exaltation, by which he prepares the way for

his own into the world of light, provides the terminology for the

christology of John.

The descent and re-ascent of the Redeemer is the subject of Eph.

4:8-10. The expression, "descended into the lower parts of the

earth," does not mean the descent into Hell, but corresponds to "he

ascended" and means the pre-existent Son's journey to earth. And
the idea that he conquered the inimical spirit-powers by his journey

to heaven the author finds expressed in the words of the Psalter

(68:19): "When he ascended on high he led a host of captives"

(Eph. 4:8). That the exalted Lord won dominion over the realm of

the cosmic powers, is also said in Col. 2:15: "He (God) disarmed

the principalities and powers and made a public example of them,

triumphing over them in him (Christ)." So, according to I Pet. 3:22,
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also, Christ's ascent to heaven is simultaneously the act of subju-

gating the demonic world-rulers; and 2:19f., whose original mean-

ing * no more deals with the descent into Hell than does Eph. 4:9,

follow the Gnostic myth, according to which the prison of the dead

is not in the interior of the earth but in the region of the air, where

the spirits of the stars, or of the firmament, keep them confined. This

cosmic event is very briefly alluded to in Jn. 12:31: "Now is the judg-

ment of this world, now shall the ruler of this world be cast out"

(of. 16:10f. ). These words are spoken by Jesus as he prepares to go

to his passion, which for John, however, means nothing less than his

"exaltation" (12:32) or "glorification" (12:28).

Hence the whole cosmos—heavenly, earthly, and subterranean

beings—must pay homage to the exalted "Lord" (Phil. 2:10f. ).

Thereby, God has appointed an end for the cosmic disorder which

originated in the primeval fall and through him has "reconciled all

things" (i.e. the universe) to Himself, as the hymn underlying Col.

1:20 says—a hymn which the author has rather strongly accommo-

dated to the Christian tradition by his editing of it. The cosmic

"peace" bestowed by the work of salvation is still more radically

Christianized in Eph. 2:14ff., which interprets the "dividing wall of

hostility," which according to the Gnostic myth divides the earthly

from the heavenly world, as applying both to the enmity between

Jew and Gentile (v. 14) and to the enmity between God and man
(v. 16). Hebrews also follows the Gnostic Redeemer-myth: The

pre-existent Son, who is here termed "the effulgence of the glory of

God" and "the very stamp of his (God's) character" (1:3) in keep-

ing with the Gnostic "image"-idea, abased himself (2:9) in becom-

ing man and then was exalted above the angels; 1:5 applies to the

enthronement of the exalted Redeemer. But here the figure is modi-

fied in the direction of Jewish-Christian eschatology by postponing

the subjection of the total cosmos to him until the future parousia

(1:6; 2:8). The myth is also contained in the lines of the hymn
found at I Tim. 3:16:

* A Christ-hymn underlies I Pet. 3:18-22 (as in the case of Col. 1:15-20).

As I Pet. 4:6 shows, the author of this epistle understood 3:19 as referring to

the descent into Hell, a subject that is later treated in Ign. Mg. 9:3 and Herm.

sim. IX 16, 5-7. On I Pet. 3:18-22 see R. Bultmann, Coniectanea Neotesta-

mentica XI (1949), 1-14; on Col. 1:15-20 see E. Kasemann, Bultmann-Fest-

schrift (1949), 133-148.
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"Who was manifested in the flesh,

Vindicated in the Spirit

Seen by angels . . .

Taken up in glory."

What is here hinted at is more extensively expressed in Ign. Eph.

19. Here we encounter again the motif that "the Prince of this

world" is deceived. From him the "three mysteries of a cry" were

kept hidden: the virginity of Mary, her giving birth, and the death

of "the Lord." His death is followed by his glorious manifestation

to the "Aeons" (by this Gnostic term the cosmic powers are here

called; Lake translates misleadingly) as he triumphantly ascends on

high—a drama whose goal and end is the destruction of "the old

kingdom" (viz. that of the "Aeons" and of their Prince). Christ's

passion and cross are conceived as a cosmic event by Ignatius, partly

in Gnostic terms, partly in polemic against them.

d. For believers the cosmic triumph of Christ means emancipa-

tion from the demonic world-rulers, from sin, and especially from

death; hence the declaration that "the resurrection has already

occurred" (H Tim. 2:18; see p. 169 above) is comprehensible. In

this connection the Gnostic idea is frequently utilized that the Re-

deemer by his ascent has prepared the way through the spheres of

the spirit powers into the heavenly world. The exalted Redeemer
will draw after himself his own

(
Jn. 12:32); he is, himself, the "way"

(Jn. 14:6). The idea is expressed in Hebrews by the term "pioneer"

(dQXTiYO?, 2:10; 12:2, cf. Acts 3:15; 5:31; II Clem. 20:5-same word
in all five cases ) . Christ is the pioneer-guide to heaven; being, him-

self, "made perfect" by attaining heaven (TEA,£ia)Oeig, 2:10, 5:9), he

is also the "perfecter" (TeA.8iWT)'];, 12:2) of his own. However, He-

brews re-interprets the Gnostic idea of the self's ascent to its heav-

enly "resting-place" (y.axdKavoic,) into the idea that the People of

God on earth is on pilgrimage to its heavenly home (3:7-4:11).

The Gnostic teaching of the "kinship" between the Redeemer
and the redeemed by virtue of their mutual heavenly origin is so

applied by Hebrews that the redeemed appear as brothers of the

Redeemer (2:llf., 17), though they can also be called his children,

since he has the priority. In the same sense, Paul calls the exalted

Lord "the first-born among many brethren" (Rom. 8:29). Paul ex-

presses Christ's meaning as Redeemer especially by paralleling him,
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as "the last Adam," with the (fallen) Primal Man Adam. As Adam-
itic man in his earthly-unspiritual (\|)vxix6g) nature, in his servitude

to Death, is determined by Adam, so those who believe in Christ are

determined by Christ, and that means by Spirit and Life. However,

in so speaking, Paul does not draw the consistent Gnostic conclusion

that "the resurrection has already occurred," but champions, instead,

the old realistic resurrection-hope against the gnosticizing Corinthi-

ans; but in so doing, he gets into the difficulty of having to work out

a paradoxical concept of Life—a life that is already present reality

and yet is still future (Rom. 5; see §§ 18, 29). John, however, gives

up the old realistic eschatology of the future parousia, resurrection,

and last judgment.*

The Gnostic notion of the pre-existence of souls ( or rather, think-

ing gnostically, the pre-existence of human selves) was, by and

large, given up in the Christian congregations, and likewise the re-

lated idea of those who are "by nature saved," i.e. the idea that re-

demption has its foundation in a kinship between Redeemer and

redeemed which antedates the decision of faith. But it recurs in

John with a new interpretation when believers are held to be the

iftioi of the incarnate Logos ("his own," Jn. 1:11; supply: people, or

relatives) whom he calls to himself and who hear and know his

voice (Jn. 10) because they are "of the truth" (18:37b).

e. Hebrews takes the Gnostic idea that all "men of Spirit" who
are delimited from the world constitute a unity

( § 10, 5 ) and com-

bines it with the Old Testament-Jewish tradition of the People of

God (besides 3:7-4:11, see 13:12-14). But Paul explains the inner

unity of believers with each other and with the Redeemer by using

the Gnostic term "body" (i.e. in the phrase "body of Christ," Rom.
12:4f.; I Cor. 12:12-27; also I Cor. 6:15-17) and in so doing very

materially determines the development of the Church-concept.

Stimulated by Paul but also influenced, themselves, by Gnostic

tradition, the authors of Colossians and Ephesians further developed

this idea. Especially in Colossians the originally mythological or

cosmological nature of the "body" concept of the Church is apparent.

In Col. 1:15-20, the author builds upon a hymn which originally

was in praise of the cosmic rank of Christ and understood the "body"

whose "head" is Christ to be the cosmos, while the author interprets

* In the text that has come down to us churchly editing has "corrected"

John by re-introducing the reahstic eschatology; on this point, see Vol. II.
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the "body" as the "Church" (by means of the addition in v. 18 and

again in v. 24), thereby giving "the Church"—quite in keeping with

Gnosticism—the character of a cosmic entity.

The same thing can be perceived in Ephesians. Here, however,

in order to express Christ's relation to the Church, not only the

"head" concept is used but also the Gnostic idea of the "divine mar-

riage" (ovt^vyia): the Church is the bride, or the wife, of Christ

(Eph. 5:25flf.; espec. 29^2).*

Though the idea this suggests—that the Church is pre-existent—

is not expressed in this Ephesians passage—in fact, there may even

be polemic against it in the emphatic words of v. 32: "but I mean
. . ."—the author of II Clem, does draw this conclusion, speaking of

"the first, the spiritual Church which was created before sun and

moon" and "was made manifest at the end of days." The "body of

Christ" (II Clem. 14:lf.) for him is the pre-existent Church.

In Hermas likewise (vis. II 4, 1) the Church, appearing in the

guise of an old woman, is pre-existent: "she was created first of all

things . . . and for her sake [or: through her] was the cosmos estab-

lished." But the divine-marriage idea is not present here, and the

"body" concept is only faintly echoed when the unity of the Church

is described with the expression "one spirit and one body" (sim. IX

13, 5 and 7; cf. 17, 5; 18, 4). It is a Gnostic motif that is used when
the virgins who are building the tower of the Church are called

"holy spirits" and "powers of the Son of God" ( sim. IX 13, 2 ) ; both

the number of the virgins (seven in vis. Ill 8; nine in sim. IX 12ff.

)

and the description of the tower also betray the originally cosmolog-

ical meaning of this presentation.! No very strong Gnostic influ-

ences affected the vague ecclesiological and christological argu-

ments of Hermas.

The Gnostic myth also influenced the view of the Church found

in Ignatius. The Church is the "body of Christ" (Sm. 1:2); he is its

"head" (Tr. 11:2); Christians are "Christ's members" (Eph. 4:2; Tr.

11:2). Just as in the Gnostic myth the occurrence of salvation cul-

minates in the gathering together of the sparks of light and their

" This conception is scarcely behind so early a passage as II Cor. 11:2,

where the Corinthian church is regarded under the figure of the bride of Christ.

It is more plausible at Rev. 19:7; 21:2, but there, too, it is doubtful.

t See Kiisemann, Leib und Leib Christi, 85f.; Dibelius, excursus on Hermas
vis. II 4, 1; III 2, 4; sim. V 6, 7 in the supplement to Lietzmann's Handbuch,
IV, 451f., 459f., 572-575.
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union into that figure of light, Primal Man, so for Ignatius the

"unification" (evoooiq, or evoti];, "unity") of the Church is the goal

that God had promised (Tr. 11:2; cf. Eph. 5:1; Pol. 8:3), and this

"unification" is the constant refrain of his exhortation (Eph. 4:2;

Mg. 7:2; Pol. 1:2); it is at the same time "unification" with Christ

(Mg. 1:2; 13:2; Phld. 4:1). The concept of the divine marriage does

not occur, for the statement that Christ "loved" the Church (Pol.

5:1) is probably a reminiscence of canonical Eph. 5:25, 29.

f. To come from polytheism to faith in the one true God was

called "to come to knowledge of the truth"
( § 9, 2 ) —emancipating

knowledge was a thing the Christian and the Gnostic had in com-

mon, and the Christian preacher could say in Gnostic terminology:

"You will know the truth, and the truth will make you free" (Jn.

8:32). Paul in place of "faith" could speak of the "knowledge"

which surpasses all that he once held to be gain ("the surpassing

worth of knowing Christ Jesus," Phil. 3:8) and could set as his goal:

to "be found in him" and to "know him and the power of his resur-

rection . .
." (Phil. 3:9f.). It is no wonder, then, that Christian and

Gnostic zeal for "knowledge" united, and that in Corinth an eager-

ness after "knowledge" was unleashed (I Cor. 1:18). Nor is it any

wonder that pride flourished over the fact that "we (all) have

knowledge" (I Cor. 8: Iff.). Neither is it surprising that the Chris-

tian consciousness of delimitation from the world and of superiority

over unbelievers should have taken on the Gnostic form of claiming

to be "men of Spirit," because possessed of a higher nature, and
hence of looking down upon mere "men of soul" (\|)vxr/OL) or "the

weak" ( do^Evsig ) . All this is the less to be wondered at because of

the Christian awareness of possessing the Spirit through baptism

(§13,1).

This consciousness flaunted itself not only in the phenomena of

enthusiasm and ecstasy
( § 14, 3 ) within the meeting of the congre-

gation but also and especially in the genuinely Gnostic claim to have

"liberty' and "authority," on the strength of which the "man of

Spirit" disdained to be bound to the concrete ecclesiastical fellow-

ship (I Cor. 8:lff. ) and also made light of being bound morally—

"all things are lawful to me" (I Cor. 6:12ff.; cf. 10:23). In the

struggle against false teachers, the accusation of immorality (Pas-

torals; Jd.; II Pet.; Herm. sim. V 7, Iff.) and lovelessness (I Jn.)

became so stereotyped that one cannot always be certain that it is a
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libertinism with a genuinely Gnostic basis that is meant. Yet pre-

cisely out of the conventionality of such accusations it follows that

such libertinism had its representatives in Christian circles. How
this consciousness of being a "knower" (i.e. a Gnostic) results in

getting "puffed up" (I Cor. 4:6, 18f.; 5:2; 8:1) is shown by II Cor.

10-13: It causes men to "boast," to judge others arrogantly and to

regard their own manifestations of "pneumatic" power as proof of

their superiority to the Apostle, who only pursues his task "in

weakness."

But Paul himself, obviously, also regards the Gnostic terminology

as the appropriate form of expression for the Christian understand-

ing of existence. He indicates this not merely by referring to the

"knowledge" that is his foundation. Rather, being himself a pneu-

matikos (man of Spirit), he considers himself also to have at his

disposal a "wisdom" which penetrates into the mysteries of the

divine wisdom, "the deep things of God" (I Cor. 2:6ff. KJ). He feels

himself exempted from others' judgment while he, as one who has

the "mind ( = Spirit) of Christ," has the right to judge others (I Cor.

2:15f.). He accepts not only the proposition that "we (all) have

knowledge" (I Cor. 8:1) but also that "all things are lawful (to me)"

(I Cor. 6:12; 10:23)—though with a specifically Christian correction,

it is true (see below). He is just as proud of his "liberty" and

"authority" as the Gnostics are—recognizing, however, the paradox-

ical character of this liberty (I Cor. 9:1-23). He declares himself to

be "not in the least inferior to these superlative apostles" (II Cor.

11:5; cf. 10:3-5, 8; 13:3, 10)—pointing out, nevertheless, the para-

doxicality of Christian "boasting" (II Cor. ll:16ff.; 12: Iff.). He
belongs to the "mature" or "perfect" (teAeioi, Phil. 3:15; cf. 1 Cor.

2:6)—but immediately assures the reader "Not that I have already

obtained or am already perfect" (Phil. 3:12).

g. Undoubtedly, the Gnostic myth and its terminology offered

the possibility of elucidating the eschatological occurrence as one

inaugurated by the history of Jesus Christ and now at work in the

present in process of consummation, and the possibility of compre-

hending the Church and the individual as placed in the grand con-

text of a process of disaster and salvation. But the question now is

whether this cosmic occurrence is to be understood as only a sub-

lime process of nature which takes place by-passing, so to say, my
conduct, my responsibility, my decisions—a process which has me
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at its mercy for better or for worse. Will human history be con-

ceived as natural process, or as genuine historical happening? Is

Gnosis only a speculative knowledge that exists alongside of all

other knowledge and points of view, a knowledge the possession of

which reassures me concerning my future after death? Or is it a

genuine understanding of myself which dominates and determines

my hfe in its every manifestation, especially in my conduct? Un-

doubtedly Gnosticism's intent is such an understanding of one's self;

that is what comes to expression in the Gnostic consciousness of

''"Hberty" and "authority." But the question is whether this liberty is

to be conceived as the liberty of responsibly existing man—man liv-

jing, that is, in responsibility to and for his actual existence—or

'whether it is to be conceived as man's withdrawal from his real

1 existence. If it is to be conceived in the latter way, then, since such

withdrawal is fundamentally impossible, man's "liberty" becomes a

mere assertion or a meaningless theorem. In other words, the ques-

tion is whether or not the paradoxical character of "liberty" is recog-

nized. Or, asked in still another way, this is the question whether

the state of being pneumatikos (a man of Spirit) is to be understood

as if that were a quality of nature, or whether that state is kept in

existence by an ever-repeated responsible decision because of the

fact that the possibility of being sarkikos (a man determined by

flesh), in accord with genuine existence in true history, continues to

exist. Only in the latter case is liberty genuinely understood as lib-

erty. Wherever this is not the case, the consequence will either be

asceticism, which strives either to demonstrate or anxiously to pre-

serve the "pneumatic" quality of liberty, or it will be libertinism,

which either strives to demonstrate "liberty" or uses it as a pretext.

Failure to recognize the reality of human existence in actual history

involves a non-paradoxical misunderstanding of one's possession of

the Spirit and of the liberty it brings, and this misunderstanding

carries with it the surrender of the idea of creation. But retaining

both the idea of the world as creation and the idea of de-seculariza-

tion ( EnttreMichung—inward divorce from the world) through par-

ticipation in the eschatological occurrence must establish such a dia-

lectic (paradoxical) relation to the world as will be expressed in

Paul's "as if . . . not" (I Cor. 7:29ff.). This Gnostic failure to recog-

nize true human existence as fulfilling itself in one's actual history

leads also to a non-historical interpretation of the "kinship" idea—
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i.e. to a misconception of what fellowship in the Church is. Under

this misconception, "knowledge" (yvwoig) seeks its culmination in

"de-historizing" ecstasy (i.e. an ecstasy which divorces its subject

from his concrete existence) instead of finding it in the Agape which

is its perfect realization-its genuine demonstration in the knower's

actual history.
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§ 16. The Historical Position of Paul

The historical position of Paul may be stated as follows: Stand-

ing within the frame of Hellenistic Christianity he raised the theo-

logical motifs that were at work in the proclamation o the Hellenistic

Church to the clarity of theological thinking; he called to attention

the problems latent in the Hellenistic proclamation and brought

them to a decision; and thus-so far as our sources permit an opinion

on the matter-became the founder of Christian theology.

Paul ormrmted in Hellenistic Judaism; his home was Tarsus in

Cilicia (Acts 9:11; 21:39; 22:3). There, without doubt, he received

his first training in the rabbinic scriptural learning to which his

letters bear witness. According to Acts 22:3 he is said also to have

been a pupil of Gamahel (the Elder) in Jerusa en.; but the correc -

^

ness of this information is debated and (in the light of Gal. 1:22) is ,

at least doubtful. At any rate, in his home city he came into contact

--JhHdk^tic culture and became acquainted with popular phi-

losophy and the phenomena of religious syncretism. It remams

uncertain, however, to what extent he had already appropriated in

his pre-Christian period theological ideas of this syncretism (those

of the mystery-religions and of Gnosticism) which come out in his

Christian theology.
. . 7 +^ +i,^

Not having been a personal disciple of Jesus, he was won to the

Christian faith by the ker^smasitbiHeUem^^
'^^.^,.^"'f

tion thrust upon him by this kerygma was whether he was wilhng to

regard the crucified Jesus of Nazareth, whom the kerygma asserted

to have risen from the dead, as the expected Messiah. But for Paul,

the fervent champion {X^^l^x^^) of the traditions of the fathers

(Gal 1-14), straightway recognizing how basically the Torah was

called into question by the Hellenistic mission, that meant whether

he was willing to acknowledge in the cross of Christ God s judgment

upon his self-understanding up to that time-i.e Gods condemna-

tion of his Jewish striving after righteousness by fulfilhng the works

of the Law. After he had first indignantly rejected this question and

become a persecutor of the Church, at his conversion he submitted

to this judgment of God.
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For just this is what his conversion meant: In it he surrendered

his previous understanding of himself; i.e. he surrendered what had

till then been the norm and meaning of his life, he sacrificed what

had hitherto been his pride and joy (Phil. 3:4-7). His conversion

/ . was not the result of an inner moral collapse ( which it is frequently

assumed to have been on the basis of a misinterpretation of Rom.

7:7ff. as autobiographical confession). It was not rescue from the

o . despair into which the cleavage between willing and doing had

allegedly driven him. His was not a conversion of repentaDce;S

neither, of course, was it one of emancipating enlightenment. ^

T^v^ Rather, it was obedient submission to the judgment of God, made
' known in the cross of Christ, upon all human accomplishment and

boasting. It is as such that his conversion is reflected in his theology.

His conversion brought him into the Hellenistic Church; it was

in Hellenistic territory that he was soon working as a missionary in

company with another Hellenistic missionary, Barnabas, who had

sought him out and taken him to Antioch to collaborate with him

(Acts ll:25f. ). In company with him, Paul was the advocate of

Hellenistic Christianity against the Palestinian Church at the "apos-

tolic council"
( § 8, 2 ) , and in company with him he undertook the

so-called "first missionary journey" (Acts 13-14).

After his conversion he made no effort toward contact with Jesus'

disciples or the Jerusalem Church for instruction concerning Jesus

and his ministry. On the contrary, he vehemently protests his inde-

pendence from them in Gal. 1-2. And, in fact, his letters barely

show traces of the influence of Palestinian tradition concerning the

history and preaching of Jesus. All that is important for him in the

story of Jesus is the fact that Jesus was born a Jew and lived under

the Law (Gal. 4:4) and that he had been crucified (Gal. 3:1; I Cor.

2:2; Phil. 2:5ff., etc.). When he refers to Christ as an example, he

is thinking not of the historical but of the pre-existent Jesus (Phil.

2:5ff.; II Cor. 8:9; Rom. 15:3). He quotes "words of the Lord" only

at I Cor. 7:10f. and 9:14, and in both cases they are regulations for

church life. It is possible that echoes of words of the Lord are pres-

ent in Paul's parenesis; e.g. Rom. 12:14 (Mt. 5:44); 13:9f. (Mk.

12:31); 16:19 ( Mt. 10:16); I Cor. 13:2 (Mk. 11:23). The tradition

of the Jerusalem Church is at least in substance behind the "word

of the Lord" on the parousia and resurrection in I Thess. 4:15-17,

though it is not certain whether Paul is here quoting a traditionally
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transmitted saying, or whether he is appealing to a revelation ac-

corded to him by the exalted Lord. But of decisive importance in

this connection is the fact that Paul's theology proper, w^ith its theo-

logical, anthropological, and soteriological ideas, is not at all a reca-

pitulation of Jesus' own preaching nor a further development of it,

and it is especially significant that he never adduces any of the

sayings of Jesus on the Torah in favor of his own teaching about the

Torah. The concept. Reign of God, which was basic for the message

preached by Jesus has lost its dominant position in Paul and occurs

only at Rom. 14:17; I Cor. 4:20; 6:9f.; 15:50; Gal. 5:21 {cf. I Thess.

2:12); neither does Paul's description of the essence of salvation as
"
the righteousness of God" have a parallel in Jesus' preaching.

In relation To the preaching of Jesus, the theology of Paul is a

new structure, and that indicates nothing else than that Paul has his

place within Hellenistic Christianity. The so often and so passion-

ately debated question, "Jesus and Paul," is at bottom the question:

Jesus and Hellenistic Christianity.

But merely to recognize this historical fact does not in itself, of

course, decide anything about the relation in content between Paul's

theology and Jesus' message. This question, however, cannot be set

forth and answered in advance, but must be developed and answered

in the presentation of Paul's theology itself.
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CHAPTER IV

Man Prior to the Revelation of Faith

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

1. As sources for Paul's theology only the undoubtedly genuine

letters of Paul may serve: Rom., I-II Cor., Gal., Phil., I Thess., Phlm.

2. Paul did not theoretically and connectedly develop his

thoughts concerning God and Christ, the world and man in an

independent scientific treatise as a Greek philosopher or a modern
theologian. He only developed them fragmentarily (except in

Romans), always broaching them in his letters for a specific and
actual occasion. Even in Romans, where he expresses them con-

nectedly and with a degree of completeness, he does so in a letter

and under the compulsion of a concrete Situation. These facts must

not be allowed to lead one to the false conclusion that Paul was not

a real theologian, nor to the notion that to understand his individual-

ity he must be regarded, instead, as a hero of piety. On the contrary!

The way in which he reduces specific acute questions to a basic the-

ological question, the way in which he reaches concrete decisions on
the basis of fundamental theological considerations, shows that what
he thinks and says grows out of his basic theological position—the

position which is more or less completely set forth in Romans.

Nevertheless, this basic position is not a structure of theoretical

thought. It does not take the phenomena which encounter man and
\/J man himself whom they encounter and build them into a system, a

fl distantly perceived kosmos (system), as Greek science does. Rather,

JP'^aurs theological thinking only lifts the knowledge^inherent infaith

^ itself into the clarity of conscious knowing. A relation to God that

is only feeling, only "piety," and not also a knowledge of God and
man together is for Paul unthinkable. The act of faith is simulta-

neously an act of knowing, and, correspondingly, theological know-
ing cannot be separated from faith.

Therefore, Pauline theology is not a speculative system. It deals
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wdth God not as He is in Himself but only with God as He is signifi-

cant for man, for maiLS responsibility and man's salvation. Corre-

spondingly, it does not deal with the world and man as they are in

themselves, but constantly sees the world and man in their relation

to God. Ey^ry assertion about God is simiiltanFjop sly an assertion

about man and vice versa. For this reason and in this sense Paul's

theology is, at the same time, anthropology. But since God's relation

to the world and man is not regarded by Paul as a cosmic process

oscillating in eternally even rhythm, but is regarded as constituted

by God's acting in history and by man's reaction to God's doing,

therefore every assertion about God speaks of what He does with

man and what He demands of him. And, the other way around,

every assertion about man speaks of God's deed and demand—or
about man as he is qualified by the divine deed and demand and by

his attitude toward them. The christology of Paul likewise is gov-

erned by this point of view. In it, Paul does not speculatively dis-

cuss the metaphysical essence of Christ, or his relation to God, or his

"natures," but speaks of him as the one through whom God is work-

ing for the salvation of the world and man. Thus, every assjgrtion
, , ^

aboutChrist_js__aLso-an assertion about man and vice versa; and ^^ ' ^
Panlj^ rhristplogy is simiiltanRonsly soteriology.

Therefore, Paul's theology can best be treated as his doctrine of

man: first, of man prior to the revelation of faith, and second, of man
under faith, for in this way the anthropological and soteriological

orientation of Paul's theology is brought out. Such a presentation

presupposes, since theological understanding has its origin in faith,

that man prior to the revelation of faith is so depicted by Paul as he

is retrospectively seen from the standpoint of faith.

A. THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

PRELIMINARY REMARK

Paul, of course, did not draw up a scientific anthropology as if

to describe man as a phenomenon in the realm of the objectively

perceptible world. He^sees man always in his relation to God. Still,

it is in relation to God that he sees all that is or happens, and in this

respect man has nothing to distinguish him from other beings. What,

then, is the specifically human—that which gives man's relation to

God its peculiar character? Precisely for the sake of understanding
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this relation, it is necessary that we clarify for ourselves the peculi-

arity of human existence, i.e. thME^im p l s^^nT'^tv^^s "^ <"^^'g fiyi'g^pnpp

§ 17. "Soma" (Body)

The most comprehensive term which Paul uses to characterize

man's existence is soma^ body; it is also the most complex and the

understanding of it is fraught with difficulty. That soma belongs

inseparably, constitutively, to human existence is most clearly evi-

dent from the fact that Paul cannot conceive even of a future human
existence after death "when that which is perfect is come" as an

existence without soma—in contrast to the view of those in Corinth

who deny the resurrection (I Cor. 15, especially vv. 35ff. ). How-
ever, the resurrection body will no longer be a body of flesh ( I Cor.

15:50), not a "physical" (\\)vy^v/.6v) body or one of "dust" (I Cor.

15:44-49), but a "spiritual" ( JlV8V|iaTix6v ) bndy, a "bndyjjf^lory"

(Phil. 3:21; cf. II Cor. 3:18). Hence, it was natural for interpreters

to conceive soma to mean the body-form which could be stamped

upon various materials—of fleshly or spiritual kind; and I Cor.

15:35ff. was a downright temptation so to conceive it. But it is a

methodological error to choose this passage as the point of departure

for the interpretation of soma; for in it Paul lets himself be misled

into adopting his opponents' method of argumentation, and in so

doing he uses the^oma-concept in a_way_jiQt characteristic of him

. ^ elsewhere. In these verses only the underlying idea is genuinely

'^ce Pauline: The only human existence that there is—even in the sphere

of Spirit—is~Tomatic existence; but the use of soma as "form,"

"shape" is un-Pauline. This is at once apparent when certain impor-

tant statements are considered. When Paul warns, "Let not sin

therefore reign in your mortal soma" (Rom. 6:12), or when he

exhorts the Romans "to present your somata as a living sacrifice,

holy and acceptable to God" (Rom. 12:1), it is clear that soma does

not mean "body form" nor just "body," either, but that by "body" he

means the whole person—undoubtedly in some specific respect

which we have yet to define more exactly.

How little it is true that for Paul soma means "form,"

"shape," can be seen from the fact that he uses the words hav-

ing the primary meaning of form and shape to designate the

essence of a thing: the words njQjiph^-aiid-sniwma. Morphe is

the shape, the form, in which a person or thing appears, and in
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the LXX it is used synonymously with slSog (shape, form),

6fxoia)|ia (Hkeness), oQaoig (appearance), and oipig (appear-

ance), not, however, in contrast to its essence, but precisely as

the expression thereof. Hence, it is understandable that in Hel-

lenistic usage morphe can be used to designate the divine nature

(see Reitzenstein, Hellenistische Mysterienreligionen, 3rd ed.,

357f.). It is used in the same way by Paul. Being "changed

from glory to glory into the same image (with him)" which,

according to H Cor. 3:18, takes place as a result of beholding

the Lord, is an alteration not of one's form, but of one's nature.

If the elect of God are to be "conformed to the image of his

Son" (Rom. 8:29), that means that their nature will be, like

his, a glory-nature. And Phil. 3:21 means the same thing:

( Christ ) "who will change our lowly body into conformity with

his glory-body." The "form of God" in which the pre-existent

Christ existed is not mere form but th£_divine mode of being

just as much as the "form of a servant" is the mode of being of

a servant (Phil. 2:6f. ). The same is true of schema. He who
"was found in human form" (Phil. 2:8) did not merely look like

a man but really was a man "obedient unto death." The
"change" (\iExaoxr\[iaxUl,Eiv) of Phil. 3:21 (see above)
denotes change of nature, and in Rom. 12:2 "conformed"

(oDOX»l!-iaTi^80^ai) and "transformed" ([X8Ta|iOQ(poijodai) cor-

respond in the same way. It is apparent that the perishing

"form of this world" (I Cor. 7:31) means the world itself, not

just its form. Only in II Cor. 11:13-15 is iisTaoxrijiaTi^eo^ai

(transform) used in its original sense of changing form; per-

haps it is also so used in the obscure passage, I Cor. 4:6—i.e.

instead of "applied" (RSV) perhaps "transformed this to ap-

ply . .
."

In defining the concept soma, the place to begin is the naive pop- '^ /

ular usage in which soma means body—as a rule, man's—which in a "^^^^rS
naive anthropological view can be placed in contrast with the "soul" J i

or the "spirit" (I Thess. 5:23; I Cor. 5:3; 7:34). The body has its
-^''^^

members, which comprise a unity within it (Rom. 12:4f.; I Cor.

12:12-26). Personal, physical presence is the "presence of the body"

(II Cor. 10:10). Paul bears about on his body the "marks of Jesus"

(Gal. 6:17)—evidently scars (resulting from mistreatment or acci-

dents ) which mark him physically—and he can describe his constant

enduring of danger and suflFerings as "carrying in the body the death

of Jesus" (II Cor. 4:10). There are people who "deliver their bodies
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to be burned" (I Cor. 13:3); Paul "pommels and subdues his body"

(I Cor. 9:27). In the soma, sexual life has its seat. Abraham beheld

his body "dead"—i.e. no longer capable of procreation (Rom. 4:19).

A wife does not rule over her body, nor a husband over his ( I Cor.

7:4). Unnatural lust (homosexuality) is a "dishonoring of the body"

(Rom. 1:24); unchastity in general is a sin which concerns the body

(I Cor. 6:13-20, espec. v. 18).

But in a number of the above passages it is clear that the soma

is not a something that outwardly clings to a man's real self (to his

soul, for instance), but belongs to its very essence, so that we can

>Aj ^ say man does not have a soma; he is soma, for in not a few cases

soma can be translated simply "I" (or whatever personal pronoun

fits the context); thus, I Cor. 13:3; 9:27; 7:4 (see above), or Phil.

1:20 KJ ".
. . Christ shall be magnified in my body ( = me) whether

by life, or by death." The same is thoroughly clear in the already

mentioned exhortation, Rom. 12:1: "Present your bodies (= your-

selves, or: your selves) as a living sacrifice, etc." Rom. 6:12f. is also

instructive:

"Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal som/i . . .

Do not yield your memhers to sin as tools of wickedness,

But yield yourselves to God . . .

And your memhers to God as tools of righteousness." ( tr.

)

Here "your members," which is a synonymous variation of "your

body," stands parallel to "yourselves"; and in the following verses,

both within v. 13 and in vv. 16 and 19, "yield yourselves" and "yield

your members" are used synonymously. Likewise I Cor. 6:15, "Do
you not know that your bodies are members of Christ?" and I Cor.

12:27, "Now you are the body of Christ and individually members

of it," correspond to each other. In the former case, the subject of

"being the members of Christ" is "your bodies"; in the latter case it

is "you" without difference in meaning. In this usage, the word

"members" denotes the individual faculties of human existence

which are comprised in the soma as the whole, just as, correspond-

ingly, the individual man, provided he is baptized, belongs to

Christ's soma as a member.

The nuances of meaning in the word soma melt into one

another in a strange fashion in I Cor. 6:13-20. "The body is not

meant for immorality" (v. 13), evidently means that the body,
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insofar as it is the seat of sex-life, is not to be defiled by immo-
rality. But when it goes on to say, ".

. . but for the Lord, and
the Lord for the body," this sexual implication of "body" can

scarcely still be present. Moreover, when v. 14 says, "And God
raised the Lord and will also raise us up," the word "us" has /XflU*^

taken the place of the expected phrase "our bodies"; i.e. the

equation
"
soma = self, person" hovers in the background. And

when V. 15 begins, "Do you not know that your bodies are mem-
bers of Christ,"

"
your bodies" means "you" (cf. 12:27, see

above). But when it continues, "Shall I therefore take the

members of Christ and make them members of a prostitute?"

the other meaning of soma as the physical body sounds through

I again. And when according to v. 16 he who joins himself to a

prostitute becomes "one som/i" with her, "soma" once more
means physical body, even though the meaning tends toward v*

» the figurative in that it also means "unity," "one-ness." In v. 18 \f!^
\Q^ij/A.^e rneaning oi soma is hard to determine; nevertheless, this "t^^
^ Mucins clear: SoTJia here means that which is most intimately

connected with man and amounts to the same thing as "self."

In this formulation Paul is probably dependent upon the rab-

binic idiom "to sin with the body," a term that can be used to

denote unchastity. In v. 19, again, the meaning of soma fluctu-

ates strangely, for when the somu is called the temple of the

Spirit that dwells within the Christian, one is at first inclined to

think of his physical body as the temple (cf. Rom. 8:11) in keep-

ing with the basic tenor of the exhortation—that the Christian

keep his body clean from immorality. But then it says, "You are

not your own" instead of saying "your bodies are not your own
property." Hence, the somn. that is the Spirit's temple must be
the Christian's whole person, not just his body. On the other

hand, somxi in the exhortation, "So glorify God in your soma"
(v. 20), probably means "body"—i.e. within the whole context

it means: do not yield your body to unchastity.

2. The result of all the foregoing is this iJ^hm^ his person as a

whah, can^be denoted by soma. It may also be significant that Paul

never calls a corpse soma, though such a usage is found both in pro-

fane Greek and in the LXX. But what is the specific respect in

which man is regarded when he is called soma? Man is called soma
in respect to his being able to make himself the object of his own
action or to experience himself as the subject to whom something

happens. He can be called soma, that is, as having a relationship to
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himself—as being able in a certain sense to distinguish himself from

himself. Or, more exactly, he is so called as that self from whom he,

as subject, distinguishes himself, the self with whom he can deal as

the object of his own conduct, and also the self whom he can per-

ceive as subjected to an occurrence that springs from a will other

than his own. It is as such a self that man is called soma. Since it

belongs to man's nature to have such a relationship to himself, a

double^ possibility exists: to be at_giie_:ffiith_-bimself or -at—odijs

( estranged, from himself). The possibility of having one's self in

hand or of losing this control and being at the mercy of a power not

one's own is inherent to human existence itself. But in the latter

situation the outside power can be experienced as an enemy power

which estranges man from himself or as the opposite, a friendly

ower that brings the man estranged from himself back to himself.

The fact that soma can denote both the body and the whole
an, the person, rests upon a point of view that is current both

in the Old Testament (where the same holds true for *n^3»

"flesh," "body," "self") and in Judaism. The reason for it is that

for a person his body is not a thing like the objects of the exter-

nal world, but is precisely^Jii5_body, which is given to him, and
he to it. He gets his primary experience of himself by experi-

encing his body, and he first encounters his thraldom to outside

powers in his bodily dependence upon them. So the inward

aspect of the self and the outward (its sensory given-ness)

remain at first undiscriminated as phenomena.

That man is called soma in respect toJiisJDeing able to control

himself and be the object of his own action, is shown by the passages

quoted above: he pommels or subdues himself (I Cor. 9:27); he can

give himself to be burned (I Cor. 13:3); he can yield himself to the

service of sin or of God (Rom. 6:12ff.; 12:1); he can expend himself

for Christ (Phil. 1:20). Also, the statement that marriage-partners

do not rule over themselves (I Cor. 7:4) ultimately belongs here, for

the meaning is that though they can withhold themselves from each

other, yet they are to place themselves mutually at the other's dis-

posal; hence, it is up to them whether or not they make real the

statement "he (she) does not rule . .
." The soma can be described

as thejietuaLtOoLof action; thus II Cor. 5:10 says, "that each may
receive ^cbrdSg^to what he has done through the (= his) somu"
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( tr. ) . This has no other meaning than "according to his own deeds" >

—i.e. according to what he has done not with his body, but with

himself , what he has made of himself.
'^ Soma appears only once in Paul as the implied subject of an

action: Rom. 8:13, where "deeds of the soma" are mentioned.* But

these "deeds of the soma" recede strangely into the distance in ref-

erence to the acting human subject; these deeds are the object of his

conduct ( "if . . . you put to death the deeds of the somu" ) . So the

expression is to be understood as arising from the fact that the soma-

self (a self distinguished from the subject-self) has become so inde-

pendent in Paul's thought that he can speak of its deeds. But that

means nothing else than that the somxi^ sa far as it brings forth deeds

of its own, is under the sway of an outside power, which has seized

from the self the power of control over itself; it simply means that

in the "deeds of the soma" man no longer has himself in hand. The
context shows that the outside power Js "the flesh"; for the "deeds

of the soma" correspond to "living according to the flesh." The same

thing is indicated by the fact that Paul can speak of the "passions"

of the "soma" (Rom. 6:12), for here, too, it is clear that what is

meant by soma is that-^sglLjarhich has_fallen- under the sway of

"flesh"; precisely that self from which the real self distinguishes

itself, or rather is urged to distinguish itself. The "passions of the

soma" are nothing else than the
"
passions of the flesh" (Gal. 5:16f.,

24; cf. Rom. 7:7ff.; 13:14). In the same sense, Paul can also speak

of the "soma of sin" (Rom. 6:6)—i.e. the sinful selL( the self that is

under the sway pf_sin), while in Rom. 8:3 he speaks of the "flesh of ^-^•'"'^'*'-*-

sin" ( = sinful flesh ) . In addition, soma receives adjectives '^^^C^/U^Jj^
other qualifiers which express its capHvation by an outside pnwpr ,

'

whether of destructive sort or of emancipating and beneficial sort.

As subject to transitoriness and death, the soma is called psychikon ^^AhJLtC

(animate, but bound to lose its life, I Cor. 15:44), or "mortal" (Rom. '>3«»vikOL'

6:12; 8:11) or a "soma of humiliation" (Phil. 3:21); as the resurrec-

tion-body, it is a "spirihial body" (I Cor. 15:44), or a "glory-body
"

(Phil. 3:21).

The characterization of man as soma implies, then, that man is a

being who has a relationship to himself, and that this relationship

can be either an appropriate or a perverted one; that he can be at

* This lectio difficilior is to be preferred to the reading of DG et al.: JtQdleig

xfig oaQKoq ( deeds of the flesh )

.
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one with himself or at odds; that he can be under his own control or

lose his grip on himself. In the latter case, a double possibility
exists: that the power which comes to master him can make the

estrangement within him determinative, and that would mean that

it would destroy the man by entirely wresting him out of his own
hands, or that this power gives him back to himself, that is, brings

him to life. That man is soma nie^jps that he stands within such

possibilities. The fact that he is soma is in itself neither good nor

bad. But only because he^s soma does the possibility exist for him

to be good pr evil—to have a relationship for or against God.

It can now be understood why Paul so zealously defends the

resurrection of the soma against his Corinthian opponents—it must

be understood from the basic meaning that the concept soma has as

a characteristic of human existence. If man were no longer somzi—

if he no longer had a relationship to himself—he would no longer be

man. Since Paul's capacity for abstract thinking is not a developed

one, and he therefore does not distingujsh terminologically between

som^ in the basic sense of that which characterizes human existence

and soma as the phenomenon of the material body, he connects the

idea of somatic existence in the eschatological consummation with a

mythological teaching on the resurrection {I Cor. 15). In it soma

must appear somehow or other as a thing of material substance, or

as the "form" of such a thing. And since the substance of the resur-

rection-body cannot be "flesh and blood" (I Cor. 15:50), the unfor-

tunate consequence is that pneuma must be conceived as a substance

of which that soma consists. In distinction from this mythology the

real intention of Paul must be made clear. It is that he asserts spe-

cific human existence, both before and beyond death, to be a somatic

existence in the basic sense defined above.

It could be objected, to be sure, that in the resurrection-life the

possibility seems to have dropped out that man could become

estranged from himself, could get to be at odds with himself and

fall victim to an inimical power that would tear him out of his own
hands and destroy him. In fact, this has dropped out as a factual

(ontic) possibility, for sin and death are destroyed at the consum-

mation (I Cor. 15:26, 55f. ). But that does not mean that the onto-

logical structure of human existence will be destroyed, for if it were,

no continuity at all would exist between a man before his death or

resurrection and the resurrected individual. Actually, the statement
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that faith, hope, and love abide in the consummation (I Cor. 13:13)

also testifies that Paul regards human nature as such (in its onto-

logical structure ) as unchanging, for in faith, hope, love man always

also has a relationship to himself, since in them he makes up his

mind about something, adopts a definite attitude. And the same -^j^-,^-

conclusion results from the concept soTna pneumatikon ("spiritual \ a^^.^

body"), rightly interpreted: "It does not in the end mean a body y
formed of an ethereal substance, but it does mean that the selfjs r

determined by the power of God which êconciLes_th£xl££t between
sell: and self within a man and hence does presuppose a relationship

of man to himself. But this cannot be cleared up until the concept

pneuma (Spirit) is discussed.

3. Insofar as man is soma and thereby has a relationship to him-

self, he can distinguish himself from himself, and he will do this all

the more as he experiences outside powers trying to wrest him out

out of his own control or even having done so. Then the temptation

exists to let the perceived separation between himself and himself

become a divorce—to misunderstand his relationship to himself as

that between his self and a totally foreign being, a "not-I." In such

misunderstanding the original naive meaning, soma = body, can

come to the surface again so that the "double" to which the self is

bound is regarded to be the material body. That is the understand-

ing of the self that is found in (Gnostic) dualism, according to

which man's self is imprisoned in the body, a prison foreign to its

own nature, from which it yearns to be set free. To this view such

a somatic existence as Paul expects to find at the consummation is,

of course, unthinkable. And this dualism's attitude in practical life

is mysticism and asceticism, that is, a turning aside from bodily

(somatic) existence—a flight from the uncomfortable tension of a

human existence in which a person unavoidably has a relationship

to himself.

From the very fart fhaf Paul rnnppivp<!_fhp^rp«;iirrpr'HnnJifp- _3«;

sojna|ic, it is apparent that his understanding of the self was not

shapedj2y this dualism. But, on the other hand, he sees so deep a

cleft within man, so great a tension between self and self, and so

keenly feels the plight of the man who loses his grip upon himself

and falls victim to outside powers, that he comes close to Gnostic

dualisHjk That is indicated by the fact that he occasionally uses soma
synojiy^gjisly with sarx ("flesh").

'^'^^
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This does not refer to the use of soma or sarx to denote the

physical body as in the following examples. II Cor. 4:10f.

".
. . so that the life of Jesus may also be manifested in our

bodies"; but in v. 11 the same statement ends ".
. . in our mortal

/ie^/i"—synonymous parallelism of members. In Gal. 6:17, Paul

bears on his "body" the marks of Jesus, but "body" can hardly

mean anything else than "flesh" does in the phrase "ailment of

the flesh" (Gal. 4:13 tr.), or the "thorn ... in the flesh" (II Cor.

12:7). I Cor. 6:16 uses the two words synonymously, but only

because Gen. 2:24 LXX "the two shall become one flesh" (tr.), is

cited to prove that he who joins with a prostitute "becomes one

body with her." In all such cases Paul is following the example

of the LXX, in which 11^3 is rendered sometimes soma, some-
' T T '

times sarx, with no difference in meaning.

The passages named above (p. 197) which deal with the "pas-

sions" or the "deeds" of the soma (Rom. 6:12; 8:13) use soma in

the sense of sarx—a ^sinful power at enmity with God. Here soma

is to be understood as the self under the rule of sarx—and the

"passions" and "deeds" that are meant are precisely those of sarx

("flesh"). The correspondence of the two clauses in Rom. 8:13—

"if you live according to the flesh ... if you put to death the deeds

of the body"—shows that when the soma is under the sway of sarx,

Paul can speak of the soma in just the same way as he does of sarx

itself. The case of Rom. 7:14ff. is similar. Here the sin leading man
to death is first attributed to the sarx ( w. 14, 18 ) , but later the "law

of sin" is spoken of as ruling in the "members"—i.e. in the som^

(v. 23 ) . Then when the question is asked, "Who will save me from

this soma of death?" soma means the sin-ruled self, the^self under

the sway of sin—and that cry applies not to release from the soma

absolutely, but release from thjsSQT'ia as it is ruled_thrQugh and

through by "flesh," and that really means release from "flesh" itself.

According to Rom. 8:9, "flesh" is deposed, and when the next verse

says "if Christ is in you, although your soma is dead because of sin,"

that means that the flesh-ruled soma (again equivalent to flesh

itself) is eliminated (and it is eliminated "because of sin"—i.e.

because sin has been condemned; cf. v. 3).

Hence the estrangemgpt between the seir which is the bearer of

ma^fr-ce^l will (the "inmost self" of Rom. 7:22) and the^ff which

slips away from this will and falls under the sway of flesh—exactly
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the cleft which Rom. 7:14ff. depicts—is regarded as so far-reaching

that this second self seems almost a foreign one, not belonging to .

the same person. It is so completely ruled by flesh that the differ- xl-C
,

ence between soma and sarx is at the point of disappearing. And *TXu>'^c<

yet, the soma remains that self which is indissolubly bound to the '

willing self, as Rom. 7:14ff. also shows, and the basic difference

between soma and sarx remains valid. For the Christian, the flesh

is dead and deposed (Rom. 8:2ff. ); it is excluded from participa-

tion in the Reign of God (I Cor. 15:50), while the soma—trans-

formed, i.e. released from the dominion of flesh—is the vehicle of the

resurrection-life. The ^om^is man himself, while sarx is a power

that lays claim to him and determines him. That is why Paul can

speak of a life xatd odgxa (according to the flesh) but never of a

life xatd ooojia (according to the body).

Thus, Paul did not dualistically distinguish between man's self

(his "soul") and his bodily soma as if the latter were an inappropri-

ate shell, a prison, to the former; nor does his hope expect a release

of the self from its bodily prison but expects instead the "bodily"

resurrection—or rather the transformation of the soma from under

the power of flesh into a spiritual soma, i.e. a Spirit-ruled soma. As

the rescue from the "soma of death," for which Rom. 7:24 yearns,

means release from the flesh (see above), so does the hope for the

"redemption xov aobj-iatog" in Rom. 8:23 mean redemption from the

soma as ruled by sarx, if it really means redemption from the soma
(genitive of separation) and not just the soma's redemption (objec-

tive genitive).

The case ofJI Cor. 5jj.ff., is different. Here Paul comes very close '^u«Jto»^
to Hellenistic-Gnostic dualism not merely in form of expression, by

speaking of the soma under the figure of the "tent-dwelling" and

"garment," but also in the thought itself. Here the sotna appears as

a shell for the self (the "inner nature," eoco av^QcoTioq, of 4:16),

moreover as an inappropriate shell, inasmuch as it is the earthly

tent-dwelling in which the self at present still sighs with longing for

a heavenly garment that would be appropriate to the self. Here,

quite dualistically, to be "at home in the body" and its correlate to

be "away from the Lord, our home" (tr. ), confront their opposites:

to be "away from (move out of?) our body-home and be at (move
into our) home with the Lord" (vv. 6, 8, tr. ). Furthermore, it is not

the soma ruled by flesh (and sin)—ultimately sin itself, in other
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words—from which the self here desires to be freed, but the physical

body distressed by care and suffering, the body mentioned at 4:10f.

whose sufferings are described in 4:8f., the body that is an "earthen

vessel" (4:7). So the Christian desires to be and will be redeemed

from the soma in this sense. But that does not mean that this expec-

tation contradicts the special sense of soma worked out above. It

does not imply release from somatic existence altogether. Rather,

the arguments of 5: Iff. contain indirect polemic against a Gnosticism

which teaches that the naked self soars aloft free of any body. The
Christian does not desire, like such Gnostics, to be "unclothed," but

desires to be "further clothed" ( enevSvaaaOai, v. 4); he yearns for

the heavenly garment, "for we will not be found naked when we
have divested ourselves (of our present physical body)" (Bit., read-

ing Ex8vod|i8voi with D* etc. in v. 3).

In the same sense, as the physical body, soma is probably also to

be understood in II Cor. 12:2-4, where Paul is speaking of a pneu-

matic experience of his, doubtless an ecstasy as mysticism uses the

word. When he twice professes not to know whether this experience

happened to him "in the body or out of the body," he is clearly

reckoning with the possibility that the self can separate from the

som^ even in this present life, and this soma can only be the physical

body. It would be meaningless here to think of the "soma of sin."

Though Paul shows himself to be influenced in II Cor. 5: Iff. and

12:2-4 by the Hellenistic-dualistic depreciation of the body con-

ceived as physical corporeality, this influences goes still deeper in

his treatment of the marriage question (I Cor. 7:1-7). For here, in

keeping with ascetic tendencies of dualism, he evaluates marriage

as a thing of less value than "not touching a woman" (v. 1 ) ; indeed,

he regards it as an unavoidable evil ("on account of fornication,"

V. 2, tr. ). It is to be noted, however, that he does not derive these

ideas from the 50ma-concept, so that the latter remains quite in the

background.

Nevertheless, it would be an error in method to proceed from

such passages as these to interpret the soma-concept that is charac-

teristic of Paul and determines his fundamental discussions. This

characteristic concept, first meaning the physical body, comes to

serve, as we have shown, to denote man's person in the respect that

having a relationship to one's self belongs essentially to being man.

More accurately, man is soma when he is objectivized in relation to
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himself by becoming the object of his own thought, attitude, or con-

duct;Jiej£5om^^nJhatJhe_can_s^ from himself and come
under the domination of outside powers.

§ 18. Psyche, Pneuma, and Zoe

1. What does Paul call man, and how does he regard him, when
he is the subject of his own willing and doing, when he is his real

self who can distinguish himself from his soma-self? In Rom. 7:22

and II Cor. 4:16 as a formal designation for that self he uses the

term "theiniier.man" (6 I'ao) avdpoojtog), an expression that appears

to be derived from the anthropology of Hellenistic dualism. But it

has a purely formal meaning in Paul, as may be seen from the fact

that it means two things of different content in the two passages

cited. In Rom. 7:22, "the inner" is man's real self in contrast to the

self that has come under the sway of sin: "the soma of death" (7:24)

or "the soma of sin" ( § 17, 2, p. 200). In II Cor. 4:16 "the inner man
is still the real self, it is true, but in contrast to the physical body

( § 17, 3, p. 201f. ). Rom. 7:22 deals with unredeemed man under the

Law, II Cor. 4:16 with the Christian, in whom God's power is at

work (4:7), and in whom the Spirit dwells (5:5). The "ijjner man"
of Rom. 7:22 is identical in content with the nous ("nijiid"), which

belongs to man's essence (note how "inner man" is picked up, v. 23,

by the term "mind"), but "the inner man" of II Cor. 4:16 is the self

transformed by the Spirit (3:18). Thus the term "inner man" as

formal designation for the subject-self confirms our conception,

derived from the interpretation of soma ( § 17 ) , of Paul's view of

human existence as the having of a relationship to one's self. But

the investigation of other anthropological terms of Paul must teach

us how he more specifically understands that real self.

2. The term psyche (soul), so often used with somn to designate

man in his entirety, occurs relatively seldom in Paul—in connection

with soma in I Thess. 5:23, where pneuma is used in addition, so

that a trichotomous anthropology appears to be present. The inves-

tigation of Paul's use of soma has already showm that he does not

dualistically set body and soul in opposition to each other. Just as

Paul does not know the Greek-Hellenistic conception of the immor-

tality of the soul (released from the body), neither does he use

psyche to designate the seat or the power of the mental life which
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animates man's matter, as it had become the custom to do among

the Greeks. Rather, psyche in Paul means primarily the Old Testa-

ment 2^D3 (rendered psyche in the LXX )—"vitality," or "life" itself.

This corresponds, furthermore, with the older Greek usage. This is

his use in Rom. 11:3 (quoting III Kingdoms 19:10), 16:4 ("risked

their necks for my life"); II Cor. 1:23; Phil. 2:30; I Thess. 2:8. That

is why lifeless instruments of music, whiehrhaveno voice until the

breath gives it to them, can be called "lifeless {d\\jvxa, 'soul'-less)

things giving sound" (I Cor. 14:7). The use of "every soul" in the

sense of "everyone" corresponds to Old Testament idiom (Rom. 2:9;

13:1). In this use it is aheady apparent that psuche, too , can take on

the meaning "person," "self" (like tt^DIl). The psyche already men-

tioned in II Cor. 1:23, I Thess. 2:8 could be understood in this way
and in any case must be so understood in II Cor. 12:15 ("I will most

gladly spend and be spent for your souls" = for you )

.

It is very peculiar that Paul is influenced in addition by Gnostic

usage, with the result that he uses psyche in a depreciatory sense.

In I Cor. 15:45 he quotes Gen. 2:7: "The (first) man (Adam) be-

came a living psyche (njn tt^Dl'?)" —quite in keeping with the Old

Testament meaning, inasmuch as op^x^ ^waa ( living "soul" ) denotes

a living being, an animate person. But at the same, a foreign idea

is smuggled into these words when "living soul" is qualified by the

contrasting phrase "life-giving_spirit." Psyche is now (as in Gnosti-

cism) the merely natural, earthly vitality in contrast to the divinely

given capacity for eternal life. And so the derived adjective psychi-

kos can take on the meaning "second-rate," "lirnited," "transitory"

(I Cor. 2:14; 15:44, 46; see § 15, 4b).
"^

Nevertheless, where_the contrast with pneuma is not involved,

Paul uses psyche alt^igether in the sense current in the Old Testa-

ment-Jewish tradition; viz. to designate human life, or rather to

denote man as a living being. But how his conception of this "life"

is to be more adequately grasped is indicated by a number of pas-

sages. First, Phil. 1:27 ".
. . that you stand firm in one spirit, with

one mind (psyche) striving side by side for the faith of the gospel."

The phrase "with one psyche" ( like "in one spirit" ) means "in agree-

ment"—i.e. having the same attitude or the same orientation of will;

and there is no difference between psyche here and other expressions

that mean the tendency of one's will, one's intention ( cf. I Cor. 1 : 10,
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"united in the same mind—not/5—and the same judgment"). Words
compounded with the root psych- indicate the same thing: Sympsy-

chos means "being in agreement" ("of one mind," Phil. 2:2 RSV);

the isopsychos (Phil. 2:20) is the "like-minded." Eupsychein, "be of

good cheer, hopeful, confident" (Phil. 2:19), offers a somewhat dif-

ferent nuance. It does not mean the willing of something, it is true,

but it does also express the intention element of that vitality which

is denoted by psyche. Hence, it is incorrect to understand psyche in

Paul as meaning only the "principle of animal life" and as standing

in close relation to "flesh" understood as the matter enlivened by that

psyche. Rather psyche is that specifically human state of being alive

which inheres in man as a striving, willing, purposing self. And even

where psyche is depreciated in contrast to pneuma, it does not mean
mere animal life but full human life—the natural life of earthly man,

of course, in contrast to supranatural life. The man who is psychikos

(I Cor. 2:14 "natural man" KJ; "unspiritual man" is RSV's interpre-

tive rendering) is not a person who has only biological needs, but

the person whose life is directed toward, and limited to, the earthly.

3. Just as in the Old Testament, cyS3 ( soul, life, self) and nil

(spirit) are to a large extent synonymous, Paul, too, can use pneuma
in a sense similar to that of psyche. This use, of course, must be

carefully distinguished from his predominant use of pneuma for the

Holy Spirit or the Spirit of God. In Rom. 8:16 the divme pneuma
which Christians have received (v. 15) is expressly distinguished

from "our pneuma." Likewise, in I Cor. 2:10f., which is a case of

conclusion by analogy—as only a man's "spirit" knows what is within

him, so also the depths of God are available only to the divine

"Spirit" (which has been bestowed upon Christians). When the

unmarried woman or the maiden (I Cor. 7:34) is said to be anxious

"how to be consecrated in body and spirit," "body and spirit" are

evidently intended as a summary designation of the totality of a

human being;* likewise, the wish (I Thess. 5:23) that "your spirit

and soul and body may be kept sound and blameless" evidently

means only that the readers may be kept sound, each in his entirety.

So far as form is concerned, this is a trichotomous scheme of anthro-

pology; but the formulation is to be explained as coming from litur-

° The totality of a person is designated in quite the same fashion by "flesh

and spirit" in II Cor. 7:1; this verse, however, is non-Pauhne like the whole of

the inserted passage II Cor. 6:14-7:1.
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gical-rhetorical (perhaps traditional) diction, so that nothing more

is to be gathered from this passage than that Paul can also speak of

a pneuina that is human.

In this use, pneuma can mean the person and take the place of a

personal pronoun just as soma and psyche can. When I Cor. 16:18

says of the messengers from the Corinthian congregation, "they

refreshed my spirit as well as yours," that means simply |jiie_and

Youls That Titus' pneuma was set at rest (II Cor. 7:13) means only

that he himself was set at rest. When Paul says in II Cor. 2:13, "I

had no rest in my spirit" (KJ), he means that he found no inward
rest (for there can be no thought of a distinction between his self

and his "spirit"); but in the end the meaning is quite the same as

that of II Cor. 7:5, "our flesh had no rest" (KJ). Both sentences

mean, "I could not come to rest," and from them it is apparent how
casual from case to case the choice can be of the anthropological

term to designate the person. It is due to rhetorical pathos that in

the closing wishes of some of the letters instead of the usual formula,

"God ... (or grace . . .) be with you all (or, with you)," we read

the conclusion, "with your spirit," Gal. 6:18; Phil. 4:23; Phlm. 25.

Probably Rom. 1:9 ("God . . . whom I serve with my spirit")

should be included in this category; "with my spirit," in keeping

with the pathos of the whole sentence, only emphasizes that Paul

puts his whole person into the service of the gospel. Rom. 12:11

"fervent in spirit" (KJ), on the contrary, probably means "aglow

with the Spirit" (RSV), since pneuma here seems to be the Holy

Spirit conferred upon the Christian.

When Paul speaks of the pneuma of man he does not mean some

higher principle within him oysome special intellectual or spiritual

faculty of his liuf simply his 4elf, and the only question is whether

the self is regarded in some particular respect when it is called

pneuma. In the first place, it apparently is regarded in the same way
as when it is called psyche—viz. as the self that lives in a man's atti-

tude, in the orientation of his will. Standing "in one spirit" (Phil.

1:27) is synonymous both with striving "with one mind" {psyche in

the same verse; see above, 2) and with "in the same mind" and "the

same judgment" of I Cor. 1:10. Phil. 2:1, also, scarcely means "par-

ticipation in the Spirit" (RSV) or "unity bestowed by the Spirit,"

but simply unity of mind—i.e. unanimity of will. At any rate, this

meaning of pneuma does occur in II Cor. 12:18 when Paul asks,
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"Walked we not in the same spirit?" (KJ)—i.e. "Did we not (Titus

and I ) conduct ourselves in the same attitude ( with the same inten-

tion)?" In distinction from psyche, pneuma seems also to mean the

self regarded as conscious or aware. Thus Rom. 8:16: the divine

Spirit "bears witness" to our spirit that we are God's children—i.e.

makes us conscious of it, confers the knowledge of it upon us. And
in the statement of I Cor. 2:11 that "man's spirit knows what is within

him," pneuma approaches the modern idea of consciousness. It is

apparent, therefore, that the meaning of pneuma departs from that

of psyche and approaches that of nous ("mind"). Observe in this

connection that in I Cor. 14:14 instead of the contrast between the

divine pneuma and the human pneuma we find the contrast between

the ( divine
)_
pneuma and the human nous_^ "mind," (for "my

pneuma" here is not the human mind but the divine Spirit bestowed

upon man)—exactly in a passage where it is essential to designate

the conscious self.

Since the human self as a willing and knowing self can be called

by the same term
(
"pneuma") as the marvelous power of divine action

(§14, 1), then the formal meaning of pneuma must possess this

double possibility. As a matter of fact, a glance at what pneuma
means as divine Spirit confirms what we have worked out for its

meaning as human spirit. Paul does not conceive the divine Spirit

as an explosively working power, so to say, but conceives it as guided

by a definite_tendency, ajisull, so that he can speak of its "endeavor"

(cpQovTif^m, Rom. 8:6, 27) or even of its "desires" ( ejiiOo^f^iel, Gal. 5:17).

It acts like a conscious subject certain of its goal (Rom. 8:26; I Cor.

2:10; II Cor. 3:6). Hence, to be "led by the (divine) Spirit" means
to have one's will oriented in a particular direction (Rom. 8:14; Gal.

5:18). The same conclusion results from the fact that in I Cor. 2:16

Paul can let the expression voi5g (xvqiov), which means "the plan-

ning^ (of the Lord)" (see below, § 19), take the place of pneuma
(of God) because he wants to confirm his statement about the Spirit

of God with the quotation from Is. 40:13.

It is from this point of view that certain passages are to be under-

stood in which Paul, using an animistic terminology such as is fre-

quently met in the Old Testament, speaks of a special pneuma which

determines conduct in a specific case. It is clear that pneuma here

means a special orientation of the will, although it cannot be said

with certainty, whether pneuma in these passages is conceived as a
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specialization—a particle, so to say—of the divine Spirit, or whether

it is simply a very pale locution approaching our own expression:

"in the spirit of . . ."—i.e. "with the tendency of . .
." Thus Paul

speaks of a "spirit of gentleness" (I Cor. 4:21; Gal. 6:1) or "of faith"

(II Cor. 4:13). To this category, also, belongs the expression "the

spirit of the world" in I Cor. 2:12. It must be left unanswered

whether in this expression Paul is really imagining a concrete

"power" inspired by the cosmos (a notion which, strictly speaking,

is required by the contrast to "the Spirit which is from God"), or

whether the formulation of the contrast is merely rhetorical, so that

"spirit of the world" means only the worldly way of thinking and

willing—a meaning which it would include, of course, in the other

case, too.

I Cor. 5:3-5 presents diflBculties. The contrast "absent in

body—present in spirit" seems at first sight simply to contrast

physical, personal absence ( § 17, 1 ) with presence in wish or

will.* But V. 4 ("when you and my pneuma are gathered to-

gether" ) shows that for Paul it is not a matter of "mental" pres-

ence in his thoughts, but that his pnewna will be present as an

active "power." Evidently a fluid transition takes place from

one meaning of pneuma to another. Neither can the meaning
of pneuma in v. 5 be determined with certainty: "for the de-

struction of the flesh, that his pneuma may be saved . .
." Is

this pneuma the person, his real self, in contrast here to "the

flesh" regarded as physical life (as in II Cor. 5: Iff., it is con-

trasted with the soma, § 17, 3)? Or is it the divine pneuma
bestowed upon man in contrast to sinful flesh? Probably the

former.

Rom. 8:10 and I Cor. 6:17 offer merely seeming diflBculties

which are due to their pointed, rhetorical formulation. Rom.
8:10: "(if Christ is in you), although your bodies are dead
because of sin, your spirits are alive because of righteousness."

This antithesis means that the flesh-ruled self is dead because

sin is condemned ( § 17, 3 ) ; the new self ruled by the divine

pneuma is alive because uprightness (of conduct; see "walk,"

V. 4) has now become reality. Still pneuma here does not mean
simply the self, the person, but the divine pneuma, which has

become the subject-self, so to say, of the Christian; the contrast

** In this sense Col. 2:5 says, "For though I am absent in the flesh, yet am I

with you in the spirit" ( KJ )

.
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of pneuma to soma ("the soma of sin") requires this under-

standing. Hence, we have here a rhetorical paraphrase of the

simple thought: "If Christ dwells in you, then the life-giving

Spirit also dwells in you" (c/. v. 11). In I Cor. 6:16f. Paul sup-

ports his statement, "he becomes one body with her" with Gen.
2:24: "they shall become one flesh." In so doing, he gives "flesh"

the meaning of somxi
( § 17, 3), but, of course, this soma is one

of "flesh." Then follows the contrasting statement, "But he who
is united to the Lord becomes one Spirit with him"; in com-
pressed form this expresses the thought, "But he who joins him-
self to the Lord constitutes one body with him—a pneumatic
body."

4. In summary, this may be said: The various possibilities of

regarding man, or the self, come to light in the use of the anthropo-

logical terms soma, psyche, and pneuma. Man does not consist of

two parts, much less of three; rfor are psyche and pneuma special

faculties or principles (within the soma) of a mental life higher than

his animal life. Rather, man is a livingjinity. He is a person who
can become an object to himself. He is a person having a relation-

ship to himself (soma). He is a person who lives in his mtention-

ahty, his pursuit of some_purpose, his willing andJcnowing (psyche, (PV^, /kX^

pneuma). This state of living toward some goal, having some atti-

tude, willing something and knowing something, belongs to man's

very nature and in itself is neither good nor bad. The goal toward

which one's life is oriented is left still undetermined in the mere

ontological structure of having some orientation or other; but this

structure (which for Paul is, of course, the gift of the life-giving

Creator) offers the possibility of choosing one's goal, of deciding for

good or evil, for or against God.

This analysis is also substantiated in the concept^ zoe_ (life),

wherever it is used as an anthropological term denoting the life that

is man's in the nature of the case when he has psyche. That man is

given natural zoe by God, that it is temporally limited and finds its

end in death, does not hit the meaning of the formal ( ontological

)

concept zoe. The supranatural life that is conferred upon the man
who is accounted righteous, or which stands in prospect for him, is

also zoe and has the same formal meaning as the concept zoe when
used to designate natural life. That is, what was said of the concept

soma (§ 17, 2) also applies here.
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The way in which the verb "to hve" (^rjv) is used shows clearly

that Paul does not understand life as a phenomenon of nature; but

neither does he understand it in the Greek sense of "genuine" or

"true" life—i.e. "mental" life. Rather, he understands it as the life a

man leads in his concrete existence, the intentionality of human
existence. His concept of life as lived by men is paradoxical in that

zoe on the one hand means the life that a man lives as the subject of

his own actions, his living self (i.e. his striving, willing self) and on

the other hand, that this self-hood is not, like God, self-creative but

is a thing entrusted to him—hence, that he factually lives only by

constantly moving on, as it were, from himself, by projecting him-

self into a possibility that lies before him. He sees himself con-

fronted with the future, facing the possibilities in which he can gain

his self or lose it. This finds expression in the fact that he does not

simply "live," but is always "leading his life" in some particular way.

Living isalways a "walking" (neQutateiv) and like the latter word is

usually qualified by an adverb (to live "heathenishly" or "Jew-

ishly," Gal. 2:14 tr.; cf. "to walk worthily ..." I Thess. 2:12; "be-

comingly," Rom. 13:13; I Thess. 4:12) or by an adverbial phrase

("to live according to xata—the flesh," Rom. 8:12; cf. "to walk . . .

according to the flesh," Rom. 8:4; II Cor. 10:2; cf. "according to

love," Rom. 14:15, tr.; "according to man," I Cor. 3:3 KJ mg.). Life

is lived in some sphere and that sphere gives it its direction ("live

in it"—hy the context; in sin—Rom. 6:2; "in faith," Gal. 2:20; cf.

"walking in craftiness," II Cor. 4:2; "by a spirit," II Cor. 12:18; Gal.

5:16). At the same time, man alwavs lives "for" or "to" something

(Rom. 14:7f.; II Cor. 5:15; Gal. 2:19), and just such statements show

that a man's life can go astray in the illusion that he can live "for or

to himself" instead of in dedication or self-surrender, renouncing the

possibility of holding onto himself. In contradistinction to this aber-

ration of "living for one's self," Paul admittedly does not set up a

variety of possible ways of devoting one's self to a cause, but only

the one basic possibility of living for God (Gal. 2:19) or for "the

Lord" (Rom. 14:17f. ) who for us died and rose again (II Cor. 5:15).

But in these statements, which describe specifically Christian life,

all that concerns us in this context is the bare ontological meaning

they presuppose for "life" as a form of existence.
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§ 19. Mind and Conscience

1. That being man means being a specific self that is the subject

of its own wilhng and doing, is perhaps most clearly expressed by
the term nous (usually translated "mind" or "understanding"). By
it is meant not the mind or the intellect as a special faculty, but the

knowing, understanding, and judging which belong to man as man
and determine what attitude he adopts—except in the case that the

human self is replaced by the divine Spirit in the state of ecstasy.

As the opposite of speaking in a "tongue," Paul speaks of speech

"with the understanding" (tw vot, I Cor. 14:14f,, 19)—intelligent and

intelligible speech. God's "peace" exceeds "all understanding," i.e.

all that human "comprehension" (nous) understands—whether it be

what man can think out or what he can receptively grasp (Phil. 4:7).

The "unseen things" (KJ) of God, "his invisible nature" (RSV),

have since the creation of the world been vooiJ[i£va—i.e. perceived

with the eye of vovq, "understanding thought" (Rom. 1:20).

Though in these passages the contemplative aspect inherent in

the structure of nous is prominent, other passages show that nous

is by no means just a contemplative attitude, but that it includes— ^
like the Old Testament 3*7 or 23'? ("heart," "mind") which it often f l^vtm

represents in the LXX—the taking of a stand, a conscious or uncon-

scious volition; it is an understanding intentionj
,
,a "planning." In

this sense, it is said of God's notis: "Who has recognized God's won-

drous plan of salvation?" (Rom. 11:34 Bit., quoted from Is. 40:13,

whose Hebrew text here has nn. Spirit ) . The same question occurs

at I Cor. 2:16, where nous (16a and 16b) takes the place of the

pneuma in the whole preceding discussion (vv. 10-15; cf. § 18, 3).

Correspondingly, the d66xi|xo5 voijg to which God has given the

heathen up (Rom. 1:28) is their "depraved inclination," their "mis-

erable bent." Likewise, the exhortation to the Corinthian Church
to be firm "in the same mind and the same judgment" (I Cor. 1:10;

cf. § 18, 2 and 3) shows that nous is "what one has a mind to," the

aim of one's will, the intent—i.e. nous is thinking that "has some-

thing in mind" or is making a plan for action. And when Rom. 12:2

exhorts: "Be transformed by the renewal of your mind" it is once

more clear that what is meant is not a theoretical re-learning, but

the renewal of the will. (Here as in Rom. 1:28 nous could almost
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be translated: "character.") Rom. 14:5, "Let every one be fully

convinced in his own nous" means "in }iis_gwn judgment"—his judg-

ment, that is, as to what is to be done and what not. Just as there is

no willing and planning without knowing and understanding, so for

Paul, knowing-and-understanding is everywhere of the sort that

plans something, that contains an aim toward action.

The full meaning of nous is shown by Rom. 7:23: "But I see in

my members another law at war with the law of my nous." The

term nous takes up the term
"
inner man" (KJ) or "inmn.^t self"

(RSV) of V. 22 (§18, 1); the nous, therefore, is man's real self in

distinction from his soma, the self which has become objectivized

in relation to himself
( § 17, 2 ) . And this self ( the nous ) is an under-

standing self that hears God's will speaking through the Law, agrees

with it, and adopts it as its own. The nous is that self which is the

subject of the "willing" in v. 15f. and 19-21, its aim is "the good" or

"what is right," but its "doing" is frustrated by sin, which dwells

"in the members." *

Admittedly there are grounds to wonder whether nous in Rom.
7:23 may not have lost its formal-ontological meaning, according to

which it is an understanding volition that can turn toward either the

good or the bad, while here it is presupposed that nous, as nous,

turns toward the good. However, in Rom. 7:14flf. the ontological

point of view ( nous as a formal, neutral possibility capable of taking

either direction) and the ontic point of view {nous already pointed

in one specific direction) are peculiarly intertwined. It belongs to

the nature of man (i.e. to his ontological structure) to desire "what

is good," inasmuch as this good is nothing other than "life" itself.

Since man can fail to achieve this thing that to him is "good," it also

lies ahead of him as the requirement which he must fulfill if he is to

achieve what he really desires. Factually, then, (ontically) the man
who is under the Law—for that is his "ontic" situation—must actual-

ize his human will for "good" by willing what the Law requires; for

v. 10 says what the Law was given for: It was given "for life" (on

which see § 27 ) . Thus, behind the ontic meaning of v. 23 lies the

ontological meaning. In the nous which aflBrms God's demand in

the Law lurks the human nous whose innate inclination is toward

* In V. 25b, nous has the same meaning; but this sentence is very likely a

gloss, wliich, in addition, has landed in the text at the wrong place; it belongs

to V. 23.
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"what is good," but as "depraved inclination" (Rom. 1:28), may
factually be striving toward the bad, having in itself, as nous, the

possibility of heeding or rejecting God's demand.

The very expression "being understood" ( vooi3|i8va ) , they "are

clearly seen" (Rom. 1:20 KJ), shows the same thing. For Paul so

takes for granted that the understanding-piei^eption of God's nature

includes knowledge of God's demand that he can describe the

knowledge of God which is given (as possibility) to the heathen as

"knowing God's demand (6ixai(jo[.ia)" (Rom. 1:32 Bit); indeed, this

is already implied by the fact that he can describe the sin of the

heathen thus: "although they knew God, they did not honor him as

God or give thanks to him" (v. 21). Knowledge of God is a lie if it

is not acknowledgment of Him. Thus, it is clear that the nous, as

such, is understanding will with the alternative of being for God or r^'^d^
against Him. Man's jv^olitiQn is not an instinctive striving but is an \J(r*v-T^flV

understanding act of will which is always an "evaluatinp^' act and

therefore necessarily moves in the sphere of decisions between good

and evil. It can go wrong in its judgment as to what is good or evil;

it can become blind and be a "depraved intent." Hence, nous is not

a higher principle in man any more than psyche or the human
pneunm is, but is inherent to man as man and thereby has all the

possibilities that human existence has.

2. The other derivatives of the root vo- indicate the same thing.

The verb voeiv (understand) occurs in Paul only in the passage

Rom. 1:20 already discussed; v6r]|ia occurs more frequently. The
noemata of Satan, II Cor. 2:11, are very clearly his "plots," his

"designs" (RSV). When the noemata of the Jews are said to be

hardened (II Cor. 3:14), the element of understanding thought is

more prominent; but the very next verse "the veil is upon' their *^

^
heart" (KJ) indicates that the element of attitude or purpose is /tj4_Jlu
included, for that is just what is more clearly expressed by "heart"

(§20, 1). Thus, both terms are combined into a hendiadys in Phil.

4:7: "The peace of God . . . will keep your hearts and your minds."

In II Cor. 4:4, the element of w ill is again more prominent when
unbelief—which for Paul simultaneously means disobedience—is

attributed to the fact that "the god of this world has blinded the

m,inds of the unbelievers." This meaning is also clear in the descrip-

tion of the apostle's work, II Cor. 10:5: "taking captive every will

(vorifAa) to obey Christ" (tr.). Nor is it any different in 11:3: "I fear
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. . . lest your tvilb (vorifxaTa) be led astray from single-hearted

devotion to Christ" ( tr. )

.

The terms 8idvoia and 8iavoEiadai (to consider, to purpose) do

not occur in Paul; metanoia (repentance) occurs at Rom. 2:4 and

II Cor. 7:9f., and metanoein (repent) at II Cor. 12:21. Its meaning

here ("rue," "repent") clearly indicates that it is an act of the will

that is meant.

A survey of the words on the root phren- can be added in

confirmation of the above results. ^Qeveg in the sense of "un-

derstanding" appears only in I Cor. 14:20, where the context

shows that what is meant is not just theoretical thinking but an

intelligent (as opposed to childish) stand, or intelligent judg-

ment. $Qoveiv frequently occurs, and characteristic locutions

indicate that it means one's "attitude" in which thinking and
willing are one: to oiito (or: to ev) (pQovelv, "have the same (or,

one common) attitude" (RSV usually paraphrases: "live harmo-

niously" or "agree") Rom. 12:16; 15:5; II Cor. 13:11; Phil. 2:2;

4:2; "take a lofty attitude" (tr.), Rom. 11:20; 12:16; "adopting

an earthly attitude," Phil. 3:19; "give way to the will of the

flesh" (Bit.), Rom. 8:5. In the expression "be helpfully con-

cerned for . .
." (Phil. 4:10 Bit.) the element of attitude is espe-

cially prominent. That qp^ovrijia means "intent" is clearly indi-

cated by Rom. 8:6f., 27, where the phronema of the flesh and
of the Spirit are mentioned. <E>Q6vi|iog (wise, sensible) desig-

nates the one who has that intelligence or insight which has

judgment as to right conduct (I Cor. 10:15; II Cor. 11:19); the

"wise in their own conceits" (Rom. 11:25; 12:16) are the con-

ceited ones who pride themselves on their own merits. The
acpQcov ("un-wise," "fool") is not just a dunce in thinking (I Cor.

15:35), but is a fool especially in attitude and conduct (II Cor.

11:16-19; 12:6, 11; "foolishness" in the same sense, 11:1, 17, 21);

specifically the heathen are regarded categorically as "fools,"

Rom. 2:20. That ococpQovsIv (have a sober or sane mind, Rom.
12:3; II Cor. 5:13) means an attitude of character, is self-

evident.

3. According to Rom. 12:2, nous has for one of its functions

Soxijxd^eiv ( "prove," "make a judgment"); when the judgment in

question is a value-judgment, tTiis~wOrd~means "to consider worth"

or "consider worthy." The element of will included in this meaning

emerges clearly in Rom. 1:28: "since they did not see fit to acknowl-
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edge God"—i.e. the heathen despised, rejected the acknowledgment

of God. Elsewhere, with persons as object, this verb means "find

worthy in the test" (I Cor. 16:3; II Cor. 8:22; said of God I Thess.

2:4; cf. also II Cor. 8:8: "to prove the genuineness of your love").

As the nous has the possibility of recognizing the demand for the

good, so the faculty of 6oxi[.idl^eiv ("proving," "approving") has the

ability to recognize xa SiacpEQOvxa—i.e. "that which is essential"

(Rom. 2:18; Phil. 1:10 Bit.) -or "what is the good and acceptable

and perfect will of God" (Rom. 12:2, RSV mg.). In Rom. 14:22,

this verb obviously means deciding for what is required. Though

the verb also has the more specific meaning "test," this meaning, too,

is subordinate to the question concerning what is "good" (I Thess.

5:21: "test everything, hold fast what is good"); this is true in a

special way when the object to be tested is he who is to do the test-

ing, himself ("himself" I Cor. 11:28; II Cor. 13:5; "his own work"

Gal. 6:4), in which it once more is apparent that the nous is the self

that makes itself the object of its own judging.

A special form of judging is xqiveiv, which in certain cases can

be almost synonymous with Soxi^id^eiv (cf., for instance, I Cor.

10:15: "judge for yourselves what I say" or 11:13 with I Thess.

5:21). It often means censorious judgment of others (Rom. 2:lf.;

14:3f., 10, 13; I Cor. 5:12; from the context also I Cor. 4:5, where it

is used absolutely; cf. also I Cor. 10:29. It is also used in this mean-

ing, of course, of the decision of a judge I Cor. 6:2f. and often of

God's judging). Also, the self-condemnation that results from self-

examination belongs here (Rom. 14:22). In II Cor. 5:14 judgment

concerning a subject under discussion is meant: "making this judg-

ment: that one died for all" (tr.; cf. I Cor. 10:15); discriminating

judgment is meant in Rom. 14:5 ("judges one day to be better than

another," etc., tr. ). It means judgment concerning a course to be

chosen in Rom. 14:13 ("judge this rather, that no man put a stum-

bling-block ... in his brother's way" KJ) and in I Cor. 2:2 ("I

reached the judgment not to know anything among you but Jesus

Christ," tr.)—also I Cor. 5:3f.; 11:13. Hence, xoiveiv can mean almost

"decide" (II Cor. 2:1, "I made up my mind not to make you another

painful visit," RSV; also, I Cor. 7:37) (RSV directly renders it

"decide" at Rom. 14:13; I Cor. 2:2, at least).

In part closely related to xqiveiv (and boxi[xu(^Eiv) is ^.oyil^Eof^ai.

It likewise can denote judgment of a matter of fact ["we hold that
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a man is justified by faith," Rom. 3:28 RSV; "consider yourselves

dead to sin" (Rom. 6:11); "I consider that the sufferings . . . are

not worth comparing" (Rom. 8:18); "who considers it unclean"
,

(Rom. 14:14 tr.); "I do not consider . .
." (Phil. 3:13 RSV)]. Judg-

j

ment about a person can also be meant: I Cor. 4:1 ("regard"),

II Cor. 10:2b; (a little differently, with a figurative use of a mercan-

tile expression): II Cor, 12:6 (X. sig f.[is = "give me credit"). In

other passages one can waver in opinion whether this verb means

judgment concerning a matter of fact or only means "think," "weigh,"

"ponder"; such cases are Rom. 2:3; II Cor. 10:2, 7 (RSV: "let him
remind himself that as he is Christ's, so are we;"); 10:11 ('let such

people understand," etc.); 11:5 ("I think that I am not in the least

inferior ..."). At any rate, in II Cor. 3:5 it means "consider" (not

"think something up"); but in Phil. 4:8, on the contrary, it means

merely "ponder," "think about," and in I Cor. 13:11 ("as a child")

simply "think."

4. Other terms for "understanding" or "knowing" such as

YivtoaxEiv and £i8£vai have no specifically anthropological signifi-

cance; i.e. they do designate acts that belong to man, but mean
specific acts or states, from case to case, and neither characterize

human existence as such nor contain the possibility of good or evil.

Only the concept oDvei5r]aii; (conscience) belongs to the fundamen-

tal anthropological concepts. This word, which originally meant

joint knowledge (oDv-Ei8rioig) with another, had in Paul's time long

since come to have the meaning of knowledge shared with one's self.

Hellenistic Judaism had already appropriated the word in this sense,

but any such term was still foreign to the Hebrew Old Testament

(though not the phenomenon denoted by it; note, moreover, LXX
Job 27:6: ov y«9 av)voi8a e^iavTw atojia Ttod^ag, "for I am not con-

scious of having done wrong" = almost "my conscience does not

accuse me of having done wrong"; LXX Eccles. 10:20 uses the

noun, but in its original sense). It is in this sense that it is used by
j

Paul, through whom, perhaps, it was first introduced into Christian
'

language.

This term, too, denotes a relationship of a man to himself, though

in a different way than soma does. While soma serves to distinguish

the objectivized self from the real self and to characterize the soma-

self as the object of one's own action or that of outside powers,

ovvEiSriaig ("conscience") is a man's knowledge ("consciousness")
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^jPus-e©aduct_aS-his_own. Unlike nous, it is not a state of mind that

includes an intent but one that, reflecting and judging, scrutinizes

precisely this intent of one's own mind. Conscience judges; i.e. it

is a knowledge about one's own conduct in respect to a requirement

which exists in relation to that conduct. Hence, "conscience" is at

one and the same time a knowledge of good and evil and of the cor-

responding conduct. This knowledge may point toward still un-

accomplished conduct, a duty to be fulfilled, as well as critically

judge already happened conduct. Both are involved in I Cor.

8:7-12; 10:25-30. For the idea is, on the one hand, that "conscience"

forbids "the weak" to eat food that has been offered to idols, but on

the other hand, Paul's thought evidently is that if "the weak" never-

theless eat it and thereby get their conscience "defiled" (8:7),

they will have "a bad conscience." Rom. 2:15, also, probably refers

first of all to the demanding, binding conscience, since "conscience"

is to be regarded as a proof that the requirements of the Law are

written in the hearts of the heathen. If, then, the added words apply

not to social discussion (in which case one would translate: "while

their discussions among themselves accuse or perhaps excuse," tr.

)

but to the conflict within a man, interpreting the term "conscience,"

as they probably do ("their conflicting thoughts accuse or perhaps

excuse them," RSV), the consequence is that Paul is also thinking of

the judging conscience which accuses the doer with an accusation

which he (at times) resists.* If, according to Rom. 13:5, the citizen

is to yield obedience to the government "for the sake of conscience,"

then it is the conscience that prescribes what is to be done. And
when Paul as an apostle commends himself "to every man's con-

science" (II Cor. 4:2), he means that the conscience of those who
come to know him as an apostle forces them to an approving ver-

dict as to his sincerity. Likewise, when he hopes not to be misun-

derstood by the Corinthians ("I hope to be revealed [for what I am]
in your consciences" II Cor. 5:11, tr. ), if they let themselves be

guided by their "conscience." That is, conscience demands in each

case a specific attitude. Elsewhere, the word means the judging
^

conscience that can either condemn or acquit. Thus, I Cor. 4:4:

"for my conscience (avvoi8a) has nothing against me" (tr. )—here
the verdict is acquittal. Likewise, Rom. 9:1: Paul's "conscience"

" In any ciise v. 15 must not be combined with v. 16 into one sentence; v. 16
is a secondary gloss.
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testifies that he is telling the truth. Also, II Cor. 1:12: his "con-

science" testifies to him the sincerity of his way of life.

As Rom. 2:15 indicates, Paul considered conscience a universal

human phenomenon—consistent with his view of human existence as

we have thus far unfolded it. For if it is inherently human to have

knowledge of one's self, and if the life a man has to lead lies ahead

of him and can be won or lost (§ 18, 4), and if, therefore, the good

that he seeks takes on the nature of requirement (see 1, above),

then it is inherently human to have conscience. Paul takes it for

granted that the heathen have a conscience. That he understands

conscience as knowledge of the demand that is incumbent upon
man, is to be concluded from the circumstance that this very fact of

their having conscience testifies to him that the heathen know the

demands of the Law, even though they do not have the Law; they

are "written in their hearts," i.e. it is just by virtue of their "con-

science" that they know them.

Insofar as the conscience's knowledge applies to that which is

demanded of man, the decisive thing is that conscience knows that

there is such a thing at all; for it is possible for it to err in regard to

the content of that demand. That is true of the conscience of those

in Corinth who suppose themselves to be obligated not to eat food

offered to idols (I Cor. 8:7-12; 10:25-30); their conscience is called

"weak," and they themselves, lacking correct "knowledge," are

"weak." Nevertheless, the verdict of conscience which falls upon a

man's conduct in view of what is demanded cannot err, but is valid.

Those Corinthians, according to Paul, are really bound to the verdict

of their conscience and may ngt be forced into conduct which their

conscience condemns. Likewise, the certainty with which Paul

appeals to the testimony of his conscience in defense of his conduct

shows that its verdict is not subject to doubt (Rom. 9:1; II Cor.

1:12). But that rests upon the fact that the demand perceived by

conscience has its foundation in a sphere transcendent to man; to

acknowledge that sphere is in the end the decisive thing, though

man may err in what he believes he hears as its demand. That is

why Paul can motivate the duty of obedience to the government in

a peculiarly double way (Rom. 13:5): The citizen owes the govern-

ment obedience not only "for the sake of wrath," i.e. for fear of its

power to punish (of. v. 4; "God's" in v. 5 RSV is an interpretative

addition!), but also "for the sake of conscience," i.e. for fear of the
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transcendent source of authority that stands behind conscience—

for Paul, of course, God. And just as here "conscience," which was
originally man's knowledge, is conceived as independent of him and
used by metonomy for that authority of which the knowledge in

"conscience" knows, so in Rom, 9:1; II Cor. 1:12 the conscience is

accorded separate existence ("personified") as an authority beyond
man—which indicates that the essential thing about "conscience" is

just this obligation to its transcendent source of authority. Con-

science, so to say, steps in as an independent witness with the man
whose binding obligation she is.

Here again we see that Paul understands a man's self as the spe-

cific self which becomes his by his assuming responsibility, irrespec-

tive of the judgments of men, for the particular life turned over to

him from outside himself. Precisely in "conscience," which a man
has by virtue of a power which transcends it, his self constitutes

itself as his specific self. The verdict of conscience is absolutely

valid, inasmuch as in it obedience to the transcendent power takes

place, hence, precisely in "conscience" man has his "freedom" ( I Cor.

10:29). No other person has the right to force his judgment upon
me: "for why is my freedom decided by any other conscience [than

my own]?" (tr.

)

This sentence is not to be taken as the objection of an oppo-
nent (Lietzmann). V. 27 (and 25, too,) had said, one need not

ask for conscience' sake whether meat served at a meal has been
offered to idols (i.e. there is no obligation to refuse such meat
under any and all circumstances). If, however, the heathen

host points out (with good or evil intent) that the meal served

is sacrificial meat (v. 28), it is to be declined—declined not only

for the informer's sake, but also for conscience' sake. V. 29 then

comments on the motive for declining—not because one's own
conscience demands it, but for the sake of the other's ( i.e. the

"weak" one's) conscience, lest he be caused to act contrary to

his conscience. If "I" (Paul) supposed that I had to decline for

the sake of my conscience, I would have submitted to another's

judgment and surrendered my freedom; in principle, I am free

to eat anything that I can eat with thanksgiving (i.e. with a

"good conscience"; v. 30); but I do not surrender my free-

dom either, if I decline out of consideration for another's con-

science.
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The situation is the same when what is involved is not judgment

concerning a duty still to be fulfilled but judgment of conduct

already carried out. He whose conscience acquits him is no longer

subject to any human authority—or rather such judgment is indiffer-

ent to him (I Cor. 4:3f.).

Since Paul takes for granted that the transcendent authority,

whose demand and verdict conscience knows, is known by
Christians as God, he can substitute "faith" for "conscience,"

insofar as faith ( on whose complete structure see § 32 ) is obe-

dience to God's demand. It is through this insight that the fact

is to be understood that Paul argues on the basis of "faith" in

the analogous question of Rom. 14 quite as he does on the basis

of "conscience" in I Cor. 8 and 10. "One man has the faith

(jtioTEuei) that he may eat anything" (Rom. 14:2, tr. ) means
exactly that the verdict of one man's conscience permits him to

eat anything. And the concluding statement, "and whatever

does not proceed from faith is sin" (v. 23b, tr. ), corresponds to

the assertion that it would be a "stumbling-block" (i.e. seduc-

tion to sin) to cause "the weak" to act against his conscience

(I Cor. 8:9) and that "the weak" would thereby fall into "ruin"

(I Cor. 8:11; cf. Rom. 14:15). Thus, the verdict of "conscience"

coincides for the Christian (as a man of "faith") with the ver-

dict of "faith"; and the verdict of faith, like that of conscience,

has validity even if it is mistaken as to what is required of it.

He who is "weak in faith" (Rom. 14:lf. ) corresponds to the

weak in conscience (I Cor. 8:7, 9, 12). And when the term

nous (mind, judgment) takes the place of the term "faith"

( "Let every one be fully convinced in his own judgment," Rom.
14:5, tr.; see 1, above), that is only possible because the term

"faith" includes just that element of conscious judgment which

is present in the term "conscience." Vice versa, the analogy

between "conscience" and "faith" confirms our conclusion that

conscience means the self's knowledge of itself (the conduct

that is demanded of it, or its conduct subject to the Judge's ver-

dict) in responsibility to the transcendent power (of God).

§20. Heart

1. Just as in the LXX 2^ (heart) is rendered either by xaQ8ia

(heart) or by vovg (mind), Paul uses "heart" to a large extent syn-

onymously with nous; viz. to designate the self as a willing, plan-
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ning, intending self. In II Cor. 3:14f., "minds" and "heart" are paral-

lel in content (RSV renders both: "minds"), and in Phil. 4:7, the

two terms constitute a hendiadys ( § 19, 2 ) . Just as the nous ( or the

vorjiiaTa, "minds," "wills") can be detestable, hardened, blinded, or

corrupted (Rom. 1:28; II Cor. 3:14; 4:4; 11:3), so can "the heart"

(Rom. 1:21; 2:5; 16:18); and as the nous must be renewed (Rom.

12:2), so must "the heart" be illumined (II Cor. 4:6). Since the

'Tieart" is called "impenitent" (Rom. 2:5), it is apparent that peni-

tence (|A8Tdvota, change of mind) is a matter of the "heart."

Like nous, "heart" is a man's selj[ , and in most cases where it is

used it performs the service of a personal pronoun. For the "heart"

is the subject that desires (Rom. 10:1), lusts (Rom. 1:24), purposes

(I Cor. 4:5), decides (I Cor. 7:37; II Cor. 9:7), grieves (Rom. 9:2),

sufiFers (II Cor. 2:4), and loves (II Cor. 7:3; 8:16; Phil. 1:7). Clearly

the "heart" is not a higher principle in man, any more than nous is,

but just the intending, purposing self—which decides within itself

or is moved from without—which can turn to either the good or the

bad. As it can be "darkened," and "hardened" (Rom. 1:21; 2:5), it

can also be the victim of deception (Rom. 16:18) or have evil

desires (Rom. 1:24). God "who searches hearts" (Rom. 8:27) or

"tests" them (I Thess. 2:4, after Jer. 11:20), will bring to light the

purposes of men's hearts and judge them (I Cor. 4:5).

Moreover, the heart doubts as wel l as believes (Rom. 10:6-10).

As refusal of faith is hardening of the heart ( II Cor. 3 : 14f
. ) , so faith

arises when God causes light to dawn in the heart (II Cor. 4:6). It

is God who can "establish" hearts (make them firm, I Thess. 3:13);

he confers the gift of the Spirit upon our hearts (II Cor. 1:22; Gal.

4:6); his love has been poured into the hearts of believers by the

Spirit (Rom. 5:5). Everywhere "heart" stands for the self (cf., for

example, II Cor. 1:22 with 5:5). The statement that "the demands
of the Law are written in the heart of the heathen" (Rom. 2:15)

simply means that in their "conscience" they know these demands
(§19,3).''

Paul can use (ta) aiikdyxvo- ("bowels ," KJ) almost synony-
mously with "heart," except that "bowels * is^onfined to a much
narrower territory, viz. to denote the self as moved by love,

* The expression "from the heart"—i.e. with dedication of one's whole per-

son—occurs in a secondary gloss: Rom. 6:17; cf. Mk. 12:30, 33 parr.; I Tim.
1:5; II Tim. 2:22; I Pet. 1:22.
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II Cor. 6:12 (RSV: "affections"; here the word is parallel with

"heart"); 7:15 and Phlm. 12 (RSV here renders it "heart"!).

By metonymy, oirldyxva stands for "love" itself in Phil. 1:8; 2:1.

In Phlm. 7 and 20 ("refresh the heart") it substitutes for a per-

sonal pronoun in the very phrase in which pneuma does the

same (at I Cor. 16:18; II Cor. 7:13).

The-difference between nous (mind) and kardia (heart) lies in

the fact that the element of knowing which is contained in "mind"

and can be prominently present is not emphasized in "heart," in

which the dominant element is striving and will and also the state

of being moved by feelings (pain and love). Another nuance of

difference exists in this: the term "heart" can express the idea that

the self's intent and will may be a hidden thing; "heart" is the

"interior" in contrast to the "exterior," the real self in contrast to

what a man appears to be. As in I Thess. 2:17, the external sepa-

ration of the apostle from the congregation is contrasted as being a

separation "on the surface" (ev jiQcocortcp) with a separation "in the

heart," so in II Cor. 5:12 a "boasting about the exterior" (ev

TiQOodiTua, i.e. on the basis of externally visible, impressive merits ) is

contrasted with a "boasting about the interior" (ev xapSia, i.e. on

the basis of invisible qualities). Similarly, in Rom. 2:28f. "external,

physical circumcision" and "inward (xapSiag) circumcision" con-

front each other in contrast. The "purposes of hearts" (I Cor. 4:5)

are hidden until God brings them to light; the "secrets of the heart"

are disclosed by the prophet-inspiring Spirit (I Cor. 14:25).

II Cor. 3:2 is complicated and not entirely clear (that is why
the text-tradition is also uncertain): The Corinthian Church is

Paul's letter of recommendation—a letter that can be universally

seen and read, since anyone can perceive that Church ("known

... by all men" ) ; and yet Paul also calls this a letter "written in

your hearts" (read "your" following X pc, not "our") because

he wants to contrast it with a literal document of recommenda-
tion; to that extent, therefore, it is an invisible letter, a letter

not written with ink, as v. 3 proceeds to say, but with the divine

Spirit. But now another thought is woven in: The recommen-
dation with which God has equipped Paul is not written on

"tablets of stone" but on "hearts of flesh" (read: ev xaQSiaig

oaQXLvaii;!); now it is contrasted with the Law of Moses, and

with a formulation determined by reminiscences of the Old
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Testament. That is, the description of "hearts" as "fleshly" which
means "Hving hearts" (in contrast to the "tablets of stone") is

derived from Ezek. 11:19; 36:26. At any rate, "heart" is clearly

regarded to be that inward sphere which is the seat of life.

The exterior and the interior, separately named, can also be com-

bined to designate the totality of man. Thus, "mouth" and "heart"

stand in parallelism of members in Rom. 10:9f.; II Cor. 6:11 (for

which "we" is introduced in v. 12 ) ,
quite as "eye," "ear," and "heart,"

combined in the apocryphal quotation, I Cor. 2:9, describe man's

possibilities of perception.

2. The strivings of the "heart" can actualize themselves in con-

scious volition. The words that designate this possibility are pri-

marily OeXeiv (to will) and dsArma (will).

©eXeiv means "to will" in various nuances, and its meaning
is frequently incapable of being very precisely defined. A will-

ing, which is definite decision, is meant in these places (disre-

garding the passages where it is said of God) : Rom. 9:16; I Cor.

4:21 ("what do you wish?" = decide!); 10:27; Gal. 4:9; Phlm.

14; it is expressly distinguished from execution (jioirjoai, "do" or

EVEQYEiv, "work"): II Cor. 8:10f.; Phil. 2:13. Elsewhere, it

means "desire," "long for": II Cor. 5:4; 11:12; 12:20; Gal. 4:17

or a wishing which may be ardent: Rom. 16:19; I Cor. 7:32;

10:20; Gal. 4:20; I Thess. 2:18, or may be less ardent, "like": "I

should like . .
.": I Cor. 7:7; 14:5; Gal. 3:2 or "I prefer," I Cor.

14:19; finally, it can be used quite unemphatically as in phrases

like "I would not have you ignorant," KJ: Rom. 1:13; I Cor.

10:1, etc.

0E?tii|.ia is used mostly of God's will, his deliberative decree

(in such phrases as "by the will of God," Rom. 15:32; Gal. 1:4,

etc.) or his demanding will (Rom. 2:18, etc.). It is also used

of the decision or the intention of man (I Cor. 7:37; 16:12).

It is important to note that human "will" can aim at the "good
"

(Rom. 7:15-21) as well as at the bad or perverse (Gal. 1:7; 4:9, 21;

6:12), but especially that "will" need not penetrate into the field of

consciousness at all, but may designate the hidden tendency of the

self. The rhetorical question (Rom. 13:3): "Would you have no

fear of him who is in authority?" presupposes that everyone "wills"

to live without fear of the public authorities without necessarily be-

ing conscious of this will. When Paul characterizes his opponents in
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Gal. 6:12 as "those who want to make a good showing in the flesh,"

he is not naming their conscious intention but their secret motive

hidden even from themselves; likewise, when he says of them

(6:13): "they desire to have you circumcised that they may glory

in your flesh." The willing of the "good" in Rom. 7:15-21 is the self's

innermost tendency which is covered up and hidden by the con-

scious desires which bring forth deeds. And if the consequence of

the battle between Flesh and Spirit over man, according to Gal. 5:17,

is that man does not do what he "wills" to do, then this passage also

does not have in mind what man in the specific case actually does

will but what he 'wi\\sjiLhe_art, an intention which can be perverted

in his concrete will (through the influence of Flesh). The case of

Gal. 4:21 is somewhat different. "You who desire to be under law"

does not, it is true, pertain to the Galatians' conscious will, but

neither does it mean the real desire of their "heart"; rather, it means

the "unintentional" consequence of their purpose to combine obedi-

ence to the Law (or at least certain of its regulations) with faith;

for they do not perceive the exclusive antinomy between "life under

Law" and "life under grace." Gal. 1:7 is a related case; here Paul's

opponents are called they who "want to pervert the gospel of Christ."

The perverting of the gospel into its opposite is, of course, not the

intention of these people, but is the hidden meaning of their willing

—hidden even from themselves.

A few times Paul uses PovXEoOai (decide, purpose) for

human intention (II Cor. 1:15, 17) or wish (Phil. 1:12; Phlm.

13). The "strivings ((3oDA.ai) of hearts" (I Cor. 4:5) are pur-

poses that need not be actualized in conscious will. God's

(3ov?iT][ia (will) is mentioned in Rom. 9:19.

The expression "desires of their hearts" (Rom. 1:24) indicates

that "desire" is an activity of "the heart." Admittedly, Paul fre-

quently uses the verb or the noun (ejiidv^iEiv, 8Jtii)v|j.ia) not as an

anthropological term denoting desire in general, but in a qualified

sense, in which "desire" (used absolutely) is in itself evil. This is

the case in the formula, "Desire not!" (Rom. 7:7 tr., 13:9; also I Cor.

10:6b, though here it is easy to supply the object "evil" from 6a).

"Desire," as such, is also evil in Rom. 1:24; 7:7f.; I Thess. 4:5, and

in Rom. 13:14; Gal. 5:16, 24 is attributed to the flesh (as in Rom.

6:12 to the flesh-dominated "body"). Nevertheless, the very fact
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that Spirit as well as Flesh can have "desires" (Gal. 5:17) by itself

indicates that the original meaning of "desire" is simply the direc-

tion in which one yearns. This is its meaning in Phil, 1:23: "My
desire is to depart and be with Christ," and in I Thess. 2:17: "we
endeavored . . . with great desire to see you face to face." In both

cases "desire" has the meaning of "longing," and in itself therefore

is nothing evil.

0uu6g in classic Greek frequently meaning, among other

things, "desire," "appetite" and any "passion," occurs in Paul

only in the qualified meaning, "wrath" (Rom. 2:8; II Cor.

12:20; Gal. 5:20); but the derivatives JTQO^^ia ("readiness,"

"zeal for the good," II Cor. 8:llf., 19; 9:2) and JiQc^^iog

("eager," Rom. 1:15) occur in the old, neutral sense.

Other verbs that denote striving and purpose with various

nuances are the following:

SxojiEiv (II Cor. 4:18) means "focus upon . .
." i.e. upon an

object as the goal worth striving for, just as oxoJiog is the "goal"

which guides the "onward pressing" of Phil. 3:14. Selfish striv-

is meant by xd EauToO oxojieiv, Phil. 2:4—looking to one's own
interests. When axo:teiv is used in the sense of "wary attention

to . .
." or of "bewaring of . .

." (Rom. 16:17; Gal. 6:1; Phil.

3:17), it still has the basic meaning of a conduct-guiding

"viewing" in one's own interest. ZiycElv (to seek), too, means
striving as such—after either good or evil. Its object may be
"incorruption" (Rom. 2:7) or "wisdom" (I Cor. 1:22). Paul and
Peter are "endeavoring to be justified in Christ" (Gal. 2:17).

Paul exhorts: "strive to excel in building up the church" (I Cor.

14:12); he describes his relation to the Corinthians: "I seek not

what is yours, but you" (II Cor. 12:14). Foolish "seeking"

would "seek glory from men" (I Thess. 2:6) or seek "the favor

of men" (Gal. 1:10); the Jews "seek to establish their own
(righteousness)" (Rom. 10:3). "Seeking one's own" (td eavTod

ir]XEiv, I Cor. 10:24, 33; 13:5; Phil. 2:21) is selfish purpose; its

opposite is "seeking (the advantage) of the many" (I Cor.

10:33 tr. ). Intense purpose is called ^t]Xouv (be zealous after),

whose object likewise can be good or evil. Paul is "zealous" (or

"jealous"—ultimately both are the same word) for the Church
with "a divine zeal" (or "jealousy"), II Cor. 11:2, while the

preachers of the Law in Galatia are "zealously after" ("make
much of," RSV) the Galatians in order that the latter in turn
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may "make much of" them. The apostle urges that "spiritual

gifts" be "zealously sought after" (I Cor. 12:31; 14:1, 39). Like

"desire," ^t^Aouv can also be used absolutely; when it is, it is used

with a qualified (pejorative) meaning (I Cor. 13:4: "Love is not

jealous"), and ^"nAog, "jealousy" (likewise, used absolutely), is,

correspondingly, a vice characteristic of heathen nature (Rom.

13:13; I Cor. 3:3; II Cor. 12:20; Gal. 5:20). But the fact that

^f]Aoi;, "zeal," can be directed toward either right or wrong ends

indicates that its basic meaning is that of a non-qualified striv-

ing. Paul concedes to the Jews that they have "a zeal for God"
and he himself is "zealous with a divine zeal" (II Cor. 11:2, see

above), and he praises the "zeal" of the Corinthians for the col-

lection (II Cor. 9:2). There is such a thing as "zeal" for an-

other's welfare (II Cor. 7:7: "for me"; cf. v. 11); but there is

also reprehensible "zeal" (Phil. 3:6: "as to zeal a persecutor of

the church" ) . The same is true of 'C,^'\k(x)xr\q ( one who is zealous,

I Cor. 14:12; Gal. 1:14). Aicoxeiv (to pursue) in the figurative

sense means, much like t,rikovv, eager striving, but it is not used

absolutely in a qualified (pejorative) sense, but in itself is neu-

tral, receiving any qualification only from its object—as it hap-

pens (accidentally), always a good qualification (Rom. 9:30f.:

"righteousness" or "the Law of righteousness"; 12:13: "hospi-

tality"; 14:19: "what makes for peace"; I Cor. 14:1: "love";

I Thess. 5:15: "the good"; figurative Phil. 3:12, 14). MeQijxvav

(be anxious about), finally, denotes solicitous care of a thing or

a person. That it can operate in opposite directions, is indi-

cated by I Cor. 7:32-34, where "worldly affairs" and "the affairs

of the Lord" are named as its objects. It means "solicitude,"

"care for another's welfare" in I Cor. 12:25 ("for one another")

and Phil. 2:20 ("anxious for your welfare"), and the noun is

used in the same sense in II Cor. 11:28. Still, Paul can also use

HEQi^vav, like "desire," absolutely in the qualified sense of some-

thing wrong in itself (Phil. 4:6), and hence he can write, I Cor.

7:32: "I want you to be free from all anxieties (d|i8Qi|xvovg)."

So far as the "heart" is the self which is stirred by feelings and

emotions, it may express itself in /aiQEiv (rejoicing), ?iv:Jt8ladai

(sorrowing), or xAaieiv (weeping). All these verbs describe human
conduct simply as such, not as either good or bad, as particularly

Rom. 12:15 and I Cor. 7:30 show in the case of joy and sorrow.

I Cor. 13:6 shows that joy can relate to either good or bad. Analo-

gously, II Cor. 7:9-11 distinguishes between "godly grief" and
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"worldly grief." Specifically, Christian joy is joy "in" (Rom. 14:17)

or "of" (I Thess. 1:6) "the Holy Spirit."

B. FLESH, SIN, AND WORLD

§ 21. Creation and Man

1. As the investigation of the term soma showed (§ 17, 2), man,

according to Paul, is a being who has a relationship to himself, is

placed at his own disposal, and is responsible for his own existence.

But this existence of his, as the investigation of the terms psyche,

pneuma, zoe, nous, and kardia showed (§§ 18-20), is never to be

found in the present as a fulfilled reality, but always lies ahead of

him. In other words, his existence is always an intention and aquesf,

and in it he may find himself or lose his grip upon himself, gain his

self or fail to do so. This brings in the possibility that man can be

good or bad; for just because he must first find his life (that which

is "good"—meaning the existence that at heart he wants ) , this exist-

ence comes to have for him the character of the "good"—in the sense

of that which is required of him ( § 19, 1 )

.

If, up to this point, the ontological structure of human existence,

as Paul sees it, has been clarified, this, nevertheless, only affords the

presuppositions for his ontic statements about man in which his real

interest lies. It has already become apparent that several anthropo-

logical terms which have a primarily unqualified ontological mean-

ing are at times used by Paul in a qualified ontic sense. Soma, since

it is factually dominated by "flesh," can be used synonymously with

"flesh"; i.e. ontically regarded, the somn, is a "soma of sin" ( § 17, 2,

3). Vice versa, nous can mean the affirmation, though a fruitless

one, of the demand for the good ( § 19, 1 ) , while "desire," in the

other direction again, can have the qualified sense of evil desire

( § 20, 2 ) ; so can ^tiAouv ( "be zealous," but also "be jealous" ) and

[xeoijavav ("be solicitous," but also "be anxious," § 20, 2).

These phenomena indicate that Paul is of this opinion :^iVfan has

alwaijs alreadu missed the existence that at heart he seeks, his intent

IS basically perverse, evil. Indeed, the view that gjjjrign fire sinners,

which he develops at length in Rom. 1:18-3:20, is a basic one for his

doctrine of salvation; through Adam, sin and death came into the

world as dominant powers (Rom. 5:12ff. ); "the scripture consigned

all men to sin" (Gal. 3:22, tr.).
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In order to understand this view it is necessary to clarify what

the meaning of evil is according to Paul, And since in his cogita-

tions the presupposition is taken for granted that evil is in any case

"sin"—rebellion against God, guilt toward God—his idea of God, so

far as it is pertinent to this context, must first be presented.

2. Paul constantly sees man as placed before God. The ontologi-

cal possibility of being good or evil is simultaneously the ontic pos-

sibility of having a relationshipto God; and God, for Paul, is not the

mythological designation for an ontological state of affairs but the

personal God, man's Greator who demands obedience of him. The
t ontological possibility of being good or evil is ontically the choice of

either acknowledging the Greator and obeying Him, or of refusing

Him obedience. The demand for good which is made upon man is

Qod]s_demand, which, as such, is a "life-giving demand" (Rom. 7:10,

tr. ); an3^ disobedience is, therefore, sin.

In accordance with the Old Testament tradition Paul speaks of

God as the Greator. It is God who once commanded light to shine

forth out of darkness (II Gor. 4:6 from Gen. 1:3), and created man
(I Cor. 11:8-12; cf. 15:45, 47). The earth with its contents is His, as

I Gor. 10:26 in allusion to Ps. 24:1 says. God's creatorship is not, for

Paul, a cosmological theory which professes to explain the origin of

the world and its existence as it is. Rather, it is a proposition that

concerns man's existence. It concerns him, for instance, in the fact

that the earth as God's creatjo f) j,«^
pt man!^-A«ipt°>rr;rl'-fm' his needs, as

the Old Testament creation-story (Gen. 1:26) had already said;

hence, there is nothing on the earth that is unclean or untouchable

(I Gor. 10:25f., 30; Rom. 14:14, 20).

"All things are yours" (I Gor. 3:21f.), is not relevant here,

because it applies specifically to Christians and has a different

meaning. Neither can it be said ( see W. Gudbrod, Die Paiilin-

ische Anthropologie ) that the goal of God's work of creation is

stated in I Gor. 15:28: "that God may be all in all" (KJ); for the

drama described in I Gor. 15:20-28 does not come from the tra-

dition of the creation-story, but from Gnostic cosmology and

eschatology. What I Gor. 15:28 deals with is the end of the

battle against the Powers that are at enmity with God.

But knowledge of God as Greator contains primarily knowledge

of man—man, that is, in his^ creaturelingss and in his situation of
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being one to whom God has laid claim. Yes, Paul does use familiar

ideas of Stoic "natural theology" in Rom. l:19f., but not in order to

prove the sheer existence of God and His world-dominating provi-

dence so that he may thereby enlighten man and free him from

"ignorance of God" and from fear. Rather, he uses them in order to

accuse, specifically to expose, the ^uilt of the heathen: With evil

will they refused to pay heed to the possibility of knowing God that

was given to them. To know God means in itself to acknowJgdge

GjQd,-obey His demand (6ixaia)|.ia, 1:32), bow before Him in grate-

ful adoration (1:21; cf. I Cor. 10:31).

That God's existence is not an objectively perceptible, mere exist-

ing like that of a thing, is indicated by I Cor. 8:4-6. If God were

being spoken of as only a cosmic Thing, the statement, "there is no

God but one," would not be right at all; for in this sense of "is," other

"gods" and "lords" "are." The "uniqueness" of God is His slvai f)[iTv,

Rig Jjping "f^r us." That is. His being (existence) is understood

aright only when it is understood as significant-for-man being; hence,

it is not understood aright unless at the same time man's being is

also understood as springing from God ( "from whom are all things"

)

and thereby oriented toward Him ("and toward whom we exist,"

I Cor. 8:6).

Here, as also in Rom. 11:36, "for from him and through him and

to him are all things," Paul is using a formula of Stoic pantheism.

But in this Romans passage it is especially clear how far Paul is from

orienting his concept of God to the cosmos in the Greek sense. For,

as the closing sentence of chapters 9-11, the formula has lost its orig-

inal cosmological meaning and serves the purpose of expressing

Paul's theology of history: The history of nations is salvation-history,

and its origin, its guidance, and its goal are all in God.

3. For Paul, the word cosmos, accordingly, has in the great

majority of cases a meaning different from that of the Greek con-

ception of the world (§26). As the created world, here and now
existing, Paul calls it "creation," with reference to its Creator ( Rom.

1:25). When the world is so regarded, man is excepted from it, even

though as "mortal man" (Rom. 1:23) he belongs to it. But as a being

endowed by God with special dignity and responsibility (cf. I Cor,

11:3, 7, "he is the image and glory of God"), man stands between

God and the creation and must decide between the two. C^Ttti
Thg, "f^rPctUnn" I'c fhaiiacterized by creaturely transitoriness
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(qpOaQTOv, Rom. 1:23; 8:20f. ). In obscure words, which evidently

go back to a myth, Paul hints that it was not always so, but that the

creation was involuntarily subjected to "futility." "bondage to decay"

—subjected, moreover, by "him who subjected it"—but that some

day it, like "the children of God," will be set free from the curse of

transitoriness (Rom. 8:20f. ). Since it is unclear whom Paul means

by the "subjector" (God? Satan? Adam?), we cannot understand

this in detail; all that is clear is that the "creation" has a history

which it shares with men—a fact which once again indicates how
completely the cosmological point of view recedes for Paul behind

that of his theology of history.

When Rom. 8:20f. speaks of the "creation" subject to transitori-

ness and longing for freedom, what is meant is evidently the earth

and its creatures subordjjiate-to ntan, not the cosmic powers which

are enumerated in 8:38f. Although this enumeration strings to-

gether heterogeneous elements when it combines "death" and "life"

(the former of which, it is true, could conceivably be a cosmic

power in keeping with I Cor. 15:26) and "things present" and

"things to come" with the cosmic powers, still in the case of "angels,"

"principalities" and "powers" at least, and probably also in the case

of "height" and "depth," it does name cosmic powers which belong

to the world created by God. This would be the case even if the

additional remark, "nor any other created thing," did not directly

say so. While this sentence testifies on the one hand that the activity

of such powers is restricted by the will of God, nevertheless it pre-

supposes, on the other hand, that there is an area of the creation in

which rebellious powers, at enmity with God and man, hold sway.

Thus, the creation has a peculiarly ambiguous character: On the

/, one hand, it is the earth placed by God at man's disposal for his use

and benefit (I Cor. 10:26, see above, 2); on the other, it is the field

"O of activity for evil, demonic powers. The historical observation, cor-

rect as far as it goes, that Old Testament tradition and Gnostic tra-

dition have flowed together here, does not sufficiently explain the

facts. Paul is able to appropriate the cosmological mythology of

Gnosticism because it enables him to express the fact that the per-

ishable "creation" becomes a destructive power whenever man de-

cides in favor of it instead of for God (Rom. 1:25, see above); i.e.

when he bases his life upon it rather than upon God. Hence, it owes

to man himself such independence as it has toward God; how this
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is so, must be clarified later by investigation of the term "flesh"

(sarx). But this much is already clear: Paul's conception of the cre-

ation, as well as of the Creator, defends upon what it means ~for

man's existence; under this point of vie*^ the creation is ambivalent.

4. As God and the creation are regarded as being within the

horizon of a theological view of history—i.e. in regard to their sig-

nificance for man and his history—correspondingly mgn'^ being is

understood in itsjcelatedness to the Creator and the creation.

Only rajely does Paul use the word "man" (anthropos) to des-

ignate the species man as one of the creatures of this world in dis-

tinction from other living beings, such as beasts (I Cor. 15:39) or

angels (I Cor. 4:9; 13:1).

We here leave out of account the passages where anthropos

is used unemphatically for "some one," "any one" or "one"

(Rom. 7:1; I Cor. 4:1; II Cor. 12:2f.; Gal. 6:1, 7) or where Jtag

avdQcojiog with no definite antithesis means "everyone" (Gal.

5:3) or where its plural means simply "all" (Rom. 12:17f.; I Cor.

7:7; 15:19; II Cor. 3:2; Phil. 4:5; I Thess. 2:15).

In most passages, anthropos means man in his creaturely human- Jj

jty , and that means also man in his relation to pod. It is in his

creatureliness that man is regarded when Paul rhetorically says that

the "foolishness of God" is wiser than men and the "weakness of

God" stronger than men (I Cor. 1:25), or when he asks, "O man,

who are you to answer back to God?" (Rom. 9:20 tr. ). Before God,

every human complaint must become dumb: "Let God be true

though every man be false" (Rom. 3:4). God's authorization puts

Paul's legitimation beyond doubt as "an apostle not from men nor

through man, but through Jesus Christ and God the Father" (Gal.

1:1; cf. l:llf. ). It is to God and not to man that one must look to

find the right norm for apostolic activity (I Thess. 2:4, 6; Gal. 1:10),

and the apostle's word is God's word, not man's (I Thess. 2:13);

whoever disdains it, despises not men but God (I Thess. 4:8).

Before-^od, all human distinctions vanish; before him Jew and

Greek stand alike as "man'^{Rbrh7~ST58f
.
) . Human greatness and

human evaluations are nil before God. It would be madness for one

chosen by God as a slave of Christ to make himself a slave of men
by orienting himself according to human evaluations (I Cor. 7:23).

It would be madness to boast of men (I Cor. 3:21). Praise from
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God alone, not from men, has any importance (Rom. 2:29). Wher-
ever jealousy and strife still find room, there things are still going in

human fashion (I Cor. 3:3). The paradoxicality of the salvation-

occurrence finds expression in the Christ-hymn which had been

taken over by Paul (Phil. 2:6f. ): he who had been in the form of

God (= of divine nature) appeared on earth as a man, in human
form; in so doing he "emptied himself"—therefore, there is nothing

divine about man or in him! This understanding of man is the back-

ground of the formula, "I speak in a human way" (Rom. 3:5; I Cor.

3:3; 9:8; Gal. 3:15; cf. Rom. 6:19), which designates the form of a

statement about things divine as really inappropriate to its content;

the apostle must so speak only "on account of the weakness of the

flesh" (RSV paraphrases interpretively: "because of your natural

limitations," Rom. 6:19).

§ 22. The Term "Flesh" (Sarx)

_£jiil, our investigation of Paul's anthropological terms has shown

(§§17-20), is perverse intent a perverse pursuit, specifically a pur-

suit which misses what is good—i.e. misses "life," what man at heart

is after—and it is evil, because the good it misses is also that which

is required of a man. But to miss what is required is also sin, rebel-

lion against God, who as Creator is the origin of life and whose

commandment is a "commandment unto life" (§21). Hence, the

alternative to lay hold of one's true existence or to miss it is synony-

mous with the alternative to acknowledge God as the Creator or to

deny Him. And denial of God means failure to acknowledge one's

own creatureliness. And since all pursuit, even the perverted sort,

is, in intention, pursuit of life, this means seeking life where it is not

—in the created world. For to'deny God as Creator is to turn away
from Him to the creation

( § 21 ) . But the creation stands at man's

disposal; hence, to seek life in it means to have the presumption to

seek life in the disposable, i.e. to presume to have life at one's own
disposal. Hence, the ultimate sin reveals itself to be the false

assumption of receiving life not as the gift of the Creator but pro-

curing it by one's own power, of living from one's self rather than

from God.

Paul developed this train of thought neither so abstractly nor so

compactly as this; but it underlies his discussions of sin, as is appar-
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ent in his statements about creation and man (§21), and as investi-

gation of the term "flesh" will above all make clear.

2. Sarx means, first of all, "flesh" as man's material corporeality.

In contrast to xQeag ("meat," animal flesh intended for food, Rom.

14:21; I Cor. 8:13), it is the animate flesh of man, active in its sen-

sual manifestations and perceptible to the senses. Sarx, therefore,

(in spite of I Cor. 15:39; see § 17, 1) does not mean simply "matter" J^<f^h

{vXy]) in contrast toj^rm"; while, though it does primarily mean a

material, it means a material only as it is formed and animated in

the human body. That is the only reason that sarx can occasionally

be used synonymously with soma (§17, 3). Bodily sickness is

"infirmity of the flesh" (Gal. 4:13 KJ); physical suffering is denoted

by the figure of "the thorn in the flesh" (II Cor. 12:7). Circum-

cision, an operation on the body, is "circumcision which is outward,

in the flesh" (Rom. 2:28 KJ). The outward cares of living are

"trouble in the flesh" (I Cor. 7:28 KJ). Flesh is mortal (II Cor.

4:11), and death, as the end of physical life, is "destruction of the

flesh"(I Cor. 5:5).

Inasmuch as man in his earthly existence is bound to fleshly cor-

poreality, sarx, using Old Testament terminology, can mean man in

general in the phrase "all flesh" ( Jtaaa oaQ^ = ")^3 "73 = everyone,

Rom. 3:20; I Cor. 1:29; Gal. 2:16; cf. "every soul," § 18)niirfact,

like psyche and pneuma (§18, 2 and 3), sarx can even be used to

designatfcjthe-person -himself (II Cor. 7:5 KJ: "our flesh had no

rest" = "I found no rest"). In this usage the humanity of the person

can be emphasized by adding "blood" to "flesh" in Jewish fashion

(DTI 1^3) as in Gal. 1:16: "I did not confer with flesh and blood."

While in this passage "flesh and blood" means a person in his

humanness, in I Cor. 15:50 it means h«manity as such, human
nature: "flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God." Sarx

by itself can also have this meaning, as Rom. 6:19 shows: "I speak

after the manner of men because of the infirmity of your flesh" (

=

because of your limitations of human nature), which is synonymous

in content with "I speak in a human way" (Rom. 3:5; I Cor. 9:8;

§ 21, 4, p. 232). "To remain in the flesh" means "to remain alive"—

alive in the sphere of earthly life—in contrast to the wish "to depart

and be with Christ" (Phil. l:23f.).

Further examples indicate that sarx can denote not only the
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concrete body of flesh but alsnJ'flRsVilinpss " rarnality meaning the

nature of the earjthly-human in its specific humanness—i.e. in its

weakness and transitoriness, which also means in opposition to God
and His Spirit (cf. espec. Gal. 1:16; I Cor. 15:50). Not Abraham's

"children of the flesh" (Rom. 9:7f. KJ), i.e. his natural, earthly off-

spring, are to be regarded as the "children of God," the true "seed

of Abraham." The meaning of sarx undergoes -aa-PYtpnslnn^ how-

ever, in the fact that it means not only human nature as it is per-

ceived at work in and on man himself but that the sphere of the

human is expanded to include the environment with which man has

to do. Thus, sarx can mean the whole sphere of thatwhich is earthly

or "natural." According to Rom. 2:28f. it may be termed the sphere

of the "outward":

"For the true Jew is not he who is outwardly a Jew
but he who is a Jew deep within;

nor is true circumcision the outward flesh-circumcision

but a spiritual, not a literal, heart-circumcision" (tr.).

/ ~ "Flesh" here means, first of all, simply the physiological_flfish on

which circumcision is performed, and flesh in this sense by the jux-

taposition of "outward" is brought into the wider sphere of "the

outward." But the antithesis, especially by using "spirit" as a con-

trasting term, makes it clear that the sphere of "the outward" is pre-

cisely the sphere of "flesh." It will later be explained ( § 23, 1 ) that

this is also the sphere of "the letter" or "the literal," "The seen" or

"the visible" is synonymous with "the outward" ( which, itself, should

literally be translated "the visible"). The men of faith who surren-

der their "outward man" (II Cor. 4:16 KJ) to destruction—and that

means their
"
body." their "mortal flesh" (II Cor. 4:10f. )—fix their

gaze not on "the things that are seen," but on the "things that are

unseen" (II Cor. 4:18); and when it is said, "for the things that are

seen are transient," that is a direct characterization of the sphere of

the "flesh." Those who by faith are no longer "in the flesh" (Rom.

8:9) live in a hope which hopes for that which is not visible (Rom.
8:24f.). While in Rom. 2:28f. the antithetical term to "the outward^

'

is "the heart" (as the "hidden" sphere within a man), the contrast

in II Cor. 5:12 to "priding one's self on a man's heart" is "priding

one's self on appearance" (ev nQooobjico)—i.e. on his externally visible
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merits; but that means glorying "after the flesh" (II Cor. 11:18 KJ);
"boasting of worldly things" (RSV). Hence all that is "outward"

and "visible," all that has its nature in external "appearance" belongs

to the sphere of "flesh." In this sense, "flesh" becomes synonymous - p .

with the term "world" ( '/.6o\io<; ) , insofar as cosmos denotes the

world of created things which is the stage and the life-condition for

"natural" life, the world which is at man's disposal, giving him the

possibility to live from it and to be anxious about it (for further dis-

cussion of "world," see § 26). The "wisdom of this world" at I Cor.

1:20; 3:19 is the wisdom of those who are "wise . . . after the flesh"

(I Cor. 1:26 KJ). Life in worldly affairs with all its hustle and

bustle, its weal and woe, is "using the world" (I Cor. 7:31 KJ; "mix-

ing in the world," Moffatt) and the care of husband or wife for the

other is being "anxious about worldly affairs" in contrast to being

"anxious about the affairs of the Lord" (I Cor, 7:32-34), "Worldly

grief" is contrasted with "godly grief" (II Cor. 7:9f. ). To Paul, the

"world" is crucified in the cross of Christ (Gal. 6:14); this is synony-

mous in substance with the other statement (Gal. 5:24): "And those

who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions

and desires."

This is also the way to understand the phrase "in the flesh"

(except where it means "on the body," as in Rom. 2:28), a phrase

which can be explained neither from the Old Testament nor from

Greek usage. This formula shows that according to Paul a man's

nature is not determined by what he may be as to substance (in the

way the Old Testament says man is flesh) nor by what qualities he

may have (as Greek thinking would put it), bi^t \y>af hi? n^itnrn i'i

determined by the sphere wjthin which he moves, the sphere which

marks out the horizon or the possibilities oF what he does and expe-

riences. The meaning of "in the flesh" becomes clear in the fact that

it corresponds antithetically to the formula "in the Spirit," in which

Spirit means the miraculous, life-giving power of God (§14, 1); its

territory is the "hidden interior" (to y.QVJix6v), the "unseen," the

"heart."

"In thQ_flesh"—i.e. in the sphere of the obvious, or the earthly-

human, or the natural—takes place man's "living" (Gal, 2:20; Phil,

1:22), or "walking" (II Cor. 10:3)—also Christian man's in this aeon.

Or, differently said, "to live" or "to walk in the flesh" means nothing

else than simply "to lead one's life as a man," an idea which in itself
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does not involve any ethical or theological judgment but simply

takes note of a fact; not a norm but a field or a sphere is indicated

by "in the flesh." Only it must be borne in mind that with this

phrase there hovers in the air the opposite possibility that there is

also another dimension in which life can move. Thus, Paul may
speak of Onesimus as a brother "both in the flesh and in the Lord"

(Phlm. 16 KJ)—i.e. both as a person and as a Christian. And insofar

as the believer, having his true existence by faith, is already beyond

the sphere of the merely human and belongs to the sphere of the

Spirit, his "existence in the flesh" can be proleptically denied, and

Paul can say: "when we were in the flesh . .
," (Rom. 7:5 KJ) and:

"ye are not in the flesh but in the Spirit" (Rom. 8:9 KJ).

Whatever pertains to natural human life and is necessary for

it can be called "fleshly" in contrast to "spiritual." Accordingly,

Paul motivates his exhortation to Gentile Christians to contrib-

ute to the collection for the Jerusalem Church: "for if the Gen-

tiles have come to share in their spiritual blessings, they ought

also to be of service to them in material blessings" (oapxixotg,

lit: "fleshly things"—Rom. 15:27 RSV). In the same way, he

defends his apostle's right to support by the Churches: "If we
have sown spiritual good among you, is it too much if we reap

your material (oaQyaxd) benefits?" (I Cor. 9:11).

While "flesh" in itself only means the human sphere as that of

the earthly-natural and of the-weal^^ndr transitoiy, nevertheless the

use made of the formula "in the flesh" in Rom. 7:5; 8:8f. indicates

that life "in the flesh" is a spurious life; in fact, everywhere the for-

mula expresses an explicit or implicit antithesis to a life "in the

Spirit" (Rom. 8:9), "in Christ" (Phlm. 16), "in faith" (Gal. 2:20),

or the like. The sentence Rom. 8:8, "those who are in the flesh can-

not please God," especially indicates that the sphere of "the flesh"

can also be regarded as the sphere of sinning. So regarded, it is not

merely the earthly-transitory contrast to the transcendent-eternal

God but opposes God as His enemy. In this sense, Rom. 8:7 says:

"The attitude of flesh is enmity to God" (tr.). How "flesh" comes

to have this meaning comes into view when we examine the use of

the phrase "according to the flesh."

3. The formula xatd ocxQxa ("after the flesh" KJ) is used in a

double sense, characterizing primarily a person, or a human relation-
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ship, in regard to facts present within natural life and verifiable by

everyone. However, it is true of this formula, as of "in the flesh,"

that a contrast betsveen it and another possible point of view hovers

behind it or is expressed. Abraham is "our forefather according to

the flesh" (Rom. 4:1)—i.e. the natural progenitor of the Jews. The

Jews are Paul's "kinsmen according to the flesh" (Rom. 9:3; or,

abbreviated: "my flesh," 11:14)—in contrast, of course, to his

"brothers in Christ." The Israelitic people of the Old Testament is

"Israel after the flesh" (I Cor. 10:18 KJ) in contrast to the "Israel of

God" (Gal. 6:16). Ishmael, Abraham's son born without God's

promise, is called "he who was born according to the flesh" (Gal.

4:29; cf. V. 23: "But the son of the slave was bom according to the

flesh, the son of the free woman through promise"); i.e. he is Abra-

ham's son only in the sense of natural human progeny in contrast to

Isaac who was miraculously begotten "through the promise." Christ,

too, can be described according to what he humanly is. "According

to the flesh" he is a descendant of David and is from the people of

Israel (Rom. 1:3; 9:5) in contradistinction to what he is "according

to the Spirit of holiness": "Son of God" (Rom. 1:4). That in all

these cases nothing more is meant than the sphere of the "natural"

—that which is given and present in earthly fact—becomes clear in

the insight that "we who are Jews by nature" (Gal. 2:15 KJ) would

mean just the same thing if it read: "we who are Jews according to

the flesh," or that instead of "uncircumcision which is by nature"

(Rom. 2:27 KJ) Paul could just as well have said "uncircumcision

according to the flesh."

"According to the flesh" in this sense serves as a rule (Gal. 4:23,

29 are exceptions) to modify substantives (including proper names).

As a modifier of verbs the phrase has an altogether different mean-

ing: It stamps an existence or an attitude not as natural-human, but

as sinful. In this meaning we read of "purposing according to the

flesh" (II Cor. 1:17 KJ), "knowing" (II Cor. 5:16), "walking"

(II Cor. 10:2; Rom. 8:4), "warring" (II Cor. 10:3), even "being"

after the flesh (Rom. 8:5)—and the last is given what amounts to a

definition: "for they who exist according to the flesh are they who
have the attitude of the flesh" (tr. ). The antitheses here implied or

expressed are: "according to the Spirit" (Rom. 8:4f. ), "according to

the Lord" (II Cor. 11:17 tr.), "according to love" (Rom. 14:15 tr.),

and the like.
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SaQxixog ("fleshly," see above) can also have the meaning
of y-atd ocxQxa (I Cor. 3:3; II Cor. 1:12; 10:4), and one might
say that xatd ocxQxa fills the place of an adverb oagxixwg (which
occurs in Ignatius, but not in the New Testament). Paul uses

octoxivog also in this same sense (Rom. 7:14; I Cor. 3:1), though
it properly means "consisting of flesh (as matter)" (so used in

II Cor. 3:3).

Now it is of decisive importance to comprehend that in such

usage the word "flesh" does not, as might be assumed, have another

meaning than it has in those other cases where it designates the

sphere of the humanly natural and transitory. That is to say, we do

not have here, as it might seem, a mythological concept, as if "flesh"

were conceived as a demonic being. Neither do we have a physio-

logical concept, as if "flesh" here meant sensuality, ^alheivthe sin-

ful has its origin in "flesh" -in-this respect: That that conduct or

altltuHe that directs itself according to "flesh," taking "flesh" for its

norm, is sinful—as the cited sentence, Rom. 8:5, clearly says: "exist-

ence in the flesh" realizes itself in "setting the mind on the things of

the flesh" (RSV), i.e. in the pursuit of the merely human, the earthly-

transitory.

A comparison of Rom. 9:5 with I Cor. 1:26 makes clear the

diflFerence between the two uses of "according to the flesh."

When Christ is here qualified as "according to the flesh," that

means Christ regarded as an empirical phenomenon within the

world—in that respect he was of the Jewish race. But when the

"wise" are called "wise after the flesh," the addition does not

mean "so far as they are empirical phenomena within the

world," but "(wise) so far as a wisdom according to the norms

of 'flesh' is concerned"; "the wise" is equivalent to a verb in the

above discussion. What corresponds in the former case to the

recognition of a "Christ according to the flesh" is the manner in

which such a Christ is perceived; this manner itself is also

"according to the flesh"—i.e. Christ as a phenomenon in the

world is perceived in the worldly manner of seeing.

The old debate over II Cor. 5:16 can be decided in a similar

way: "Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh:

yea, though we have known Christ after the flesh, yet now
henceforth know we him no more" ( KJ ) . The question is, does

"after the flesh" in these two clauses modify the objects ("no

man" and "Christ") or the verbs? The latter is the more prob-
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able, it seems to me. But this decision means nothing for the

sense of the total context, for a "Christ regarded in the manner
of the flesh" is just what a "Christ after the flesh" is.

§ 23. Flesh and Sin

1. Man, and hence the Christian, too, lives his natural life "in

flesh" ( § 22, 2 ) . But the crucial question is whether "in flesh" only

denotes the stage and the possibilities for a man's life or the deter-

minative norm for it—whether a man's life "in flesh" is also life

"according to the flesh" ( § 22, 3 ) —or, again, whether the sphere of

the natural-earthly, which is also that of the transitory and perish-

able, is the world out of which a man thinks he derives his life and

by means of which he thinks he maintains it. This self-delusion is

not merely an error, but sin, because it is a turning away from the

Creator, the giver of life, and a turning toward the creation—and to

do that is to trust in one's self as being able to procure life by the

use of the earthly and through one's own strength and accomplish-

ment. It is in this sense, then, that
"
fixing the mind on the things of

flesh" is to be at war against God (Rom. 8:7).

The sinful self-delusion that one lives out of the created world

can manifest itself both in unthinking recklessness (this especially

among the Gentiles) and in considered busy-ness (this especially

among Jews)—both in the ignoring or transgressing of ethical de-

mands and in excessive zeal to fulfill them. For the sphere of "flesh"

is by no means just the life of instinct or sensual passions, but is just

as much that of the moral and religious efforts of man.

The "passions and desires" of the flesh, which, according to Gal.

5:24, the man of faith has crucified, are the "vices" of sensuality and

self-seeking which are enumerated in 5:19-21 as the "works of the

flesh." When 5:13 warns against misusing Christian freedom as an

"opportunity for the flesh," the antithesis in vv. 14, 15 shows that

what is meant is natural human self-seeking, to which Christian

freedom is not to give free rein. The same thing, in all likelihood, is

meant by the "sinful passions" which were at work in us when we
were "in the flesh" (Rom. 7:5), and probably also by the "deeds of

the body" in which living "according to the flesh" (Rom. 8:13) con-

sists. The accusation that the Corinthians are still "of the flesh"

(oapxixoi) is evidenced by the fact that "jealousy and strife" pre-
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vail in the congregation (I Cor. 3:3). The complaint made against

Paul of "fleshly wisdom" ( KJ, II Cor. 1 : 12 ) or of "walking according

to the flesh" (II Cor. 10:2) consisted in accusations of unreliability

and insincerity and of arrogance and the will to dominate, as his

debate with his opponents shows.

Elsewhere, it is not always clear what specific attitude Paul had

in mind when he spoke of fleshly attitude or conduct. It may be an

"anxiety for things of the world," but this need not be immoral con-

duct; rather it may consist of normal human aflFairs whenever a man
devotes himself to them without the reservation of >'as if . . . not"

(I Cor. 7:29ff. ). To the category of conduct "according to the flesh"

belongs above all zealous fulfillment of the Torah; it does so because

a man supposes he can thereby achieve righteousness before God by
his own strength. The Galatian Christians who want to adopt the

Torah and be circumcised are indignantly asked: "Having begun
with the Spirit, are you now ending with the flesh?"—ending, that is,

not in sensual passions but in observance of the Torah (Gal. 3:3).

In fact, not only zeal for the Law but also pride in all the pious Isra-

elite's merits and titles of honor belongs to the attitude of flesh—or,

the Torah and the merits and dignities of Israel fall within the con-

cept "flesh" as belonging to the sphere of the visibly occurring and
the historically demonstrable (Phil. 3:3-7). This passage makes it

especially clear that the attitude which orients itself by "flesh," living

out of "flesh," is the self-reliant attitude of the man who puts his

trust in his own strength and in that which is controllable by him.

For the renunciation of this attitude means, according to Phil. 3:9,

renunciation of one's own righteousness; and according to Rom.
10:3, the basic sin of the Jews is that they want—even though moti-

vated by "zeal for God"—to establish "their own righteousness."

Thereby it also becomes clearer why "the letter" (i.e. the Law of

Moses ) constitutes the antithesis to Spirit and belongs to the sphere

of "flesh" (Rom. 2:29; 7:6; II Cor. 3:6). It does so to the extent that

it serves man as a means for that effort to win "righteousness" and
"life" by his own strength through "works"—that is, through what he

accomplishes ( see § 27 ) . The Torah is "letter" as the code of formu-

lated and defined rules which can be discharged by performing

definite acts corresponding to them.

Arrogance, which in the Jewish world takes the form of zeal for

fulfilling the Torah and of pride over one's accomplishments in
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doing so and over Israel's titles to honor, appears in the Hellenistic

world as a striving after wisdom and as pride in knowledge and

pneumatic endowment. The "wise after the flesh" (I Cor. 1:26) are

the wise who trust in themselves, who are not willing to smash their

wisdom before God and let it become foolishness. The opponents

against whom Paul writes In II Cor. 10-13, who boast "after the

flesh" (11:18) and, as the allusion 10:4 implies, conduct their cam-

paign with "fleshly weapons," are the people who boastfully com-

pare themselves with others and commend themselves (10:12-18),

and who give themselves airs with their "visions" and "revelations"

(12:1). When they demand of Paul a "certification" (8oxi^u'i 13:3),

they thereby betray their position that a tangible accomplishment

capable of being presented for inspection is to them the proof of

possessing the Spirit.

Whether, then, it is a matter of giving one's self up to worldly

enticements and pleasures, either in frivolity or swept along by the

storm of passion, or whether it is the zealous bustle of moral and

religious activity that is involved—life in all of these cases is apos-

tasy from God—a turning away from Him to the creation and to one's

own strength, and is, therefore, enmity toward God (Rom. 8:6) and

disobedience to the will of God (Rom. 8:7; 10:3; II Cor. 10:5). All

human wisdom, power, and greatness must come to naught in the

presence of God (I Cor. 1:26-31).

2. This judgment about flesh and sin finds characteristic expres-

sion, further, in the verbs Paul uses to describe this specifically

human attitude. This purpose is served by the verb "desire" when
used in Paul's negatively qualified sense ( § 20, 2 ) . The divine com-

mandment says: "You shall not desire," but it thereby only arouses

sinful desire (Rom. 7:7f. ). And it has its seat in "flesh," so that Paul

can go so far as to make "flesh" (or the fleshly soma, § 17, 2) the

subject which "desires" or has "desire" (Gal. 5:16f., 24; Rom. 6:12;

cf. Rom. 13:14). The evil "desires of hearts" are the desires of such

as have turned to the worship of creation (Rom. 1:24), and the

vices to which they have given themselves up (l:26ff. ) are none

other than the "works of the flesh" of Gal. 5:19f. Clearly a life "after

the flesh" is a life of "desire"—a life of self-reliant pursuit of one's

own ends.

This self-reliant attitude of man likewise lurks in his ^£pi|xvav

{"care" § 20, 2). In it, through his will to dispose over the world, he
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factually falls victim to the world. Natural human "care," except as

it may mean worrying dread of the future, is the pro-vision, fore-

sight (behind which, of course, that dread always lies), which self-

reliantly strives to forestall the future. The intention of such "care"

is to insure one's self for the future, or also, to keep what now is for

the future. This attitude is care "about worldly affairs" (I Cor.

7:32ff. ), which rests upon the illusion that a man can insure his life

by that which is worldly, controllable. As antithesis to this sort of

"care" stands "care about the Lord's affairs"—and to have the latter,

is to be "care-free" (I Cor. 7:32) or to be "care-ful for nothing"

(Phil. 4:6 KJ). (In both these cases, "care" has the qualified sense

of worldly care.

)

The attitude of sinful self-reliance finds its extreme expression in

man's "boasting" (xai^xao^ai). It is characteristic both of the Jew,

who boasts of God and the Torah (Rom. 2:17, 23), and of the Greek,

who boasts of his wisdom (I Cor. 1:19-31). It is also a natural ten-

dency of man in general to compare himself with others in order to

have his "boast" thereby (Gal. 6:4). How characteristic "boasting"

is for the Jew, Rom. 3:27 shows. After Paul has stated his thesis of

righteousness by faith alone without works, he clarifies the meaning

of this thesis by the rhetorical question, "then what becomes of our

boasting?—It is excluded," and then refers to Abraham, who, having

believed God, had no "boast." In "boasting" is revealed a miscon-

struing of the human situation, a forgetting of the fact implied by

the question, "What do you have that you have not been given?

And if it has been given you, why do you boast as if it had not been

given you?" (I Cor. 4:7 tr. ). And God insists upon this: All stand-

ards of human greatness must be shattered "so that no human being

may boast before God" (I Cor. 1:29 tr. ). There is only one valid

boast: "Let him who boasts, boast of the Lord" (I Cor. 1:31; II Cor.

10:17). Therefore, the Christian must be warned also against

haughtily looking down on others (Gal. 6:4; Rom. ll:17f. ). And
when Paul does 'once boast, he does it in the "fool's" role (II Cor.

11-12) which he has adopted; and yet in so doing he turns his

"boasting after the flesh" into a paradoxical "boasting," by boasting

of his "weakness" (II Cor. 11:30; 12:9; cf. Rom. 5:2). Thus he con-

fesses, "Far be it from me to boast except in the cross of our Lord

Jesus Christ, by which the world has been crucified to me, and I to

the world" (Gal. 6:14; cf. Rom. 5:11).
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Very closely related to "boasting after the flesh"—in fact even

synonymous with it—is "putting one's confidence in the fiesh." In

Phil. 3:3 it constitutes the antithesis to "boasting in Christ Jesus."
*

While the latter means the surrender of all worldly accomplishments

and titles of honor as mere "loss" and even "refuse" (Phil. 3:4^8)

and also means the renunciation of a righteousness of one's own
(3:9), "confidence in the flesh" is the supposed security which a

man achieves out of that which is worldly and apparent, that which

he can control and deal with. It is the rebellious pride which in the

Jew expresses itself in his "boasting in the Torah" (Rom. 2:23) and

misleads him to be "confident of being a guide to the blind, etc."

(Rom. 2:19). "Putting confidence in the flesh" is nothing else than

man's confidence in himself, and this is just what must come to

naught before God; as there should be a "boasting" only "in the

Lord," so there should be a "reliance" (= confidence, Jierroi^evai)

upon God alone. When God caused Paul to despair of his life he

learned by experience "that we should not rely upon ourselves but

upon God who raises the dead" (II Cor. 1:9 tr.).

3. The hidden side of "boasting" and "putting confidence in the

flesh" is the fear which the man who is concerned for himself has, a

fear which arises both from zeal in the works of the Law and from

zeal in wisdom. This fear may remain hidden from the man himself,

even though it unmistakably manifests itself in "care" (|i£Qi!-ivdv).

That the worldly man is full of fear {(po^oc,) is indicated by Paul's

reminder to the believers, "for you did not receive the spirit of

slavery to fall back into fear" (Rom. 8:15). The period before faith,

that is, was under the sway of fear. This sentence also shows that

it was a period of "slavery." And that holds true not only insofar as

both Judaism and paganism are under slavery to the "elemental

spirits of the universe," which for the Jews are represented by the

Torah, for the Gentiles by "beings that by nature are no gods" ( Gal.

4:1-10), but it especially holds true insofar as "life after the flesh"

leads into slavery to "flesh" and "sin." Both he who "desires" and he

who is "anxious with care," both he who "boasts" and he who "relies

upon" something, in reality makes himself dependent upon that

** The affinity between "boasting" and "confidence" is also attested by a

comparison of II Cor. 1:12 with 3:4; the same conclusion is to be drawn from

the interchange between "confidence," or "be confident," and "boast" in II Cor.

10:2, 7f.
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which he supposes he can control. Hence, the warning to the Gala-

tians who want to achieve their own righteousness by observing the

Torah, or who want to get to the goal "by flesh" (Gal. 3:3; see above,

1 ) : "For freedom Christ has set us free; stand fast, therefore, and do

not submit again to a yoke of slavery" (Gal. 5:1). The wisdom-

proud Corinthians must be reminded: "all things are yours" (I Cor.

3:21f. ); i.e. they must be warned against delivering themselves into

dependence upon human authorities—that would be dependence

upon "flesh and blood." And whoever has the notion that he has to

shape his life according to the norms of human evaluations must

hear the warning: "You were bought with a price; do not become

slaves of men" (I Cor. 7:23). And when those who, by a misunder-

standing of Christian freedom, regard unrestricted sexual inter-

course as permitted are warned: "You are not your own; you were

bought with a price" (I Cor. 6:20), that brings to light the whole

paradox that he who apparently belongs to himself and has himself

at his own disposal is a slave. Man is "bought free" from his pre-

vious slavery; but even so, he nevertheless does not belong to him-

self; for there is for man no absolute belonging-to-one*s-self, but

belonging to God or "the Lord" is man's freedom—namely, freedom

from "flesh" and "sin" (Rom. 6:15ff.; 7:5f. ). Indeed, one might say,

he who lives "after the flesh" makes "flesh" his god; for Rom. 16:18

( KJ )
gives a warning against those who "serve not our Lord Christ

but their own belly," and Phfl. 3:19 polemizes against those "whose

god is their belly" ( KJ )

.

The fact that "flesh," and through it also "sin" can become

powers to which man falls slave finds especially clear expression in

the circumstance that Paul can speak of both as personal beings as

if they were demonic rulers—but in such a way that we do not have

the right actually to ascribe to him a mythological concept of "flesh"

and "sin." Man is in danger of becoming a "debtor" to the "flesh"

(Rom. 8:12) or of opening the door to it, so to say, or of offering it

his hand (Gal. 5:13, tr.: "do not [offer] your freedom to the flesh as

a base of operations" ) . Paul can even attribute "desire" to the "flesh"

itself (Gal. 5:17: "for the desires of the flesh are against the Spirit").

Or he can speak of the "intent (cpQ6vr||jia) of the flesh" (Rom. 8:6f.

tr.), or of its "passions" and "desires" (Gal. 5:24) and its "works"

(Gal. 5:19) or "deeds" (Rom. 8:13; § 17, 3). Moreover, he can per-

sonify the world in the same way when he speaks of its "wisdom"
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and its 'Tcnowing" (I Cor. l:20f. ). "Sin" particularly appears in this

way as if it were a personal being. It "came into the world" ( Rom.

5:12) and "achieved dominion" (Rom. 5:21 Bit.). Man is enslaved

to it (Rom. 6:6, 17ff. ), sold under it (Rom. 7:14); or man places

himself at its disposal (Rom. 6:13) and it pays him wages (Rom.

6:23). Sin is also thought of as if it were a personal being when it

is said to have been dead but to have revived (Rom. 7:8f. ), or to

have used the Torah to rouse desire in man and to have deceived

and killed him (Rom. 7:8, 11, 13), or to "dwell" and act in man
(Rom. 7:17,20).

Little as all this constitutes realistic mythology—it is not that, but

figurative, rhetorical language—it is, nevertheless, clear that this lan-

guage stamps flesh and sin as powers to which man has fallen victim

and against which he is powerless. The personification of these

powers expresses the fact that man has lost to them the capacity to

be the subject of his own actions. The strongest expression of this is

found in Rom. 7:14, "I am carnal (= flesh-ly), sold under sin," and
Rom. 7:18, "for I know that nothing good dwells within me, that is,

in my flesh." While it may be that "that is" possibly has a limiting

meaning here ("so far as I am flesh") and that the true, willing self is

thereby dissociating itself from this self that is fallen victim to flesh,

it is, nevertheless, significant that "I" and "my flesh" can be equated.

Under the viewpoint of "doing," they are identical; but if they can

be opposed to each other in regard to "willing," then it is apparent

that the subject-self, the true self of a man, is inwardly split. That

self which in Rom. 7:17, 20 distinguishes itself from the "sin which

dwells within me," is flatly labeled in v. 14 as "carnal" and "sold

under sin"—just as the first person is used throughout w. 14-24 both

in regard to willing and to doing. Therefore "I" and "I," self and

self, are at war with each other; i.e. to be innerly divided, or not to

be at one with one's self, is the essence of human existence under

sin.

This inner dividedness means that man himself destroys his true

self. In his self-reliant will to be himself, a will that comes to light

in "desire" at the encounter with the "commandment," he loses his

self, and "sin" becomes the active subject within him (Rom. 7:9).

Thereby the self—the "I"—dies; selfhood, of course, belongs to the

nature of man, and it is just the "commandment," given "for life,"

that ought to bring his selfhood to reality. Man fails to achieve it
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by attempting self-reliantly to realize it in "desire." In this false will

toward selfhood man's destination to be a self—his will toward "life"

—is pervertedly preserved; that is just the reason why it is possible

to describe human existence as the struggle between "self" and "self"

within a man. In the fact that man is a self—that he is a being to

whom what matters and should matter is his "life," his self—lies the

possibility of sin. In the fact that God's commandment is meant to

give man "life" lies the possibility of misunderstanding: Man, called

to selfhood, tries to live out of his own strength and thus loses his

self—his "life"—and rushes into death. This is the domination of sin:

All man's doing is directed against his true intention—viz. to achieve

life.

§ 24. Sin and Death

1. Since all man's pursuit ultimately aims at life, even though in

each case it seeks some specific end, it follows that a false, aberrant '

pursuit walks the way that leads to death.

For Paul, in the train of Old Testament-Jewish tradition, it is
j

axiomatic that sin draws death after it. The "sting" of death is sin,

whose power lies in the Torah (I Cor. 15:56); i.e. the transgressing

of the Torah, which is occasioned by sin, draws death after it. Death i

is the punishment for the sin a man has committed; sinners are

"worthy of death" (Rom. 1:32 KJ), they have "earned" death. So I

Paul can also say that sin pays her slave his "wage" with death

(Rom. 6:16, 23), or that the sinner by his death pays his debt, atones

for his sin (Rom. 6:7). In such statements, death, we must recog-

nize, is first thought of as the death which is natural dying, as Rom.

5:12ff. shows, according to which death as the punishment for sin

was brought into the world by Adam's sin. Nevertheless, they also

presuppose that this death will be confirmed—made final, so to say-

by the verdict condemning them to "destruction" which God will

pronounce over sinners on the judgment day (Rom. 2:6-11).

2. Still Paul's thoughts on flesh and sin lead beyond this tradi-
j

tional juristic conception of death as punishment. If as we have con-

cluded sin is man's false pursuit of life, and if this consists in leading

one's life "after the flesh,"—i.e. living out of the created, the earthly-
,

natural and transitory—f/i^n sin leads with inner necessity into

death: "If you live according to the flesh you will die" (Rom. 8:13).
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He who derives life out of the transitory must, himself, perish with

the perishing of the transitory. "He who sows to his own flesh will

from the flesh reap corruption" (Gal. 6:8). "Anxiety for the affairs

of the world" clings to "the world," whose oyj'ii.ia ("substance," not

just "form") "passes away" (I Cor. 7:31); he who so lives clutches

at emptiness, so to say, and all he gets himself is death. "Worldly

grief" brings death to him who has it (II Cor. 7:10). Why? Because

in it he clings to that which is doomed to death.

Thus, death grows out of flesh-ly life like a fruit—organically, as

it were: "While we were li\'ing in the flesh, our sinful passions,

aroused by the law, were at work in our members to bear fruit for

death" (Rom. 7:5). Death is the "end" of the "fruit" of sinful life

(Rom. 6:21 KJ). The soma of flesh in which sin "dwells" is thereby

a "soma of death" (Rom. 7:24; § 17, 3). When II Cor. 3:6 says: "for

the written code kills, but the Spirit gives life," there is no reflection

in this context over the question whether the individual under the

reign of Law brings death upon himself by transgressing the Law
or by his zeal for it. But the sentence is spoken not in regard to

Jewish transgressions of the Law, but in polemic against the Jewish

esteem for the Torah as an eternal Law diffused with glory. In oppo-

sition to this esteem Paul says that the ministry of Moses is a "min-

istry of death" and its "splendor" or "glory" a fading one. The Torah,

therefore, belongs to the sphere of "flesh" (§23, 1, p. 240) in con-

trast to the "new covenant," which is a "covenant of the Spirit."

Hence, serving the Torah leads with inner necessity to death.

The perversion of human striving that pursues life and yet only

garners death is described at length in Rom. 7:7-25, a passage in

which Paul so depicts the situation of man under the Torah as it has

become clear to a backward look from the standpoint of Christian

faith. V, 10 says that the commandment was given to man "for

life"; and man, whose longing is to have life, completely agrees with

this intention (v. 16: "I agree . . ."; v. 22: "I delight in . . ."). But

the commandment nonetheless leads factually into death; it does so

by arousing "desire" in man (vv. 7-11).

It may be that in these verses Paul does not reflect over the

question whether "desire" tempts man to transgress the Law or

whether it misleads him to a false zeal for fulfilling it. Yet the

latter must at least be included; for if 7:7-25 describes the situ-

ation of being under the Law in a way that holds true for every-
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one who is under it, then the attitude (described in Phil. 3:4-6)

of being "blameless" "as to righteousness under the Law" must
be contained in it. In this case, then, the "desire" aroused by the

Law is the "unenlightened zeal for God" of Rom. 10:2 (tr. ).

Sin's "deceit" (Rom. 7:11) consists in deluding man to think that

if he follows his "desire" he will gain life, whereas he only acquires

death. Victimized by this deceit, man does not know what he is

doing: "for what I am bringing about I do not know (v. 15a tr. );

i.e. he does not know that by what he is doing he is only reaping

death.

These words cannot mean: "I don't know how it happens

that my good resolutions always get broken," in the sense of

Ovid's line, video meliora proboque, deteriora seqiior ( I see the

better and approve; the lower I follow. Metamorphoses 7, 21).

For nothing is said about good resolutions that come to nothing

in actual conduct. What the encounter with the commandment
arouses is not good will, but "desire"! Rather, the point of the

passage in its context is that what man brings about is an "evil,"

whereas according to his intention (which is the guiding factor

in "desire"), it was to be a "good." Since xaTeQyd^Eadai in v. 13

does not mean "do," but "bring about" or "reap," it is natural to

take it to mean the same in v. 15 (and then also in v. 17 and
V. 20 in spite of 2:9f. ) and to supply there the object named in

V. 13—"death" (cf. also II Cor. 7:10: "worldly grief brings about

—KaxeQya.X,exai—death"); then "the good thing" which is the

object of the same verb in v. 18 is "life." Then the "doing"

(jtodaaeiv, w. 16, 19, or jtoisTv, w. 19, 20, 21) of evil and good
must be correspondingly interpreted as meaning the bringing

about of the evil thing ( = death ) and of the good thing (

=

life), which might be a conceivable locution in pointed

speech. But even if the simple verbs (jt^daoEiv and jtoieiv) are

understood literally (linguistically the more natural assump-
tion) as the "doing" of evil or of good (in which case

y.axEQyaC,Eo^ai would also have to be so understood, at least in

w. 17, 18, and 20), the basic meaning still remains the same:

In pursuing his "desire" man thinks he is doing something good
(i.e. life-bringing) and actually is doing something evil (i.e.

life-destroying). In either case, the gruesome contradiction

which characterizes human striving is being described: It wants
to gain life and only achieves death.
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Fundamentally, then, death is already a present reality, for man
"sold under sin" (v. 14) has lost himself, is no longer at one with

himself ( § 23, 3 ) . This is clearly expressed in the formulation of w.
9-11: ".

. . but when the commandment came, sin revived and I

died ... for sin .. . deceived me and . . . killed me" (see § 27).

3. The juristic conception of death as the punishment for sin

and the conception of death as a fruit organically growing out of

sin are not harmonized with each other. Nor does either conception

agree with the \iew set forth in I Cor. 15:45-49 that Adamitic man
was created "earthy," and being earthy is flesh and blood (v. 50),

and therefore "perishable" (v. 53f. ). The disagreement between

this view and the two preceding is obscured only by the fact that

Paul here avoids the term "fleshly" {oaQy.iy.6g) and uses ipD/ixo;

( "animate"—but non-spiritual) instead—which, however, amounts

to the same thing (cf. I Cor. 2:14 with 3:1, 3; § 18, 2).

§ 25. The Universality of Sin

1. The power of sin operates not only in the fact that it com-

pletely dominates the man who has become its victim, but also in

the fact that it forces all men without exception into slavery: "for all

have sinned" (Rom. 3:23; cf. 3:9, 19), "scripture has encompassed

all men under the power of sin" [Gal. 3:22 tr.—:n:dvTa, "all," is prob-

ably a generalizing neuter referring to persons; (see Blass-Debrun-

ner, §138, 1)].

What reason is given for this proposition? Rom. 8:3 seems to

give a reason by saying that "what the law could not do" (i.e. the

Law's incapacity to bring man life) has its cause in the "flesh."

Though that is understandable, still the question, Does not "flesh"

first achieve its power when man lives "according to the flesh"?

remains. And is there a necessity that natural human "life in the

flesh" must without exception become "life in the flesh" in the nega-

tively qualified sense—i.e. must it become "life according to the

flesh"?

That is evidently Paul's opinion. In man—because his substance

is flesh—sin slumbers from the beginning. Must it necessarily

awaken? Yes, because man encounters the Torah with its com-

mandment: "you shall not desire" (Rom. 1:7S.).
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Although, judging from the whole train of thought in this

epistle, Paul is thinking only of the Jewish Law, the same holds

true for the Gentiles, too, among whom the place of the Law of

Moses is taken by the demands of conscience (Rom. 2:14f. ).

And it is quite possible that in Rom. 7:7-11 Paul has Adam in

mind, the prototype of mankind, who, of course, also lived with-

out the Law of Moses.

If, now, the demand of the "commandment" is this "you shall not

desire," its intent is to snatch man out of his self-reliant pursuit of

life, his will to rule over himself. When it is further said that by this

very demand, sin is awakened, that rests upon a conviction that man
fundamentally strives in the wrong direction. The life that the Torah

o£Fers him (v. 10: "for life") he wants to attain himself, by his own
power.

2. Can reasons be given for this conviction, or is it simply de-

rived from experience? Unless the guilt-character of sin were to be

denied, it obviously could only have its origin in experience. For its

guilt-character would be sacrificed if the universality of sin were

attributed to some quality necessarily inhering in man—for instance,

thinking Gnostically, to a sensuality having its basis in the matter of

which man consists, or, Gnostic again, to a fateful event which oc-

curred in the hoary past, because of which the curse of sin weighs

upon all men. Paul's statements on this subject are not consistent

with each other.

When Paul prefaces the thesis of righteousness by faith without

works with a demonstration of the universality of sin in Rom. 1:18-

3:20, he does not have recourse to a cause lying behind the factual

sinning of men nor does he speak of a curse existing since primeval

times, but only sets forth the fact that all men—both Gentiles and

Jews—are factually sinners. To be sure, God did give them up to sin

(l:24ff. ), but only as a punishment for the proto-sin of apostasy

from the Creator—and this, of course, does not take away the guilt-

character from sinning, but only means that apostasy, the sin of

sins, necessarily draws the vices after it. If sin is here a curse, it is

"the curse of the evil deed" which, "begetting, must bear evil"

(Schiller, "Piccolomini" 5, 1). That sin of sins is not elicited by

matter nor by a primeval fate, but is real guilt. Neither, obviously,

is this proto-sin meant as the sin of mankind's first parents at the

beginning of time, but as the proto-sin of apostasy which repeats
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itself in every Now in the face of that possibility of knowing God
which is open to every Now. Consistent with this is Rom. 2:lfiF.,

where Paul refuses to get involved in argument with those who set

themselves up as judges over notorious sinners, but simply tells them

to their faces that they likewise are sinners.

But the case is quite different in Rom. 5:12-19; here the sin of all

men is attributed to Adam's sin; i.e. the idea of "original sin"

(Erbsiinde: "inherited sin") is enunciated: "for as by one man's

(Adam's) disobedience the many were made sinners . .
." (v. 19).

Here, in describing the curse that lies upon Adamitic mankind, Paul

is unquestionably under the influence of the Gnostic myth ( § 15, 4b).

However, he avoids slipping off into Gnostic thinking by not

letting Adam's sin be caused by something lying behind it, either by

the matter of which Adam consists, or by Satan, or—following a rab-

binic teaching—to "the evil tendency." Instead he holds to the idea

that sin came into the world by sinning; and to this extent Rom.
5:12ff. is compatible with 7:7ff.—i.e. Adam's "transgression" (v. 14)

or "disobedience" (v. 19) is the violation of the divine "command-
ment," which woke the sin slumbering within him.

I Cor. 15:44ff., however, is not applicable here. According

to it Adam was ipv/ixog and xoi-KOc, (non-spiritual and earthy)

and hence had no possibility whatever of perceiving God's will

( § 24, 3 ) because the "unspiritual man" has no perception of the

Spirit (I Cor. 2:14) whereas God's commandment is "spiritual"

(Rom. 7:14). According to the Corinthian passage, further,

Adam was doomed to death by his origin in "dust"; and, conse-

quently—if it is to hold true that death is punishment for sin

(§ 24, 1)—he must have been sinful by nature. Otherwise, one
would have to say—if it could be justified—that death as the

natural end of physical life pertained to Adam even before he
sinned, but did not get its true death-character (as "destruc-

tion" ) until he sinned. But Paul makes no such distinction.

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that in Rom. 5:12ff. the sin of

humanity after Adam is attributed to Adam's sin and that it there-

fore appears as the consequence of a curse for which mankind is not

itself responsible. At the most, men sinning under the curse of

Adam's sin could be regarded as guilty only in a legal sense, inas-

much as law deals only with the guilty deed; but then we would
have no right to speak of guilt in the ethical sense.
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Now it must be noted that the real theme of Rom. 5:12ff. is not

the origin of sin but the origin of death; more accurately, even the

origin of death is the theme only as the negative aspect of the posi-

tive theme, the origin of life, for the meaning of the passage in its

context is this: The certainty of the Christian hope set forth in

5:1-11 has its foundation in the fact that Christ has obtained life for

the mankind instituted by him, and obtained it with the same cer-

tainty with which Adam brought death upon Adamitic mankind

(so also in I Cor. 15:21f. ). Then, since death is held to be the pun-

ishment or the consequence of sin, Adam's sin had to be brought in,

too. For the context, it would have been suflBcient to mention only

Adam's sin; there was no need to speak of the sin of the rest of men,

for whether they were sinners or not, through Adam they had simply

been doomed to death—an idea that was expressed not only in Juda-

ism but also by Paul himself (v. 14 ) . However, Paul gets into obscu-

rity here because he also wants to have the death of men after Adam
regarded as the punishment or consequence of their own sin: "and

so death spread to all men—because all men sinned" (v. 12 ) ! Verse

13 is completely unintelligible: "sin indeed was in the world before

the law was given, but sin is not counted where there is no law."

What sort of sin was it if it did not originate as contradiction of the

Law? And how can it have brought death after it if it was not

"counted"? These questions cannot be answered. SuflBce it to say

that because Paul regards death as the punishment or consequence

of sin, he cannot content himself with speaking of the inherited

death brought about by Adam but is prompted to go on to the prop-

osition of inherited sin (v. 19).

If one takes one's bearings from what is said of Christ, the anti-

type of Adam, then it becomes clear that the effect of Christ's

"obedience" is by no means regarded as one that takes place with

inevitable necessity. Not all men since Christ, it is clear, receive

life, as all since Adam became the victims of death, but only those

who have faith ( = "those who receive," v. 17 ) . Through Christ,

that is, there was brought about no more than the possibility of life,

which, however, in men of faith becomes certain reality. That sug-

gests, then, that one should assume by analogy that through Adam
there was brought about for Adamitic mankind the possibility of sin

and death—a possibility that does not become reality until indi-

viduals become guilty by their own responsible action. Whether
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that may be regarded as Paul's real thought must, to be sure, remain

a question; at any rate the universal fallenness of Adamitic mankind
to sin and death is beyond all question to Paul.

It might seem that Abraham is an exception and hence a

source of difficulties. He need not be, for the special position

that he occupies (also David? Cf. Rom. 4:6; possibly the

prophets, too? ) is his not as one who is sinless, but as one who
has faith—and that a faith in "him who rightwises the ungodly" *

(Rom. 4:5 tr.).

In Rom. 5:13f. it is perhaps possible to discover a diflferentiation

between sin for which man is responsible and sin for which he is not

responsible and from that insight to make this inference: At the base

of the idea of inherited sin lies the experience that every man is born

into a humanity that is and always has been guided by a false striv-

ing. The so-derived understanding of existence applies as a matter

of course to every man; and every man brings himself explicitly

under it by his concrete "transgression," thereby becoming jointly

responsible for it. Since human life is a life with others, mutual trust

is destroyed by a single lie, and mistrust—and thereby sin—is estab-

lished; by a single deed of violence defensive violence is called

forth and law as organized violence is made to serve the interests of

individuals, etc.—ideas at least hinted at by I Cor. 5:6: "do you not

know that a little leaven ferments the whole lump of dough?" So

everyone exists in a world in which each looks out for himself, each

insists upon his rights, each fights for his existence, and life becomes

a struggle of all against all even when the battle is involuntarily

fought. So sin is always already here, and the divine command
always encounters man as a "thou shalt" or "thou shalt not" which

he must transform into an "I will" or "I will not" by first conquering

himself. The fact that the good always demands a sacrifice testifies

that in his living man has a tacit understanding of himself that is

basically sinful. Paul, it is true, never expounds this train of thought,

but our right to develop it for the understanding of his statements

is suggested by his conception of "world."

** The translator has ventured to revive and to use here and especially in

§ 28 an obsolete Middle English verb "rightwise(n)"—the true Englisli counter-

part of the adjective "righteous" (Anglo-Saxon: rihtwis) and the noun "right-

eousness" (Anglo-Saxon: rihtwisnes). The only alternative seems to be to use

consistently the Latin cognates just, justify, and justification—but they are alive

in English with other very misleading meanings.
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§ 26. The Term "World" (Cosmos)

1. In Greek antiquity, the conception "universe" was expressed

by the word "kosmos." They conceived it as a totaHty bound to-

gether by rationally comprehensible relationships of law into a uni-

fied structure containing heaven and earth and all living beings,

including gods and men. This conception is foreign to the Old

Testament; it contains no term corresponding to the Greek "kosmos."

It does occasionally speak of the "all" (V3T\) and, much oftener, of

"heaven and earth"—but always in such a way that God himself is

not included in it, but is always distinguished from it as the Creator.

In this restricted sense, Hellenistic Judaism took over and used the

term "kosmos," and it is in this sense that the New Testament, inclu-

sive of Paul, uses it.

From the phrase "since the creation of the world" (Rom. 1:20)

it is apparent that for Paul "kosmos" can mean "the creation"; and,

in keeping with Old Testament thought, he can place "in heaven . . .

on earth" (I Cor. 8:5) in parallelism with "in the 'kosmos'" (v. 4).

Probably Gal. 4:3 ("the elemental spirits of the 'kosmos' ") and Phil.

2:15 ("as lights in the 'kosmos'") are to be reckoned to the few

passages in which "kosmos" denotes the (total) world of creation.

Since statements about the "kosmos" as a rule have a bearing on

men, it is quite understandable that "kosmos" occasionally means

"world" in the restricted sense of the stage on which human life is

played—that is, the "earth." That is the case when Abraham is called

"the inheritor of the earth" (Rom. 4:13 tr.), and probably also in

the reference to the many "sorts of languages" that there are "in the

kosmos" ( I Cor. 14 : 10 tr. )

.

However, "kosmos" does not always mean "earth" as the mere

stage for man's life and living but often denotes the quintessence of

earthly conditions of life and earthly possibilities. It embraces all

the vicissitudes included between the pairs of polar terms "life . . .

death," "things present . . . things future" (I Cor. 3:22). Accord-

ingly, human life in its worldly aspects, in its hustle and bustle, in its

weal and woe, is a "dealing with the world" (I Cor. 7:31)—and as

the antithesis to the "affairs of the world," "the affairs of the Lord"

hover in the background (7:32-34; see §22).

As "kosmos" is not a cosmological term here, hut an historical

one, so it also is in the numerous passages where it is used in the
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sense of "the world of men," "mankind"—a. usage, moreover, which

Hellenistic Judaism also knows. Such a passage as Rom. 1:8 shows

the transition to it: "your faith is proclaimed in all the world,"

which is evidently synonymous in substance with 16:19: "for your

obedience is known to all." When Paul declares he has behaved

with sincerit)' "in the Tcosmos'," he is not thinking of "kosmos" as

the cosmic stage, but as the sphere of human relationships, as his

added remark, "especially toward you," itself indicates (II Cor.

1:12). I Cor. 4:9 in naming angels in addition to men ("we have

become a spectacle to the Tcosmos,' to angels and to men") also

shows that when "kosmos" is used it can mean not the stage, but

the persons existing upon it.

When it is said that God will judge "the world" (Rom. 3:6), or

that before God every mouth must be stopped and all "the world"

stand guilty (3:19; cf. v. 20 "all flesh"), "world" denotes men in

their entirety. God's chastening is said to have the purpose, in

Christians, that they may not fall under the verdict of condemna-

tion "along with the world" (I Cor. 11:32); that means, with the

rest of mankind. When it is said that by a man sin came into the

"world" (Rom. 5:12f. ), once again "world" does not mean the

stage, but mankind; likewise, in the statement that God reconciled

"the world" to Himself, for the comment follows : "not counting their

{— the world's!) trespasses against them" (II Cor. 5:19). The
"reconciliation of the world" (Rom. 11:15) is to be understood in

the same sense. "Riches for the world" and "riches for the Gentiles"

stand in parallelism (Rom. 11:12); similarly "refuse of the world"

and "ofi'scouring of all (men)" (I Cor. 4:13). The "wisdom of the

world" (I Cor. 1:20) is human wisdom in contrast to God's; "the

foolish of the world" (^coou the generalizing neuter for the mascu-

line!) with what follows (I Cor. 1:27) denotes the despised and

outcast among men (v. 28).

2. Most important of all, however, is the fact that the term

"kosmos" often contains a definite theological judgment. In many
of the already cited passages, "kosmos" constitutes the implicit or

explicit antithesis to the sphere of God or "the Lord," whether

"kosmos" denotes the totality of human possibilities and conditions

of life (I Cor. 3:22, 7:31flF. ), or whether it implies persons in their

attitudes and judgments (I Cor. 1:20, 27f. ) or in their sinfulness

and enmity toward God (Rom. 3:6, 19; 11:15; II Cor. 5:19). But
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this is especially true where Paul says "this world." The human wis-

dom which shuts itself oflF from divine wisdom is "the wisdom of this

world" (I Cor. 3:19). Sinners are described as "the immoral of this

world" (I Cor. 5:10). The present is characterized by the sentence:

"the schema (essence) of this world is passing away" (I Cor. 7:olb).

But "kosmos" alone, which can interchange with "this 'kosmos,' " has

the same meaning (I Cor. l:20f., 27f.; 2:12; 7:31a, 33f.; also II Cor.

7:10; Gal. 6:14).* "This world" can also interchange with "this

age" (alcbv). The "wisdom of this age" (I Cor. 2:6, 8; 3:18) is the

"wisdom of the world" or "of this world"; the wise who exemplify

the wisdom of this world are the wise men, the scholars, the investi-

gators "of this age" (I Cor. 1:20). "The schema of this world"

(I Cor. 7:31) is "the present evil age" of Gal. 1:4.

Now this means that "kosmos"—used in the above sense—is much
more a time-concept than a space-concept; f or, more exactly, it is

an eschatological concept. It denotes the world of men and the

sphere of human activity as being, on the one hand, a temporary

thing hastening toward its end (I Cor. 7:31), and on the other hand,

the sphere of anti-godly power under whose sway the individual who
is surrounded by it has fallen. It is the sphere of "the rulers of this

age" (I Cor. 2:6, 8) and "of the god of this age" (II Cor. 4:4).

This power, however—and this is the distinctive thing about

Paul's view—does not come over man, either the individual or the

race, as a sheer curse of fate, but grows up out of himself. The
"kosmos," as the sphere of earthly life's conditions, achieves power

over the man whose caring is directed toward "the affairs of the

world" (I Cor. 7:32-34), as "flesh" does over him who lives "after

the flesh"
( § 22 ) . As a matter of fact, let us recall that the terms

"flesh" and "kosmos" can be synonymous ( § 22, 2 ) . Then the eerie

fact is that the "kosmos," the world of men, constituted by that

which the individual does and upon which he bestows his care,

itself gains the upper hand over the individual. The "kosmos"

* In some of these passages various textual witnesses understandably ( and
correctly so far as the meaning is concerned) supply the demonstrative pronoun.

t This corresponds to the fact that in later Judaism the terms "kosmos" and
D/iS? (originally a time-concept, "age," but gradually shading over into the

meaning "world"), mutually influenced each other. I Cor. 5:10 indicates how
the time-concept and the space-concept can interpenetrate each other: It is not

at all "the immoral of this world" (with whom you are not to associate)—
"since then you would need to go out of the world."
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comes to constitute an independent super-self over all individual

selves. In Paul's usage this clearly emerges in the fact that what is

actually practiced or felt by individuals is attributed to the "kosmos"

as the active or sentient self. It is the "world" that through its wis-

dom did not come to know God (I Cor. 1:21); and as the "world"

has its "wisdom" (I Cor. 1:21; 3:19), it also has its "grief" (II Cor.

7:10). Indeed, Paul can even express the fact that the world masters

those who constitute it by speaking of the "spirit of the world"

(I Cor. 2:12)—no matter whether that is only a rhetorical phrase as

an antithesis to "the Spirit which is from God," or whether "the

spirit of the world" is conceived as an actual mythical reality. In

modern terms, "the spirit of tlie world" is the atmosphere to whose

compelling influence every man contributes but to which he is also

always subject.

This sense of "kosmos" is also apparent wherever it is said that

even though Christians are still in "the world" (considered as the

stage and sphere of earthly life ) because they are still "in the flesh"

(§22, 2) and cannot flee out of the world (I Cor. 5:10), they are,

nevertheless, already beyond "the world"—"the world" this time

regarded as the anti-divine power that controls men. With all its

menacing and tempting possibilities, it lies, so to say, beneath their

feet; they have mastered it (I Cor. 3:21f.: "for all things are yours

. . , whether . . . the world, etc."). They have received not "the

spirit of the world" but "the Spirit which is from God" (I Cor. 2:12).

To them "the world" is crucified on the cross of Christ and they to it

(Gal. 6:14). For them the "elemental spirits of the 'kosmos'" to

which they were once enslaved, have been unmasked as "the weak
and beggarly elemental spirits" (Gal. 4:9). Therefore, they will

someday be judges over the world (I Cor. 6:2f. ). All this is true

because, in point of fact, they have become new persons (II Cor.

5:17).

3. This eschatological-historical meaning of "kosmos" and along

with it the understanding of man's situation as an enslavement to

powers for whose dominion he nevertheless is himself responsible,

comes out, finally, in the interpretation of Paul's mythological state-

ments about these powers.

The "kosmos," although on the one hand, it is God's creation, is,

on the other hand, the domain of demonic powers: the "angels,"

"principalities" and "powers" (Rom. 8:38; I Cor. 15:24; see § 21, 3),
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"the rulers of this age" (I Cor. 2:6, 8), "the elemental spirits of the

Tcosmos'" (Gal. 4:3, 9; see §15, 4a). These are "the enemies of

God," the last of whom is "death" (I Cor. 15:26). The head of these

anti-divine powers is Satan (Rom. 16:20; I Cor. 5:5; 7:5; II Cor.

2:11; 11:14; I Thess. 2:18), the "god of this age" (II Cor. 4:4).

Like the character of the "kosmos," the character of the spirit

powers has a peculiar ambiguity, for it is clear, in the first place, that

Paul does not think in the dualistic manner of Gnosticism, recogniz-

ing side by side with the divine world of light an equally eternal,

competing, devilish world of darkness (§15). Instead, he considers

the spirit powers also to belong to God's creation (Rom. 8:39); God
can make use even of an angel of Satan (II Cor. 12:7). It is clear,

in the second place, that the "existence" of these powers has signifi-

cance only for those who let it be an existence "for us"—in which

sense, in reality, only God exists (I Cor. 8:5; see §21, 3). Hence,

ultimately it is from men that they derive their power, and for the

Christian they are already "dethroned" (I Cor. 2:6 Moffatt). In

reality, they can no longer harm him. To be sure, the Christian,

too, still lives "in the world," "in the flesh," and the ultimately

unmythological meaning of the "powers" is also manifested in the

fact that their "dethronement" is conceived unmythologically. A
Christian's existence is not magically transformed but even after he

becomes a Christian his life continues to be an historical existence as

long as he is "in the flesh." His existence is ever threatened by

danger; and if he, too, must still suffer under the enmity of those

"powers," what is expressed in such statements is nothing else than

the state of constant threat that menaces his existence. The "powers"

come upon the Christian in the vicissitudes of his particular lot—

i.e. in his "tribulations" and "distresses," etc. (Rom. 8:35; cf. 1 Thess.

2:18: "Satan hindered us")—which, however, can no longer basically

harm him (Rom. 8:31-39). They also come upon him in his tempta-

tions; Satan is the "tempter" (I Thess. 3:5) against whom one must

be on guard (I Cor. 7:5; II Cor. 2:11).

Hence, the mythological notions of the spirit powers and Satan

do not serve the purpose of cosmological speculation nor a need to

explain terrifying or gruesome phenomena or to relieve men of

responsibility and guilt. When Paul speaks of the event by which

death came into the world he takes recourse not to the devil, as

Wis. 2:24 does, but to Adam's sin (Rom. 5:12ff.; §25, 3). Though
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Death does appear in the mythological role of the 'last enemy,"

I Cor. 15:26, yet in 15:56 it is "sin" that is the "sting of death." It is

out of man's deeds that death grows as their fruit
( § 24, 2 ) . Paul

may indeed speak in naive mythology of the battle of the spirit

powers against Christ or of his battle against them (I Cor. 2:6-8;

15:24-26). In reality, he is thereby only expressing a certain under-

standing of existence: The spirit powers represent the reality into

which man is placed as one full of conflicts and struggle, a reality

which threatens and tempts. Thus, through these mythological con-

ceptions the insight is indirectly expressed that man does not have

his life in his hand as if he were his own lord but that he is con-

stantly confronted with the decision of choosing his lord. Beyond

this, they also contain the conviction that natural man has always

already decided against God, his true Lord, and has let the threat-

ening and tempting world become lord over him.

§ 27. The Law

1. The true will of man—the "inward man"
(§ 18, 1)—insofar as

it is yovz^ ( understanding intent, § 19, 1 ) strives toward life as that

which to him is "good"; and since he can miss this "good," it straight-

way takes on for him the character of the "good," in the sense of

that which is demanded
( §§ 19, 1; 21, 1). God's demand encounters

man concretely in the vojio^ the Law of the Old Testament, the

purpose of which is no other than to lead man to life (Rom, 7:10;

cf. Rom. 10:5; Gal. 3:12b).

By vouo; ( whether with the article or without ) Paul under-

stands the Old Testament Law or the whole Old Testament
conceived as law, except in a few passages where vojio; has the

general meaning of norm or of compulsion, constraint, as in

Rom. 7:2f., 22-8:1. Here there is a play on the term voiio; (the

'law of God" is contrasted with the "law in my members"; the

"law of my mind" with the "law of sin and death"; and the latter,

finally, with the "law of the Spirit of life"). Other such passages

are Rom. 3:27 (vouo;, "principle of faith") and Gal. 6:2 ("the

law of Christ"). Elsewhere, Paul's vojiog means the Old Testa-

ment Law or the whole Old Testament. Pentateuch passages

from Moses' time are regarded as vojio; as much as the actual

Law of Moses is: Rom. 4:13-16 (Gen. 17:10f.; 18:18; 22:17f.);

7:7ff. (Gen. 2:17); I Cor. 14:34 (Gen. 3:16). In Rom. 3:10-19,
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passages from Psalms and the prophets are put together and
regarded as voiiog. In I Cor. 14:21, Is. 28:llf. figures as vo^xog.

Nor is any distinction made between the cultic or ritual com-
mandments (Gal. 4:10; 5:3) and the ethical requirements

(Rom. 7:7flF. ); both are called v6|.iog. In place of vo^iog, Paul

may also say svxoXr], "commandment" (Rom. 7:8ff. ), whereas in

strict usage the Law contains a multitude of "commandments"

{cf. Rom. 13:9; I Cor. 7:19).

The Old Testament Law is conceived in the meaning it has for

the Old Testament and Judaism. That is, it is not conceived as the

principle of an ideal of man, individual or social, which is unfolded

in specific requirements. In other words, it is not the rational moral

law inherent in man's intellect and giving rise to discussion of such

problems as education and the itemized content of "the good."

Rather, the Law is the totality of the historicallii given le^al de-

mands, cultic and ritual as well as ethical; and the human attitude

demanded by it is not that of Goethe's "ever-striving endeavor"

(Faust II, Act V ) —orientation to an ideal—but is obedience, obedi-

ence again and again in the concrete case.

To be sure, excepf~when Paul has specific occasion to speak of

the ritual law as in Galatians, in his statements about the Law he

is thinking essentially ofits_ei^ica^demands, in particular of the

decalogue, as Rom. 2:1-3:20 proves(c7r especially 2:21f. ); likewise,

Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:14 (of. 5:23). This is also indicated by his

assertion that for the heathen the demands of the Law are attested

in their conscience (Rom. 2:14f. ); for what their conscience hears is

certainly not the cultic-ritual regulations of the Old Testament.

Again, the Sixaicojia toi5 Qeov, "God's decree" (Rom. 1:32), or the

6ixaico|ia xov v6|.iov, Rom. 2:26 ("precepts of the law"); 8:4 ("just

requirement of the law") can also only mean the ethical demand.

Nevertheless^Paul, unlike the prophets and Jesus, did not define

the nature of obedience underthe deiilUnd-of God by contrasting

the ethical demand of the cultic-ritual demands and by criticizing

the latter from the standpoint of the former. In his battle against

false obedience to the Law he never appeals to a saying of Jesus

(§ 16, p. 189). He did not ask how it is that fulfilment of cultic-

ritual commandments can be regarded as obedience offered to God

at all—a question which it seems superfluous to ask in the case of the

ethical demands. The reason why no difference between them is
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apparent to Paul is that, thinking Jewishly, he does not evaluate the

cultic-ritual commandments in regard to their content, but considers

them only in regard to the fact that they, like the ethical command-
ments, are demands. Nevertheless, it is apparent from the matter-

of-fact way in which he names the ethical demands of the decalogue

(Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:14) as the abiding content of the Law obliga-

tory even for the Christian, that the identity of meaning in the cultic-

ritual and the ethical demands exists only for the man who has not

yet come to faith, and that in faith itself an unconsciously-working

principle of criticism is provided.

Under God's demand stand the Gentiles as do the Jews, except

that for the former this demand has not taken shape in the Law of

the Old Testament. But Paul explicitly says that when the Gentiles,

who do not have the "Law," do "by nature" (qpvoei) the demands of

the Law—so Gentile fulfilment of the Law does occur, no matter

how rare or how frequent it may be—they testify that the "work of

the Law," i.e. the deed demanded by the Law, is written in their

hearts. Conscience also, which they have, too, testifies the same

thing (Rom. 2:14f., § 19, 4).* Of course, Paul does not mean "prac-

tical reason," (Kant) which unfolds a rational moral law out of

itself, when he speaks of conscience in the Gentiles; rather, he

means that the Gentiles can hear the command of God which con-

fronts them in the specific case. It takes concrete form for them, for

instance, in the state, whose regime is ordered by God and serves

Him, and is therefore to be obeyed for conscience' sake (Rom.

13:1^5). It also takes concrete form in convention—in all that is

regarded as "true, honorable, just, pure, lovely, and gracious," all

that is in repute as a "virtue" or "worthy of praise" (Phil. 4:8).

2. Naturalhj, the Law had been given bij God in order to he ful-

filled. According to Rom. 2:20, it is "the embodiment of knowledge

and truth," and the "inward man" (man's "inmost self" RSV) ap-

proves of it (Rom. 7:14ff. ). From the fact that the Law, being

unable to lead to "righteousness" and leading, rather, only to death,

is radically abolished for the man of faith (Rom. 1:18-7:6; Gal.

3:1-^5:12) it is not to be inferred that it does not contain God^s

obligatory demand. Paul himself counters such misunderstanding

(Rom. 7:7) with the question, "What then shall we say? That the

" Rom. 2:26 ("if the uncircumcision keeps the precepts of the Law") prob-

ably refers not to the heathen but to Gentile Christians.
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law is sin?" (ti ovv 8Q0u[.i8v; 6 v6|iog d^aQXia); and shortly after

(v. 12) avers: "So the law is holy and the commandment is holy and

just and good" and characterizes the Law as "spiritual" (v. 14 ) . The
"legislation" (vojiodEoia) accorded to Israel is one of Israel's titles of

honor of which Paul is proud (Rom. 9:4). As the Law was given

"for life" (with life-giving intent), the keeping of it would bestow

life (Rom. 10:5; Gal. 3:12). The doers of the Law will be "right-

wised" * (Rom. 2:13), and "eternal life" and all salvation will be

accorded him who is faithful in "well-doing" (Rom. 2:7) or "who
does good" (Rom. 2:10)—i.e. in the context, to him who fulfills the

Law.

The presupposition for understanding the proposition that not

works lead to "righteousness," but only faith, is the acknowledg-

ment that the Law's demand is just, that God is the Judge who
demands good deeds of man (Rom. 1:18-3:20). The preaching of

faith does not introduce a new concept of God as if God were not

the Judge who requires good works but were only the Merciful. No,

we may speak of God's "grace" only when we also speak of His

"wrath." That is how it happens that PauT, in words that sound open

to misunderstanding, can refer the Christian, who achieves "right-

eousness" not by works of the Law but by faith, to the judgment in

which recompense is made according to works (I Cor. 1:8; 3:12-15;

4:4f.; I Thess. 3:13; 5:23, etc.; especially II Cor. 5:10: "For we must

all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may
receive good or evil, according to what he has done in the body").

Though the Christian in a certain sense is no longer "under Law"
(Gal. 5:18; Rom. 6:14), that does not mean that the demands of the

Law are no longer valid for him; for ihp ^g^jw demanded of him is

nothing else than the .fulfilment of the Law (Rom. 13:8-10; Gal.

5:14). Having received the possibility of proving "what is the good

and acceptable and perfect will of God" by the "renewing" of his

"mind" (Rom. 12:2), he is able to know by himself what the Jew
can know as one "instructed in the law": "know the will (of God)
and approve what is excellent" (Rom. 2:18). The will of God re-

vealed to the Christian is identical with the demand of the Law.

The reason why man's situation under the Law is so desperate is

not that the Law as an inferior revelation mediates a limited or even

false knowledge of God. What makes his situation so desperate is

* See footnote p. 253.
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the simple fact that prior to faith there is no true fulfilment of the

Law. "For all who rely on works of the law are under a curse; for it

is written, 'Cursed be every one who does not abide by all things

written in the book of the law, and do them'" (Gal. 3:10). The
arguments of Rom. 1:18-2:29 are summarized in 3:9: "I have

already charged that all men, both Jews and Greeks, are under the

power of sin." Then, after he has substantiated that by a composite

of quotations, vv. 10-18, he concludes, "for no human being will be

justified in his sight (God's) by works of the Law" (v. 20)—the
primary meaning of which is that no man can procure his own
"rightwising" by works of the Law. He cannot because he cannot

exhibit "the works of the Law" in their entirety. That is why the

"ministration of the Law" is a "ministration of death" or "of con-

demnation" (II Cor. 3:7, 9); that is why "the written code kills"

(II Cor. 3:6); that is why the Law is "the law of sin and death"

(Rom. 8:2). The reason why man under the Law does not achieve

"rightwising" and life is that he is a transgressor of the Law, that he

is guilty before God.

But Paul goes much further still; he says not only that man can

not achieve salvation by works of the Law, but also that he is not

even intended to do so. Paul thinks in this manner in consequence

of his concept of God, according to which whatever factually is or

happens, is or happens according to divine plan. In its context,

Rom. 3:20—"no human being will be justified ... by works of the

law"—means, "no one can be justified on the basis of works of the

Law," but that this impossibility was also intended is indicated by
Gal. 2:16, where the same sentence means in this context: "no one

is to be justified on the basis of works of the Law." A Jew would

contradict Paul's assertion that a man can be justified only on the

basis of absolutely perfect keeping of the Law ("who . . . abides by

all things . .
." Gal. 3:10), still more would he contradict the propo-

sition that justification by works of the Law and justification btj

divine grace appropriated in man's faith exclude each other. But

that is the decisive thesis of Paul: "for Christ is the end of the law,

that every one who has faith may be justified" (Rom. 10:4); i.e.

"Christ means the end of the Law; he leads to righteousness every-

one who has faith." Paul reminds the Galatians, who are by no

means giving up their faith in Christ or rejecting the grace of God
but only wish to combine with it the taking over of circumcision,
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"You are severed from Christ, you who would be justified by the

law; you have fallen away from grace" (Gal. 5:4). The way of

works of the Law and the way of grace and faith are mutually exclu-

sive opposites (Gal. 2:15-21; Rom. 4:4f., 14-16; 6:14; ll:5f.).

But why is this the case? Because mans effort to achieve his

salvation by keeping_lhe Law only leads him into sin, indeed this

effort itself in the end is already sin. It is the insight which Paul

has achieved into the nature of sin that determines his teaching on

the Law. This embraces two insights. One is the insight that sin is

man's self-powered striving to undergird his own existence in for-

getfulness of his creaturely existence, to procm'e his salvation by his

own strength ( § 23, 1 ) , that striving which finds its extreme expres-

sion in "boasting" and "trusting in the 'flesh' " ( § 23, 2 ) . The other

is the insight that man is always already a sinner, that, fallen into

the power of sin
( § 23, 3 ) , he is always already involved in a falsely

oriented understanding of his existence (§§25, 26). The reason,

then, that man shall not, must not, be "rightwised" by works of the

Law is that he must not be allowed to imagine tliat he is able to

procure his salvation by his own strength; for he can find his salva-

tion only when he understands himself in his dependence upon God
the Creator.

Simultaneously, this answers the question that arises in Rom. 7:7

after it has been established in 3:21-7:6 that "righteousness" is be-

stowed only upon the faith which appropriates the grace of God and

not upon the works of the Law. This is the question: What meaning

does the Law still have? The two questions belong together and

each of the answers given interprets the other.

The answer given in Rom. 7:7ff. expands what had already been

briefly said in 3:20: "through the law comes knowledge of sin." For

this sentence (coming after w. 10-19) does not, of course, mean
that through the Law man is led to knowledge of what sin is, but

does mean that by it he is led into sinning. What is meant is practi-

cal "knowledge," the "knowing how" to sin, just as "knowing sin" in

Rom. 7:7 or II Cor. 5:21 is the practice of sin (cf. II Cor. 5:11 where

"knowing the fear of the Lord" is not a theoretical knowledge about

the fear of the Lord but means "being experienced in fearing the

Lord"). This is just the idea that Rom. 7:7-11 develops:

"I would never have come to know sin except through the Law;

for I would never have come to know desire, were it not that the
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Law says, *You shall not desire.' But sin took advantage of the com-

mandment and thereby brought about in me every sort of desire.

For without the Law sin was dead, but I was once alive without the

Law. But when the commandment came, sin came to life and I

went to death. And the result was that the commandment which

was intended to lead men to life led me straight to death. For sin

took advantage of the commandment and deceived me and with its

help killed me" (Bit.).

Thus, the Law brings to lisht that man is sinfu l, whether it be

that his sinful desire leads him to transgression of the Law or that

that desire disguises itself in zeal for keeping the Law. But what

appears in Rom. 7:7ff. as a wile of sin is actually God's intention:

"Law came in (sc. between Adam and Christ) to increase the tres-

pass"; and the continuation shows what meaning that has: "but

where sin increased, grace abounded all the more" (Rom. 5:20).

Thus, the Law leads into sin the man who has forsaken his creaturely

relation to God and wants to procure life for and by himself; it does

this in order thereby to bring him back again to the right relation to

God. This it does by confronting him with the grace of God which

is to be appropriated in faith.

Gal. 3:19 says the same thing: "Why then the law? It was added

for the sake of transgressions (i.e. in order to evoke transgressions),

till the offspring should come to whom the promise had been made
(i.e. until Christ, in whom God's grace becomes effective)." It is

just by evoking sin that the Law must bring about the fulfilment of

the divine promises: "Is the Law then contrary to the promises (of

God)? By no means! For only if the Law had been given as one

that could make alive would righteousness actually have its origin

in the Law. But instead the scripture shut up all things under sin in

order that the promise might be bestowed on the basis of faith in

Jesus Christ upon those who have faith. Before faith came, how-

ever, we were confined under the Law, kept under restraint in pros-

pect of the faith that was to be revealed. Hence, the Law became
our discipliner until Christ, in order that we might be rightwised on

the basis of faith. But since faith has come we are no longer under

the discipliner" (Gal. 3:21-25 Bit.).

Rom. 4:13-16, finally, has the same meaning: "The promise given

to Abraham or his descendants that he should be the heir of the

world was not founded upon the Law, but upon the righteousness of
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faith. For if the right to the inheritance were founded upon the

Law, faith would be done for (primarily faith in the promises is

meant, but this is regarded as identical with Christian faith) and the

promise would be void; for the Law only yields wrath. But where

there is no Law, there is no transgression (and hence no wrath,

either. What was the Law for, then? Why, it was intended to yield

wrath; its purpose was to cause transgression!). 'On the basis of

faith' holds true for just this reason: In order that 'on the principle

of grace' may hold true, making the promise sure for every descend-

ant . .
." (Bit).

Though the pivrppse of the T.aw is., or waj^that of hernia, paida-

gogosJcOJChrist, it is not conceived in either the Greek sense or the

modern sense as an educator who is to train man up to a higher level

of mental (and especially of ethical) life. Is faith opening up to

divine grace the product of education? Of course not. It does not

even become possible except upon the basis of God's grace working

in Christ. The "educating" done by the Law leads, on the contrary,

into sin, and "educates" indirectly toward faith, it is true, because by

it the sinner can understand the alternative—eii/ier works of the Law
or faith—when grace confronts him. But the Law does this not by

leading man into ^iibjectiye despair, ^ut by bringing him into an

objectively desperate situation which he does not recognize as such

until the message of grace hits its mark in him. Gal. 3:21-25 does

not have the development of the individual in mind but the history

of mankind, and Rom. 7:14-24 is not a confession of Paul describing

his erstwhile inner division under the Law, but is that picture of the

objective situation of man-under-the-Law which became visible to

him only after he had attained the viewpoint of faith. The cry,

"Wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of

death" (v. 24) was not uttered by Saul-Paul struggling and groaning

in time past under the Law—how tliat Paul regarded himself, Phil.

3:4-6 says. Not tJiat Paul utters this cry, but Paul the Christian, who
puts it into the mouth of the Jew and thereby exposes the situation

of the Jew which is not visible to himself.

Nor does Paul elsewhere argue against the way of the Law with

the argument that this way leads to subjective despair, and he never

praises faith as the escape from an inner division caused by con-

science, or as a release from an unbearable burden. His accusation

against Jews and Judaizers is that the way of the Law is wrong not
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because in consequence of transgressions it does does not lead to the

goal, but because its direction is wrong, for it is the way that is sup-

posed to lead to "one's own righteousness" (Rom. 10:3, cf. Phil. 3:9).

It is not merely evil deeds already committed that make a man rep-

rehensible in God's sight, but man's intention of becoming righteous

before God by keeping the Law and thereby having his "boast" is

already sin.

To lead man into sin, therefore, is the purpose of the Law in the

history of salvation, not only by arousing his desires to transgression

but also by oflFering him the uttermost possibility of hving as a sinner

by perverting his resistance to the commandment into a striving

after a "righteousness of his own" through keeping the command-
ment—a highly plausible perversion, for in the knowledge that trans-

gression is sin (a knowledge that is directly given with the posses-

sion of the Law or is awakened by conscience; § 19, 4) and in the

fear of transgressing, lies the foundation of a false supposition that

Law-observance—which, as a conquering of desire, takes on the

appearance of a good work—can procure "righteousness." That fear

and this supposition show how deep in sin man lies ("in order that

sin . . . through the commandment might become sinful beyond

measure," Rom. 7:13); and bound up with this in the very nature of

the case is man's ignorance of the situation he is in: It is hidden from

him that his life is steering not toward life but toward death ("for

what I am bringing about, I do not know," Rom. 7:15; see § 24, 2).

Then the ultimnte pnrpn.te of the Law is to lead man to . death

and thereby to let God appear as God, for the Law gives sin its

power; while sin is the "sting" of death (I Cor. 15:56); sin kills man
by means of the commandment by dangling before him the decep-

tive promise of procuring him life (Rom. 7:11). So it can also be

said, "The letter (i.e. the Law itself) kills" (II Cor. 3:6). The fruits

of the "sinful passions" aroused by the Law ripen for death (Rom.

7:5; see § 24, 2). But by this process the Law leads man to God as

the Creator who bestows life and from whom alone life can be given

to man—this man who on the way to "his own righteousness," the

way of "boasting," has blundered into death. It is as this God that

he appears in the "grace" of the salvation-occurrence, and it is this

God toward whom faith is directed7~Abraham (Rom. 4:2), who has

no "boast" (i.e. nothing to boast about), believes in "God who gives

life to the dead and calls into existence the things that do not exist"
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(Rom. 4:17). And for Paul, the upshot of the "aflfliction" he has

experienced is that he has pronounced the sentence of death upon

himself, "in order that we might not trust in ourselves but in God
who raises the dead;" just that is also the upshot of the "educating"

done by the Law (II Cor. 1:9).

3. At the end, then, it becomes apparent that even the jdeniand

nfjCZnd emhndied in the Law is grace only. It was already grace

that God gave the Law "for life" (Rom. 7:10). And though this

life-giving purpose was defeated by man's sinful desire, that still

was not able to wipe out God's grace, for it is still God's grace that

the Law factually led "to death," because by this route man is led

to God, the "God who gives life to the dead." The Law is not

"against the promises of God" (Gal. 3:21); the unity of the divine

will is clear: It wills now nothing else than it always has, and God's

law, the "spiritual law" (Rom. 7:14), remains in eflfect as the "law

of Christ" (Gal. 6:2) and in agape (see above, p. 262) is kept by

those who have faith. Now for the first time its real intention comes

to fulfilment: God has removed the powerlessness of the Law ("what

the law weakened by the flesh could not do" ) "in order that the just

requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not accord-

ing to the flesh but according to the Spirit" (Rom. 8:3f. ).

The difference between the Law as the eternal will of God
and the Law that is abolished is expressed to a certain degree

in Paul's terminology, in which frequently the Law as abolished

by Christ figures as the Law of Moses. Thus, Christ and Moses
are contrasted in Rom. 10:46f.; likewise, in 11 Cor. 3:7-18 in the

comparison between the ministry of the old and the new cove-

nant (cf. also I Cor. 10:2). The Law that intervened (Rom.
5:20) is identified by v. 14 as the Law of Moses. Especially sig-

nificant is the fact that in the polemic of Gal. 3:19f., Paul can
take up the Gnostic myth of the giving of the Law by angels in

order to prove that the Law of Moses is not attributable to God
Himself. Paul can do that only because he views the Law as a

matter of course in the role in which the Jew lets it encounter

him.

As the unity of the divine will is clear, so is the unity of man's

existence clear as he moves from the situation under the Law to the

situation under grace. No break takes place; no magical or myste-

rious transformation of man in regard to his substance, the basis of
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his nature, takes place. Rather, his new existence stands in historical

continuity with the old—not, indeed, in a continuity of development

as understood within the Greek-idealistic picture of man. Com-
pared with that kind of continuity we really do have to do here with

a break: A new understanding of one's self takes the place of the

old—it does so, nevertheless, in such a manner that historical con-

tinuity is preserved; indeed, it thereby becomes one's own true his-

tory, for the transition from the old existence to the new does not

take place as a mental development from sin to faith; rather, faith is

decision in regard to the grace which encounters a man in the pro-

claimed word. However much Paul's view of the history of salvation

is oriented toward mankind, and not the individual (see above, p.

266), it still is true that the situation of mankind is also that of the

individual. He, the sinner who is in death, is confronted by the gos-

pel when it reaches him with the decision whether or not he is will-

ing to understand himself anew and to receive his life from the hand

of God. The possibility of understanding is given him in the very

fact that he is a sinner, that he is in death. This rescue of man from

death does not take as its point of departure some higher spiritual

principle or faculty in him that is not under the power of sin, if there

were such; what it rescues is not—as the Gnostic myth maintains—

a

fully inconceivable and only negatively describable self, the pre-

existent spark of light, but precisely the sinner, the innerly divided

and self-misunderstanding human self. Salvation is naught else than

the realization of that destined goal of "life" and selfhood which are

God's will for man and man's own real intention, but which were

perverted under sin ( § 23, 3 )

.
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Man under Faith

A. THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD

§ 28. The Concept of Righteousness

1. Since Paul regards mans existence prior to faith in the trans-

parency it has gained to the eye of faith, therefore mans existence

under faith has already been indirectly pre-sketched in the presen-

tation of pre-faith existence. If pre-faith man is man fallen into the

power of death, man un,derjaith iS-Jiian^ who.j:eceiY£S_life j| If man's

death has its cause in the fact that man in his striving to live out of

his own resources loses his self
(
§ 23, 3 ) , life arises out of surrender-

ing one's self to God, thereby gaining one's self.

This is just what is expressed in Paul's manner of interpreting

the "righteousness," or the "being rightwised" * ( KJ "justification" )

,

which is the presupposition for receiving life. In the thesis that sal-

vation, the receipt of life, is dependent upon and conditioned by a

man's righteousness, Paul is only repeating at the outset what Jewish

tradition takes for granted. But the way he understands the possi-

bility and the actualization of righteousness or rightwising—even

speaking of it as the very substance of salvation—indicates the basic

contrast between him and Judaism and reveals his new grasp of

man's existence before God.

Strictly speaking, righteousness is the condition for receiving sal-

vation or "life." As Abraham's (faith-) righteousness was the pre-

supposition for his receiving the promise (Rom. 4:13), so now he

who is righteous (by faith) will receive life (Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:11).

It is to those who are rightwised ("justified therefore . . .") that

salvation will be imparted (Rom. 5:lflF. ). As sin led to death, so

righteousness leads to life (Rom. 5:17, 21; 8:10). The goal ahead of

* See footnote p. 253.
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him who has righteousness is the gain of hfe (Phil. 3:9f. ); God's

rightwising act is followed by His glorifying act (Rom. 8:30).

But since this connection between righteousness and salvation

is so tight and inevitable, righteousness itself can become the essence

of salvation. "Striving after righteousness," the concern of the Jews
(Rom. 9:30f.; Gal. 2:16), is the same thing as "striving after salva-

tion," for in the former, one has the latter. Though in Rom. 5:9, sal-

vation ('Toeing saved") lies in the future awaiting the "right-wised,"

yet in Rom. 10:10, "righteousness" and "salvation" are used in syn-

onymous parallelism. As Christ's death brought it about that we are

"alive," it is also said, meaning the same thing, that we in him are

"the righteousness (of God)"—i.e. that we have the standing of

righteous men (II Cor. 5:15, 21). The "ministry of righteousness"

(whose opposite is the "ministry of condemnation," i.e. of condem-

nation to death) is identical with the "ministry of the Spirit" (whose

opposite is the "ministry of death"—II Cor. 3:7-9). Further, "right-

eousness" can be joined with other terms that also denote the state

of salvation (I Cor. 1:30: "righteousness and consecration and re-

demption"; cf. 6:11 ). That which was brought to light by the occur-

rence of salvation in Christ, and which is the content of "the gospel,"

is the new possibility of a "righteousness" which shall be a "right-

eousness of God" (Rom. l:16f.; 3:21); just for that reason the office

of apostle can be called the "ministry of righteousness" (II Cor,

3:9). But it is possible to speak so of "righteousness" not only be-

cause of the tight connection that exists between "righteousness"

(as condition) and 'life" (as result), but especially because not

merely salvation (the result) is the gift of God but even the condi-

tion for it is already the gift of God Himself. For what, we must

now ask, is meant by "righteousness" and especially by "righteous-

ness of God"?

2. The word dikaiosyne (righteousness) is (like its Hebrew
analogue, ^p^l"^ ) ambiguous. We must here disregard a number

of meanings which the word can have in both Biblical and secular

usage, for instance, the very important meaning of "distributive

justice" dealt out by a judge, which occurs in Paul (Rom. 9:28),

according to many manuscripts at any rate, in his quotation from

Is. 10:22. Aside from such meanings, dikaiosyne (and likewise

dikaios, "righteous") is used in both an ethical sense (then meaning

"uprightness") and a forensic sense. When it denotes the condition
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for (or the essence of) salvation, dikaiosyne is a forensic term. It

does not mean the ethical quality of a person. It does not mean any

quality at all, but a relationship. That is, dikaiosyne is not something

a person has as his own; rather it is something he has in the verdict

of the "forum" (= law-court—the sense of "forum" from which

"forensic" as here used is derived) to which he is accountable. He
has it in the opinion adjudicated to him by another. A man has

"righteousness," or is "righteous," when he is acknowledged to be

such, and that means, in case such acknowledgment of him is in

dispute: when he is "rightwised," "pronounced righteous" {cf. the

parallelism between "righteous before God" and Sixaico^rjoovTai—

"be pronounced righteous"—in Rom. 2:13). Specifically, the "right-

eous" one is that one in a legal action (7vOiv£o{}ai; note the parallel-

ism between "be justified" and "prevail"—win out—in Rom. 3:4),

who wins his case or is acquitted. Normally, therefore, he is the

"innocent" one—but he is "righteous" not to the extent that he may
be innocent, but to the extent that he is acknowledged innocent.

"Righteousness" then is the "favorable standing" that a person has

in the eyes of others; it is that "right" which a man seeks to estab-

lish by process of law as "his rights." In this sense Michael Kohlhaas

(in Kleist's story of the same name) is the type of the man who
"demands righteousness"—viz. that he be acknowledged to be in the

right.

This is in accord with Old Testament-Jewish usage. In ex-

horting men to trust Jahweh, the Psalmist says (Ps. 37:6):

"He brings forth thy righteousness (Hj?*]^,

LXX: 6ixaiooi)vr|) as the light,

And thy judgment (1351???, xQifxa) as the noonday."

Or he implores (Ps. 17:2, 15):

"Let my right (tJSl???, xpifxa) come forth from thy pres-

ence . . . May I behold thy face in righteousness (plS,

6ixaiooi3vT]).

In this sense it may also be said of God that He is "declared

righteous," in other words that He is acknowledged to be in the

right. Thus, we read in the passage quoted at Rom. 3:4 (Ps.

51:4):

"Against thee, thee only, have I sinned and done this evil

in thy sight
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That thou mightest be justified (pronounced right, p1'^T\,

8ixaico\^r]g) when thou speakest

And be clear (nSTn, vixT^afig) when thou judgest."

This use is also frequent in the Psalms of Solomon (2:16: "I

will justify thee [acknowledge thy righteousness] O God; 3:5;

4:9; 8:7, 27ff.); likewise, Lk. 7:29 ("and all the people and
the tax-collectors 'justified' God"); cf. Lk. 7:35 and its parallel,

Mt. 11:19).

The more Jewish piety came to be determined by eschatology—

i.e. the more the pious expected God's rightwising verdict to come
from His eschatological judgment—the more the forensic term

"righteousness" became an eschatological term. By those who
"hunger and thirst after righteousness," Mt. 5:6 obviously does not

mean those who "ever striving, endeavor" to attain ethical per-

fection, but those who long to have God pronounce the verdict

"righteous" as His decision over them in the judgment. What the

pious Jew endeavors to do, however, is to fulfill the conditions which

are the presupposition for this verdict of God; these conditions are,

of course, keeping the commandments of the Law and doing good

works. Hence, Paul can call the righteousness sought by the Jews
"righteousness from the Law" (Phil. 3:9), while his thesis is that

"righteousness" (as "God's righteousness") has been revealed "apart

from the Law" (Rom. 3:21).

But before we proceed further to clarify the contrast between

the Pauline and the Jewish conception, it must be clearly recog-

nized that there is complete agreement between them as to the

formal meaning of dikaiosyne: It is a forensic-eschatological term.

The forensic meaning of "righteous" and "be rightwised" is already

a clear implication of Rom. 2:13 (see above) as it also is of the

expressions modeled after Gen. 15:6 that speak of "being reckoned

(Aoyi^EoOai) as righteousness" (Rom. 4:3, 5, 22; Gal. 3:6; cf. "to

reckon righteousness to . .
." Rom. 4:6), in which "reckon" has the

same forensic meaning as the Hebrew 3B^n (Lev. 7:18; II Sam.

19:19 [19:20 in Heb.]; Ps. 32:2), for which the LXX uses precisely

the same Greek verb (or its compound, biaXoyi^eiv). The eschato-

logical meaning of dikaiosyne is clear as day in the passages that

speak of a future verdict of righteousness to come in the eschatologi-

cal judgment; such are Rom. 2:13 again and also Gal. 5:5 ("we wait

for the hope of righteousness" )

.
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The future tenses in Rom. 3:20 ("no human being will be
justified") and 3:30 ("he [God] will justify") are perhaps not

genuine futures, but gnomic (or logical) futures. Rom. 5:19,

"many will be made righteous," is evidently said as if uttered

in Jesus' time (the dividing point of the ages); hence it is

already true in the present in which Paul is speaking
( cf. w. 17,

21). On the other hand, neither is the present used in the

present-tense statements of Gal. 2:16; 3:11; 5:4 a genuine pres-

ent, but the timeless present of didactic statement and may
therefore apply in spite of the tense to the decision of God in

the coming judgment.

§ 29. Righteousness as a Present Reality

1. The first difference from Jewish usage is that Paul asserts of

this forensic-eschatological righteousness that it is already imputed

to a man in the present ( on the presupposition that he "has faith" )

.

After Rom. 3:21-4:25 has dealt with faith as the presupposition for

being "rightwised," Rom. 5:1 begins: "Rightwised therefore by faith

we have peace with God." * And in keeping with this v. 9 says:

"Since therefore we are now rightwised . . . how much more shall

we be saved . .
." For the present that exists since Christ the purpose

expressed in v. 21: "that . . . grace might reign through righteousness

to eternal life," is being fulfilled. Rom. 8:10 also applies to the pres-

ent: "if Ghrist is in you, although your bodies are dead because of

sin, your spirits are alive because of righteousness" (which is

scarcely to be understood with Lietzmann as meaning: "because of

the sin you have committed" and "because of the righteousness you

will practice," but rather: "because sin is condemned [cf. v. 3]" and

"because righteousness has been established," as Earth interprets).

Though one may understand "those whom he called he also right-

wised" (Rom. 8:30) as proleptic (like the following "he also glori-

fied"), Paul, nevertheless, says to the Corinthians "you were right-

wised" (I Cor. 6:11) and says of the Gentiles "who did not pursue

righteousness," "they have attained righteousness" (Rom. 9:30).

And Rom. 1:17 is to be understood in this same way when it says

that in the preaching of the gospel the righteousness of God "is

revealed." For this does not mean that the preached gospel ex-

pounds some teaching about righteousness, but that through it right-

* The variant reading e/couev ( let us have ) is not to be entertained.
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eousness becomes a possibility (which in faith becomes reality) for

the hearer of the gospel.

"Revealed" has the same meaning in Rom. 1:18: "the wrath

of God is revealed from heaven"; i.e. God's wrathful judgment
(see § 31, 1) appears, takes place—likewise in the present. The
same meaning is also found in Gal. 3:23: "Now before faith

came, we were confined under the law, kept under restraint

until faith should be revealed"; this expected "revealing" has

now become a thing of the present ("now that faith has come,"

V. 25); this does not mean that now a hitherto unknown teach-

ing about faith is being expounded, but that it has now become
a possibility and, in those who have faith, a reality—faith has

made its appearance, for this is just what "be revealed"

(dKOxakvjiXEodai) or its noun "revelation" (djioxoAvipig), and
also "be manifested" ( qpavEQoijadai, Rom. 3:21), mean when
used as eschatological terms—appear on the scene, become pos-

sibility, or become operative. The awaited "revelation of the

Lord Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 1:7 KJ mg. ) is not some communica-
tion that he will impart, but his appearing in person at his

parousia, just as the "revelation" of God's righteous judgment
(Rom. 2:5) is the effective execution of it. And when I Cor.

3:13 says of the Day: "it will be revealed with fire," that means
that the judgment day will fierily appear. "To appear on the

scene" is also the meaning in Rom. 8:18f.: "I consider that the

sufferings of this present time are not worth comparing with

the glory that will make its appearance in us. For the creation

waits with eager longing for the revealing (= the appearing)

of the sons of God." The same usage occurs in II Thess. 1:7;

2:3, 6, 8; I Pet. 1:5, 7, 13; 4:13; 5:1; Lk. 17:30. Of course, both

the verb and the noun can also mean the disclosing of some-
thing hitherto hidden, the divulging of a secret (I Cor. 14:6,

26, 30; II Cor. 12:1, 7; Gal. 1:12; 2:2; Phil. 3:15, and else-

where )

.

This "appearing on the scene" or "becoming effective," since

either is an event occurring to or for men, does, of course,

enable man to understand or perceive the event. While that is

true, it is not the perceiving of the event but the event itself that

is denoted by "being revealed." The "revealing" of God's wrath

(Rom. 1:18) takes place even though those concerned are not

even aware of it themselves. In I Cor. 3:13 the clause "the Day
will disclose it" does make a distinction between this informing

function of revelation and revelation as actual occurrence (viz.
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the occurrence of the judgment day meant in: "it will be 're-

vealed' with fire"), but this disclosure will take place not

through any proclamation but in the event itself. (Cf. R. Bult-

mann, "Der Begriff der Offenbarung im NT" [1929] in Glauben
und Verstehen [1933], pp. 153-187; the article: "Offenbarung"

in RGG, 2nd ed.

)

2. At this point it is of basic importance to comprehend that by
his thesis that righteousness is a present reality Paul, nevertheless,

does not rob it of its forensic-eschatological meaning. The paradoxi-

cality of his assertion is this: God already pronounces His eschato-

logical verdict (over the man of faith) in the present; the eschato-

logical event is already present reality, or, rather, is beginning in

the present. Therefore, the righteousness which God adjudicates to

man (the man of faith) is not "sinlessness" in the sense of ethical

perfection, but is "sinlessness" in the sense that God does not "count"

man's sin against him (II Cor. 5:19).

That disposes of many questions that arise only from the fact

that "righteousness" is not understood in its forensic-eschatological

sense but is misunderstood as ethical perfection. When God right-

wises the sinner, "makes him righteous" (Rom. 4:5), that man is not

merely "regarded as if" he were righteous, but really is righteous—

i.e. absolved from his sin by God's verdict. What consequences this

has for his ethical conduct will be considered later (§38). That it

must have such consequences is clear from the outset, for the "right-

wised," being men who have been transplanted into eschatological

existence, are also "saints" who can have no further contact with sin.

Christ is "our righteousness and our consecration" (I Cor. 1:30);

and side by side with "you were rightwised" stands "you were con-

secrated" (I Cor. 6:11). But that is not expressed by the term

"righteousness" itself, and the relation between "righteousness" and

"consecration" ("sanctification" KJ) is for the present unclear. Be-

fore it can be clarified the meaning of "rightwising" must first be

clearly determined. Its meaning becomes apparent from such a sen-

tence as Rom. 5:19:

"For as by one man's disobedience

many were made sinners,

so by one man's obedience

many will be made righteous."
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Just as certainly as Adamitic men were not "merely regarded as if

they were sinners," but really were sinners, so are the members of

the humanity founded by Christ really righteous. II Cor. 5:21 indi-

cates the same thing:

"For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin,

so that in him we might become the righteousness of God."

It would be an error to regard the main clause as meaning that God
treated the (ethically) sinless Christ "as if" he were a sinner (which

in itself would not be untrue ) . Rather, this clause intends to express

the paradoxical fact that God made the (ethically) sinless Christ to

be a sinner (in the forensic sense)—viz. by letting him die on the

cross as one accursed (cf. Gal. 3:13). Correspondingly, the purpose

clause says that we (through him) are to become righteous (in the

forensic sense ) . Thus, the old debate over whether he who is right-

wised is really righteous or is only regarded "as if" he were righteous,

rests upon a misunderstanding. So does the question: How is it pos-

sible for him to be a truly righteous man? So does the temptation to

supply an "as if." So, finally, does the problem how Paul can, never-

theless, proceed to place these truly righteous, and hence "sinless,"

men under the ethical imperative. These perplexities all rest upon

the misunderstanding that "righteousness" denotes the ethical qual-

ity of a man, whereas in truth it means his relation to God.

If one takes Paul's statements as they stand, without a sup-

plied "as if," and yet fails to recognize the forensic-eschatologi-

cal meaning of "righteousness," two wrong tracks are easy to

take: 1. the idealistic and 2. the Gnostic misunderstanding.

According to 1. "rightwising" means that one takes into his con-

sciousness a new principle, the principle of obedience to the

idea of the good. When one has done this, a "qualitative fulfil-

ment of the Law" has taken the place of a "merely quantitative"

fulfilment; man is righteous since his will affirms the ethical law
in its totality (F. C. Baur). Righteousness, then, denotes the

"ideal" character of the man whose living tends toward the

good; "striving toward not sinning" (Epictetus, Diss. IV 12, 19) is

the characteristic of the man who is "progressing" (rtooxojttcov),

to use Stoic terminology; by approaching in endless progress

toward the ideal of ethical uprightness he can be regarded, sub

specie of the idea, as righteous. He stands under the impera-

tive," become what thou art" ( viz. what thou, sub specie of the
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idea, art). 2. The other misunderstanding is one related to Hel-

lenistic Gnosticism, in which "righteousness" is considered a

divine "power" (Suvapiig) which flows into the initiate along

with other divine powers in the mystery of re-birth and drives

out the demonic powers which have hitherto reigned in him
(Corp. Herm. 13:9 [Mead]: "We are made righteous, son, by
the departure of Unrighteousness"). This is the sense R. Reitz-

enstein (Hellenistische Mysterienreligionen, 3rd ed., 257-261)
professed to find in Rom. 6:7; 8:30; I Cor. 6:11. Even if it should

turn out that Paul was influenced in these passages by the ter-

minology of the mysteries, his conception of "righteousness"

and "rightwising" would still not be explainable as a whole
from the mystery terminology.

3. The present reality of righteousness rests upon its having been

"revealed" by the occurring of salvation in Christ (Rom. 3:21-26;

II Cor. 5:21; cf. I Cor. 1:30). This saving occurrence, however, is

the eschatological event by which God ended the old course of the

world and introduced the new aeon. For "when the time had fully

come, God sent forth his son" (Gal. 4:4); so now "the old has passed

away" and "the new has come" and whoever is "in Christ" is a "new
creature" (II Cor. 5:17). The New Covenant (II Cor. 3:6ff.) pre-

dicted for the eschatological period by Jeremiah has taken the place

of the Old Covenant, and the "acceptable time" prophesied by

Isaiah has arrived (II Cor. 6:2).

The forensic-eschatological sense of "righteousness" is also

corroborated, finally, by its parallelism with the term "adoption

to sonship" (modeoia), which is also both a legal term (though

not derived from the trial-court) and an eschatological term.

Just as the salvation-occurrence can be described as having

taken place "for our justification" (rightwising), Rom. 3:25f.;

4:25; 5:18; II Cor. 5:21), its purpose can also be given by the

expression, "that we might receive adoption as sons" (Gal. 4:5).

"Adoption" has the same peculiar double nature as "righteous-

ness" has. On the one hand, it is a thing of the future, a longed-

for goal (Rom. 8:23: "we wait for adoption as sons"); on the

other hand, it is a present thing, as is attested by the fact that

in the Spirit—that eschatological gift—we cry "Abba!" (Rom.
8:15f.; Gal. 4:6f.).

4. The contrast between Paul and Judaism, then, is not that each

has a different conception of righteousness as a forensic-eschatolog-
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ican entity. Rather, the immediate contrast is that what for the Jews

is a matter of hope is for Paul a present reality—or, better, is also a

present reality. But how can it be both? That can only be cleared

up in the course of our further investigation of Paul's thinking. For

the present, the problem itself must be pointed more sharply. It

emerges clearly in the arrangement of Romans. After the section

1:18-3:20 has demonstrated that before the revealing of "God's

righteousness" both Gentiles and Jews stood under the "wrath of

God," tlie thesis of righteousness now established by the occurrence

of salvation in Christ is presented in 3:21-31 and the Scripture proof

of it is offered in 4:1-25. For the Jew, with whom Paul is debating

in all these arguments, the assertion of the present reality of escha-

tological righteousness could only appear absurd; for where, he

could ask, are the blessings that were to be given along with right-

eousness? Where is "life"? Are not death and sin still present

realities?

Paul replies in chapters 5-8. In chapter 5 he endeavors to dem-

onstrate that eschatological life, though a matter of hope, is, never-

theless, in a certain manner already a present reality. Further, he

shows in 6:1-7:6 that even sin has lost its domination for the right-

wised. Then, after a digression (7:7-25) has discussed the signifi-

cance of the Law in the history of salvation, chapter 8 is the con-

clusion; it deals once more with freedom from sin (8:1-11) and

from death (8:12-39), pointing out again the peculiar double char-

acter of salvation: future and yet already present.

§ 30. Righteousness as God's Righteousness

1. The contrast between Paul and Judaism consists not merely

in his assertion of the present reality of righteousness, but also in a

much more decisive thesis—the one which concerns the condition to

which God's acquitting decision is tied. The Jew takes it for granted

that this condition is keeping the Law, the accomplishing of "works"

prescribed by the Law. In direct contrast to this view Paul's thesis

runs—to consider its negative aspect first: "tvithoitt works of the

Law." After the demonstration, Rom. 1:18-3:20, that Gentiles and

Jews are fallen under sin has ended with "No human being will be

justified ("rightwised") in his (God's) sight by works of the Law,"

the next verse enters like a new theme stating the thesis: "But now
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the righteousness of God has been manifested apart from law," and
after a short discussion v. 28 sums it up: "For we hold that a man is

justified ( rightwised ) by faith apart from works of law" (in which

by the context "by faith" certainly means "sola fide"—"by faith

alone"). For this thesis, chapter 4 offers the Scripture proof: Even
Abraham did not achieve his righteousness by his works. In the

arguments about the fate of the Jewish people (chapters 9-11) this

thought recurs at 9:31f.; 10:4-6; 11:6, particularly in the pithy sen-

tence 10:4: "For Christ is the end of the law, that every one who
has faith may be justified (rightwised)." The same assertion is

defended in Galatians against the Judaizers who want to combine

Christian faith with the acceptance of the Law (Gal. 2:16; 3:11, 21;

5:1); 2:21 in particular formulates the idea in utmost pointed form:

"for if justification ( rightwising ) were through the law, then Christ

died to no purpose." In his other letters, where Paul is not contend-

ing with Judaism and Judaizing Christians, such sentences are quite

naturally missing except for one example in Philippians (3:9: "not

having a righteousness of my own, based on law").

The negative aspect of Paul's thesis does not stand alone; a posi-

tive statement takes its place beside it: "by, or from, faith." Right

in the thematic sentences at Rom. l:16f. where the "gospel" is de-

scribed as "a power for salvation," the reason given for this descrip-

tion is: "For in it the righteousness of God is revealed through faith

for faith," in support of which Hab. 2:4 is cited as Scripture proof.

Accordingly, the negative sentence quoted above, Rom. 3:21, re-

ceives its positive complement in v. 22: "the righteousness of God
through faith in Jesus Christ for all who believe." Similarly, in v. 28

( see above ) "by faith" and "apart from works of the law" are brought

together, and the catch-word "faith" appears in w. 25 and 30. So

Abraham in chapter 4 is the Scripture proof both for "apart from

works of Law" and for "by faith" on the strength of Gen. 15:6. The
new discussion beginning at 5:1 starts with "Therefore, since we are

justified ( rightwised ) by faith . .
." and the catchword "faith" recurs

again in 9:30-32, 10:4^6 (here "righteousness based on law" and

"righteousness based on faith," both personified, are contrasted each

with the other) and 10:10. Once again Galatians contains the same

declarations (2:16; 3:6, 8, 11, 24; 5:5) and the same passage in

Philippians (3:9) contrasts "righteousness based on law" with

"righteousness from God that depends on faith."
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2. What does this antithesis of Paul's to the Jewish view signify?

Its full significance will emerge in our investigation of the structure

of the concept "faith" (§§ 35£F.). But for the time being one thing

is clear about it: "faith" is the absolute contrary of "boasting." The
announcement of the thesis "by faith, apart from the Law," Rom.
3:21-26, is followed by a question addressed to Paul's Jewish oppo-

nent: "Then what becomes of boasting? It is excluded. On what
principle? On the principle of works? No, but on the principle of

faith" (Rom. 3:27). "Boasting (in the Law)" is the fundamental

attitude of the Jew, the essence of his sin (Rom. 2:17, 23 and see

§23, 2), and the radical giving up of boasting is faith's attitude.

Thus, Paul can say of Abraham, who was rightwised not by his

works but by his faith, that he has no "boast" (4:2). Righteousness,

then, cannot be won by human effort, nor does any human accom-

plishment establish a claim to it; it is sheer gift.

This may also be expressed by naming "grace" (with or with-

out the specification "God's") as the basis of rightwising, "Right-

eousness through faith" (Rom. 3:22) has an equivalent in v, 24:

"justified (rightwised) by his grace as a gift," in which "as a gift"

further emphasizes the gift-character of righteousness already stated

in the term "grace." "Grace" and "gift" also appear in combination

in Rom. 5:15, 17: ".
. . how much more have the grace of God and

the free gift in the grace . . . abounded." "... how much more
will those who receive the abundance of grace and the free gift of

righteousness reign . .
." (cf. v. 21 and the synonymous term xdoia^ia

in V. 15f. and 6:23).

Therefore, "grace" like "faith" can be placed in direct antithesis

to "works of the Law." "You are not under law but under grace"

(Rom. 6:19), Paul reminds the rightwised. He speaks still more

pointedly in Gal. 5:4: "You are severed from Christ, you who would

be justified (rightwised) by the law; you have fallen away from

grace." Paul declares of himself on the contrary, "I do not nullify

the grace of God; for if justification (rightwising) were through the

law, then Christ died to no purpose" (Gal. 2:21). While a remnant

of the Jewish people has come to have faith, it did so "chosen by

grace. But if it is by grace, it is no longer on the basis of works;

otherwise, grace would no longer be grace" (Rom. ll:5f. ). In the

same way, "faith" and "grace" in conjunction are contrasted with

the Law in the compressed and somewhat tortuous train of thought,
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Rom. 4:14-16: verse 13 had established through scriptural proof that

Abraham and his posterity had received the promise thanks not to

the Law but thanks to his "faith-righteousness." Verse 14 then con-

tinues: "If it is the adherents of the law who are to be the heirs,

faith is null and the promise is void." The promise, Paul assumes,

makes sense only for "faith" ( = those who have faith ) ; under the

Law this promise cannot come to fulfilment, "for the law brings

wrath" (v. 15a). Then the thought turns from the negative to the

positive significance of the Law. For when v. 15b goes on to say:

"but where there is no law there is no transgression," this evidently

means the Law is also intended to bring about transgression, for it

is by doing just that that the Law confirms that the promise was
given to faith: "the reason why it (righteousness) depends upon
faith is: that it (righteousness) may depend upon grace" (v. 16,

see§27, 2, p. 265).

The paradox in "grace" is that it is precisely the transgressor, the

sinner, to whom it applies, just as God in Rom. 4:5 is He "who jus-

tifies (rightwises) the ungodly." Rom. 3:23f. also says it: "all have

sinned . . . they are justified (rightwised) by his grace as a gift,"

and so, especially, does Rom. 5:20: "Law came in to increase the

trespass; but where sin increased, grace abounded all the more."

Gal. 3:22, without explicitly mentioning "grace," says in substance

the same thing: "the scripture consigned all men to sin that what

was promised to faith in Jesus Christ might be given to those who
believe" (tr. ). Rom. 11:32 similarly: "For God consigned all men
to disobedience, that he may have mercy upon all."

The term eleog (mercy) used in Rom. 11:32 (here in verb-

form) in place of the term "grace," means substantially the

same thing, but more strongly emphasizes the eschatological

character of God's act ( when He rightwises ) .
" "EAeog ( or

rather lOn, which the LXX as a rule renders e'Aeog) had taken

on this eschatological emphasis in salvation-history ( see ThWB,
II 477, 4flF.; 478, 15ff.; 480, 8ff.). Paul speaks of God's "mercy"

(except in the benediction. Gal. 6:16) only in his reflections on

the history of salvation in Rom. 9-11, specifically 9:15-18 (after

Ex. 33:19); 9:23; 11:30-32 and 15:8f. (We are naturally not

concerned here with the passages that deal with his personal

experience of God's "grace" and "mercy"—I Cor. 15:10; II Cor.

12:9 and I Cor. 7:25; II Cor. 4:1, respectively). Only rarely
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does he speak of God's "Icindness" {xQy]ax6xr]:;, Rom. 2:4a, 11:22;

or xo)]ox6v, Rom. 2:4b). In the Psalms of Solomon the reverse

is true: "grace" does not occur, but (God's) "mercy" and "kind-

ness" are frequently met. In the deutero-Pauline literature,

"mercy" again becomes more frequent; here, too, "kindness"

appears only a few times (Eph. 2:7; Tit. 3:4).

One readily understands, then, that just as "righteousness by
faith" can designate the content of the gospel (see above, 1.), in

the same way the content and significance of the message and the

character of Christian existence can be denoted by the simple term

"grace." Paul urges the Corinthians "not to accept the grace of God
in vain" (II Cor. 6:1). To "nullify the grace of God" (Gal. 2:21) or

to "fall away from grace" (Gal. 5:4; see §32, 1) would mean to

forsake the saving way of faith—the Christian faith itself.

It may serve to consolidate what has been said up to this

point in § 30 if we pause to refute such a misinterpretation as

that advocated by W. Mundle
(
Der Glaubensbegriff des Paulus,

(1932), 99ff. ). Mundle denies that the rejection of "works" as

the condition for rightwising is to be understood to mean rejec-

tion of absolutely every accomplishment that can get or earn

something for the doer. He maintains that when Paul rejects

works, only the works demanded by the Mosaic Law are meant.

And if faith, which appropriates God's grace, is an act of obedi-

ence, then "there is always a certain measure of activity on
man's own part assumed in it." Against this interpretation must
be said 1. Mundle does not ask himself why it is, according to

Paul, that "works" do not rightwise. If the reason they do not

is that man must not have any boast before God (Rom. 3:27;

4:2), then the "works of the Law" on which Paul naturally con-

centrates in this discussion with the Jew, represent works in

general, any and all works as works-of-merit. 2. Paul explicitly

emphasizes the contrariety of "working" and a "gift" (or "act

of grace") and contrasts "grace" (or "gift") and "due (wage)"
(Rom. 4:4f. ); he therefore understands "work" in the funda-

mental sense—to earn claim to a reward. 3. Although according

to Paul, the man of faith also is required—but from an entirely

new point of view—to keep the Law (Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:14),

it is clear that the works of the Law not as to their content but

as to the manner of their fulfilment are meant. 4. Mundle over-

looks the parallelism between Paul's polemic against "one's own
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righteousness based on law" and his polemic against the

"Greeks" ( § 23, 2 ) . This parallelism shows that the former was
aimed not against the accomplishment of specific acts—viz.

those requii'ed by the Mosaic Law—but against the attitude of

that man who wants to pass muster before God on his own
strength. If Mundle protests that faith's act of obedience

"involves a certain measure of activity on man's own part," it

must be said that faith, as decision, is even preeminently the

deed of man; but Mundle overlooks the distinction between
"deed" and "work," with which the analysis of the term "faith"

will deal (§35).

"Righteousness," then, has its origin in Gods grace—i.e. in His

act of grace accomplished in Christ. "Grace" can mean simply to be

graciously disposed toward another. The extent to which "grace'

surpasses this meaning and means a deed or event—eschatological

in either case—will soon be discussed in greater detail
(
§ 32 ) . But it

is already apparent at this point that God in His grace acts as the

absolutely free God who has not been brought into debt by any

human claim and who acts, therefore, as "the gracious One" in a

radical sense. To the extent that a man wishes by his own accom-

plishment to have a boast before God, he brings divine grace to

naught for himself. The receipt of grace presupposes on the con-

trary that man be utterly brought to naught; it is just the sinner to

whose lot it falls. This meaning of grace is clearly corroborated by

the passages in which Paul speaks of the grace of God at work in his

own person, I Cor. 15:9f.: he, "the least of the apostles," the erst-

while persecutor of God's Church, says of himself: "by the grace of

God I am what I am, and his grace toward me was not in vain. On
the contrary, I worked harder than any of them, though it was not I

but the grace of God which is with me" that worked. Recall, further,

n Cor. 12:9, where Paul reports a word that the Lord had imparted

to him: "My grace is suJBBcient for you, for power is made perfect in

weakness" ( omitting "my" before "power" with Nestle )

.

God's grace, therefore, is not His kindliness and goodness which

cause Him to take man's weakness into account and, in view of his

endeavor toward the good, to excuse an occasional mistake, or even

many, to forgive small sins, or even great ones. On the contrary, that

endeavor is exactly what the grace of God repudiates—for in it is

just where man's sin of sins lurks, his arrogance, his fooling himself
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that he can Hve on his own. And however much this man may be

strugghng, fighting with himself, pleadingly looking for divine help

and redemption, even so the grace of God comes to him, not as ap-

proval of his striving and a prop for his failing strength, but as the

decisive question: Will you surrender, utterly surrender, to God's

dealing—will you know yourself to be a sinner before God?
3. The reason why "righteousness" is called "God's righteous-

ness" is just this: Its one and only foundation is God's grace—it is

God-given, God-adjudicated righteousness (Rom. 1:17; 3:21f., 26;

10:3). The meaning of this phrase (i.e. the classification of the geni-

tive as a genitive of the author) is unequivocally determined by
Rom. 10:3: "For, being ignorant of the righteousness that comes

from God, and seeking to establish their own, they ( the Jews ) did

not submit to Gods righteousness," and Phil. 3:9: "not having a

righteousness of my own, based on law, but that which is through

faith in Christ, the righteousness from God that depends on faith."

As "their own" or "my own" means the righteousness which man
exerts himself to achieve by fulfilling the "works of the Law," so

"God's righteousness" means the righteousness from God which is

conferred upon him as a gift by God's free grace alone.

In the New Testament, outside of Paul, the expression "right-

eousness of God" occurs at Jas. 1:20 and II Pet. 1:1. In the for-

mer of the two it means "what is right in God's eyes." This is

the meaning the rabbis gave to the "righteousness of Jahweh"
at Deut. 33:21 (though some interpreted it as an act of benefi-

cence such as Yahweh does). Here, then, the term is used in

the ethical sense, not in the forensic one. In the other passage,

the word is used in an indeterminate and formula-like fashion

in the salutation-formula: "To those who have obtained a faith

of equal standing with ours in the righteousness of our God and
Savior Jesus Christ." Here dikaiosyne appears to be the "dis-

tributive justice" which apportions to each his due, and the geni-

tives apparently are subjective genitives.

§ 31. Reconciliation

Another term can be substituted for the term "righteousness"

( or the cognate verb ) as the designation of the new situation which

God Himself has opened up to man: "reconciliation" (or the cog-

nate verb—xaTa^ayri and Y.axakl.ayr\\ay) . Examination of Paul's
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statements on "righteousness" and of those on "reconcihation" re-

sults in mutual corroboration. Since "we have peace with God"

(Rom. 5:1) means the same as if Paul had said "we are reconciled,"

and is a result of "being rightwised," then strictly speaking "recon-

ciliation" is a consequence of "righteousness." But in point of fact

"we have peace" only unfolds the meaning of "righteousness": "as

rightwised men we have peace with God." So in Rom. 5:9, "we are

rightwised" from v. 1 is picked up again and in w. lOf. is para-

phrased in the words, "For if while we were enemies we were recon-

ciled to God . .
." and "much more, now that we are reconciled . .

."

Just as "rightwising" is eflFected through Christ (Rom. 3:24), Christ

is he "through whom we have now received our reconciliation"

(5:11). The winning of the heathen world to the gospel can be

equally well described as "the reconciliation of the world" (11:15)

or by saying: "the Gentiles . . . have attained . . . righteousness"

(9:30). The gospel, through which the "righteousness of God" is

revealed (Rom. l:16f. ) is also called "the message of reconciliation"

(II Cor. 5:19), and the office of its proclaimer is called both "minis-

try of righteousness" (II Cor. 3:9 Bit.) and "ministry of reconcilia-

tion" (II Cor. 5:18). The man of faith "receives" reconciliation

(Rom. 5:11) as he "receives" righteousness (5:17).

The use of the word "reconciliation" makes clear that a complete

reversal of the relation between God and men has taken place.

Hitherto, men had been "enemies" of God (Rom. 5:10), which can

have either active meaning—"hostile" (Rom. 8:7), or passive—

"hated" (Rom. 5:10; 11:28); the connection between the two mean-

ings is indicated by Rom. 8:7f.: the latter is the consequence of the

former. The reversal of this relation takes place, as II Cor. 5:19 indi-

cates, by God's not counting men's sins against them; and this takes

place—quite as being "rightwised" does—not because of any human
deed or attitude, but on God's own initiative: "all this has its origin

in God who through Christ reconciled us to himself" (II Cor. 5:18).

We were reconciled with God "while we were (still) enemies"

(Rom. 5:10; cf. v. 6)! That is, the "reconciliation" precedes any

efiFort—indeed any knowledge—on man's part, and "reconciliation"

does not mean a subjective process within man but an objective fac-

tual situation brought about by God. All man can do is to "receive"

the reconciliation (Rom. 5:11); therefore, at the same time God set

up reconciliation He also set up the "ministry" or the "message" of
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reconciliation, and men are invited henceforth on their side to

accomphsh the subjective alteration in themselves: "be reconciled

to God" (II Cor. 5:20). The "word of reconciliation," then, is not

the conciliatory and reconciling word but the proclamation of the

already accomplished reconciliation, and "be reconciled" is the invi-

tation to faith. God's "reconciling" is His restoration of peace by no

longer letting His "wrath" ( § 32, 1 )
prevail. One might almost say

that in using the term "reconciliation" Paul's intention to show man's

radical dependence upon the grace of God is still more clearly ex-

pressed than when he uses the term "righteousness of God," for

while the latter means that without our doing anything we arrive at

"peace" with God (Rom. 5:1), the former means that before any

efiFort of man God made an end of enmity (Rom. 5:10). But in sub-

stance, of course, there is no difference: both "without us" and
"before us" intend to declare the absolute priority of God.

The old question, "How is God to be reconciled?" is wrongly
put. Naturally all pagan notions that men must do something
to reconcile (propitiate) God, are far from Paul's thought. It

never occurs to him at all that God needed to be reconciled; it

is men who receive the reconciliation which God has conferred

—not by removing their subjective resentment toward Him but

by removing the objective state of enmity which, in conse-

quence of sins, existed between Him and men.
It is noteworthy that Paul hardly ever speaks of the "for-

giveness of sins," which plays so large a role in the earliest

Christian preaching
( § 13, 1 ) and soon reappears in deutero-

Pauline literature (Col. 1:14; Eph. 1:7), though he does de-

scribe God the reconciler as "not counting their trespasses."

Only in the quotation from Ps. 32:1 do we encounter: "Blessed

are they whose iniquities are forgiven" (Rom. 4:7); and only in

Rom. 3:25 does he speak of God's "passing over former sins," a

phrase probably based on a traditional formula (§7, 3). His

avoidance of the term "forgiveness of sins" (which is connected

with his avoidance of the term "repentance," § 35, 1 ) is evi-

dently due to the fact that "forgiveness of sin" is insofar ambig-

uous as it seems to declare only release from the guilt con-

tracted by "former sins," whereas the important thing for Paul

is release from sinning, release from the power of sin ( § 38 )

.
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B. GRACE
§ 32. Grace as Event

1. God's "grace" is not a quality, not His timeless kindliness

(§30, 2), and what the gospel brings is not enlightenment as to

God's hitherto misunderstood nature as if till now He had been

wrongly conceived as wrathful and ought henceforth to be regarded

as gracious. On the contrary! Now, as then, "God's wrath" pours

out "against all ungodliness and wickedness of men" (Rom. 1:18).

Paul warns the unrepentant: "you are storing up wrath for yourself

on the day of wrath when God's righteous judgment will be re-

vealed" (Rom. 2:5; cf. 2:8). "To inflict wrath" belongs inherently

to God's "faithfulness," "truthfulness," and judicial "justice" (Rom.

3:3-6). God continues to be the Judge, and Christian faith in the

grace of God does not consist in the conviction that God's wrath

does not exist or that there is no threateningly impending judgment

(n Cor. 5:10), but in the conviction of being rescued from God's

wrath: "Since, therefore, we are now justified (rightwised) by his

blood, much more shall we be saved by him from the wrath of God"
(Rom. 5:9;IThess. 1:10; 5:9).

That misunderstanding, however, is based upon the false notion

that God's wrath is a quality, an emotion, wrathfulness—a notion

against which the ancient Church, under the influence of Stoic

thinking, though it had to defend God. In reality "wrath of God"

means an occurrence, viz. the judgment of God. God is He who
"inflicts wrath" (Rom. 3:5); when the "wrath of God" is said to be

"revealed" ( Rom. 1:18), that does not refer to a didactic communi-

cation about it but to its becoming effective ( § 29, 1 ) . When the

"wrath of God" is described ( Rom. 1 : 18-32 ) , it is shown to be iden-

tical with that which factually already takes place in the heathen

world: abandonment to the "lusts of their hearts" (v. 24), to "dis-

honorable passions" (v. 26), to a "base mind" (i.e. corrupted intent,

V. 28 ) . The "day of wrath" is "the day when God's righteous judg-

ment will be revealed," the future judgment day (Rom. 2:5),

"Wrath" as the verdict of condemnation has its counterpart in the

gift of "eternal life" (Rom. 2:7f.) or of "salvation" (I Thess. 5:9).

The "wrath" of Rom. 5:9 and I Thess. 1:10 is likewise the punish-

ment (soon) to take place. Though for the most part the future

judgment is meant {cf. in addition Rom. 9:22), Rom. 1:18-32 means
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the judgment that is constantly taking place; so does Rom. 13:4f.

where governmental authority is called "the servant of God to exe-

cute wrath (= punishment) on the wrong-doer" and the Christian

is exhorted to practice civil obedience not only "on account of wrath

(i.e. punishment)." "Wrath" without temporal limitation means

divine punishment: Rom. 4:15, "for the law brings wrath"; Rom.
12:19 probably has the same meaning: "leave it to the wrath (of

God)" (rather than KJ: "give place unto wrath").

The above observations yield two insights for the understanding

of "grace": 1. God's grace is not His hitherto unknown or miscon-

ceived graciousness, but is His now occurring act of grace. 2. This

act of grace does not, as it might seem, take the place of God's pre-

vious judgeship, but is His gracious dealing precisely as the Judge.

God's "wrath" continues to be at work and will soon take effect

decisively and definitively on the "day of wrath" (Rom. 2:5) as cer-

tainly as God is the Judge who is to be feared (Rom. 11:20; II Cor.

5:10f.; Phil. 2:12; see § 35, 4). The "grace of God" is the grace of

the judge who "rightwises" the guilty
( § 30, 2 )

.

2. The grace of God, as His judicial act of grace, can be still

more precisely defined: It is not a mode of dealing which God has

decided henceforth to adopt, but is a single deed which takes eflFect

for everyone who recognizes it as such and acknowledges it (in

faith ) —"grace" is God's eschatological deed.

When Rom. 3:24 says of "rightwised" men, "they are rightwised

by his (God's) grace as a gift," the word Scoosdv (gratis, without

price, in the manner of a gift) emphasizes the gift-character of

grace; grace itself is the act of grace which is described in the fol-

lowing words: "the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God
put forward as an expiation by his blood, to be received by faith."

That is, God's deed of grace consists in the fact that He gave Christ

up to die—to die as a propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of men. The
deed of God "who gave him (his Son) up for us all" (Rom. 8:32)

has its analogue in the "obedience" of the Son "who gave himself

for me" (Gal. 2:20) and was "obedient unto death" (Phil. 2:8).

Therefore, just this occurrence of Christ's obedience (which Paul

contrasts with Adam's "disobedience" or calls Christ's "act of right-

eousness" in contrast to Adam's "trespass," Rom. 5:15-21) can also

be regarded as the "deed of grace." As the occurrence of Adam's

fall brought death over mankind, so the occurrence of Christ's obe-
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dience brought life, and the latter occurrence constitutes "grace,"

which instead of the usual word (xaQig) can also be called xaoiofxa

(gift of grace) because it is for the benefit of men (Rom. 5:15f. ).

The divine deed of grace is, as such, a gift of grace—the gift which

is the event that takes place in Christ's obedience. Therefore Paul

can equate "the grace of God" and "the free gift in the grace of that

one man Jesus Christ" (Rom. 5:15) or speak of "the abundance of

grace and the free gift of righteousness . . . through the one man
Jesus Christ" (Rom. 5:17).

In one passage the thing emphasized may be that "grace" is the

deed of God or Christ, in another that it is the occurrence which is

bestowed upon men as a gift, in a third both emphases may meet,

but in every case the same deed, the identical occurrence is meant.

In II Cor. 6:1 when Paul urges the reader "not to accept the grace

of God in vain," what he means by "grace" is that deed of God (cf.

5:21) which is at the same time the deed of Christ (5:14f.: "he died

for all" ) ; but simultaneously "grace" here means the gift which man
must "accept" as in Paul's expression ( I Cor. 2:12) for God's saving

deed: "the gifts bestowed on us by God." In II Cor. 8:9 he reminds

his readers of the event of salvation as the deed of Christ: "For you

know the grace (i.e. gracious deed) of our Lord Jesus Christ, that

though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor" (in which,

of course, he has in mind all that is said in Phil. 2:6-8). And "God's

(deed of) grace" which he declares he does not "nullify" (Gal.

2:21) consists of just that deed of Christ described in the preceding

verse: "who loved me and gave himself for me."

Because this deed or occurrence is the decisive eschatological

event in which the time of salvation, "the acceptable time" ( II Cor.

6:1), has dawned, therefore grace may be spoken of as a personified

power which works against the power of sin and takes over its lost

command: "but where sin increased, grace abounded all the more,

so that, as sin (had) reigned in death, grace also might reign through

righteousness to eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord" (Rom.

5:20f. ). The meaning of "grace" approaches actual identity with

that of "spirit" ( see § 38, 2f . and cf. above § 14, 1 ) . That is the

reason that the new situation into which men of faith—they who
have received the Spirit (Gal. 4:6, etc. )—are put can also be called

"grace"; here "grace" means the territory of the divine deed's sway.

The Christian is called "to grace" (Gal. 1:6) and "stands" in it
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(Rom. 5:2); he must beware not to "fall out of grace" (Gal. 5:4).

Thus, Paul can address the Philippians as "partakers with me of

grace" (Phil. 1:7; i.e. my fellow-participants in grace—unless "grace"

is here used in a narrower sense, meaning the shared grace of suf-

fering bestowed upon both Paul and the Philippians. (C/. v. 29.)

Even where "grace" does not mean the eschatological occur-

rence, it still mean's God's gracious deed or dealing which man
experiences as a gift. Combined with "peace" ( = salvation!

)

in the greetings at the beginning or end of the epistles, "grace"

is that which God does and confers for salvation.

The apostle's oflBce committed to Paul as a gift—but also as

a commission to be fulfilled—can be called a "grace," i.e. a gift:

Rom. 1:5; 12:3; 15:15; I Cor. 3:10 (see RSV!); Gal. 2:9. Gal.

2:8 ("for he who worked through Peter . . . worked through me
also") shows how much the "grace" of the following verse de-

notes God's working through Paul; Rom. 15:18 ("For I will not

venture to speak of anything except what Christ has wrought
through me") is the same kind of commentary to Rom. 15:15.

The exercise of the Christian obligation to love is likewise a

"gift" of God, a "grace": II Cor. 8:1, 4, 6f., 19; and so, in the

end, is every manifestation of Christian living: I Cor. 1:4; II

Cor. 9:8 and 8:7. Special gifts given to individuals are called

charismata: Rom. 12:6; I Cor. 7:7. Charts is contained in both
the word and the idea; that this charts means the mighty work-
ing of God is abundantly attested by the synonymity of charis-

mata (gifts of grace) and pneumattka (spiritual gifts; see § 14,

1) and by the remark which refers to the latter: "it is the same
God who inspires (lit. effects) them all in every one" (I Cor.

12:6).

The following passages, especially, indicate that God's

"grace" is a power that determines the life of the individual:

I Cor. 15:10 ("by the grace of God I am what I am"), II Cor.

1:12; 12:9 ("My grace is suflRcient for you"). I Cor. 15:10 and
II Cor. 12:9 particularly show that "grace" and "power" (§ 14,

1 ) can be synonymous.

3. In the same way as Paul speaks of "grace" and with the same

meaning, he can speak of (God's or Christ's) agape (love); there-

fore, a consideration of his statements about agape confirms our

treatment of "grace." It may be that in agape the sentiment (of

love) is emphasized more than in the case of "grace"; but Paul
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speaks of agape as it reveals itself in a deed, agape at work, in

action. When he says in Rom. 5:8, "God shows his love for us in

that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us," agape certainly

has, as part of its meaning, the sentiment of love, but Paul speaks of

it only as God "shows" it—by letting Christ die for us. V. 5 must be

interpreted similarly: ".
. . because God's love (subjective genitive!)

has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit which has

been given us": through the Holy Spirit, God's deed of love, which

V. 6f. describes as being the deed of Christ, attains certainty and

effectiveness for us. The question of Rom. 8:35: "Who shall sepa-

rate us from the love of Christ?" refers in its word "love" to the

salvation-occurrence named in the preceding verse—the death and

resurrection of Christ. Christ is "he who loved us," and his "love"

consisted in giving himself up to death (Rom. 8:35; Gal. 2:20). And
the identity of God's deed with Christ's deed is expressed in Paul's

assurance that nothing will be able to separate us from "God's love

(i.e. deed of love) in Christ Jesus our Lord"—in other words, from

the salvation which God brought about through Christ (Rom. 8:39).

When n Cor. 5:14 says that we are "controlled" by the love of

Christ (subjective genitive!), this love is paraphrased in the next

clause as Christ's "dying for all." Here agape, like cJiaris, is also

represented as a personified power.

Like "grace," "love" also appears occasionally in formula-

like expressions, sometimes taking the place of "grace" ( II Cor.

13:11: "the God of love and peace will be with you"), some-
times combined with it (II Cor. 13:14: "the grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the love of God ... be with you all" ) . In such

cases, agape like charts means all that God has done or be-

stowed for salvation. The activity of the Holy Spirit for salva-

tion is termed "love" when Paul makes an appeal (Rom. 15:30)

"by our Lord Jesus Christ and by the love of the Spirit."

§ 33. Christ's Death and Resurrection as Salvation-occurrence

1. The deed of divine grace consists in the fact that God gave

Christ up to die on the cross ( § 32, 2 ) ; Christ is preached as "the

crucified" (I Cor. 1:23; 2:2; Gal. 3:1). Therefore, the gospel can be

called the "word of the cross" (I Cor. 1:18), a "stumbling-block"

(Gal. 5:11) to natural man, or a "stumbling-block and folly" (I Cor.
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1:23). The enemies of the gospel are "enemies of the cross of Christ"

(Phil. 3:18; cf. 1 Cor. 1:17; Gal. 6:12). But the death and the resur-

rection of Christ are bound together in the unity of one salvation-

occurrence: "he who died" is also "he who was raised up" (Rom.

8:34; II Cor. 5:15; 13:4), and it may also happen that Paul refers to

the resurrection alone without mentioning the cross (I Thess. 1:10;

I Cor. 6:14; II Cor. 4:14; Rom. 1:4; 8:11; 10:9) and terms God
accordingly "he who raised him from the dead" (see references in

§9, 4, p. 80f.)

The salvation-occurrence, then, includes the death and tlie resur-

rection of Jesus. Such was the tradition that Paul had received

(I Cor. 15:1-4), and such was the tradition that he passed on. He
is quoting or paraphrasing statements of tradition which were obvi-

ously more or less definitely formulated when he speaks of Jesus'

death (Rom. 3:24f.; §7, 3, p. 46) or his resurrection (Rom. 1:4;

10:9; §7, 3, p. 49; §9, 4, p. 80), or of both together (Rom. 4:25;

I Cor. 15: 3f.; § 7, 3, p. 46; § 9, 4, p. 82; § 7, 3, p. 44) also, of course,

when he speaks of baptism (Rom. 6:2-5, § 13, 1, p. 140f. ) or of the

Lord's Supper (I Cor. 11:23-26), the celebration of which "pro-

claims" Christ's death (§ 13, 2, p. 148). Strictly speaking, the incar-

nation is also a part of that one salvation-process; for he who gave

himself up to die is no other than the pre-existent Son of God ( Phil.

2:6£F.; II Cor. 8:9; Rom. 15:3; § 12, 3, p. 128f., p. 131). Yet the incar-

nation is never accorded a meaning independent from the cruci-

fixion; rather it and his death are bound together in Christ's total

deed (active and passive) in which his "obedience" took place

(Phil. 2:8; Rom. 5:19). It plays a separate role only in the hint

(I Cor. 2:8; § 15, 4c) that the demonic cosmic powers were deceived

by the redeemer's human disguise. However, this motif does not

belong to the actual proclamation, the "word of the cross," but

belongs in the area of a "wisdom" intended for the "perfect" (I Cor,

2:6 KJ).

Jesus' death-and-resurrection, then, is for Paul the decisive

thing about the person of Jesus and his life experience, indeed,

in the last analysis it is the sole thing of importance for him—
implicitly included are the incarnation and the earthly life of

Jesus as bare facts. That is, Paul is interested only in the fact

that Jesus became man and lived on earth. How he was born or

lived interests him only to the extent of knowing that Jesus was
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a definite, concrete man, a Jew, "being born in the likeness of

man and being found in human form" (Phil. 2:7), "born of

woman, born under the law" (Gal. 4:4). But beyond that,

Jesus' manner of life, his ministry, his personality, his character

play no role at all; neither does Jesus' message (§16). To Paul,

Jesus is not the teacher and prophet. It is true that as the

exalted Lord he is also the law-giver of the Church (I Cor.

7:10f., cf. V. 25, 9:14) and Paul accompanies his exhortations

with appeals to the authority of "the Lord" (I Thess. 4: If.; Rom.
15:30; I Cor. 1:10). But Paul is not thinking of the historical

Jesus here. Nor is he when he refers to Christ's example (Phil.

2:5ff.; II Cor. 8:9; Rom. 15:3); for in these cases he means the

pre-existent Christ, and his appeal to the "meekness and gentle-

ness of Christ" (II Cor. 10:1) is precisely an appeal to him who
"emptied himself," "humbled himself," "became poor," "did not

please himself."

It is self-evident that neither for Paul nor for the earliest

Jerusalem Church
( § 5, 3 ) did Jesus and his passion and death

appear in a heroic light like the heroes of the hero-cults. Like-

wise, every sort of pietistic-edifying absorption in a contempla-

tion of the passion is unknown to him; and when he says he has

"publicly portrayed" Christ as crucified "before the eyes" of the

Galatians (Gal. 3:1), he means nothing else than the preaching

of the "word of the cross" as the fact of salvation. By human
norms, the cross cannot be recognized as the fact of salvation,

but remains a "stumbling-block" and "folly." Any "evaluation"

of the historical person Jesus according to human categories

would be a kata sarka (flesh-wise) regarding of Christ and
hence would mean seeing him as a "kata sarka Christ"

(
§ 22, 3 )

.

2. It is clear that the salvation-occurrence, viz. Christ's death

and resurrection, is the deed of the prevenient grace of God; and

that the various expressions which describe this deed intend to

express its unprecedented nature and its might which so radically

transformed the human situation. It is an occurrence purely by

God's initiative; for man, pure gift; by accepting it he is released

from his perverse striving to achieve life or self-hood by his own
efforts—in which he does the very opposite—only to be given it as a

gift in the "righteousness of God."

The question now is how can this occurrence he recognized and

experienced by man as the deed of grace? For only then can it take

effect as a compelling and transforming power, when it can be
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understood as directed at man, reaching him, happening to him—
i.e. when the challenge to accept it as salvation-occurrence thrusts

him into genuine decision. So far as it is an event that God causes

to occur to the pre-existent son of God, it seems to take place in a

mythical sphere outside the realm of human experience.

Let it be granted that there is a difference between this and the

salvation-occurrences related by the myth of the mystery-religions

and by Gnosticism: Here the subject is an historical person, Jesus,

and his death on the cross only a few years earlier is at the center

of the salvation-occurrence. Still, how is one to recognize that this

death has such vast significance? Is it so important because a pre-

existent divine being died it? If so, then does not faith in the saving

significance of this death presuppose a previous faith that Jesus is

the incarnate son of God? And if faith in salvation by Jesus is only

made complete by faith in the resurrection, does that not also de-

mand a previous faith? For the resurrection, of course, simply can-

not be a visible fact in the realm of human history. When Paul is

pushed to do so by Gnosticizing objections to belief in any resur-

rection whatever, he does, I grant, think he can guarantee the resur-

rection of Christ as an objective fact by listing the witnesses who
had seen him risen (I Cor. 15:5-8, § 15, 2).* But is such a proof

convincing?

3a. In order to describe the significance of the salvation-occur-

rence, Paul uses a series of terms originating in a number of different

thought-complexes. One group is composed of the statements which

understand Jesus' death in terms of Jewish sacrificial practice—and

that also means in terms of the juristic thinking that dominated it-

regarding his death as a propitiatory sacrifice by which forgiveness

of sins is brought about; which is to say: by which the guilt con-

tracted by sins is canceled. Jesus' death is the "hilasterion in his

blood," the means of reconciliation efficacious through his blood, by

which God, to prove that He is a righteous judge, made possible the

"passing over of previously committed sins" (Rom. 3:25f. tr. ). The

same thought occurs tersely formulated in Rom. 5:9: "justified

(rightwised) now by his blood." The liturgy of the Lord's Supper

" It has been denied, I know, (by K. Barth) that the listing of the witnesses

has this meaning; the contention is that it only intends to guarantee the identity

of Paul's message with that of the earliest Jerusalem Church. Undoubtedly that

is one of its purposes (v. 11); nevertheless, its primary purpose is the one indi-

cated above.
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in I Cor, ll:24f. (§ 9, 4, p. 84) is likewise governed by the concep-

tion of Jesus' death as a propitiatory sacrifice merged with a concep-

tion of it as a covenant sacrifice. The propitiatory idea is also behind

the passages in which Jesus is described as he who died "for our

sins" (I Cor. 15:3; II Cor. 5:14) or simply died "for us" (Rom. 5:6,

8; 14:15; I Thess. 5:10; cf. I Cor. 1:13), or he who was "given up"

or "gave himself up" for us (Rom. 4:25; 8:32; Gal. 1:4; 2:20).

In all these cases, Paul is following a tradition which probably

originated in the earliest Church ( § 7, 3 ) and, at any rate, was wide-

spread in Hellenistic Christianity
( § 9, 4 ) ; Paul is in part quoting or

paraphrasing the crystallized formulations of this tradition (see

above under 1). At any rate, the above passages do not contain

Paul's characteristic view. Neither does the only once-suggested

thought (I Cor. 5:7) that Jesus' death is a passover-sacrifice, in

Jewish eyes a sin-removing sacrifice. The same is true of the cove-

nant-sacrifice idea that we find woven into the eucharistic liturgy

(I Cor. 11:25).

(b) Closely related to the idea of propitiatory sacrifice is that

of vicarious sacrifice, which likewise has its origin in the field of

cultic-juristic thinking (§7, 3). The same phrase {vkeq fjiicov) that

is translated "for us" can also express this idea, meaning now:

"instead of us," "in place of us." Thus: Gal. 3:13, "becoming a curse

in our stead" (tr. cf. Goodspeed); II Cor. 5:21: "he made him who
was unacquainted with sin to be sin in our stead" ( tr. §29, 2 ) . The
idea is probably also present in Rom. 8:3: "having sent his own son

(clad) in (our) self-same, sin-ruled flesh and (sent him) to take

sin's place, God (in condemning Christ to die) condemned (our)

sin (= Christ) in the flesh (he shared with us)" (tr. ). The ideas

of vicarious and propitiatory sacrifice merge in II Cor. 5:14f. V. 14b,

"therefore all have died," interprets the phrase in 14a etg vkeq

jtdvTtov ctJtE^avev (which could mean either "one died for the sake

of air or "one died taking the place of all" ) as having the vicarious

meaning: "one died in the place of all, therefore all have (vicari-

ously) died." But in v. 15 the vkeq in "he died vkeq all" means "for

the sake of"—contains, in other words, the propitiatory idea. But

still another conception of Christ's death plays a part here—the con-

ception, soon to be treated (see "e" below), that it was a cosmic

event, for within the conception of vicarious representation "all have

died" can only mean "all are regarded as dead," but by analogy with
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Rom. 6:3, 5 this certainly also means in the mind of Paul: "all are

dead."

(c) The vicarious death of Christ, according to Gal. 3:13, is the

means by which men are "redeemed' (ransomed)—redeemed, that

is, from the "curse of the Law"—and that evidently means from the

punishment imposed upon sin (which is here equated with trans-

gression of the Law). This view agrees with the statements con-

taining the propitiatory sacrifice idea in this: the sacrifice cancels

guilt or the punishment for guilt. Nevertheless, that is not the full

extent of the thought, for it is scarcely permissible to isolate Gal.

3:13 from 4:4f. What the latter passage names as the means to

"redemption is not Jesus' death, it is true; yet it does name his

humanity and his subjection to the Law—and in these his death is

involved. But here, according to the context, the resulting freedom

(here = "adoption as sons") is not considered to be freedom from

the punishment contracted by transgressing the Law, but freedom

from the Law itself. Into this same context one must probably bring,

finally. Gal. 1:4; here the purpose attributed to Christ's death is: "to

deliver us from the present evil age." The "present age" is subject

to the Law and because of that is subject to the power of sin and

death. Hence the freedom bought by Christ's death is not only

freedom from punishment but freedom from those "powers" (sin

and death) and thereby is freedom not only from the guilt of sin

but above all from sin as a power—i.e. freedom from the compulsion

to sin. This interpretation is confirmed by the statement in I Cor.

6:20 and 7:23: "you were bought with a price," which in the context

of 6:12-20 means: to freedom from sin; and in the context of 7:17-

24: to freedom from men—i.e. from the standards and evaluations

which prevail in this sin-dominated age.

For Paul, that takes care of the question to whom the Ti|xr|

(price or payment) earned by Christ's death was paid: It was
paid to those powers who lay claim to man who has fallen into

their grasp, primarily the Law. The expression is figurative, and
the mythological idea of a bargain with the Devil is far from
Paul's thought.

The essential thing, then, is that here the categories of cultic-

juristic thinking are broken through: Christ's death is not merely a

sacrifice which cancels the guilt of sin (i.e. the punishment con-
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tracted by sinning), but is also the means of release from the powers

of this age: Law, Sin, and Death.

(d) The question then arises how Christ's death can have such

an eflFect. It finds an answer in the statements in which Paul de-

scribes Christ's death in analogy with the death of a divinity of the

mystery religions. This view, too, which had attached itself to the

initiation-sacrament of baptism and which lay behind the sacrament

of the Lord's Supper (§ 13, 1 and 2, p. 140-142; 147f.), had already

come down to Paul out of tradition. But he gave it a new, more

comprehensive meaning. The original meaning is, as we have seen,

that participation in the fate of the mystery-divinity through bap-

tism and sacramental communion grants the mystes (initiate) par-

ticipation in both the dying and the reviving of the divinity; such

participation, that is, by leading the mystes into death delivers him

from death. One could have a good statement of this general con-

ception by altering the words of Rom. 6:10—and applying them both

to the god and to his initiate—to read: "The death he died he died

to death once for all." Only Paul says ".
. . he died to .sin . . ."! That

applies primarily to Christ, but for that very reason (v. 11) it also

applies to those who are baptized "into his death" (v. 3). To Paul,

release from death is simultaneously—no, primarily—release from

the power of sin. What is true of baptism is, of course, also true of

the Lord's Supper, even though Paul—following the traditional lit*

urgy—does not expressly say so, but only points out that the rite

"proclaims" Christ's death—i.e. both proclaims it and grants the

participants a share in Christ's death (I Cor. 11:26).

(e) But Paul expands the mystery idea. He does so by simulta-

neously interpreting Christ's death in the categories of the Gnostic

myth, regarding his death as unified with his incarnation and resur-

rection or exaltation. In so doing he is again following a tradition

that is to be inferred as having existed in Hellenistic Christianity

before him, inasmuch as he cites the Christ-hymn (Phil. 2:6-11) in

which that tradition had taken form
( § 15, 4c and d ) . The Gnostic

myth, in itself, contains only the notion of the Redeemer's coming

and going as his humiliation and exaltation, not necessarily implying

that his departure from the earth is caused by a violent death. It is

plausible to assume that that mystery-conception (d, above) readily

combined with the Gnostic myth in certain Gnostic groups organ-

ized as mystery-cults. In one such group, for example, the mystery-
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god Attis had coalesced with the Gnostic Redeemer-figure. At any

rate, such a combination is present in Paul.

Now, for the Gnostic view it is an essential presupposition that

men (or, rather, the Gnostics among men) together with the Re-

deemer constitute a unity. This unity is conceived in terms of sub-

stance: they and he belong to one soma (body). Just as the Re-

deemer himself is a cosmic figure and not really an individual person,

so is his soma a cosmic entity ( § 15, 1 and 4d, p. 166, 178 ) . What
happens to the Redeemer, or happened while he tarried in human
form on earth, happens to his whole soma—i.e. not to him alone but

to all who belong to that som^. So if he suflFered death, the same is

true of them (II Cor. 5:14). If he was raised from the dead, the

same is true of them (I Cor. 15:20-22). And just as his return to the

heavenly home as the "redeemed Redeemer" means his release from

the sinister powers that rule this world below, likewise they who are

bound up with him into one body share in this release or "redemp-

tion."

It is in this light that Paul sees baptism. According to I Cor.

12:13 it unites the baptized with Christ into one soma. By baptism

into his death we who have faith are "grown together" with him

(Rom. 6:5). That is why the believer's whole life is stamped by
Christ's death, but also by his resurrection. As Jesus' dying con-

tinues to occur in the apostle's body, so Jesus' life also lives in it

(II Cor. 4:7-12; cf. 1:5). But this is by no means true for the

apostle only, but for all believers, as Phil. 3:10f. shows. Here Paul

only takes himself as one example among the many when he de-

scribes the goal of faith to be "that I may know him and the power

of his resurrection and may share his sufiFerings, becoming like him

in his death, that if possible I may attain the resurrection from the

dead."

Christ's death and resurrection, accordingly, are cosmic occur-

rences, not incidents that took place once upon a time in the past.

By them the old aeon along with its powers has been basically

stripped of power. Its powers are already "destroyed" (xaxepyo^-

[lEvoi, I Cor. 2:6), even though the life of the believer is not yet

visible in the present but is hidden under the mask of death (II Cor.

4:7-12). For the present is only a short interval: "the time is short"

(I Cor. 7:29 KJ; perhaps more literally: "the allotted time has

shrunk together," tr. ) ... "for the form of this world ( = this world
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itself) is passing away" (I Cor. 7:31). Therefore, Paul can also tri-

umphantly say: "the old has passed away, behold the new has come"

(II Cor. 5:17). As the first Adam ushered in the old mankind, so

Christ, the "last Adam," ushered in the new. As the old, Adamitic

mankind received its stamp from the transitory, earthly first parent

who had brought sin and death into the world, so the new received

its stamp from Christ, who, through his obedience (in becoming

man and dying ) and his resurrection, brought life and freedom from

the annihilating powers (Rom. 5:12-19; I Cor. 15:21f., 44-49).

4. Clearly Paul found none of these thought-complexes and none

of their terminologies adequate to express his understanding of the

salvation-occurrence. Why did he not confine himself to presenting

the significance of Jesus' death in the categories of Jewish cultic and

juristic thinking? Because in them the meaning of the resiu-rection

had no chance to come into its rightful place. Why did he, rather,

also resort to the categories of the mysteries and the Gnostic myth?

He obviously did so because through them the salvation-occurrence

could be interpreted as happening actually to and for and in man.

But in regard to all his formulations must not the question be raised

whether the hearer of such a message must not have a preliminary

conviction that Jesus Christ is by nature the pre-existent Son of God,

that he became man and rose from the dead, if he is to believe in the

saving significance of these events—especially in the saving signifi-

cance of the sole objectively tangible fact: his death? What justifi-

cation is there for demanding such a preliminary faith to serve as

the necessary basis for actual salvation-faith?

If, simply copying, one reproduces the statements of Paul, it

becomes evident, therefore, that, in reality, two acts of faith or

belief and consequently also two concepts of faith-belief must be

distinguished. The first is belief ( in the narrower popular use of the

English word): willingness to consider true (= believe) the facts

reported of the pre-existent Son of God—incarnation, crucifixion,

resurrection from the dead—and to see in them a demonstration of

the grace of God. The second is a faith which is self-surrender to

the grace of God and which signifies the utter reversal of a man's

previous understanding of himself—specifically, the radical surren-

der of his human "boasting."

A homogeneous concept of faith-belief and a single decisive act

of faith-belief would be detectable only if the decision-question
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whether a man is wilhng to give up his old understanding of himself

and henceforth understand himself only from the grace of God and

the question whether he will acknowledge Jesus Christ as the Son

of God and Lord should turn out to be one and the same question.

That is just what they evidently are in the real intention of Paul.

5. At any rate, one thing is clear: Paul can speak of Christ as

"the Son of God who loved me and gave himself up for me" only as

the Paul who has waived his own righteousness and given up his self

(his eyco) to die (Gal. 2:19f.; Phil. 3:4-11). He knows of that Christ

only by knowing himself anew in the same act of recognition. From
the outset, Paul, the "zealot" for the "traditions of the fathers" ( Gal.

1:14), understood the proclamation of Christ the Son of God and

Lord when it reached him as the demand that he give up his former

sort of "zeal for God" (Rom. 10:2; § 16). It was as such a demand

that he passed on the proclamation of Christ, not as "wisdom-dis-

course" (aoqpia Aoyov, I Cor. 1 : 17 ) —instruction like that of the mys-

teries concerning mythical events and metaphysical entities—but as

the "word of the cross," which to natural man is a "scandal" and

"folly": "so that no human being might boast in the presence of God"

(I Cor. 1:18-31) and as the "word of reconciliation" (II Cor. 5:18-

6:2 KJ), face to face with which there can be no "boasting over

externals" (II Cor. 5:12, tr.).

It accords with the above that in Romans, where Paul is con-

nectedly presenting the main ideas of his message to a hitherto

unknown congregation in order to legitimate himself as a genuine

apostle, he—unlike the Hermetic tractates with their initial cosmo-

logical teachings—does not first present the salvation-occurrence, the

' credibility of which would first have to be acknowledged. Instead

he begins by exposing the plight of mankind, so that then the procla-

mation of God's salvation-deed becomes a decision-question. In

, keeping with this is the train of thought in Rom. 7:7-8:11: after

man-under-the-Law has been made to see his situation under it as

that of the "miserable wretch" groaning for deliverance from the

I "body of death," he can then see the salvation-occurrence as salva-

;
tion-bringing.

But if it is true that the proclamation of the salvation-occurrence

i

is not a preparatory instruction which precedes the actual demand
' for faith, but is, in itself, the call for faith or the challenge to give up

one's previous self-understanding or the cry, "Be reconciled to God!"
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—if that is so, then that means that the salvation-occurrence is no-

where present except in the proclaiming, accosting, demanding, and

promising word of preaching. A merely "reminiscent" historical

account referring to what happened in the past cannot make the

salvation-occurrence visible. It means that the salvation-occurrence

continues to take place in the proclamation of the word. The salva-

tion-occurrence is eschatological occurrence just in this fact, that

it does not become a fact of the past but constantly takes place anew
in the present. It is present not in the after-effect of a significant fact

of world-history but in the proclamation of the word, which, unlike

world events, does not get absorbed into the evolution of the human
mind. Paul expresses this by saying that at the same time that God
instituted reconciliation He also instituted the "ministry of recon-

ciliation" which is the "message (lit. "word," KJ) of reconciliation"

(II Cor. 5:18f. ). Consequently, in the proclamation Christ himself,

indeed God Himself, encounters the hearer, and the "Now" in which

the preached word sounds forth is the "Now" of the eschatological

occurrence itself (II Cor. 6:2).

Here, then, the question asked above (2, p. 294) finds its answer:

How can the salvation-occurrence be understood as an occurrence

directed at man, reaching him, and happening to him? It takes place

in the word, which accosts the hearer and compels him to decide for

or against it. Moreover, this answer transposes the salvation-occur-

rence, which in the Gnostic myth remained in the dimension of

cosmic-natural occurrence, into the dimension of genuine occur-

rence in man's actual life. The union of believers into one soma with

Christ now has its basis not in their sharing the same supernatural

substance, but in the fact that in the word of proclamation Christ's

death-and-resurrection becomes a possibility of existence in regard

to which a decision must be made, and in the fact that faith seizes

this possibility and appropriates it as the power that determines the

existence of the man of faith.

The transformation which the Gnostic categories have to

undergo comes to light in Rom. 5:12-19. Since in mankind after

Adam there was no choice but to be like Adam fallen under the

power of sin and death, the logical consequence would be that

after Christ, the second Adam, there is also no choice but to be
like him under the power of "obedience" and "life." In point of

fact, however, after Christ the necessity to decide between the
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two possibilities exists—and the reservation "those who receive"

(v. 17) in the Christ-aeon has and can have no correlative limi-

tation in the Adam-aeon (for the participle Xa[x(3dvovTeg implies

a condition: if, or so far as, they receive). Likewise, in consist-

ent logic the meaning of I Cor. 15:22, "For as in Adam all die,

so also in Christ shall all be made alive," would have to be: all

men will be made alive by (in) Christ. But in point of fact the

meaning is: All receive the possibility of being made alive; but

only for them "that are Christ's" ( v. 23 KJ ) will the possibility

be realized.

6a. Also answered, then, is the question by what sign the cross

of Christ is recognizable as salvation-event. Not by preparatory

instruction concerning the Crucified. He cannot first be recognized

in his divine quality in order that one may then advance to faith in

the significance of the cross—for that would rob the "word of the

cross" of its scandal-and-folly character. It gets that character by

the fact that a crucified one is proclaimed as Lord; and only in the

fact that this proclamation occurs is the cross recognizable as salva-

tion-event. But that means such recognition takes place only as

acknowledgment. This is the decision-question which the "word of

the cross" thrusts upon the hearer: whether he will acknowledge

that God has made a crucified one Lord; whether he will thereby

acknowledge the demand to take up the cross by the surrender of

his previous understanding of himself, making the cross the deter-

mining power of his life, letting himself be crucified with Christ

(I Cor. 1:18-31; Gal. 6:14; cf. 5:24). The fact that this acknowledg-

ment does take place demonstrates that Christ's death is a "cosmic"

event; i.e. that it may no longer be considered as just the historical

event of Jesus' crucifixion on Golgotha. For God made this event

the eschatological occurrence, so that, lifted out of all temporal lim-

itation, it continues to take place in any present moment, both in the

proclaiming word and in the sacraments ( § 34, 3 ) . The apostle

bears about in his body the dying of Jesus and is stamped with the

"stigmata of Jesus" (II Cor. 4:10f.; Gal. 6:17); the sufferings of

Christ overflow abundantly upon him (II. Cor. 1:5).* But it is not

only in the proclamation that the cross thus becomes present; it also

• A disciple of Paul so formulated this thought as to let the apostle say

(Col. 1:24) he is completing through his own sufferings for the Church what is

stiU lacking in the sufferings of Christ.
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does so in all those who let it become the determining power of their

lives, those who are united with Christ into one soma.

(b) To the extent that the statements about Christ's pre-exist-

ence and incarnation are of mythological nature, they neither have

the character of direct challenge nor are they expressions of the

faith that is surrender of "boasting." Yet in context within the proc-

lamation they express a decisive fact: The origin and significance

of Jesus' person and his fate are not within earthly occurrence,

but God was acting in them and this action of His took place "when
the fulness of time was come" (Gal. 4:4). That is, that it is the

eschatological deed of God—a deed, furthermore, for the salvation

of men, for whose sake He delivered Christ up (Rom. 8:32). The
fact of Christ's pre-existence, so understood, does not make faith in

the Crucified easier ( as if the assertion of the cross's salvation-signifi-

cance would be credible, once it were recognized that it was pre-

cisely the pre-existent Son of God who died on the cross ) but itself

becomes a "scandalous" and "foolish" matter of faith at one with the
i

"word of the cross."

As to the assertion that Christ's incarnation is also his own deed

of obedience and love (Phil. 2:8; Gal. 2:20; Rom. 8:35, 39), it must

first be admitted that the "obedience" and "love" of the pre-existent
|

Son are not visible data and cannot be experienced as directly -

aimed at the man who is challenged to believe. However, they are

indirectly experienced in the fact that Christ is present in the

"ministry" of the proclaimer. As he by his incarnation became a

"servant to the circumcised" (Rom. 15:8), so the proclaimers are

"servants of a new covenant" (H Cor. 3:6), "servants of God"
(n Cor. 6:4) or "of Christ" (II Cor. 11:23; cf. I Cor. 3:5), "slaves"

or "servants" of Christ (Rom. 1:1; Gal. 1:10; Phil. 1:1; I Cor. 4:1)

and thereby are "servants" (SoDAoi) of men" (II Cor. 4:5; I Cor.

9:19), in whom he who "took the form of a servant (bovKoc,)" (Phil.

2:7) is actively present. What is true of the pre-existent Son—he
"did not please himself" but took all reproach upon himself (Rom.

15:3)—is also true of the apostle: "I please all in all things" (I Cor.

10:33), and he, too, travels his way through reproach and shame
(I Cor. 4:9-13; II Cor. 6:8f.). As Christ gave himself up to die in

order to obtain life for men, so death is at work in the apostle in

order that life may be at work in the hearers of his preaching

(II Cor. 4:12); the "love of Christ" (Rom. 8:35) dominates the
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apostle (II Cor. 5 : 14—subjective genitive!). Hence he can exhort

men not only to imitate Christ (Phil. 2:5; Rom. 15:3; II Cor. 8:9)

but, as the representative of Christ to his hearers (II Cor. 5:20), he

can even urge them: "he imitators of me" (I Cor. 4:16; cf. Gal. 4:12;

Phil. 3:17; 4:9) and may add as motivation for such exhortation:

"as I am of Christ" (I Cor. 11:1; cf. I Thess. 1:6).

Therefore, the incarnation of the pre-existent Son also has

"cosmic" dimension—i.e. in reality, historic dimension (a locus in

the actual living of men, which is true "history"). The incarnation

is present and active in the Christian proclamation. Differently for-

mulated: There exists a divinely authorized proclamation of the

prevenient grace and love of God; this is the fact that finds mytho-

logical expression in what is said of the pre-existence of Christ.

What the hearer aflfirms when he believes the pre-existence of Christ

is that what has encountered him is the word of God.

Even the role of mediator in the creation of the world is attributed

to the pre-existent Christ ("through whom are all things," I Cor. 8:6

= through whom the universe exists; see § 12, 3, p. 132). But the

next phrase ("and we through him"—supply: are what we are: men
under grace ) intimately binds this role with his role as mediator of

salvation. This intimate connection by itself indicates that the cos-

mological and soteriological roles are to be understood in unity with

each other. That is, what is said of the pre-existent Christ as the

mediator of creation expresses the faith that creation and redemp-

tion constitute a unity : The love of God which encounters the hearer

in the word of proclamation originated before all time.

(c) Nothing preceding the faith which acknowledges the risen

Christ can give insight into the reality of Christ's resurrection. The

resurrection cannot—in spite of I Cor. 15:3-8—be demonstrated or

made plausible as an objectively ascertainable fact on the basis of

which one could believe. But insofar as it or the risen Christ is pres-

ent in the proclaiming word, it can be believed—and only so can it

be believed. Belief in the resurrection and the faith that Christ

himself, yes God Himself, speaks in the proclaimed word (II Cor.

5:20) are identical. For in the proclamation Christ is not in the

same way present as a great historical person is present in his work

and its historical after-effects. For what is here involved is not an

influence that takes effect in the history of the human mind; what

does take place is that a historical person and his fate are raised to
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the rank of the eschatological event. The word which makes this

proclamation is itself a part of this event; and this word, in contrast

to all other historical tradition, accosts the hearer as personal chal-

lenge. If he heeds it as the word spoken to him, adjudicating to him
death and thereby life, then he believes in the risen Christ.

Any counter-questioning as to the proclamation's right to its

claim means that it is already rejected. Such questioning must be

transformed into the question which the questioner has to ask him-

self—whether he is willing to acknowledge the Lord-ship of Christ

which is putting this decision-question to his self-understanding.

The meaning of Jesus' resurrection is not that he is translated into

the beyond, but that he is exalted to the status of Lord (Phil. 2:11),

which status he has until he gives it back to the Father (I Cor.

15:24). That is, he has it now—the now that is made Now by the

now-sounding proclamation. At his command, the proclamation is

being made (Rom. 10:17). The apostles are his "ministers," "slaves,"

and "servants" (see above). In them he is speaking (II Cor. 5:20;

13:3) and through them he is working (Rom. 15:18). When the

apostle comes, it is "with the fulness of Christ's blessing" (Rom.

15:29) that he comes. It is as the risen Christ that Christ is present

in the apostle; for in bearing about in his body the dying of Jesus,

Paul is manifesting in his body the life of Jesus (II Cor. 4:10f. );

through the apostle, Christ is demonstrating his power to the

hearers: "For as he was crucified out of weakness but lives out of

the power of God, so we, too, are weak through him but we shall

live out of the power of God toward you" (II Cor. 13:4 Bit.)—i.e.

the risen Christ himself encounters the hearer in the apostle.

§ 34. The Word, the Church, the Sacraments

1. The salvation-occurrence is the eschatological occurrence

which puts to end the old aeon. Though Paul still expects the end

of the old world to come as a cosmic drama that will unfold with

the imminent parousia of Christ (I Thess, 4:16; I Cor. 15:23, 51f.,

etc. ) , that can only be the completion and confirmation of the escha-

tological occurrence that has now already begun. For with the

sending of Christ "when the fulness of time was come" (Gal. 4:4)

it decisively began, so that it can already be said now: "the old has

passed away, behold, the new has come" (II Cor. 5:17). Eschato-
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logical "righteousness" and "adoption" are already present realities

(§29); the Spirit, that "first-fruit" (Rom. 8:23) or "guarantee" of

the coming consummation (II Co. 1:22; 5:5), has already been

given to the Church (Gal. 4:6; Rom. 8:15). Though Paul describes

the present actuality of the new Life in Gnostic terminology ( § 33,

3a), he nevertheless has lifted the present eschatological occurrence

out of the dimension of cosmic occurrence into that of historic

( § 33, 5 ) by regarding it as taking place in the preaching of the

word which proclaims Jesus as the crucified and risen Lord. In this

proclamation the judgment already is taking place, for it spreads

abroad death for refusal of faith and life for faith (II Cor. 2:15f. ).

Paul has historized the Jewish apocalyptic speculation of an inter-

mediate messianic reign preceding the new aeon by conceiving the

time of the Messiah's reign as the time between Christ's resurrection

and parousia—i.e. as the Now in which the proclamation is sounding

forth (I Cor. 15:23-28).

In the "word," then, the salvation-occurrence is present ( § 33, 5 )

.

For the proclaimed word is neither an enlightening Weltanschau-

ung flowing out in general truths, nor a merely historical account

which, like a reporter's story, reminds a public of important but

by-gone facts. Rather, it is kerygma—herald's service—in the literal

sense—authorized, plenipotent proclamation, edict from a sovereign.

Its promulgation requires authorized messengers, "heralds," "apos-

tles" (= sent men) (Rom. 10:13-17). So it is, by nature, personal

address which accosts each individual, throwing the person himself

into question by rendering his self-understanding problematic, and

demanding a decision of him.

If the salvation-occurrence is present in the proclamation, then

the latter belongs to the former as a part of it; as "ministry" or

"word" of "reconciliation" (II Cor. 5:18f.; § 33, 5) it was instituted

at the same time. In it, therefore, the eschatological occurrence is

taking place; the eschatological "acceptable time," the "day of sal-

vation" foretold by Is. 49:8, is present reality in the Now in which

the word encounters the hearer (II Cor. 6:2; § 33, 5).

Then the proclaimer, the apostle, who represents Christ and God
to his hearers (II Cor. 5:20; §33, 6a and b), whose word is God's

word (I Thess. 2:13), belongs to the eschatological occurrence. He
spreads abroad the "fragrance of the knowledge of him (God)"

(II Cor. 2:14); and if, through his preaching, God causes the "light
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of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ" to flare

up, then He who once said, "Let light shine out of darkness," is

thereby now accomplishing His new creation (H Cor. 4:6). There-

fore the apostle must lay claim to the obedience of his congregations

(n Cor. 2:9; 7:15; Phil. 2:12; Phlm. 21) exposing himself to being

misunderstood as a tyrant over the believers (II Cor. 1:24), whereas,

being himself a believer, he is under the same Lord as they, and,

proclaiming him, makes himself the "slave" of the men to whom he

preaches (II Cor. 4:5; I Cor. 9:19-23). Nevertheless, in the function

of apostle he must demand that the congregation's "obedience to

Christ" prove itself in obedience to him (II Cor. 10:5f. ).

2. The preached word calls and gathers men into the ecclesia,

the Church, the Congregation of those who are "called" and "saints"

(§ 10, 3). It is the eschatological Congregation, and hence its exist-

ing belongs to the eschatological salvation-occurrence. As it was

called into existence by the proclaimed word, its existence in turn is

the foundation of preaching. Only in the ecclesia is there authorized

preaching; the "ministry of reconciliation" is the "ministry of a new
covenant" (II Cor. 3:6fiF. )—i.e. apostolic preaching stands from the

outset within the frame of the salvation-history of the People of

God. The apostles, to whose missionary work the separate congre-

gations owe their origin, are, nevertheless, themselves within the

Congregation (I Cor. 12:28). If Paul could not be assured that his

work has the approval of the Jerusalem Church—the original Con-

gregation—he would have to believe he "had run in vain" (Gal. 2:2).

The fact that ecclesia sometimes means the total Church, some-

times the local congregation (§10, 1), reflects the peculiar double

character of the eschatological Congregation. On the one hand, it is

no phenomenon of the world but belongs to the new aeon; on the

other hand, this eschatological Congregation, which as such is invis-

ible, takes visible form in the individual congregations within the

world. The ecclesia is just as ambiguous a phenomenon as the cross

of Christ: visible as a worldly fact, invisible—yet to the eye of faith

also visible—as a thing of the world to come.

The eschatological Congregation takes its purest form from time

to time in the cultic gathering in which Christ is confessed as Lord

(I Cor. 12:3; Phil. 2:11). In their "assembling as a congregation"

(I Cor. 11:18) he is present and demonstrates his presence by the

working of the Spirit in the various "spiritual gifts" (I Cor. 14).
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Indeed, God himself, who "inspires them all (the gifts) in every

one" (I Cor. 12:6), is present; and the outsider present as a guest

when struck by the prophetic word has to confess: "truly God is

among you" (I Cor. 14:25 tr.).

The eschatological holiness which takes form in the cultic gath-

ering determines the structure of the Congregation and its life in

general. Since the Congregation is withdrawn from the world, this

world's distinctions have lost their meaning. Hence:

"There is neither Jew nor Greek,

there is neither slave nor free,

there is neither male nor female;

for you are all one in Christ Jesus."

(Gal. 3:28; cf. I Cor. 12:13)

The indifference of worldly distinctions also emerges in the admo-

nition: "let each one remain in the state in which the call of God
encountered him" (I Cor. 7:17-24 Bit. )—i.e. the negation of worldly

differentiations does not mean a sociological program within this

world; rather, it is an eschatological occurrence which takes place

only within the eschatological Congregation.

From the surrounding world, the "outsiders" (I Cor. 5:12f.;

I Thess. 4:12), the "unrighteous" (I Cor. 6:1), the Congregation is

set apart as the temple of God (I Cor. 3:16f. ), the Congregation of

the "saints." Believers are to be "children of God without blemish

in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation" and are to "shine

as lights in the world" (Phil. 2:15). The Christian, it is taken for

granted, does not take part in heathen worship (I Cor. 10:1-22;

§ 10, 3). Neither is he to go to law in the heathen courts (I Cor.

6:1-8), though he is expected conscientiously to fulfill his duties

toward governmental authority (Rom. 13:1-7). It is not as if all

intercourse with "unbelievers" were to be cut off, however (I Cor.

5:9f.; 10:27). Still, it is not only in its cultic gathering that the

eschatological Congregation makes its appearance. From it as a

center there develops a secular faith-determined community of

living in which there is mutual obligation and mutual service:

"assistances" and "administrations," the functions of "presiding"

(:iooioTao{)ai), "laboring" (xomav), and "ministering" (ftiaxovelv)

in various forms (I Cor. 12:28; 16:15f.; Rom. 12:7f.; I Thess. 5:12).

As official representatives of a Congregation episkopoi and diakonoi
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("administrators" and "assistants" rather than "bishops" and "dea-

cons") appear for the first time in Phil. 1:1. I Cor. 6: Iff. also pre-

pares the way for the development of a Christian court of arbi-

tration.

Paul may designate the eschatological character of the Church
in keeping with the general Christian view in terms of the Old Testa-

ment history of salvation. He does so when he connects it with the

"new covenant" (II Cor. 3:6ff.; I Cor. 11:25) or calls it "the Israel

of God" (Gal. 6:16), or speaks of Abraham as the father of those

who have faith (§ 10, 2). Such designations characterize the Church

as the end and goal of the history of salvation; in the Church all

promises find their fulfilment (Rom. 15:4; I Cor. 10:11; cf. 9:10).

But Paul may also express the supramundane, eschatological charac-

ter of the Church in Gnostic terminology. He is doing so when he

calls it the "body of Christ" (I Cor. 12:27) or "one body in Christ"

(Rom. 12:5; § 15, 4e). These terms express both the unity of the

Church and the foundation of this unity in an origin transcendent to

the will and deed of individuals and hence express its transcenden-

tal nature. The ecclesia is not a club in which like-minded indi-

viduals have banded together, though seen from without it may
seem so; it is not a conglomeration of the Spirit-endowed, each of

whom has and enjoys his private relationship to Christ. It is just this

misconception, which has emerged in Corinth, that Paul combats in

I Cor. 12:12-30. In doing so, he secondarily designates the Church

as an organism {soma), using this metaphor from the classic Greek

tradition, which in the latter means an organically developed and

compact community. But he uses that association only secondarily

(v. 14-26). Primarily he is describing the Church as the "body of

Christ." His guiding thought is not that the several members of

the body, being various, constitute the whole and therefore, in their

variety, are equally important for the body. His main thought is,

rather, that the members are equal because they belong to Christ,

and therefore their differences are unimportant (v. 12f. ). It is not

the members that constitute the body but Christ (Rom. 12:5 implies

the same). Christ is there, not through and in the members, but

before they are there and above them. Thus, the body of Christ is,

to speak Gnostically, a cosmic thing; however, Paul's Gnostic ter-

minology serves to express the comprehensive historic complex,

instituted by the salvation-occurrence, into which the individual is
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placed (§33, 5). But it is quite natural that cosmological specula-

tions about the ecclesia soon arise in connection with the term "body

of Christ" (§10, 1; §15, 4e).

3. The individual is taken into the "body of Christ" by the sacra-

ment of baptism; "for by one Spirit we were all baptized into one

body" (I Cor. 12:13). Or it may be said instead, simply: "into

Christ" (Gal. 3:27; II Cor. 1:21) with the result that now Christian

existence can be called existence "in Christ": "for you are all one in

Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28). To belong to the Christian Church is to

be "in Christ" or "in the Lord" (Rom. 16:7, 11; I Cor. 1:30), and

Christian congregations may also be called congregations "in

Christ" (Gal. 1:22; I Thess. 2:14). "In Christ," far from being a

formula for mystic union, is primarily an ecclesiological formula. It

means the state of having been articulated into the "body of Christ"

by baptism, although baptism need not be directly implied in every

instance (such as Rom. 8:1; II Cor, 5:17; Gal. 2:17). It must also

be noted that from this basic meaning the formula took on an exten-

sion of meaning: It often expresses in a quite general way the state

of being determined by Christ whereby it supplies the lack of the

not yet coined adjective "Christian" or a corresponding adverb.

Since the Church, into which baptism incorporates the member, is

the eschatological Congregation, the formula "in Christ" has not

only ecclesiological but at the same time eschatological meaning:

"if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation" (II Cor. 5:17). Simi-

larly, the fact that "in Christ" can interchange with "in the Spirit"

also indicates the eschatological meaning of "in Christ" (Rom. 8:9;

14:17). But since the Spirit is conferred by baptism (I Cor. 12:13;

II Cor. 1:22; § 13, 1, p. 138), "in the Spirit" can also be regarded

vice versa as an ecclesiological formula, though it, like the other,

also underwent an extension of meaning.

But what is the relation between incorporation into the Church

by the sacrament of baptism, and the dynamic process in which the

salvation-occurrence continues itself through the proclaimed word

( § 33, 5 and 6 ) ? If baptism grants participation in the death and

resurrection of Jesus, does it do so in another way than the word

proclaimed and heard in faith? Paul found baptism already con-

ceived before his time as a sacrament of the mystery religions and

strove so to interpret it as purification from sin as to see in it the

founding of a new ethical life (§ 13, 1, p. 140). To be sure, it is
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scarcely permissible to say that he completely freed himself of the

mystery-conception of sacrament as having a magical efiFect; for he

leaves vicarious baptism, which rests upon such a conception, at

least uncontested (I Cor. 15:29) and also shows himself influenced

by it in his view of the Lord's Supper (see below). Nevertheless, he

by no means unconditionally attributes magic influence to baptism,

as if receiving it guaranteed salvation. As the desert-generation of

Israel, which once had received prototypes of the Christian sacra-

ments, was not thereby preserved from destruction, so baptized

Christians must be warned: "Therefore let any one who thinks that

he stands take heed lest he fall" (I Cor. 10:1-12). When Paul

emphatically says, "For Christ did not send me to baptize but to

preach the gospel" ( I Cor, 1 : 17 ) , baptism obviously plays a subordi-

nate role to the word. The baptizer does not have the character of

priest as in the mysteries, and the act of baptizing does not, as was

often the case in them, establish some mysterious relationship be-

tween the baptizer and the baptized.

Nevertheless, baptism is an objective occurrence which happens

to the baptized, not simply a symbol for a subjective process within

him. Whatever inward experiences the one being baptized may
have, Paul does not reflect about them. As an event occurring objec-

tively to the baptized, baptism certifies to him participation in the

salvation-occurrence, the death and resurrection of Jesus. It, then,

makes the salvation-occurrence present for him just as the proclaim-

ing word also does, only this time with special reference to him, the

one being baptized, as valid for him. But the appropriation on his

part is the same as the appropriation of the salvation-occurrence

when it comes through the preached word. For if, as can scarcely

be doubted, Rom. 10:9 is a reference to the confession made at

baptism—"if you confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe

in your heart that God raised him from the dead"—then baptism on

the part of him who is being baptized is an act of faith confessing

itself. And as acceptance of the word in faith is the acknowledg-

ment of the Lord who is speaking in it, so baptism also brings a man
under the domination of the Lord. To be "in Christ" is also to be

"of Christ"—i.e. to belong to Christ as one's Lord (cf. Gal. 3:29 with

3:27f.; 5:24; II Cor. 10:7; Rom. 8:9; 14:8). As the acceptance of the

"word of the cross" means willingness to let one's self-understanding

and one's conduct be determined by the cross
( § 33, 6a ) , so bap-
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tism means crucifixion with Christ (Rom. 6:6). Consequently, the

indicative (of Rom. 6:6 and 8, for example, which imply you already

share Jesus' death and resurrection) now furnishes real justification

for Paul's imperative: "yield yourselves to God as men who have

been brought from death to life" (Rom. 6:13). Or, as another

example. Gal. 3:27 says: "For as many of you as were baptized into

Christ have put on Christ," which Paul can also say in the impera-

tive: "Put on the Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 13:14).

Similarly, in Paul's conception of the Lords Supper mystery-

ideas unite with his own view of the salvation-occurrence. Paul

took over from the Hellenistic Church ( § 13, 2 ) both the celebra-

tion of the Lord's Supper and a conception of it as a sacrament

which effects communion with the crucified and risen Christ by
means of bread and wine, eaten and drunk. Two facts indicate how
little Paul consciously disavows the idea that the Supper has a

magical effect. One is that he regards its effect as analogous to that

of heathen cult-meals (I Cor. 10:20f.; p. 148). The other is his

opinion that partaking in an unworthy manner results in damage to

the partaker's body or even in his death (I Cor. ll:29f. ). But when
Paul formulates his thought of "communion" by saying that the

participants become one "body" (the "body" of Christ, I Cor.

10:16f. ), it is beyond doubt that his view of the "body of Christ"

also determines his view of the Lord's Supper. And when he calls

the process by which the Lord's Supper makes Christ's death a pres-

ent reality a "proclaiming" (I Cor. 11:26)—using the same word that

he otherwise uses for preaching (Rom. 1:8; I Cor. 2:1; 9:14; Phil.

1 : 17f
.
) —that indicates that the sacrament of the Lord's Supper like

that of baptism is also coordinate with the word-proclamation and

ultimately only a special mode of it. The particular effect of this

sacrament, like that of baptism, is its special application of the

salvation-occurrence just to those who here and now are celebrating

it. Besides this, it has the additional effect of instituting fellowship

among the celebrants (I Cor. 10:16f. ), an effect not explicitly

emphasized in the case of word-proclamation and baptism. Obvi-

ously, then, the efficacy of the sacrament—in spite of the influence

of mystery ideas—does not really rest upon the elements, the bread

and wine partaken, but rests upon the doing of this act as an act of

"proclamation." In any case, the Lord's Supper is for Paul not a

"medicine of immortality" (§13, 2, p. 147), the taking of which
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guarantees immortal life; his warning against supposed security

(I Cor. 10:1-12) holds for the Lord's Supper just as for baptism. In

the Lord's Supper, too—as the name xvQiaxov Seinvov itself implies—

the lordship of the Lord is set up over believers and acknowledged

by them.

C. FAITH

§ 35. The Structure of Faith

The attitude of man in which he receives the gift of "God's right-

eousness" and in which the divine deed of salvation accomplishes

itself with him is faith. We inevitably caught sight of it in our earlier

discussion of "God's righteousness"
(
§ 30 ) , and its nature was indi-

rectly clarified by our investigation of "grace" (§§32-34). Our
present task is to set forth faith in its full structure and meaning.

At the outset, it may be simply said that "faith" is the condition

for the receipt of "righteousness," taking the place of "works," which

in the Jewish view constitute that condition. It may also be simply

said at the outset that such "faith" is the acceptance of the Christian

message (§9, 5)—following a usage that developed in the mission-

ary enterprise of Hellenistic Christianity. An understanding of such

acceptance, or a concept of "faith," was developed by several others

besides Paul (p. 99), but by him it was given a characteristic and

decisive stamp.

1. Paul understands faith primarily as obedience; he under-

stands the act of faith as an act of obedience. This is shown by the

parallelism of two passages in Romans: "because your faith is pro-

claimed in all the world" (1:8) and "for your obedience is known
to all" (16:19). Thus, he can combine the two in the expression

ujtaxoT] :tiaT£cog ("the obedience which faith is," Rom. 1:5) to desig-

nate that which it is the purpose of his apostleship to bring about.

Cf. further, I Thess. 1:8: "your faith in God has gone forth

everywhere" and Rom. 15:18: "For I will not venture to speak

of anything except what Christ has wrought through me to win

obedience from the Gentiles." Further, he says of Jews who
have not come to faith, Rom. 10:3: "they did not submit to

(= obey) God's righteousness," and 10:16: "they have not all

heeded (= obeyed) the gospel." Correspondingly, the Jews'

refusal of faith is denoted by "disobey" and "disobedience" in
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Rom. 11:30-^2; cf. Rom. 15:31; Gal. 5:7. II Cor. 9:13 describes

faith as "obedience in acknowledging the Gospel of Christ."

Paul considers it his task, according to II Cor. 10:5f., to "take

every thought captive to obey Christ," and warns the unruly
Corinthians that he will "punish every disobedience when your
obedience is complete" (for obedience rendered to the apostle

is identical with obedience to Christ, § 34, 1 ) . But he substitutes

the word "faith" where we might expect to read "obedience"

when he expresses the hope that he will become greater through
them when their faith is increased (see II Cor. 10:15 KJ).

For Paul the acceptance of the message in faith takes the form

of an act of obedience because of the fact that the message which

demands acknowledgment of the crucified Jesus as Lord demands of

man the surrender of his previous understanding of himself, the

reversal of the direction his will has previously had (§33, 6a).

"Faith's obedience" is the genuine obedience which God's Law had

indeed demanded, but which had been refused by the Jews by their

misuse of it to establish "their own righteousness," using it as a

means for "boasting" (§ 23, 1 and 2). Faith's attitude is the radical

opposite of the attitude of "boasting" ( § 30, 2 ) ; nor can faith take

credit for itself—that would be "boasting." Accordingly, he warns

even the man of faith, who is no longer under the Law, with a

warning that corresponds to his opinion about Jewish boasting:

"What have you that you have not been given? And if you have

been given it, why do you boast as if you had not been given it"

(I Cor. 4:7 tr. )? He exhorts the Gentile Christians who have been

grafted into the cultivated olive tree as shoots from the wild olive:

"Do not boast over the branches. If you do boast ... it is not you

that support the root, but the root that supports you" (Rom. 11:18).

For the purpose of God's salvation-deed is: "that no flesh may boast

before God" (I Cor. 1:29 tr.), and there is only one boast left: "Let

him who boasts, boast of the Lord" (I Cor. 1:31; II Cor. 10:17).

Accordingly, Paul thus describes the faith of Abraham: "he grew

strong in his faith as he gave glory to God" (Rom. 4:20).

As true obedience, "faith" is freed from the suspicion of being an

accomplishment, a "work" (§30, 2, p. 283). As an accomplishment

it would not be obedience, since in an accomplishment the will does

not surrender but asserts itself; in it, a merely formal renunciation

takes place in that the will lets the content of its accomplishment be
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dictated by an authority lying outside of itself, but precisely in so

doing thinks it has a right to be proud of its accomplishment.

"Faith"—the radical renunciation of accomplishment, the obedient

submission to the God-determined way of salvation, the taking over

of the cross of Christ (§33, 6a)—is the free deed of obedience in

which the new self constitutes itself in place of the old. As this sort

of decision, it is a deed in the true sense: In a true deed the doer

himself is inseparable from it, while in a "work" he stands side by

side with what he does.

As free deed of decision, the obedience of faith is also insured

against another misconception. "Faith" is not an "experience," not

the "truly religious in religion," not a state of soul, not a Siddeaig

(propensity, disposition) or an dQ8Tr| (virtue, excellence). It is not

—as if it were the perfected state of the soul—salvation itself. Rather

—as genuine obedience—it is the condition for receiving salvation.

The frequently made comparison with Philo's concept of

"faith" is instructive (see Bousset, Kyrios Christos, 2nd ed.,

145-149; cf. H. Windisch, Die Frommigkeit Philos (1909);

Schlatter, op. cit., 66-86). Philo understands "faith" as a "pro

pensity" (8idd£oig) of the soul, the soul's perfect state, an ex-

cellence (dQ8Tr|). In his thought, therefore, "faith" stands at

the end "as the goal of life's movement toward God" (Schlat-

ter), while for Paul it stands at the beginning furnishing the

basis for the new life.

W. Michaelis ( following Deissmann ) attempts to escape the

misconception of faith as an accomplishment which would be

the condition for rightwising by altogether eliminating its con-

dition-character and declaring that "righteousness by faith"

(Rom. 1:17; 10:6) is only an antithetic formula to "righteousness

from the Law." In reality, acco'-ding to him, faith is the expe-

rience of being rightwised, fellowship with Christ. But he has

overlooked, first, that "faith" equals "obedience" and, second,

has ignored such expressions as "reckoned as righteousness"

(Rom. 4:3, 5ff.; Gal. 3:6) and "believe unto righteousness"

(Rom. 10:10 KJ), which clearly show that faith is not righteous-

ness but the condition for it. The condition-character of "faith"

is the clear implication of the passages that speak of rightwising

or righteousness ex ("from," "on the basis of") "faith": Rom.

3:30; 5:1; 9:30; 10:6 (c/. also 1:17; 3:26; 9:32), especially Gal.

2:16: "we have believed in Christ Jesus in order to be justified
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(rightwised) by (ex) faith in Christ," and also Gal. 3:7f., llf.,

24; 5:5, The same is true of the synonymous formulas using

6id jtiarecag ("through faith," Rom. 3:22, 30; Gal. 2:16; 3:14;

Phil. 3:9), em xfj moxei ("that depends on faith," Phil. 3:9), or

the simple dative (Rom. 3:28). Paul's position seems incompre-

hensible or contradictory only to those who can conceive the

fulfilling of a condition only as an accomplishment, whereas for

Paul "faith" is precisely the waiver of any accomplishment what-

ever and thereby is radical obedience.

Neither is it adequate to understand faith as trust, founded on

repentance, in God's gracious forgiveness which brings the sinner

back to the way of the Law which in his transgressions he had for-

saken (Schlatter). The very rarity of the terms "forgiveness of sins"

and "repentance" in Paul (§31) and the similar rarity of eJiioTQgq^eiv

("turn to"-only at I Thess. 1:9 and II Cor. 3:16 in Paul; § 9, 3) indi-

cate that the movement of will contained in "faith" is not primarily

remorse and repentance. Of course, they are included in it; but it is

primarily the obedience which waives righteousness of one's own.

Phil. 3:7-9 is not the self-condemnation of Paul's previous life as one

soiled by trespasses, not condemnation of that which even in exist-

ence under the Law and by one so existing could be and, as IV Ezra

shows, was condemned. Rather, it describes his sacrifice of all that

had been his pride and "gain" in existence under the Law. It is evi-

dent that "faith" has the character of obedience and is an act of

decision.

2. "Faith" is further insured against such misconceptions by the

fact that it is simultaneously "confession" "Faith" is "faith in . .
."

That is, it always has reference to its object, God's saving deed in

Christ.

Hence, "confess" and "believe" correspond to each other:

"If you confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and

believe in your heart that God raised him from the

dead, you will be saved." (Rom. 10:9)

The object of belief or faith is expressed by a oti-clause, as

here, in I Thess. 4:14; Rom. 6:8. Equivalent locutions are

"believe in" or "faith in" (elg in both cases with "Christ Jesus"

as object) Gal. 2:16; Rom. 10:14; Phil. 1:29; ngog (faith

toward) Phlm. 5; ev (in) Gal. 3:26; km ("on, in" quoted from

Is. 28:16) Rom. 9:33; 10:11. An abbreviating substitute is the
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objective genitive (§9, 5) with "Jesus Christ" as object: Gal.

2:16; 3:22; Rom. 3:22, 26; Phil. 3:9; or other objects: Son of

God (Gal. 2:20), the gospel (Phil. 1:27).

Faith, therefore, is not "piety" or trust-in-God in general. Rather,

it has "dogmatic" character insofar as it is acceptance of a word:

"the word of faith" (Rom. 10:8) or "the heard word" (axor), KJ: "the

hearing") of faith (Gal. 3:2, 5). Hence, faith can also be called

"faith of the gospel"—i.e. faith in the gospel (Phil. 1:27).

"Faith," which arises from "what is heard" (Rom. 10:17), conse-

quently contains a knowing. That is why Paul can, at times, speak

as if knowledge were the basis of faith. For instance, Rom. 6:8f.:

since we know that death no longer has power over the risen Christ,

we believe that if we have died with him we shall also live with him
(c/. II Cor. 4:13f. ). But since this knowledge can be appropriated

only in obedient, comprehending faith, and hence contains an under-

standing of one's self, knowledge may also appear as arising out of

faith. It is so in Rom. 5:3 where the knowledge "that suflFering pro-

duces endurance" is just the knowledge of those who are "right-

wised by faith." So also in II Cor. 1:7; 5:6. Thus, "we know" or

"you know" sometimes makes an appeal to a "dogma"—i.e. a state-

ment in the kerygma (I Thess. 5:2; Rom. 6:3; II Cor. 5:1; 8:9)-
and sometimes to truths which "faith"-ful reflection must draw as

consequences (Rom. 8:28; 13:11; 14:14; I Cor. 3:16; 6:2f., 9; 15:58).

Ultimately "faith" and "knowledge" are identical as a new under-

standing of one's self, if Paul can give as the purpose of his apostle-

ship both "to bring about the obedience of faith" (Rom. 1:5) and
"to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of

Christ" (II Cor. 4:6; cj. 2:14: "God . . . who . . . through iis spreads

the fragrance of the knowledge of him" ) . The same conclusion is to

be drawn from his saying that he has given up "confidence in the

flesh" for the sake of "the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus"

and his then proceeding to develop the purpose of "righteousness

from God that depends on faith" as this: "that I may know him and

the power of his resurrection and may share his sufferings . .
."

(Phil. 3:4-10). An additional clarification of the character of

'Tcnowledge" lies in the fact that human "knowing" has its basis in

a "being known by God" (Gal. 4:9; I Cor. 13:12).

"Faith," that is, also has, on the other hand, "undogmatic" char-
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acter insofar as the word of proclamation is no mere report about

historical incidents: It is no teaching about external matters which
could simply be regarded as true without any transformation of the

hearer's own existence. For the word is kerygma, personal address,

demand, and promise; it is the very act of divine grace (§34, 1).

Hence its acceptance—faith—is obedience, acknowledgment, con-

fession. That is the reason why "grace" as well as "faith" can like-

wise be named as the opposite of "works" to designate the basis for

rightwising
( § 30, 2 ) ; for "faith" is what it is only with reference to

the "grace" which is actively present in the word.

In his "confession" of faith, the believer turns away from himself,

confessing that all he is and has, he is and has through that which

God has done. Faith does not appeal to whatever it itself may be as

act or attitude but to God's prevenient deed of grace which pre-

ceded faith
(
§ 31 ) . That is why Paul ( and the New Testament in

general) never describes faith as a state of soul nor its genesis as a

psychological process. Though Gal. 3:23-26 sketches the prepara-

tion and the "coming" of "faith," what is sketched is not the indi-

vidual's development but the history of salvation. The attention of

the believer does not turn reflectively inward upon himself, but is

turned toward the object of his faith, "Faith," then, as "obedience,"

is also "confession."

3. This same thing, that the believer is turned away from him-

self, is also expressed by the fact that "faith" is also "hope." "Faith"

is no self-contained condition of man's soul, but points toward the

future: "he who by faith is righteous shall live" (Gal. 3:11; Rom.

1:17). "For if we have died with Christ, we believe that we shall

also live with him" (Rom. 6:8; cf. I Thess. 4:14). "For with the

heart man believeth unto righteousness and with the mouth confes-

sion is made unto salvation" (Rom. 10:10 KJ).

The "righteousness" which is the goal of "faith" is no quality

which adheres to man, but is his relation to God ( § 28, 2). If it has

become a present possibility (§29, 1), this "present-ness" is not a

temporal and therefore a temporary state. Rather, its "present-ness"

is that of the eschatological Now. That is, it is always both here and

ahead of the already rightwised believer as future to him. That is

why we can be said to be both "rightwised by faith" (Rom. 5:1) and

"waiting for the hope of righteousness" "through the Spirit, by faith"

(Gal. 5:5). That is why "righteousness" and "salvation" correspond
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to each other in Rom. 10:9f. Though men of faith may already be

called the "saved" (I Cor, 1:18; 11 Cor. 2:15), still: "in this hope we
were saved. Now hope that is seen is not hope. For who hopes for

what he sees? But if we hope for what we do not see, we wait for it

with patience" (Rom. 8:24f. ).

This "hope" is the freedom for the future and the openness

toward it which the man of faith has because he has turned over

his anxiety about himself and his future to God in obedience. For
the sin of unbelief is just this: The unbeliever insists upon living out

of his own resources and so is anxious about his own future in the

illusion of being able to dispose over it. Though the man without

faith naturally has his hopes, too—just as those "who have no hope"

(I Thess. 4:13), of course, also live with certain hopes—still they are

no real hopes. The man who is concerned for himself factually lives

in fear
( § 23, 2 ) , shutting himself up against the future, which is not

at his disposal. The man of faith is relieved of this fear because in

faith he has let anxiety about himself go. He hopes where humanly
there is nothing to hope, following the example of Abraham, who
"hoping against hope believed" (Rom. 4:18 tr. ). He lives, that is,

in the true hope "which does not disappoint" (Rom. 5:5). It mani-

fests itself in the patient waiting (Rom. 8:25; see above) or

"patience," of which "rejoicing in our sufferings" (Rom. 5:3) is char-

acteristic. Believers "rejoice in hope," are "patient in tribulation"

(Rom. 12:12). "Hope," like "love" (see §39, 3) is bound up with

"faith" in a unity (I Cor. 13:13); the "work of faith," the "labor of

love" and the "steadfastness of hope"—all three together belong to

the totality of Christian existence (I Thess. 1:3; cf. 5:8). When Paul

prays for the perfecting of Christian existence, he prays: "May the

God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing so that . . .

you may abound in hope" (Rom. 15:13).

4. Such "hope," nevertheless, has a peculiar correlative in "fear"

((p6[3o;), which is an indispensable constitutive element in "faith,"

inasmuch as it guarantees the centering of the believer's attention

upon God's "grace." How it does so is illustrated by Paul's descrip-

tion of his conduct on arriving at Corinth (I Cor. 2:1-5). He came

to Corinth "in weakness and in much fear and trembling"—so far,

that is, as he looked to himself. But since he waived any eloquence

or wisdom of his own and determined to know one thing only, "Jesus

Christ and him crucified," he was effective with a "demonstration of
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Spirit and power" having as its purpose and result: "that your faith

might not rest in the wisdom of men but in the power of God."

That this is the appropriate attitude of the man of faith is also

declared in the warning directed to the Gentile Christians who want

to boast of their faith, comparing themselves with unbelieving Jews
(Rom. 11:20-22): "They were broken off because of their unbelief,

but you stand fast (only) through faith. (So) do not become proud,

but stand in awe (i.e. do not be haughty—toward them—but rather

fear—for yourself ) . .
." Faith would be cheated of its purpose if the

believer were to consider himself insured by it. God's "kindness," in

which faith takes comfort, is only valid "provided you continue in

his kindness." The man of faith, who in view of God's "grace" is

freed from fear, must not forget that the grace that emancipates him
is the "grace" of a Judge. When the man of faith looks to himself,

his faith must ever contain "fear" as the knowledge of his own
insignificance and his constant dependence upon God's "grace."

Thinking of the "judgment seat of Christ" before which we must all

be arraigned (II Cor. 5:10), Paul says: 'Tcnowing the fear of the

Lord . .
." (v. 11). This sentence runs parallel with "since we have

such a hope" (3:12), demonstrating the unity of "hope" and "fear."

This sentence also shows, however, that "fear" has not only the nega-

tive purpose of destroying false security and directing the believer's

attention away from himself toward God's "grace" which alone sup-

ports him (as in Rom. 11:20), but also the positive purpose of mak-

ing man conscious of his responsibility, which he can assume now
that he is no longer under Law but under "grace" (Rom. 6:14).

Just because he has been set free (§§38, 39), what he does—previ-

ously a thing of no account—now really matters, and he can be

exhorted (Phil. 2:13f. ): "work out your own salvation with fear and

trembling; for God is at work in you, both to will and to work for his

good pleasure."

As long as the believer lives "in the flesh," his is a constantly

threatened existence exposed to temptations ( § 26, 3 ) . Therefore,

he is not to look down in a false security of faith upon one over-

taken in some trespass, but is to look to himself, lest he, too, fall into

temptation (Gal. 6:1). Satan lies in wait (II Cor. 2:11) to tempt

believers (I Thess. 3:5; I Cor. 7:5). Hence the exhortation that a

man is to "test" himself (jteiQctl^Eiv) or "examine" himself (fioxifxd^eiv)

as to whether he truly stands fast in faith (II Cor. 13:5; I Cor. 11:28;
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Gal. 6:4). Hence the warning: "let anyone who thinks that he stands

take heed lest he fall" (I Cor. 10:12), and the exhortation: "stand

firm in your faith" (I Cor. 16:13; cf. Gal. 5:1; Phil. 1:27; 4:1) and
"be immovable" (I Cor. 15:58). Hence, also, Paul's petition in his

prayers for the believers that God may establish or strengthen or

sustain them (I Thess. 3:13; 5:23; cf. I Cor. 1:8; II Cor. 1:21).

Though "hope" and "fear" equally belong to the structure of

"faith," that does not mean that Christian existence is a wavering

between hope and fear; rather, hope and fear belong together as

correlatives: Just because faith is "hope," it is also "fear" and vice

versa. This fact makes clear the obedience aspect of faith: the man
of faith utterly surrenders to God's care and power, waiving all care

or power of his own and all security that might be at his own dis-

posal. Paul is describing this aspect of faith in Phil. 3:12-14:

"Not that I have already obtained this or am already perfect;

but I press on to make it my own,

because Christ Jesus has made me his own.

Brethren, I do not consider that I have made it my own;

but one thing I do, forgetting what lies behind

and straining forward to what lies ahead,

I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call . .
."

Existence in faith, then, is a movement between "no longer" and

"not yet." "No longer": The decision of faith has done away with

the past; nevertheless, as true decision, the decision must be main-

tained—that is, made again and again anew. As that which is over-

come, the past is always with us, and faith must remember the past

as that which constantly threatens. Paul's "forgetting" does not

mean putting the past out of mind, but does mean constantly hold-

ing it down, not letting one's self be caught by it again. "Not yet":

giving up that which is past, i.e. surrendering a possession which

had given a supposed security, precludes taking a new possession

in exchange for it. Viewed from man's side no one can say, "I have

made it my own"; and yet in view of the fact that "Jesus Christ has

made me his own," it can be said, "Nevertheless the hoped-for has

already occurred."

5. To the extent that faith is "hope" which has its foundation in

"grace" and hence "does not disappoint" (Rom. 5:5), faith is natu-

rally also confidence; thus, "since we have such a hope" (II Cor.
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3:12) corresponds to "such is the confidence that we have" (3:4).

In fact, precisely as obedience, faith in the end is confidence, trust;

for in the radical sense confidence in or trust in God is nothing else

than complete surrender of one's own care and strength to God: In

other words, the obedience of faith. In this sense, faith is trust in

God—but not just trust-in-God in general; rather, that trust which,

by accepting the cross, lays its foundation upon God's deed of sal-

vation. Paul makes this unmistakably clear by never using Jtioteiieiv

in the simple sense of "trust" and hence never construing it with the

dative, which it takes in the Septuagint and often has in the rest of

the New Testament (§9, 5), except in the Old Testament quota-

tions about the "trust" of Abraham, Gal. 3:6; Rom. 4:3. Instead,

Paul distinguishes between the trust-aspect and the obedience-

aspect of faith by using for the former :n;E:n:oi08vai or Jiejioi^oig.

For the man of faith, "trusting in one's self" (II Cor. 1:9) or "in

the flesh" (Phil. 3:3f. ) has ceased and given place to "trusting in

God who raises the dead" (II Cor. 1:9). Similarly, natural man's

'iDoasting" (§23, 2), almost synonymous with "trusting," has been

replaced by "boasting of the Lord" (see above: 1) and even by

"boasting of sufferings" (Rom. 5:3), which is nothing else than

"trusting in God who raises the dead." In such "trust" fear is over-

come; out of it grows that "boldness" which has no fear of being

"put to shame" (Phil. 1:20). Or it is synonymous with the "bold-

ness" which is founded on "hope" (II Cor. 3:12, c/. 3:4). It is the

opposite of iyy.ay.Eiv ("losing heart" or "being cowardly," II Cor.

4:1, 16; cf. "fearlessly" in relation to "made confident" in Phil. 1:14).

Only in II Cor. 1:9 (and by implication Phil. 3:3f.) does

jiejtoi^Evai ("trust") denote the trusting surrender to God that is

contained in "faith" and characterizes Christian existence in

general. More frequently, Paul speaks of that trust in God aris-

ing from faith that gives him his apostolic consciousness and

supports him in his ministry as an apostle (II Cor. 3:4; 10:2).

He trusts in God's guidance and assistance for himself and the

Church (Phil. 1:6, 25; 2:24), The trust which he places in a

Congregation (Gal. 5:10; II Cor. 1:15; 2:3; cf. 8:22) or a friend

(Phlm. 21) is probably also to be understood as flowing out of

his "faith," especially since he characterizes it as a confidence

"in the Lord" (Gal. 5:10, though B omits ev xvQi(p).

Paul does not speak of trust in God in the traditional Old
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Testament sense (found especially in Psalms), since his mes-

sage has for its theme not the lot of individuals but eschatologi-

cal salvation. For the contrary, see I Pet. 5:7, for example.

§ 36. Life in Faith

1. "Faith" as man's relation to God also determines man's rela-

tion to himself; for human existence, as we have seen
(
§ 17 ) , is an

existence in which man has a relationship to himself. "Faith" is the

acceptance of the kerygma not as mere cognizance of it and agree-

ment with it but as that genuine obedience to it which includes a

new understanding of one's self. Therefore, it cannot be an act that

takes place once and then becomes a thing of the past. Neither is it

a quality of man that mysteriously and imperishably clings to him
like, for instance, the "incorruption" imparted in the mysteries. Still

less is "faith" an "experience," mystical or otherwise, to which one

might look back contentedly and which could either occasionally

repeat itself, interrupting the course of everyday life, or else main-

tain itself as one's "life-feeling." Rather, it determines ones living in

its manifold historical reality, and there is no moment in which the

man of faith is released from the obedience of constantly living out

of the "grace" of God. Therefore, "whatever does not proceed from

faith is sin" (Rom. 14:23), The Christian must "continue in (God's)

kindness" (Rom. 11:22), and "the life I now live in the flesh I live

by faith in the Son of God" (Gal. 2:20). Hence, there are no special

practices designated for the man of faith—"for in Christ Jesus neither

circumcision nor uncircumcision is of any avail (and that also

means: no specifically religious practices), but faith working

through love" (Gal. 5:6). Accordingly, "faith" both as to degree

and to kind realizes itself in concrete living: in the individual acts

of the man of faith. As to degree: A weakness in faith (Rom. 14:1)

exists, so do "lacks of faith" (I Thess. 3:10); there is also "progress"

(Phil. 1:25) and "increase" (II Cor. 10:15) in faith. A believer may
be overtaken in some "trespass" (Gal. 6:1) and the exhortation that

one should "correct" or "restore to a proper condition" {-aaxaQxiC^Eiv

and xataQTi^eadai) occurs again and again (Gal. 6:1; I Cor. 1:10;

II Cor. 13:11); so does the prayer that God may establish,

strengthen, sustain, or the like (II Cor. 13:9; Rom. 15:13; I Thess.

3:13; 5:23; of. §35, 4). The fact that the "weakness in faith" of
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Rom. 14: If. fully corresponds to the "weak conscience" of I Cor.

8:7-12 clearly indicates that "faith" realizes itself in knowledge of

what one has to do or not to do in the specific instance
( cf. § 19, 4 )

.

The Christian henceforth is to consider himself only as one who has

faith; that is just the reason why "whatever does not proceed from

faith is sin." The life of the believer, therefore, will be a continual

movement in which that basic movement between "no longer" and

"not yet" (§35, 4) takes concrete form, heeding the exhortation:

"Let those of us who are mature be thus minded (i.e. "strain for-

ward to what lies ahead"); and if in anything you are otherwise

minded, God will reveal that also to you. Only let us hold true to

what we have attained" (Phil. 3:15).

"Faith," however, is also individualized as to kind, viz. according

to the "measure of faith" which God has assigned to each one ( Rom.

12:3). This "measure of faith" is equivalent to one's share of the

"gifts" which God or the Spirit bestows ( § 14, 1 ) . For as "faith" is

individualized in various concrete ways of acting, so divine "grace"

is also individualized in various concrete "gifts of grace": "having

gifts that differ according to the grace given to us" (Rom. 12:6). As

Paul was given the "grace" of apostleship to the Gentiles (Rom. 1:5;

12:3; 15:15; I Cor. 3:10; Gal. 2:9) and the "gift" of celibacy, so

others were given other things: "each has his own special gift from

God, one of one kind and one of another" (I Cor. 7:7). Paul's lists

of such "gifts" in Rom. 12:6ff.; I Cor. 12:4ff., 28fiF. show that he con-

siders as "gifts" not only striking phenomena that were generally

so considered, such as ecstatic glossolalia, the gift of prophecy and

the working of miracles, but also includes all demonstrations of

brotherly love (§14, 1 and 3). Moreover, the modifiers "in liber-

ality," "with cheerfulness," and "genuine" (unfeigned) attached to

the gifts of contributing, acts of mercy, and love, and designating

in each case the norm of the respective activity, are equivalent to the

phrase "in proportion to our faith" which is appended to prophecy

(Rom. 12:6, 8f. ). We see, then, that by virtue of all such gifts Chris-

tian existence in faith takes concrete shape in individually varied

forms. As "faith" founded upon "grace" is at work in "love" (Gal.

5:6), love's activity itself can be called "grace" (II Cor. 8:1, 4, 6f.,

19): "God is able to make every grace (= activity of love) abound

in you, so that you may always have enough of everything and may
provide in abundance for every good work" (II Cor. 9:8 tr. ).
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2. One eminent "gift" is knowledge, yvwoig, and it already came

to light in our analysis of the structure of "faith" that it contains a

knowledge both capable of further development and requiring such

(§35). The outward contradiction between I Cor. 8:1, "we know
that all of us possess knowledge," and 8:7, "however, not all possess

this knowledge," indicates that there are diilerences within that

knowledge. The "weakness in faith" (Rom. 14:1) is a lack in knowl-

edge (see 1, above), just as "not all possess this knowledge" is said

in reference to the "weak." He who is "strong" is to be considerate

of such "weak" ones and is not to judge them; for each one is respon-

sible only to the Lord (Rom. 14:4, 22). When it is said: "let each

one be fully convinced in his own mind" (v. 5), it is clear that each

one is independent in his "faith" and is to achieve his own knowl-

edge. So it is explicitly said: "Have the faith that you have by your-

self before God . .
." (v. 22f., tr.).

This does not mean, however, that each is to insist upon his own
standpoint. Just as Paul leaves no doubt but that he approves the

knowledge of the "strong" (Rom. 14; I Cor. 8), he wishes for the

Philippians: "that your love (here denoting the Christian attitude

as a whole) may abound more and more with knowledge and all

discernment so that you may approve what is excellent" (Phil. l:9f. ).

Likewise Rom. 12:2: "be transformed by the renewal of your mind

that you may prove what is the will of God . .
." In the meetings of

the congregation the "word of wisdom" and the "word of knowledge"

plav an important role (I Cor. 12:8) and Paul is glad when he can

boast that a congregation is rich in "understanding" (Aoyog) and

"knowledge" (I Cor. 1:5; II Cor. 8:7; Rom. 15:14), and he is proud

that, though he is "unskilled in speech," he is not so in "knowledge"

(II Cor. 11:6).

Such "knowledge" or "wisdom" develops the knowing that is

contained in "faith" into ever clearer and more comprehensive

knowledge. Paul stimulates his readers in this direction with his

queries, "Are you ignorant?" "do you not know?" and the like ( § 35,

2). In Rom. 6:3, for example, he refers the Romans to a knowledge

which he obviously presupposes them to have: "Do you not know

that all of us who have been baptized into Christ Jesus were bap-

tized into his death?" and then in v. 11 makes them aware of the

consequence: "so you must consider yourselves dead to sin and alive

to God . .
."
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Knowledge as a special aspect of "faith" is a gift of the Spirit

(see 1); this, nevertheless, does not mean that it is not to be con-

ceived as a task or that it is not to be developed, as Phil. l:9f. and

Rom. 12:2 (see above) clearly show. Though here and probably in

the majority of cases the knowledge meant is knowledge of the will

of God—i.e. one's grasp of ethical duties—elsewhere it is knowledge

of the mysteries of the history of salvation or of the eschatological

occurrence (Rom. 11:25; I Cor. 2:7; 15:51). For by the power of

the Spirit knowledge can soar aloft to a "wisdom" which lies beyond

the paradoxical, foolish-seeming "wisdom" of the proclaimed cross;

this higher "wisdom," however, is reserved for "mature" Christians

(I Cor. 2:6). There is a Spirit-given "searching of the depths of

God" (2:10). However great the danger is that gnosis may separate

out of "faith" as speculation—a danger which has undoubtedly

become reality in the Gnostics of Corinth—in Paul it retains its basic

character of an existential knowledge in which faith unfolds itself.

For Paul defines its purpose to be: "that we may understand the

gifts bestowed on us by God" (2:12). To understand God's gift

means to understand one's self as the receiver of it; hence, this

highest "wisdom" and 'Tcnowledge" must simultaneously be the

clearest understanding of one's self.

The restriction of this "wisdom" to those who have ethical matu-

rity (I Cor. 3:1-3) likewise indicates that in Paul, knowledge has

not been cut loose from its inner mooring to "faith" to become a

free-floating speculation (or a neutrally investigating science). I Cor.

8, above all, indicates that Christian gnosis is the understanding of

one's self under divine "grace." For "knowledge" is not genuine if it

leads to getting "puJBFed up" and hence damages the "love"
(
aydnr] )

in which "faith" ought to be working. So here, too, it becomes clear

that "knowledge" in all its forms and degrees besides being an under-

standing of its object is simultaneously an existential understanding

of one's self in "faith" (§35, 2). So far as this self-understanding

unfolds as object-knowledge—i.e. as ever more penetrating knowl-

edge of divine grace—it remains only partial knowledge, which will

not be succeeded by clear comprehension without riddles until the

consummation "when that which is perfect is come" (I Cor. 13:10-

j 12); for now "we walk only by faith, not by sight" (II Cor. 5:7).

' 3. In this way the formula "in Christ" takes on a meaning beyond

or in addition to its ecclesiological and eschatological meaning ( § 34,
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3 ) : It denotes not, to be sure, an individual mystical relationship to

Christ, but the fact that the individual actual life of the believer,

living not out of himself but out of the divine deed of salvation, is

determined by Christ. It makes no diflPerence whether Paul speaks

of the believer's being in Christ or of Christ's being in the believer

(Rom. 8:10; II Cor. 13:5; Gal. 2:20; cf. 4:19). Either one means

nothing else than that conditioning of concrete life which Paul also

calls the "law of Christ" (Gal. 6:2). Furthermore, as there is a

"standing fast in faith"
(
§ 35, 4 ) , there is also a "standing fast in the

Lord" (I Thess. 3:8; Phil. 4:1). As there are degrees of "faith" (see

1 above ) , so there are degrees of existence in Christ, such as "babes

in Christ" (I Cor. 3:1), "approved in Christ" (Rom. 16:10), or "wise

in Christ" (I Cor. 4:10).

The believer's existence as a member of the "body" of Christ

(§34, 2), eschatological existence, in other words, while he lives

"in the flesh" realizes itself in his "walk," his conduct, which is no

longer a "walking according to the flesh" (Rom. 8:4; II Cor. 10:2;

§ 38 ) . For to have died with Christ—as the believer has—means

"that our old self was crucified with him so that the sinful body

might be destroyed, and we might no longer be enslaved to sin"

(Rom. 6:6). Or "those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the

flesh with its passions and desires" (Gal. 5:24). Thus, Paul confesses

of himself: "far be it from me to glory (boast) except in the cross of

our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world has been crucified to me,

and I to the world" (Gal. 6:14). Correspondingly, he describes

"gaining Christ and being found in him" as the state of being com-

pletely determined by the salvation-occurrence; for that is the force

of the words: "that I may know him and the power of his resurrec-

tion, and may share his sufferings, becoming like him in his death"

(Phil. 3:10). His meaning is the same when he says, "I have been

crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives

in me" (Gal. 2:19f. ). Christ's sufferings overflow upon the apostle

(II Cor. 1:5); in his body he carries about the dying of Jesus (II Cor.

4:10). But what is true of the apostle only exemplifies what is true

of all Christian existence: "we suffer with him (Christ) in order that

we may also be glorified with him" (Rom. 8:17).

How this basic determination of one's life by the deed of salva-

tion ( or by faith ) extends even to details is indicated by the mani-

fold use of the formula "in Christ" or "in the Lord." These phrases
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fill the place of an adjective or adverb which the linguistic process

had not yet developed: "Christian" or "as a Christian," "in a Chris-

tian manner." They are used to characterize all sorts of conduct and

attitudes: speech (II Cor. 2:17; 12:19) and exhortation (Phil. 2:1),

boldness (Phlm. 8) and greetings (Rom. 16:22; I Cor. 16:19), con-

cord (Phil. 4:2), brotherly love (Rom. 16:8; I Cor. 16:24), and

friendly reception (Rom. 16:2), as well as effort and concern for

the congregation (I Thess. 5:12; Rom. 16:12). Not only what the

believer does but also what happens to him has taken on the new
stamp denoted by the phrase "in Christ": "in Christ" Paul's impris-

onment has become known (Phil. 1:13); for the believer to die is to

"fall asleep in Christ" (I Cor. 15:18), and the Church's dead are

"the dead in Christ" (I Thess. 4:16). For "whether we live or

whether we die, we are the Lord's" (Rom. 14:7-9).

§ 37. Faith as Eschatological Occurrence

Faith as response to the proclaimed word (which is called dxoT^

jtioTECog, "preaching of faith"), like that word itself, is part of the

salvation-occurrence, the eschatological occurrence. As new possi-

bility faith is the newly opened way of salvation. It is in this sense

that the "principle of faith" can be contrasted with the "principle of

works" (Rom. 3:27). Faith can also be said to "come" and "to be

revealed" (Gal. 3:23, 25).

This, of course, does not take from the concrete "faith" of the

individual that decision-character which belongs to its very nature

as "obedience" (§35, 1). Nevertheless the concrete realization of

the possibility of faith in the individual's decision of faith is itself

eschatological occurrence. Since the believer experiences the pos-

sibility of the faith-decision as grace, it is only as a gift of grace that

he can understand his decision—his own decision! And because he

knows that it is God who accomplishes his willing and doing—his

concrete, historical existing in "faith"—he is conscious not of being

relieved of responsibility for it but on the contrary of being made

responsible for it (Phil. 2:13f.; §35, 4).

Thus, Paul can say that faith in Christ is "granted" as a gift (Phil.

1:29). In fact, he can speak of it in downright predestinarian terms

(Rom. 8:29; 9:6-29). If such statements about God's "foreknowing"

and "predestining" or His "electing" and "hardening" be taken liter-
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ally, an insoluble contradiction results, for a faith brought about by

God outside of man's decision would obviously not be genuine obe-

dience. Faith is God-wrought to the extent that prevenient grace

first made the human decision possible, with the result that he who
has made the decision can only understand it as God's gift; but that

does not take its decision-character away from it. Only so does the

imperative, "be reconciled to God" (II Cor. 5:20; § 31) make sense.

The predestinarian statements express the fact that the decision of

faith does not, like other decisions, go back to this-worldly motives

of any sort whatever—that, on the contrary, such motives lose all

power of motivation in the presence of the encountered procla-

mation.

The eschatological nature of faith is testified, lastly, by the fact

that Paul does not describe faith as inspired, attributable to the

"Spirit."* Just the opposite: The Spirit is the gift which faith

receives (Gal. 3:2, 5, 14) and in which the grace of God appropri-

ated by faith becomes effective in concrete living ( § 38, 3 ) . There-

fore, Paul calls the "love"
( aydny] ) in which "faith" is operating the

"fruit of the Spirit," just as he regards the Christian "virtues" as a

whole to be such fruit (Gal. 5:22). A comparison between the

parallel sentences Gal. 5:6 and 6:15: in Christ neither circumcision

nor uncircumcision has any meaning, but (in the first case) "faith

working through love" or (in the other case) "a new creation,"

reveals that the existing of a Christian in the faith that operates in

love is eschatological occurrence: a being created anew.

D. FREEDOM
§ 38. Freedom from Sin and Walking in the Spirit

1. Faith's obedient submission to God's "grace," the acceptance

of the cross of Christ, is the surrender of man's old understanding of

himself, in which he lives "unto himself," tries to achieve life by his

own strength, and by that very fact falls victim to the powers of sin

* In II Cor. 4:13 "Since we have the same spirit of faith ... (so we speak),"

"spirit of faith" does not mean the Spirit which bestows faith, but the spirit

that is typical of faith. Ultimately "spirit of faith" here means "kind or sort of

faith." When I Cor. 12:3 gives the cry, "Lord Jesus" as the criterion for pos-

session by the Spirit, this does not intend to attribute the confession of faith to

the Spirit, but to state the means by which spiritual and demonic ecstasy are

to be distinguished.
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and death and loses himself (§§23, 24). Therefore, "faith"—as

"obedience of faith"—is also released from these powers. The new
self-understanding which is bestowed with "faith" is that of freedom,

in which the believer gains life and thereby his own self.

This freedom arises from the very fact that the believer, as one

"ransomed," no longer "belongs to himself" (I Cor. 6:19). He no

longer bears the care for himself, for his own life, but lets this care

go, yielding himself entirely to the grace of God; he recognizes him-

self to be the property of God (or of the Lord) and lives for Him:

"None of us lives to himself

and none of us dies to himself.

If we live, we live to the Lord,

And if we die, we die to the Lord;

So then, whether we live or whether we die,

We are the Lord's."

(Rom. 14:7/.; of. 7:4; Gal. 2:19f.; H Cor. 5:14f.)

The mightiest expression of freedom is I Cor. 3:21-23:

"For all things are yours . . .

whether the world or life or death

or the present or the future,

all are yours."

But the concluding clauses are "and you are Christ's; and Christ is

God's."

The life of him who is released from the power of death is no

phenomenon of nature, either, but is the life of the striving, willing

self which is always after something and is always faced with its

various possibilities, but it is constantly faced with those two basic

possibilities: to live "according to the flesh" or to live "according to

the Spirit"—to and for one's self or to and for God or the Lord

(§18, 4). This alternative also presents itself to the man of faith

(Gal. 6:7f.; Rom. 8:12f. ), and the freedom to which he is set free

is not a "freedom (to be offered) as a base of operations to the

flesh" (Gal. 5:13 tr. )—i.e. not a release from all binding norms, from

the law of God, but rather a new servitude (Rom. 7:6), the service

of the "living God" (I Thess. 1:9) or of Christ (Rom. 14:18; 16:18),

an enslavement not to "sin" any longer, but to "righteousness" (Rom.

6:16-18). A paradoxical servitude! For the "slave of Christ" is, at

the same time, "a freedman of Christ" (I Cor. 7:22). It will pres-
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ently appear that this servitude is also a "serving of one another"

( Gal. 5:13) and can demand that one make himself "a slave to all"

(I Cor. 9:19). At any rate, the "obedience of faith" proves itself

genuine when the believer places himself at God's disposal to obey

Him (Rom. 6:16), and his members as "instiuments of righteous-

ness" (Rom. 6:12ff. ); for "God condemned sin in the flesh, in order

that the just requirement of the Law might be fulfilled" in the

"walking according to the Spirit" which our "walking" has become

(Rom. 8:3f.).

Neither is this freedom a mysterious emancipation from sin and

death considered as powers of nature. It is not a decisionless capac-

ity henceforth to do the good only—which would itself be a capacity

of nature and hence also a supranatural compulsion. "Sinlessness"

is not a magical guarantee against the possibility of sin—the believer,

too, must beware of the "tempter" (I Thess. 3:5; I Cor. 7:5; II Cor.

2:11; §26, 3)—but release from the compulsion of sin. Freedom
from sin consists in the possibility, once flung away, of realizing the

commandment's intent to bestow life ( § 27 ) . That which to man is

good—"life"—both before and after his emancipation is also that

which is required of him (§ 19, 1; § 21, 1; § 27, 1). Therefore, free-

dom from death means possessing genuine future, whereas man
under the power of death, as he formerly was, had no future

(§24,2).
Therefore, the imperative, "walk according to the Spirit," not

only does not contradict the indicative of justification (the believer

is rightwised) but results from it: "Cleanse out the old leaven that

you may be fresh dough, as you really are unleavened" (I Cor.

5:7f. ). In a certain sense, then, "Become what thou art!" is valid—

but not in the sense of ideahsm, according to which the "idea" of

the perfect man is more and more closely realized in endless prog-

ress. In this idealistic sense the transcendence of "perfection" is

conceived as the "idea's" transcendence, and man's relation to it is

regarded (Stoically expressed) as a "progressing" or a "tending"

toward it. Rather, "sinlessness"—i.e. freedom from the power of sin

—is already realized in the "righteousness of God" ( § 29, 2 ) ; its

transcendence is that of the divine verdict, and man's relation to it

is that of "obedience of faith." The way the believer becomes what

he already is consists therefore in the constant appropriation of

grace by faith, which also means, in the concrete, "obedience,"
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which is henceforth possible in his "walking": "for sin will have no

dominion over you, since you are not under law but under grace"

(Rom. 6:14). Likewise, the indicatives "you were washed, you

were consecrated" (I Cor. 6:11) are the motivation for the preced-

ing exhortation. In Rom. 6, Paul develops this idea on a broad scale.

He is opposing a purely sacramental understanding of baptism as

the means by which one achieves assurance of a future life. He does

so by showing that the life conferred by baptism must prove itself

in the present by its freedom from the power of sin
( § 13, 1; p.

140; §34, 3): "so you also must consider yourselves dead to sin

and alive to God in Jesus Christ" (v. 11). Likewise, the imperative

"walk by the Spirit" (Gal. 5:16ff. ) concludes with the paradoxical

statement, "If we live by the Spirit, let us also walk by the Spirit"

(v. 25)—a sentence open to misunderstanding so far as it seems to

imply that there could be a "living by the Spirit" without a "walking

by the Spirit." But the purpose of this formulation is to avoid the

opposite misunderstanding that there must first be a "walking by

the Spirit" which would then establish this "living by the Spirit."

The meaning is clear: the faith-bestowed possibility of "living by

the Spirit" must be explicitly laid hold of by "walking by the Spirit."

The indicative is the foundation for the imperative.

2. The believer has been given (in baptism) the gift of the

Spirit. What that means is just this: He has been given freedom-

freedom from the power of sin and death.

Paul, as a matter of course, shares the general Christian view

that the Spirit is conferred by baptism (I Cor. 6:11; 12:13;

II Cor. 1:22; § 13, 1, p. 139) and also the conception of the

Spirit as a miraculous, divine power (Rom. 15:19; I Cor. 2:4,

etc.; § 14, 1). In speaking of the Spirit, he uses animistic and

dynamistic terminology promiscuously (p. 155), a fact which

in itself indicates that he is unconcerned with any speculative

interest in the idea of Spirit. Corresponding to a mode of think-

ing that is undeveloped in the direction of abstraction, locu-

tions occur in which the Spirit is conceived as a non-worldly

material or as borne by such. At least Paul can speak of the

Spirit as a something that can take residence in a man (Rom.

8:9, 11; I Cor. 6:19), and therefore is bound to a locality. But

such a locution is scarcely to be taken strictly, since it can also

be used in reference to the congregation (I Cor. 3:16), in which

case a conception strictly corresponding to the literal wording
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is inconceivable. Nevertheless, Paul's term "spiritual body"

(I Cor. 15:44, 46) strongly suggests that Paul conceived of the

Spirit as a material, just as the term "glory" (§14, 1; p. 156),

closely related to that of Spirit, undoubtedly denotes a (heav-

enly) substance in I Cor. 15:40f. Moreover, though II Cor. 3:7

naively speaks of the externally visible brightness of "glory,"

still Paul's contrasting of the glory of the old and the new
"covenant" (3:7ff. ) indicates by itself that he does not stick to

this conception; for the "greater splendor" of the "new cove-

nant" is not visible at all, but is a power which demonstrates

itself in its effect—and that is that it produces freedom. When
Paul says of those who along with the Spirit of the Lord have

received freedom: "we are being transformed from glory into

glory . .
." (v. 18), it is clear that this present glory is no shin-

ing material. It is nothing other than the power by means of

which the "inward self"
(
§ 18, 1 ) is renewed day by day (4:16);

recall that "glory" and "power" can be synonymous
( § 14, 1;

p. 156).

We may accordingly say that the sporadically occurring

notion of the Spirit as a material is not one that is really deter-

minative for Paul's concept of the Spirit. That is sufficiently

indicated by Paul's characterization of the Law as "spiritual"

(Rom. 7:14), where the notion of materiality is out of the

question, but also by such constructions as "spiritual gift" ( Rom.
1:11) and "to share in spiritual blessings" (Rom. 15:27; cf.

I Cor. 9:11) or the contrast of "letter" to "Spirit" (Rom. 2:29;

7:6; II Cor. 3:6), or the description of mature Christians as

being "spiritual" (I Cor. 2:13, 15; 3:1; Gal. 6:1). Then the true

meaning of Paul's Spirit-concept must be reached in some other

way.

The Spirit is the opposite of "flesh" (Gal. 5:16; 6:8; Rom. 8:4ff.,

etc.). As "flesh" is the quintessence of the worldly, visible, con-

trollable, and transitory sphere which becomes the controlling power

over the man who lives "according to the flesh"
(
§ 22 ) , so "Spirit"

is the quintessence of the non-worldly, invisible, uncontrollable, eter-

nal sphere (p. 234) which becomes the controlling power for and

in him who orients his life "according to the Spirit." And as the

power of "flesh" is manifested in the fact that it binds man to the

transitory, to that which in reality is always already past, binds him

to death, so the power of the Spirit is manifested in the fact that it

gives the believer freedom, opens up the future, the eternal, life.
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For freedom is nothing else than being open for the genuine future,

letting one's self be determined by the future. So Spirit may be
called the power of futurity.

The expression of this conception is the fact that the Spirit is the

eschatological gift: the "first-fruit" (Rom. 8:23), or the "guarantee"

(II Cor. 1:22; 5:5). For such statements declare that the believer's

life is determined by that future which is his origin and his strength

as well as his norm—just as "glory" is ultimately the power that flows

out of the opened future and determines the present (II Cor. 3:18).

Therefore, the Spirit is also called "the Spirit of adoption to sonship"

(Rom. 8:15; cf. Gal. 4:6; § 29, 3); by its receipt in baptism we are

"rightwised" (I Cor. 6:11) and incorporated into the "body of

Christ" (I Cor. 12:13; cf. Gal. 3:27f.). As the eschatological exist-

ence can be called a "being in Christ" (§34, 3), so it can also be

called a "being in the Spirit" (Rom. 8:9), and the locutions "to have

the spirit of Christ" or "Christ in you" ( v. 9f
.
) can take its place with

no difference in meaning. What Paul has done "in the power of the

Spirit" Christ has wrought through him (Rom. 15:18), and "being

minded according to Christ Jesus" (Rom. 15:5) corresponds anti-

thetically to "being minded according to the flesh." The believer

has freedom "in Christ" (Gal. 2:4); Christ has freed us for freedom

(Gal. 5:1). On the other hand, commenting on "to the Lord" from

Ex. 34:34, Paul can say, "now the Lord is the Spirit" and add "and

where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom" (II Cor. 3:17). As

to the last phrase of v. 18, xai^djtEQ anb v-vqIov :nv£U[.iaTog, it is hard to

decide whether it means "from the Lord of the Spirit" or "from the

Lord who is the Spirit"—not to mention other possibilities.

"To be in the Spirit" no more denotes the state of ecstasy than

"to be in Christ" is a formula of mysticism. Though Paul is familiar

with ecstatic experience as a rare exception (II Cor. 12:1-4; v. 2:

"fourteen years ago"), the Spirit, nevertheless, does not mean to him

the capacity for mystical experiences. Rather, everything indicates

that by the term "Spirit" he means the eschatological existence into

which the believer is placed by having appropriated the salvation

deed that occurred in Christ. To have received the Spirit means to

be standing in grace (Rom. 5:2); when II Cor. 1:12 contrasts be-

havior "in fleshly wisdom" with behavior in "the grace of God," the

latter phrase is synonymous with "according to the Spirit." Hence,

Paul can say to describe rhetorically the whole of the salvation-
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occurrence: "the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God
and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit" (II Cor. 13:13). Again, the

fact that the future has been opened up by the Spirit on the basis of

the divine deed of salvation is expressed in the reason given for the

certainty of Christian hope : "because God's love
(
§ 32, 3 ) has been

poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit which has been given

to us" (Rom. 5:5).

3. There is a peculiar double meaning about the term "Spirit,"

because it can denote both the miraculous power that is bestowed

upon the man of faith and is the source of his new life, and also the

norm of his earthly "walk." This is the same paradox as in that

utterance of Gal. 5:25: "If we live by the Spirit, let us also walk by

the Spirit"—in which the first "Spirit" means the power, the second

the norm, for it stands in place of a xatd Jiv£ij[.ia ("according to the

Spirit," as in 5:16). The primary idea is that of the miraculous power

of God; then, since it has the effect of emancipating from the power

of sin and death (Rom. 8:2)—i.e. it grants freedom of action and

opens up the possibility of "reaping eternal life" (Gal. 6:8)—it is

also the norm for "walking." The newly opened possibility of laying

hold of "life" by its very nature contains the ethical imperative ( see

1, above). Freedom and demand constitute a unity: Freedom is the

reason for the demand, and the demand actualizes the freedom.

Only when this unity is understood, is Paul's thought of the Spirit

understood aright—and that means: when the Spirit is conceived of

not as a mysterious power working with magical compulsion but as

the new possibility of genuine, human life which opens up to him

who has surrendered his old understanding of himself, letting him-

self be crucified with Christ, in order to experience the "power of

his resurrection" (Phil. 3:10). For it is clear that to be "led by the

Spirit" (Rom. 8:14; Gal. 5:18) does not mean to be dragged along

willy-nilly (cf.l Cor. 12:2) but directly presupposes decision in the

alternative: "flesh" or "Spirit" (Rom. 8:12-14; Gal. 5:16-18). That

unity of power and demand is likewise hidden in those seemingly

mythological expressions, "the mind of the Spirit" (Rom. 8:6, 27)

and the "desires of the Spirit" (Gal. 5:17; § 18, 3), for these expres-

sions mean that the Spirit founds a new will, whose origin is not

within man but within the salvation-deed of God—a will that has

definite direction, free from the "flesh" and in battle against it,

guided by the demand of God. Therein lies the solution of the con-
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tradiction that the Spirit is, on the one hand, the gift conferred upon
all Christians at baptism and that, on the other hand, it shows its

operation in special deeds
( § 14, 3 ) . For, on the one hand, along

with faith the possibility of eschatological existence is given to all,

and, on the other hand, this possibility must actualize itself in the

concrete deed from case to case.

In the view that the "Spirit" is miraculous power, Paul, it must
first be said, simply shares without reflection popular notions, accord-

ing to which "miraculous" events—i.e. strange phenomena that fall

outside the frame of normal life—are regarded as spirit-wrought:

glossolalia, prophecy, miracles of healing, etc. (§14, 1). Indirectly,

however, he is already contesting the allegedly obvious meaning of

such phenomena when he only so far recognizes them to be caused

by the Spirit of God as they produce unity in the congregation-

having themselves unity of origin in "the same Spirit" (I Cor.

12:4-6)—and serve for the "edification" of the congregation (I Cor.

12 and 14). The really characteristic feature of his conception of

the Spirit, however, is the fact that he reckons the ministrations of

love within the congregation among the Spirit's workings, an idea

evidently foreign to the popular view (§14, 1 and 3; § 36, 1), and
the further fact that he attributes ethical conduct to the Spirit ( Rom.
8:4-9). The Spirit is at war with the "flesh" (Gal. 5:17), and the

"virtues" (Gal. 5:22; cf. Rom. 14:17) are the "fruit" of the Spirit.

This is no spiritualizing, ethicizing re-interpretation of the "Spirit"

concept. It means that free, ethical obedience can have its origin

only in miracle—quite in keeping with the view that from the fetters

of flesh and sin man must be freed to obedience by the deed of God.

In respect to its meaning freedom from death and the source

and power of the life to come, "Spirit" will come up for further

discussion. So far as it produces freedom from sin and is the

source and power as well as the norm of present conduct, those

statements are characteristic in which conduct is described by
such locutions as: "serve ... in the newness (xaivotJiri) of the

Spirit" (Rom. 7:6), "walk by the Spirit" (Gal. 5:16) or "be

guided" (oToiyelv) (Gal. 5:25) by it, or "walk according to the

Spirit" (Rom. 8:4), "be in the Spirit" (Rom. 8:5), "set the mind
on the things of the Spirit" (Rom. 8:5); likewise the expression

"Spirit of gentleness" (I Cor. 4:21; Gal. 6:1—semitizing for: the

gentle Spirit) and "the love of the Spirit" (Rom. 15:30). Since
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"koyixoq, ("reasonable," KJ Rom. 12:lf. ), following Hellenistic

usage, has for Paul the meaning "spiritual," the Xoyl>'-ti laxQz'ia

("spiritual worship" RSV) which has its foundation in the re-

newal of the voijg—i.e. of one's "character" (§19, 1)—and re-

sults in "proving what is the good and acceptable and perfect

will of God," is only another expression for the same thing. Also

characteristic, lastly, is the fact that the Spirit is received by the

"heart" (Gal. 4:6; II Cor. 1:22; Rom. 5:5; c/. 8:27), i.e. is taken

up into the will of man
(
§ 20 ) ; and also the fact that Paul

describes his "conscience" as speaking "in the Holy Spirit"

(Rom. 9:1).

Other descriptions of the Christian "walk," though not ex-

plicitly using the word "spirit," express substantially the same
thing: the power and the obligation given when one is brought

into eschatological existence—the Christian must walk "becom-
ingly as in the day" (Rom. 13:13), "worthily of God who calls

you into his own kingdom and glory" (I Thess. 2:12), "accord-

ing to love" (Rom. 14:15). Where such conduct has its origin

is betrayed by the characterization of the opposite kind as a

"walking according to man," which is coordinate with being

"of the flesh" (I Cor. 3:3).

The Spirit is the "Holy Spirit," KVEv\ia ayiov, and the use of

the holiness-concept is likewise significant for the unity of the

indicative and the imperative—i.e. of power and obligation.

Believers are ayioi, fiyiaai-iEvoL ("holy," "made holy"—though
English translations through the influence of the Vulgate con-

ventionally render the first "saints" and the second "sanctified"

or "consecrated"— § 10, 3), which means in the first place those

who have been taken out of the world and transplanted into the

eschatological existence by Christ's salvation-deed (I Cor, 1:2:

as those "made holy in Christ Jesus") which in baptism was car-

ried over to them (I Cor. 6:11: "but you were washed, you
were made holy," etc. ) . Christ is to us "righteousness and con-

secration and redemption" (abstract expression for the con-

crete: "he who makes us righteous and holy and redeemed"
I Cor. 1:30). But from this very fact arises our obligation to the

active "holiness" which God demands of us (I Thess. 4:3; Rom.
6:19, 22); whoever disregards this demand disregards God who
gave us His Holy Spirit (I Thess. 4:8). Our body is the Holy
Spirit's temple, which must be kept clean (I Cor. 6:19). The
congregation also is the holy temple of God, and God will de-

stroy the destroyer of this temple (I Cor. 3:16f. ). Similar are
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Paul's wishes that God, or the Lord, may estabhsh behevers'

hearts "unblamable in holiness" and utterly sanctify them
(I Thess. 3:13; 5:23). The bestowal of holiness through baptism
can be called "putting on Christ"; but in addition to the indica-

tive, "you have put on Christ" (Gal. 3:27), we also find the
imperative: "put on the Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 13:14).

4. It may seem strange that in the list of virtues at Gal. 5:22f.

"joy" appears as a fruit of the Spirit second only to "love." But "joy"

actually is one of the qualities of the eschatological existence

founded by the Spirit, for the nature of the Reign of God is "right-

eousness and joy and peace in the Holy Spirit" (Rom. 14:17). The
combination of "joy" and "peace" occurring here and elsewhere

(Gal. 5:22; Rom. 15:13) permits us to recognize "joy," too, as an

eschatological phenomenon, for "peace" here means "salvation" in

the eschatological sense, as Rom. 2:10; 8:6 (joined with "life"!) indi-

cate, or the wish at Phil. 4:7, or the formula "the God of peace"

(Rom. 15:33; 16:20; Phil. 4:9; I Thess. 5:23).*

The believer's existence, being eschatological, is an existence in

' joy. Paul hopes that he may yet work for the congregation in Phi-

lippi "for your progress and joy in the faith" (Phil. 1:25); to the

Corinthian congregation he wants to be only a "fellow-worker for

your joy" (II Cor. 1:24); his wish for the Romans is: "May the God
of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing" (Rom. 15:13).

When God is called "the God of hope" in this wish, it is clear that

the joy of the present is based upon the reference of Christian exist-

ence to the future; "rejoicing in hope" is one of the characteristics

J

of believers (Rom. 12:12). Indeed, this joy, which is not a joy over

!
anything within this world, is itself the Christian's relatedness to the

future, insofar as it is consciously realized. And he should be con-

scious of it: hence, Paul's exhortations to be joyful (I Thess. 5:16;

II Cor. 13:11 [English tradition here renders it "farewell"; but do

ancient letters confirm this as a closing formula?] Phil. 3:1; 4:4).

This is a joy that wells up in the midst of worldly tribulation

(II Cor. 6:10) as a "joy inspired by the Holy Spirit" (I Thess. 1:6).

Such eschatological joy actualizes itself furthermore in the fel-

' Of course, EiQr|VT| can retain its root-meaning, "peace." This specific mean-
ing is demanded by the context in II Cor. 13:11; it also occurs at Rom. 5:1;

I Cor. 14:33. The succession of Rom. 14:19 upon 14:17 indicates how closely

related these two meanings are.
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lowship and mutual helpfulness of those whom it binds together.

It is right and proper that the apostle or the congregation should

cause the other joy or rejoice in the other (II Cor. 1:15?; 2:3; Rom.

15:32; 16:19; Phil. 2:2, 17f.; 4:1, 10; I Thess. 2:19; 3:9) or give each

other reciprocal joy (II Cor. 8:2) or rejoice with each other (Rom.

12:15).

§ 39. Freedom from the Law and the Christianas Attitude toward

Men

1. The "power of sin" is "the Law" (I Cor. 15:56; §27, 2)—or
rather, for believers: it was. For to them Christ is the "end of the

law" (Rom. 10:4); "in him" or "through him" we have freedom from

the Law (Gal. 2:4). For freedom he set us free (Gal. 5:1); to it we
were "called" (Gal. 5:13). The Christian Church is the Congrega-

tion of the free, while Judaism is under bondage to the Law, as the

Sarah-Hagar allegory (Gal. 4:21-31) sets forth. The old period of

the "custodian's" restraint lies in the past; the man who once held

the position of a slave under the Law has been set free, to be no

longer a ward; now he has the rights of a son (Gal. 3:23-4:7). The

"old covenant" and the "ministration of death" and "of condemna-

tion" which "faded away" have been replaced by the "new cove-

nant" and the "ministration of the Spirit" and "of righteousness"

which is "permanent" (II Cor. 3:6-11).

Since "flesh" has been condemned by the salvation-occurrence,

sin has been condemned with it, for God "condemned sin in the

flesh" (Rom. 8:3). For it is in the "flesh" that sin had its origin

( § 22, 3; § 23 ) and it was awakened in the flesh by the Law
( § 27,

2). Since the power of sin is destroyed for those who share in the

salvation-deed of the cross (Gal. 5:24), for them the Law, and hence

also sin, have both lost their power: "for sin will have no dominion

over you, since you are not under law but under grace" (Rom. 6:14).

"When we were living in the flesh, there worked in our members the

sinful passions aroused by the law, so that we bore fruit for death.

But now we are free of the law, dead to that by which we were

fettered, so that we serve in the new Spirit and not in the old letter"

(Rom. 7:5f.). As those who are "led by the Spu-it" (Gal. 5:18),

believers are no longer under the Law, and so far as they produce

the fruit of the Spirit Paul says: "against such people there is no
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law" (Gal. 5:23). That is the reason for Paul's struggle against the

Judaizers in Galatia and for his exhortation to those freed by
Christ: "stand fast, therefore, and do not submit again to a yoke of

slavery" (Gal. 5:1).

It is clear that Christ is the end of the Law so far as it claimed

to be the way to salvation or was understood by man as the means

of establishing "his own righteousness" (§23, 1; §27, 2), for so far

as it contains God's demand (§27, 2), it retains its validity. Of
course, it is self-evident that so far as the v6\ioc, of God is represented

to Paul's mind by the Old Testament Torah with all its cultic and

ritual rules
(
§ 27, 1 ) , it cannot be valid in its whole extent. Paul's

struggle in Galatia against the Law as the way to salvation is simul-

taneously a struggle against the ritual and cultic rules, particularly

against circumcision and the Jewish festivals (Gal. 4:10). Where
[ Paul calls the Law "holy" and "spiritual" (Rom. 7:12, 14) he is

thinking only of the ethical commandments summarized in the for-

mula, "you shall not desire" (v. 7)—likewise where he calls "love"

the fulfilment of the Law (Gal. 5:14; Rom. 13:9f.; cf. § 27, 1). Then,

however, freedom from the Law also actualizes itself in the freedom

to differentiate between the valid and the non-valid, according to

its content, within the Law as it has been handed down. Paul did

not work out this problem in detail, but the obligation to practice

such criticism is contained in the capacity of "proving what is the

good and acceptable and perfect will of God" (Rom. 12:2) or of

"approving what is excellent" (i.e. "distinguishing what is impor-

tant"-Phil. 1:10).

2. Freedom from the Law, therefore, has a dialectic or paradoxi-

cal character: freedom from its demand and obligation to it none-

theless—depending upon the sense in which the demand is under-

stood. This freedom can find expression in the formula, "All things

are lawful for me" (I Cor. 6:12; 10:23), which was evidently a

slogan of the Gnosticizing Christians in Corinth (§15, 4f. ). Paul

1 approves of it, but when he adds: "but not all things are whole-

some (tr.) . , . but I will not be enslaved by anything," the ambigu-

:
ity of the formula becomes apparent: It is to be rejected so far as it

j
asserts that man is released from all obligations and that his sub-

jective caprice is given free rein. If this were true, then this prin-

ciple would have the consequence hinted at in the words, "but I

will not be enslaved by anything," viz.: that man would fall into
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subjection to whatever exercises motivating power upon his personal

choice. "All things are lawful for me" in its true sense has for its

presupposition inner freedom from the world, a freedom in which
all claims from within the world have lost their motivating power
and all worldly things and situations have sunk down into indiEer-

ence. This freedom, however, arises precisely out of the believer's

binding obligation to the Lord or to God: "for you are not your

own" (I Cor. 6:19; § 38, 1). The sense, then, in which the reserva-

tion "not all things are wholesome" limits the principle that "all

things are lawful for me" is not that within the field of "all things"

there is this or that which is "not wholesome," for "nothing is unclean

in itself" (Rom. 14:14) and "all things are clean" (14:20). It does

assert, however, that the whole field of "all things" becomes "an

unwholesome thing" as soon as I lose my freedom to anything what-

ever in which that field encounters me. The indifference of every-

thing worldly disappears in the concrete situation of personal re-

sponsibility.

But this situation receives its stamp not alone from the demands
that apply to the individual by himself, such as that of chastity

(I Cor. 6:12ff. ), but especially from the obligations that arise from

human fellowship. In this respect "all things are lawful for me" is

restricted by the limitation (I Cor. 10:23b): "but not all things

build up"—some things do not contribute to building up fellowship.

This limitation is also given in positive form: "let no one seek his

own good, but the good of his neighbor" (I Cor. 10:24). Neither

does that mean a quantitative diminution of "all things"; it does

mean that this basic freedom may at any moment take on the form

of renunciation—seemingly a renunciation of freedom itself, but in

reality it is a paradoxical exercise of that very freedom, such as is

expressed in Paul's declaration, "for though I am free from all men,

I have made myself a slave to all" (I Cor. 9:19). Out of Christian

"freedom" flows "authorization" (e^ouaia), which is expressed in

"all things are lawful for me" (which could just as well be trans-

lated: "for me all things are authorized"). This authorization is the

Christian's independence from all worldly claims, among which are

the ritual and cultic rules of the Torah. It is the authorization, or

the right, to find for one's self, by that independent "proving," what

the "good" is—and hence, is also independence from the judgment

of any other person's conscience (I Cor. 10:29b; cf. Rom. 14:5). In
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this respect, of course, there can be no waiving of "authorization";

for in this respect it is "freedom" itself. But so far as "authorization"

is regarded as a personal right to inconsiderate exercise of "freedom,"

Paul distinguishes between it and "freedom": the latter manifests

itself, in case consideration for one's brother demands it, precisely

in waiving "authorization" as a personal right. As a personal right

it would no longer be Christian freedom but a legal claim, which

higher purposes naturally may demand that one give up, as Paul

makes clear by his own waiver of the apostle's right to support by

the churches (I Cor. 9:1-23). Exercise of freedom in this sense is

just what is being demanded when Paul urges: "take care lest this

liberty ( authorization ) of yours somehow become a stumbling-block

to the weak" (I Cor. 8:9; cf. Rom. 14:13). He is perfectly willing to

give up what in principle is completely permissible to him, if enjoy-

ment of it would be a cause of offense to his brother (I Cor. 8:13;

cf. Rom. 14:21). However, it is clear, as the letter to the Galatians

shows, that this consideration must be dropped in the situation of

witness-bearing to one's faith—whenever, that is, it would expose

itself to being misunderstood as the surrender of "freedom." Only as

the exercise of freedom for a brother's sake does consideration have

validity, but as that it is demanded of the Christian.

Consideration for one's brother does not mean dependence upon

his judgment (I Cor. 10:29b; Rom. 14:5). On the contrary. Chris-

tian freedom is freedom from all human conventions and norms of

value. The social distinctions of freedom and slavery as well as

those of sex and race have lost their significance "in Christ" (Gal.

3:28; I Cor. 12:13) and "do not become slaves of men" (I Cor. 7:23)

applies to all desires for emancipation, for they stem from human

evaluations. The Christian, then, is free from all men, and yet there

is a proper subjection of himself as "slave to all" (I Cor. 9:19) and

the imperative, "be servants of one another" (Gal. 5:13) still stands.

Here again, however, this is no surrender of freedom, but precisely

the exercise of it.

3. "Be servants of one another" does not stand alone but has the

modifier "through love," which gives it its character. For the believer

has the freedom that is his as a "slave" of the "Lord" ( § 38, 1 ) , and

he who is "not under the law himself" has become a slave "to those

under the law" and "to those outside the law" as "one outside the

law" because he is within "the law of Christ" (I Cor. 9:20f.). And
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the "law of Christ" (Gal. 6:2) is the demand that one love. The
"bearing" of "one another's burdens" which Paul terms the fulfilling

of this "law," is nothing else than a manifestation of being "servants

of one another through love." It is love {aydn^) which builds up
the congregation and hence requires the waiving of one's "authoriza-

tion" or "right" (I Cor. 8:1; Rom. 14:15). It is love that requii-es the

Christian not to "seek his own good, but the good of his neighbor"

(I Cor. 10:24; 13:5). Love is the fulfilment of the Law, whose de-

mands are summed up in "You shall love your neighbor as yourself"

(Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:14).

Such fulfilling of the law, however, is no "work" in the sense of

meritorious accomplishment, but is a deed done in freedom. To
perform this deed of love believers are "God-taught" (\)8o8i8a7.Toi,

I Thess. 4:9). Love, then, is an eschatological phenomenon; in it the

faith which transplants men into eschatological existence is at work

(Gal. 5:6). Love, as sheer existence for one's neighbor, is possible

only to him who is free from himself—i.e. to him who has died with

Christ, to live no longer for himself but for him who for his sake died

and was raised (II Cor. 5:15) and hence is obedient to the "law of

Christ," the love commandment. Placing the parallel statements of

I Cor. 7:19; Gal. 5:6; and 6:15 side by side makes clear the nature

of "love": for the man of faith the characteristics "circumcision" and

"uncircumcision," which once determined a man's classification, have

sunk into insignificance; all that now matters is "keeping the com-

mandments of God" (I Cor. 7:19)—or, in the second case, "faith

working through love '—or, in the third case, "a new creation." That

is, God's demand is for love; it becomes real as the manifestation of

faith in living, and it is just in this that eschatological existence

becomes reality; this existence, moreover—the "new creation"—is to

be found only "in Christ" (II Cor. 5:17). Love is also designated as

an eschatological phenomenon by the fact that it is the primary fruit

of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22). Though Paul lists other fruits after it,

I Cor. 13 shows that love really cannot be regarded as just one of the

Spirit's gifts by the side of others. This chapter calls it the "still

more excellent way," the way that exceeds all other "gifts" and with-

out which all the others are nothing. Though all the Spirit's other

gifts will disappear when "that which is perfect" comes, yet love,

like faith and hope, will abide—and not only abide, but will be the

greatest of the three. It can be called nothing less because in it the
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possibility opened up by "faith" and "hope" becomes reahty in con-

crete existence.

A special phase of agape is "humility" (tajteivocpQoaiJvT]).

Phil. 2:3, representing Christ as the example of it, is an exhorta-

tion to it. It is described as "each counting the other better

than himself," a parallel formulation to Rom. 12:10: "in honor
preferring one another" ( KJ ) . This "humility" does not mean a

"disposition" of soul nor man's relation to God, as II Cor. 7:6,

for instance, does, but means man's relation to men. Humility
pays heed to their claim and does not insist upon pushing
through one's own claims: "looking not to one's own interests,

but each one looking to the interests of others" (Phil. 2:4; cf.

I Cor. 10:24; 13:5). Humility, therefore, is a form of love. Its

special character is indicated by the fact that it is placed in con-

trast with eoix^eia (self-seeking, egoism) and xevoSosi'a (conceit,

egotism). Its opposite is "haughtiness," which looks down upon
others and "boasts"—the attitude against which Gal. 6:3 warns:

"For if anyone thinks he is something, when he is nothing, he
deceives himself. But let each one test his own work, and then

his reason to boast will be in himself alone and not in his neigh-

bor." All such comparing of one's self with others and all judg-

ing of one's neighbor (II Cor. 10:12-18; Rom. 14:4, 10, 12f., 22)
has ceased in "love."

§ 40. Freedom from Death

1. Freedom from the Law and sin is also freedom from death,

for death is the "wage" and the "fruit" of sin (Rom. 6:23; 7:5; etc.;

§24). The believer, having died with Christ, also shares in his

resurrection. Paul expresses this in language that stems from the

mystery religions and Gnosticism (§33, 3d, e) in order to say: By
faith in the word in which the risen Christ himself speaks to him,

man lets the resurrection of Christ, like his cross, become the power

that henceforth determines his life (§33, 6c). He now no longer

lives—so Paul can paradoxically say—but in him Christ lives (Gal.

2:19).

However, Paul differs from the view prevalent in the mysteries

and Gnosticism in not understanding the "life" thus mediated by

Christ as a power, like those of nature, infused into man, a power

of immortality which has become the property of the soul (or of
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the innermost self), and by means of which, after the death of the

body, the soul soars into the sphere of divine blessedness, the

heavenly world of light. Instead, he holds fast to the traditional

Jewish-Christian teaching of the resurrection of the dead, and in so

doing he also retains the apocalyptic expectation of the last judg-

ment and of the cosmic drama which will end the old world and

introduce the new world of salvation, "that which is perfect" ( I Cor.

13:10). He expects the "day" (or the "coming"—parousia) of the

"Lord" (I Cor. 1:8; 5:5; 15:23; II Cor. 1:14; Phil. 1:6, 10; 2:16;

I Thess. 2:19; 3:13; 4:15; 5:2, 23) which will also be the end of his

reign, which began with the resurrection, and the dawn of the

period of salvation, in which God will be all in all (I Cor. 15:

2^27).

The form of imagery in which Paul expresses the view that

"life" has a future beyond the death of the body is that of the

Jewish-Christian tradition
( § 9, 3; p. 77 ) : the resurrection of

the dead. Paul presents this teaching, strange to Hellenistic

ears, in I Thess. 4:13-17 and defends it at length in I Cor. 15.

The details in his picture of the cosmic drama have no theolog-

ical importance. But it is important that Paul, in contrast to

Jewish apocalypticism and Gnostic mythology, refrains from
depicting the condition of the resurrection life, for a complex of

future conditions could only be painted on analogy with earthly

life, as an ideal picture of earthly life, and that would directly

contradict the character of the future as that which is "not seen"

(II Cor. 4:18). So Paul goes no further than to speak generally

of the "glory" that is to be revealed (Rom. 8:18; II Cor. 4:17)

or of "being with Christ," which will then begin (I Thess. 4:17;

5:10; Phil. 1:23; II Cor. 5:7f.). "Walking by sight" (II Cor. 5:7)

will then take the place of "walking by faith." What we now
behold is only a mirrored image full of riddles; then we shall

see "face to face." "Now I know in part; then I shall understand

fully, even as I have been fully understood" (I Cor. 13:12).

Indeed, Paul actually gets into contradiction with the resurrec-

tion doctrine when he hopes in Phil. 1:23 that his "being with

Christ" will begin immediately after his death. (As to II Cor.

5: Iff., where many interpreters find the same view expressed,

see § 17, 3 ) . This contradiction betrays how little difference it

makes what images are used to express the fact that "life" has a

future beyond Iffe in the "flesh."
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As resurrection-life beyond bodily death, "life," then, is a future

thing yet to come. In Rom. 5:1-11, Paul has to defend his thesis

that eschatological righteousness is already present, against the

objection that the other signs of eschatological salvation are not yet

to be seen. Hence, he also has to point out that "life" is already

bestowed upon the rightwised
( § 29, 4 ) . When he does this, he first

does it by speaking of "life" as a thing of the future which deter-

mines the present as only a 'Tiope of the glory of God"—but such a

hope, be it noted, as "does not disappoint," for its foundation is the

Spirit-given knowledge of God's "love."

This present time in which we "live" and "walk in the flesh"

( § 22, 3 ) is, of course, no "glory"-present yet, but one of "tribula-

tions" and "sufferings"; the resurrection life with its "eternal weight

of glory" is yet to come (II Cor. 4:17; Rom. 8:18). Even believers

still groan in "bondage to decay" (Rom. 8:21), in the earthly body

(II Cor. 5:lff. ) and long for their heavenly one, "the spiritual body"

or "the glory-body" (I Cor. 15:44; Phil. 3:21). "In hope we were

saved" (Rom. 8:24; §35, 3), and we now lead our lives only "by

faith", not yet "by sight" (II Cor. 5:7; cf. 1 Cor. 13:12); being far

from the Lord, we long to be united with him (II Cor. 5:6, 8; Phil.

1:21, 23). The cosmic drama which will bring "redemption of the

body" (Rom. 8:23) has, nevertheless, already begun with the resur-

rection of Christ, and the consummation lies near ahead (I Thess.

4:15; I Cor. 15:51; cf. Rom. 13:llf.). Christ is the "first fruit of them

that sleep" and those who believe in him will follow him, but "each

in his own order," and not until the coming of Christ at the end of

the world will death be destroyed as the "last enemy" (I Cor.

15:20-27).

Nevertheless, it is to be noted that Paul's recourse to the Gnostic

proto-man idea (Rom. 5:12-21; § 15, 4d), in order to prove that

"life" is bestowed upon the rightwised, shows that the futurity of

"life" and "glory" is not conceived simply according to the scheme

of Jewish eschatology as a mere contrast between Now and Then.

As Adam brought death upon Adamitic mankind, so Christ brought

life for the new mankind; in him it is already present even though it

will not actualize itself for the believer until the future (v. 17, 21).

Life is already here; for Christ's resurrection is conceived not just

as the first case of rising from the dead, but as the origin of the

resurrection life of all believers, which necessarily proceeds from
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it and hence can be regarded as already present in its origin. Also

in I Cor. 15:12-16 the logic of the argument is not that the possibility

of any resurrection is proved by one case of resurrection such as

demonstrably occurred with Christ; rather, the resurrection of all

believers is comprised in that of Christ, which is the origin of theirs,

as V. 21f. clearly shows. A disciple of Paul discovered a fitting

formulation for this idea: "for you have died, and your life is hid

with Christ in God . .
." (Col. 3:3f. ). Paul himself formulates it

more paradoxically when he says: "it is no longer I who live, but

Christ who lives in me" (Gal. 2:20).

2. Thus, in a certain sense, "life" is a present thing after all-

present to hoping faith, though not as an "experience" in the life of

the soul. For in baptism, too, which also brings participation in

Christ's death and resurrection, the important thing is not what takes

place in the soul. What it really is, is the bestowal of the salvation-

occurrence and the appropriation of it by the faith of him who in

it confesses his faith (§34, 3); accordingly, Rom. 6:8 characterizes

the "life" mediated by that sacrament as a life to come: 'T3ut if we
have died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him."

Nevertheless, "life" already actualizes itself in the present, for he

who is baptized has received the gift of the Spirit as the "firstfruit"

or "guarantee" of future salvation (Rom. 8:23; II Cor. 1:22; 5:5).

Thanks to this gift his hope will not disappoint him (Rom. 5:5);

thanks to this gift—and here Paul approaches the manner of thinking

found in the mysteries and Gnosticism—our future resurrection is

certain (Rom. 8:11). The Spirit proves itself the ruling power of

the present, however, in the fact that the latter is determined by the

future. The Spirit is both the norm and the source and power of the

Christian's new "walk"
( § 38, 2-3 ) . "Life" is a present reality in the

Christian's openness for the future and in his being determined by

it. For the person one used to be is crucified with Christ; his "soma

of sin" (his sin-ruled self) is destroyed, the "world" for him no

longer exists (Rom. 6:6; 7:4-6; Gal. 5:24; 6:14); he is a "new crea-

tion," for "the old has passed away, behold, the new has come"

(II Cor. 5:17). Hence, the exhortation: "consider yourselves dead

to sin and alive to God in Christ Jesus . . . yield yourselves to God
as men who have been brought from death to life" (Rom. 6:11, 13).

Like "life," so is "glory" a thing of the present, so that Paul can say

of God in bold anticipation: "and those whom he justified (right-
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wised) he also glorified" (Rom. 8:30). Hence, the believer's life can

be described not only as a daily renewal of our inner nature ( II Cor.

4:16) but also as a transformation "from glory to glory" (II Cor.

3:18; §38,2).

Not alone in "walking" by the power and according to the norm
of the Spirit does that future "life" make itself known as present-

it also does so powerfully in triumph over suffering. Paul is as little

concerned with theodicy as the rest of the New Testament is. Suffer-

ing in its implications for the present condition of this world does

not need to be justified or defended, because this world is the old

aeon hastening toward its end and under the dominion of death;

therefore one of its essential qualities is suffering, in which death,

ever future, is, nevertheless, always at work in the present, for it is

the power behind transitoriness. So the real problem for early Chris-

tian thinking is not suffering but death. But for the believer this

problem is solved by Christ's victory over death, which the believer,

having died with Christ, shares. Therein he has won a new under-

standing of suffering, by which he becomes master over it—but since

it flows out of his new understanding of himself it does not, of

course, lay bare to him the cosmic meaning of suffering in general,

but in the suffering that strikes his own person he finds a question

addressed to himself and a new possibility of his life. The dominion

of death which makes itself known in suffering (II Cor. 4:12), the

transitoriness of everything earthly—"for the things that are seen are

transient" (II Cor. 4:18)—all this warns him not to let himself get

bound to the world by desire and care—"for the schema of this world

(= this world itself) is passing away" (I Cor. 7:31)—and compels

him to focus his gaze on the "things that are unseen, eternal" (II

Cor. 4:18).

Suffering, which makes man aware of his weakness and insig-

nificance, becomes a compulsion, indeed a help, to the believer, who,

in the "obedience of faith" (§35, 1), has basically renounced his

own strength to make real this renunciation and his radical surrender

to "grace" in concrete living. In the face of threatening death, Paul

learns to pronounce the death-verdict over hifnself, "in order that

we should not rely upon ourselves but on God who raises the dead"

(II Cor. 1:9 tr.). The treasure of grace bestowed upon him he

carries in an earthen vessel, "in order that the transcendent power

may be from God and not from us" (II Cor. 4:7); and lest he should
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get haughty, he was struck with a bodily ailment (II Cor. 12:7).

Though at first he struggled against it, he was permitted to hear

the voice of the Lord saying: "My grace is suflBcient for you; for

power comes in weakness to perfection" (II Cor. 12:8 Bit.). So he

wants to boast of his very weaknesses in order that the power of

Christ may come over him; so, for Christ's sake, he accepts whatever

sort of sufferings may strike him, "for when I am weak, then I am
strong" (II Cor. 12:9f. ). This strength Paul illustrates in the follow-

ing antitheses:

"When reviled, we bless;

when persecuted, we endure;

when slandered, we try to conciliate." (I Cor. 4:12f.)

"... as impostors, and yet true;

as unknown, and yet well known;

as dying, and behold we live;

as punished, and yet not killed;

as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing;

as poor, yet making many rich;

as having nothing, and yet possessing everything."

(II Cor. 6:9f.)

In such acceptance of sufferings, the believer, as one "who is

made like him (Christ) in his death," concretely experiences the

"fellowship of his sufferings" (Phil. 3:10). The traces of past suffer-

ings which he bears on his body are to him the "marks of Jesus"

(Gal. 6:17). To stand with such an understanding in the storm of

sufferings means nothing else than to bear about in one's own body

the dying of Jesus in order that the life of Jesus may be manifested

in one's own body (II Cor. 4:10f. ). As Christ was "crucified in

weakness," so it is true of Paul: "we are weak in him." As Christ

'lives by the power of God," so the apostle: "we live with him by

the power of God"—and so live "for you" (II Cor. 13:4); for "fellow-

ship" with Christ is also "fellowship" with all who belong to his

soma (I Cor. 12:25f.)—which means, thinking gnostically, all who
are related to Christ by having a common origin with him. To Paul,

though, it is a relationship of concretely living for each other, in

which what happens to one cannot but be full of consequence to the

other. Through the "fellowship of suffering," the sufferer is released
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from the loneliness of his suffering. The sufiFerings of Christ overflow

abundantly upon Paul, in order that he, comforted by Christ,

may also comfort others (II Cor. 1:5-7). If death is at work in

him, it is in order that life may be at work in others (II Cor.

4:12-13).

It is clear that the "fellowship of suffering" does not mean simply

the historical relationship of follower and master which leads the

follower of Jesus into suffering. It means the bond with Christ

which takes place in faith, conceived in the cosmological terminology

of Gnosticism (§ 33, 3e), but factually accomplished by the decision

of faith. Nor is this "fellowship" artificially induced by an imitatio

C/ir/sfj—furthermore, it is by no means restricted to those sufferings

into which one is led by following Christ, whether one's specific fol-

lowing be that of the apostolic oflSce or simply that of confessing

faith. Rather, it comprises all the sufferings which strike man, such

as the physical affliction of Paul (II Cor. 12:7). Paul's dictum "for

power comes in weakness to perfection" (II Cor. 12:9) is spoken as

a basic principle and holds true for any "weakness." Moreover, it is

mistaken to speak of this as "passion-mysticism." For this "fellow-

ship" or "sharing" does not take place in absorbed meditation on

the passion or in the soulful appropriation of Christ's suffering in

mystical experience (the "marks of Jesus" are visible on Paul's

body—his battle-scars as a soldier of Christ!). It does take place in

the understanding of suffering learned beneath the cross. In that

understanding, sufferings are overcome and become things to boast

of. The believer's sufferings have become transparent to him as the

process in which that "crucifixion" takes place by which the "world"

sinks into insignificance for him.

Given freedom from death, freedom from the world and its powers

( § 26 ) are also given. The man of faith is freed from the care of one

who relies upon himself, has the world (supposedly) at his disposal,

and yet is its victim (§23, 3). He knows only one care, "how he

may please the Lord" (I Cor. 7:32) and only one ambition: "to

please the Lord" (II Cor. 5:9). Free from the world's care which

binds one to perishing things, free from "worldly grief" which pro-

duces death (II Cor. 7:10), he faces the world free, as one who
rejoices with those who rejoice and weeps with those who weep

(Rom. 12:15), one who participates in the tumult of the world but

does so with an inner aloofness—"as if (he did it) not":
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'let those who have wives be as if they had not,

and those who mourn as if they mourned not,

and those who rejoice as if they rejoiced not,

and those who buy as if they possessed not,

and those who have to do with the world as if they

had nothing to do with it."

(I Cor. 7:29-31 tr.)

—in other words, as a free man. So Paul can boast: "for I have

learned in whatever state I am to be content. I know both how to be

abased and how to abound; to any and all circumstances I am
initiate: to be full and to hunger, to have abundance and to be in

want. I can endure anything in him who is my inward power"

(Phil. 4:11-13 tr.).

Since neither life nor death can separate us from the love of God
in Christ (Rom. 8:38), since in life as in death we belong to Christ

(Rom. 14:7-9), then life and death as we know them as men "in

the flesh" have lost their charm and terror, respectively (cf. II Cor.

5:9). He who belongs to Christ, and through him to God, has

become master of everything:

"For all things are yours . . .

whether the world or life or death,

or things present or things future,

all are yours;

but you are Christ's, and Christ is God's."

(I Cor. 3:21-23)

In God, freedom, righteousness, and life have their cause, and

it is in them that the glory of God as ultimate meaning and ultimate

goal comes to its own. To the glory of God, Christ is confessed as

Lord (Phil. 2:11). To the glory of God, prayers of praise and

thanksgiving are to sound forth in the congregation (Rom. 15:6; II

Cor. 1:20; 9:12-15). Our eating and drinking and our every under-

taking it to be done to His glory (I Coi. 10:31) as well as the work

of the apostle (II Cor. 4:15). To His glory, Christ accomplished his

work (Rom. 15:7) and to Him he will resign his reign "in order that

God may be all in all" (I Cor. 15:28 KJ).
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